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ABSTRACT

This study begins by locating the Rutara subgroup in the major group ofLacustrine,

and by showing its internal relationships, lexicostatistically, phonologically, lexically, and

morphologically. All these show that Rutara is a coherent linguistic group that originates

from one common ancestral language labelled as Proto-Rutara. Out of this have evolved

most of the differences that distinguish its daughter languages today. Following the

classification of Rutara languages, a basic description of the tense/aspect (T/A) systems for

eight languages ofthe group is presented. The description takes a cognitive approach, partly

stemming from Guillaume's concept of chronogenesis (which concerns the mental time

image and stratification ofthe development ofverbal systems from simple to more complex

forms), in the light of historical and comparative linguistics. Thus, the description has two

levels: first, the analysis ofthe basic meanings ofvarious T/A formatives, from simple forms

to complex and compound markers, which constitute various T/A systems in the eight sample

languages studied and, second, a comparative study of these formatives and markers across

the group. The analysis surveys and reveals both the basic as well as the extended functions

of the formatives, from a morphosemantic, morphosyntactic, and cognitive point of view.

Consequently, the study proposes the levels at which the development ofT/A in the Rutara

languages exists.

From the cognitive point of view, the mechanisms behind the apparent asymmetry

found, for instance, in the markers for Past and Future tenses, as well as in the Persistive and

Progressive aspects are explained. Similarly, various cognitive and psychosemantic reasons
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for the innovation ofdifferent T/A markers, and reasons for combining simple formatives to

create complex markers are also established. It is argued that these processes led to the

mechanism of recycling and reassigning formatives in terms of their functions, alongside

phonological, morphological and semantic changes in the system(s). These complex and

recycled verbal systems have created a number of distinctive tenses and aspects, most of

which are characterised by morphological syncretism. Finally, the Proto-Rutara T/A system

is reconstructed. This study thus shows how different markers have developed diachronically

into their contemporary forms.
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NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS

Vowels

Long vowels are represented by double vowel symbols as, [ii, ee, aa, 00, uu] for IPA's

[i:, e:, a:, 0:, u:], respectively. This follows a long tradition in Bantu linguistics.

ii. Consonants

The following are the phonetic symbols used in this study with their equivalent in the

IPA: [c] = [tf], [f] = [d.3], [8] = [D, [z] = [3], [fi] = [P], [y] = [j]. Other symbols used are: [P,

b, t, d, C,!, k, g], [15], [4>, p, f, v, s, z, x, ¥, h], [m, 11), n, IJ], [r, J, 1, J], [w]. N represents any

nasal sound.

iii. Tone

Tone is only indicated in examples which apply to a single language. For those which

represent the entire group or more than one language, tones are omitted because each

language (or dialect in some cases) has its own tonal structure. Thus, intra-textual

morphological examples which apply to several languages are presented in braces like {tu-ka

gur-a} 'we bought' , or orthographically in italics as tukagura 'we bought', without indicating

tones, which are language specific. If the tonal structure is similar for the languages

concerned with a given example, then it is indicated as in {gfua} 'buy!'. The hyphens are

used to indicate morpheme boundaries, for instance: {tu-aa-guz-ire} - [twaaguzire] 'we have

already bought', and the brackets "0" indicate optional elements, thus: {n-a(a)-gur-a} 

[naagura] - [nagura] 'I have Gust) bought'.
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Low tone is not marked, thus [i, ii, e, ee, a, aa, 0, 00, u, uu, ei, ai, oi]. High tone is

marked by the acute accent as [i, ii, e, ee, a, aa, 6, 66, U, UU, ei, ai, 6i], and falling tone by

circumflex on mono-moraic segments or by acute and grave accents on bi-moraic segments,

thus [1, ii, e, ee, a, aa, 0, 60, 11, UU, ei, ai, 6i], respectively. The rising tone, which is mainly

found in languages outside the Rutara group, is represented as follows: [i, ii, e, ee, a, aa, 6,

06, d, UU]. There are two more vowels found in the description, namely [1, 0], with their

variants in length and tone as illustrated for other vowels above.

iv. Liquid sounds

For convenience, "r" is used as a generic representation of liquid sounds in phonemic

and/or orthographic examples that apply to the entire Rutara group. The same applies to "b"

for the sounds [b, p].

Bantu language names

Bantu names are written with their initial markers {Ki-, Ke-, Si-, Ru-, etc.} mainly

in order to avoid ambiguity, confusion and aberrant labels that arise from using the anglicised

forms such as Rundi, Tooro, Haya, and Rwanda. The following list introduces all other

possible names, as given in brackets, that are used in other studies, despite the fact that some

of these labels are disturbing:

Chiruri (CiRuri, Ciruri, Kiruri, Ruri, Ruli); Kegusii (EkeGusii, EkiGusii,

IkiGusii, Kigusii, Gusii, Guzii, Kisii); Kichaga (KiChaga, Dschagga,

KiShaka, Chagga, Chaga); Kiha (KiHa, Giha, Ha); Kihangaza (KiHangaza,

Gihangaza, Hangaza); Kiikizu (KiIkizu, Ikizu); Kijita (Ekijita, KiJita, Cijita,
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Kejita, Jita); Kikuria (EkiKuria, KiKuria, Koria, Kurya, Kuria); Kikwaya

(KiKwaya, Kwaya); Kinata (KiNata, Nata); Kingurimi (KiNgurimi,

Ngurimi, Ngoreme); Kinyarwanda (IkinyaRwanda, KiNyarwanda,

KinyaRwanda, Urunyarwanda, Runyarwanda, Nyarwanda, Nyaruanda,

Rwanda); Kiregi (KiRegi, Regi); Kirundi (KiRundi, Ikirundi, Rundi);

Kishashi (KiShashi, Shashi); Kishubi (KiShubi, Shubi); Kisimbiti

(KiSimbiti, Kisimbete, Simbiti, Simbete); Kisukuma (KiSukuma, Sukuma);

Kiswahili (KiSwahili, Swahili); Kivinza (KiVinza, Vinza); Kizanaki

(KiZanaki, Zanaki); Luganda (LuGanda, Oluganda, Ganda); Lugwere

(LuGwere, Olugwere, Gwere); Lulogooli (LuLogooli, Logoli, Ragoli,

Maragoli); Lumasaaba (LuMasaaba, Masaaba); Lusaamia (LuSaamia,

Saamia); Lusoga (LuSoga, Olusoga, Soga); Lwisuxa (LwIsuxa, Isuxa);

Ruhaya (RuHaya, Oruhaya, Oluhaya, Ekihaya, Haya, Ziba); Ruhororo

(RuHororo, Hororo, Etshihororo, Horohoro); Kikerebe<Rukerebe (KiKerebe,

Ekikerebe, KiKerewe, Cikerebe, Kerewe, Kerebe); Rukiga (RuKiga,

Orukiga, Oluciga, Rukiiga, Ruciga, Kiga, Ciga, Chiga); Runyambo

(RuNyambo, Nyambo, Ekinyambo, Karagwe, Rukaragwe, Ururagwe);

Runyankore (RuNyankore, Olunyankole, RunyaNkore, Lunyankole,

Nyankole, Nkore); Runyoro (RuNyoro, Orunyoro, Lunyoro, Runyooro,

Nyoro); Rusyan (RuSyan, Orusyan, Syan); Rutooro (RuTooro, Orutooro,

Orutoro, Tooro, Toro); Ruzinza (RuZinza, Dzindza, Zinza).
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CHAPTER ONE

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

While the study of Bantu languages is currently expanding, the most interesting part

ofthe history ofAfrican linguistics, and the analysis ofBantu languages in particular, begins

in the nineteenth century. It is interesting in that it launched the genetic classification of

African languages and, hence, the inception of the term Bantu (from *mu-ntu/*ba-ntu

'person/people'). The name, which has now been commonly accepted as a legitimate name

(for a group oflanguages under the Niger-Congo family), was first introduced by Wilhelm

H.I. Bleek in 1858 in his studies of South African languages. Since that time, there have

been a number of studies on the analysis and classification ofthis language family. Most of

these studies have either been based on, or influenced by, studies and principles used in

analysing Indo-European languages. The most significant studies in the history of Bantu

linguistics are by Wilhelm H. I. Bleek (from the 1850s), Sigismund W. Koelle (from the

1890s), Diedrich Westermann (from the 1910s), Malcolm Guthrie (from the 1940s), Joseph

H. Greenberg (from the 1940s), and A. E. Meeussen (from the 1950s). While this thesis

continues the tradition ofanalysing and classifying Bantu languages, the analysis developed

here is founded on different theories from those used in the traditional cases, ones that have

been applied to Indo-European languages in both synchronic and diachronic studies, but

[HRT-Muzale]



which are also applicable to Bantu languages, particularly with respect to the development

of tense and aspect (T/A), the primary focus of this study.

1.2. The linguistic area under study

This study deals with the East African Bantu languages spoken by communities

located between Lakes Victoria, Kyoga, Albert and Edward (in Uganda and north western

Tanzania including Ukerewe (Bukerebe) Island). Eight sample languages have been selected

for the study. These languages, and a few others, form a genetic subgroup called Rutara, as

a part of the area traditionally known as Interlacustrine, which others call Interlake.' The

two terms are basically similar in the sense that they refer to the area surrounded by the lakes

(hence "between waters") listed above. Rutara, in turn, is coordinate with other subgroups

1 The system of naming Bantu language groups varies from one author to another.
Thus, there is a need to make a selection of the labels to be used, while trying to avoid
unnecessary proliferation of labels. With respect to Lacustrine languages, this study has
adopted the following nomenclature, mainly based on more "traditional" labels and, at the
same time, tried to avoid ambiguities or confusion.

Nurse & Philippson (1980), etc.
Lacustrine
East Nyanza

Interlacustrine
East Nyanza-Suguti

North Nyanza

Rutara

Western Highlands

Suguti
Luhya

[HRT-Muzale}

Schoenbrun (1990), etc.
Great Lakes Bantu

Mara

Interlake
East Nyanza
North Nyanza

Rutara
Western Highlands

Suguti

Luhyia

This Study
Lacustrine
Mara

Interlacustrine
East Nyanza

North Nyanza

Rutara

Western Highlands

Suguti

Luhya



such as North Nyanza (N/Nyanza), Western Highlands (W/Highlands) and East Nyanza

(E/Nyanza) to form the larger group Lacustrine. The Rutara languages dealt with in this

study (underlined in Figure 1 and with estimates oftheir speakers in brackets) are: 2 Runyoro

(495,443 [1991J), Rutooro (488,024 [1991J), Runyankore (1,643,193 [1991J), Rukiga

TANZANIA

Figure 1: Rutara and some of the Lacustrine languages

Kegusii KENYA

2 The estimates for Runyambo are from Rugemalira (1994), and the rest are from
http://www.sil.org./ethnologue/countries/Ugan.html, and http://www.sil.org./ethnologue/
countries/Tanz.html.
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(1,391,442 [1991]), Runyambo (292,589 [1988]), Ruhaya (1,200,000 [1991]), Ruzinza

(138,000 [1987]) and Kikerebe (hereafter referred to by the old name, Rukerebe) (100,000

[1987]); (ef §2.3 and §2.4 below).

There is general agreement that Rutara is a genetic linguistic group (Nurse and

Philippson 1980; Schoenbrun 1990). Other studies that at least have some focus on Rutara

are Ladefoged et al. (1971), and Nurse (1979b). Heine's (1973) Zwisehenseen-Gruppe

'Interlake Group', however, refers to a larger group which we call Lacustrine in this study.

However, no general consensus has been reached so far as regards the genetic composition

of the Lacustrine group, on the one hand, and the nature of coordination between the sub-

groups that constitute Lacustrine on the other.3 Two studies can be used to illustrate this

point. According to Nurse and Philippson (1980), Lacustrine branches into three major

coordinate groups, namely Luhya, ElNyanza and Interlacustrine, which in turn branches into

NlNyanza, Western HigWands and Rutara (see Figure 2). On the other hand, Schoenbrun

(1990), Lacustrine branches into five major groups, Luhya, Rugungu (a single-language

group), Western Lakes, ElNyanza, and WlNyanza, which in turn branches into NlNyanza and

Rutara, as illustrated in Figure 3. In both models, Rutara forms a genetic group. They differ

in two main respects: first, Schoenbrun further analyses the genetic relationship between the

languages while Nurse and Philippson present the Rutara languages as a terminal node.

3 For arguments and debate regarding the validity and genetic composition of
Lacustrine, see Ehret et al. (1973); Mould (1976, 1981); Nurse and Philippson (1980);
Schoenbrun (1990); Nurse (forthcoming); and Nurse and Muzale (forthcoming).
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Figure 3: Lacustrine classification (Schoenbrun 1990), mutatis mutandis

Second, they differ in the way Rutara is viewed as it is coordinate with other subgroups to

form Lacustrine. Moreover, Schoenbrun (1990) does not regard Interlacustrine as a genetic

entity, based on his findings that the group has only one lexical innovation (i. e. 'animal fat')

out of his 100-word list.
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1.3. Aims of the study

The study aims mainly at achieving the following two goals, which are hierarchically

related and interdependent:

A. To carry out a morphosemantic analysis of the tense/aspect (here after

referred to as T/A) systems of the Rutara languages using a cognitive

approach.

B. To compare the systems of the sample languages and then reconstruct a

system for Proto-Rutara (PR).

C. To confirm that Rutara languages form a coherent genetic linguistic group.

1.4. Significance of the study

It is well known that lexicostatistics alone is not sufficient to justify the degree of

genetic relationship between languages, especially when the figures are relatively low. For

instance, Batibo (1982), in his review of Nurse (1979b), expresses major concerns about

lexicostatistics, especially its unreliability when used exclusive ofother methods, especially

for Bantu languages. Consequently, some ofthe findings and conclusions from such studies

are still tentative, while other studies have urged further investigation. Hinnebusch (1981 :2),

for instance, points out categorically that: ".. .it is expected that they [current hypotheses] will

change as in-depth study ofBantu progresses and our knowledge ofBantu sound changes and

morphosyntactic processes improve". Yet, not many intensive studies have been carried out

since. Schoenbrun (1990) attempted to do so, but again used lexicostatistics.
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Mould (1976, 1981) employed phonology and morphology to establish the genetic

affiliation of Luhya to Lacustrine. Despite his interesting results, he points out the

shortcomings of his study and thus suggests that there is "a need for more detailed analysis

as well as a reexamination ofboth lexicostatistics and a broadening of the reconstruction of

tense/aspect morphology" (Mould 1981 :224). It should be pointed out, however, that his

morphological analysis ofthe T/A system ofRutara uses one language only, Runyoro, which

he claims represents Rutara but not necessarily the southern languages (meaning Ruhaya,

Runyambo and Rukerebe). In this case, while the current study intends to start from where

other studies like Mould (1981) left off, the following are its merits as compared to such

previous studies:

A. It starts with the lowest level of subgroups, thereby paving the way for a

,better classification of higher level groupings, such as Lacustrine.

B. It uses a morphological approach that incorporates other components like

phonology, rather than being based solely on the lexical component. The

results ofthis morphological investigation can then be compared to the results

of previous lexical and phonological studies, in order to test and establish

points of similarities and differences.

C. It studies a system rather than less structured elements oflanguage like lexical

items and atomistic accounts of morphemes.

D. In order to accomplish (B and C), it takes a cognitive approach which takes

into account the three major aspects oflanguage analysis: form, function and
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meaning. Thus, it starts with the formal and semantic analysis ofthe elements

(formatives) and categories ofthe paradigm(s), then traces their functions and

constraints, and the way in which they combine together to form a meaningful

T/A system.

E. Mainly, but not exclusively, it studies the T/A system(s) from a historical and

comparative perspective. This is crucial not only in understanding the history

of the language(s) and T/A system(s) in particular, but also in accounting for

the underlying principles that give rise to surface morphosyntactic structures,

as part and parcel ofgenetic linguistics. This can only be achieved by tracing

the processes ofsound and morphological changes vis-a-vis the semantic and

functional changes oflinguistic elements within a system. As pointed out by

Bybee, et al. (1994), a diachronic approach is desirable for at least four

reasons: one, it greatly increases the explanatory power of linguistic theory;

two, a language is not a static system and, therefore, grammatical meaning is

changing constantly as well; three, the cognitive, semantic and

communicative factors of the system that underlie grammatical meaning are

very often and more clearly revealed by linguistic changes; four, the

diachronic perspective reveals more reliably crucial similarities among

languages in a comparative study like this one.
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1.5. Methodology

This study relies on the proposition that genetically related languages exhibit some

systematic linguistic relationships attributable to their common origin or genetic history.

Systematic diachronic changes will leave systematic linguistic traces, phonological,

morphological or morphosyntactic, that are crucial in the reconstruction of proto-language

systems, especially for languages with an undocumented history such as the Rutara

languages. This study starts with a firm assumption that Rutara languages share one ancestral

language, at some point in their history. That is, Rutara languages are historically related

and, therefore, any study, whether lexical, syntactic, morphological or semantic will

inevitably lead to this conclusion. It is this shared ancestral language that we call Proto

Rutara and whose T/A system we attempt to reconstruct in this study.

This st).ldy combines phonology, morphology and semantics, to support the cognitive

approach. Although phonology is central in most studies of language classification,

similarity in phonological innovations between two or more languages does not necessarily

mean that shared phonological rules are inherited. They could be due to the fact that those

languages have been contiguous long enough for the rules to be transferred, a phenomenon

that is very likely for the geographical area under study. It is for this reason that an approach

that goes beyond lexis and phonology is called for, and its application in this study is as

follows.
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1.5.1. The phonological component

Firstly, previous studies are examined to establish basic patterns of phonological

changes from Proto-Bantu to the contemporary languages (see §2.5). Using lexical lists (see

§1.6), these patterns are re-examined briefly and modifications made accordingly. The study

then establishes trajectories denoting phonological developments and changes across time

(see §2.5.2). A comparison is then made between these changes among the languages under

study. This in turn, leads to the process of distinguishing shared phonological innovations

from shared retentions, which should pave the way towards the reconstruction of a

phonological inventory ofProto-Rutara.

1.5.2. The morphological component

The study looks into the T/A systems ofthe sample languages by studying the forms,

their basic meanings, extended functions, and areal distribution. The direction of analysis

in this study is a bottom-to-top one, sometimes called working back upstream in time towards

the origin. This approach makes it easier to establish the congruency ofpatterns at the lower

level where the most closely related languages behave like dialects ofthe same language, for

instance, Runyoro-Rutooro, Ruhaya-Runyambo and Runyankore-Rukiga (Taylor 1959, 1966,

1985; Rugemalira 1994). That is, it is easier for a comparative study to work from simple

to compound and complex forms, and from a single language to a group and further to larger

groups, than the opposite way round. The analysis itself is guided by the morphological

structure ofthe systems. It searches to establish patterns of symmetry in a T/A system under
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the hypothesis that any apparent asymmetry in a system is the result of a mismatch between

the basic meaning ofa formative and its new morphosemantic function(s) or assumed role(s)

in the system, and that this mismatch is mainly a result of diachronic processes, changes or

innovations. Two categories - tense and aspect - are examined in two paradigms: main

clause affirmatives and main clause negatives, of both simple and compound verbal units

(VUs). The analysis tries as much as possible to use the same verb stem(s) as well as the

same functional and semantic labels ofT/A across all the sample languages. One major verb

is selected for the analysis ofT/A systems, {ku-gur-a} 'to buy' , which is underlyingly similar

across the group, in both tone and meaning. This ensures a more reliable comparative study

for all the sample languages, and also makes it easy to uncover the interplay between form,

function and meaning which is given prominence in this study.

1.6. Data

The data for this study can be categorized into three parts, as follows. Part I, the most

important part, is a collection of data from the sample languages, in both written and tape

recorded forms. The tape-recorded data were used to edit the written versions, especially

with regard to the phonetic realizations of sounds.

Part II consists of two lists oflexical items (450 and 350, respectively) elicited from

at least two native speakers of each language (late 1994 and 1996). List I was compiled by

the researcher using lexical items which he regarded as very common vocabulary. In order

to avoid ambiguity and have a good representation of the translated meaning, and also due
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to the fact that infonnants were ofdiverse linguistic abilities in tenns ofbilingualism, the list

was provided in two languages, Kiswahili and English. This list was also supplemented by

a more or less similar (but longer) list compiled by Dr. D. Nurse (Memorial University) in

the late 1970's for all eight languages. Dr. Nurse's list had to be reedited by the current

researcher to remove the less relevant features, and harmonize the lexemes morphologically.

The lexical items in List II were taken from Guthrie's (1971) Proto-Bantu noun stems

and verb radicals, but were all modified into stems to make it easy for infonnants to decipher.

The informants produced the corresponding current lexemes found in their respective

languages. These lists were meant for the phonological analysis, that is, for establishing

regular correspondences and phonological differences that help to uncover diachronic

changes that have taken place in the languages under study.

Part III contains a list of clause structures, or sentences, which were collected at the

same time, in the same manner and for the same languages as List I. This list has 200

structural items for the morphological analysis. It provides extra input for the analysis ofT/A

systems, including relative clauses, with regard to the use ofvarious verbs. However, these

structures were collected from only four languages: Ruhaya, Runyambo, Ruzinza, and

Rukerebe.

Most of the infonnants were university students with ages ranging between 20-40

years. All were native speakers of the respective languages. The first phase of data

collection was conducted in 1994/95. In 1996/97 some ofthe data were given to other native

speakers for editing and correcting. In all cases, the data were collected in two fonns: written
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transcriptions and tape recording. This strategy helped to minimize the number oferrors and

also to get a good representation of a language from different dialects. The final recording

was done in late 1997 at the University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM) where a new group of

informants and some old ones were recorded without being exposed to the former data. This

was meant to check for consistency and establish reliability, as well as getting answers to

questions which had developed during the first stage of data analysis, especially on T/A.

Other sources of lexical and T/A data are Maddox (1902), Taylor (1959, 1985),

Hyman and Byarushengo (1984), Bona-Baisi (1960), Nurse (1979b), Mould (1981),

Schoenbrun (1990), and Rugemalira (1994). The following table thus summarizes the data

that have been collected for each sample language, where cn =Taylor (1959), CT2 =Taylor

(1985), DN1 =Nurse's notes (1970s), DN2 =Nurse (1979b), DO =Dave Odden (ms, 1997),

H&B = Hyman and Byarushengo (1984), HEM = Maddox (1902), H&H = Hubbard &

Hyman (1993)4, HM = the current researcher, IE = Bona-Baisi (1960), JM = Rugemalira

(1994), MG = Guthrie (1971), M&K = Morris and Kirwan (1972), MM = Mould (1981).

4 This list was downloaded from the Internet, University of California at Berkeley
(http://bantu.berkeley.edu/DB/CBOLD.html: 1997). It was originally compiled by Hubbard
in 1993 and edited later by Larry Hyman.
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Table 1.1: The major sources of data 5

Language
Maior sources

Lexical List I Lexical List II T/A
Runyoro (Rl) DNl,HEM HEM HEM,MM,DNI

Rutooro (R2) HM,DNI MG,HM HM,DNI
Runyankore (R3) DNl, cn MG,Cn cn, CT2, M&K
Rukiga(R4) HM,DNl,Cn MG, cn HM, CTl, CT2, M&K
Runyambo (R5) HM,DNl,JM MG,HM HM
Ruhaya(R6) HM,DNl,IB MG,HM HM, H&B, DN2
Ruzinza (R7) HM,DNI MG,HM HM
Rukerebe (R8) HM,DNI H&H MG,HM HM,DNl,DO

1.7. Scope of the study

The Rutara group contains several linguistic communities ranging from large and well

researched to small and under-researched ones. Ladefoged et al. (1971 :78), for instance,

mention Ruhororo whose phonetic relationship to Runyankore, Rutooro, Runyoro and Rukiga

is 90%,88%,87% and 87%, respectively. These figures suggest that Ruhororo is also part

ofRutara. Similarly, Schoenbrun (1990: 132) mentions other linguistic groups which belong

to Rutara such as "KiZiba [sic], Ikinyalhangiro [sic], EkiHamba, Ekimwani and

IkinyaKisasa" and which, he says, owing to their high cognate percentages with some related

language(s), could be considered to be dialects.6 It was necessary to be selective;

5 This arrangement of these languages RI-R8 specifically portrays the nature of the
languages' contiguity, that is, the way they are geographically arranged from Runyoro in the
north to Ruzinza in the south and Rukerebe (south east) which is detached from the group.

6 Ruziba (HI), Ruhyoza (H2), Ruhamba (H3) and Runyaihangiro (H4) are the major
dialects ofRuhaya, spoken mainly in the former chiefdoms ofKiziba, Kyamutwara, Kihanja
and Ihangiro, respectively.
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consequently, only the following eight linguistic communities have been selected: Runyoro,

Rutooro, Runyankore, and Rukiga (from Uganda), and Ruhaya, Runyambo, Ruzinza and

Rukerebe (from Tanzania). These languages were selected mainly because their data were

relatively easily available, and also because they are larger communities. The geographical

location of these languages is illustrated on the map (see Figure 1).

1.8. Theoretical framework

The operations oflinguistic systems are closely related to cognitive processes, and the

two are connected to the outside world through consciousness. That is why in cognitive

linguistics, syntax is said to be dependent on semantics, pragmatics, and communicative

function (Lakoff 1987). This leads us to one of the fundamental questions pertinent to this

study: what is the relevance of cognitive processes to the T/A system? To answer that

question, we first need to look at the meaning of both T/A and cognition. Talking about

tenses and aspects presupposes the element oftime in relation to events or actions, which are

recorded in, or retrieved from, the mind; this constitutes cognitive processing.7 The fact that

time is not static leads to its representation (together with what pertains to it) in terms of

movement(s) from infinity, at one end, to another infinity on the other end of the temporal

continuum in the universe. All this takes place in the mind (as linguistic mental processes)

which is the centre for cognitive processes, and the basis for the cognitive approach. This

7 The term event here and elsewhere in this study is used as cover term for all
semantic realisations ofverbs, such as actions and states, both concrete and abstract, in both
the real world and the imaginary.
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particular cognitive approach used in this thesis, is that of the French linguist Gustave

Guillaume (1883-1960).

1.8.1. Theoretical background

Guillaume's (1883-1960) perception ofa linguistic system (such as a T/A system) is

evident in two laws: the Law ofCoherence and the Law ofSimple Sufficiency (Hewson 1980,

1994). The former explains that the coherence of the linguistic system lies in the realm of

content, while the latter states that the expression system need only be sufficiently coherent

to express the content. The two laws together thus underscore the point that a subsystem

expressing content is relatively more stable than its form. This can be further illustrated by

the fact that, in language systems which have a binary classification ofnumber (singular vs

plural) at the content level, their respective paradigms show this division in morphology, no

matter which particular forms are used for the realisation; and the same is true for languages

with ternary classification (singular, dual, plural). The same principle applies to T/A systems

in that a language develops tense formatives depending on how the speakers' minds partition

real time in the universe. All of these elements and components constitute the subsystems

which in tum form larger systems (such as paradigms or language in general) which cannot

exist without the individual elements or components. In order to understand and workout the

system of a language, we need to examine carefully what every form represents in the

paradigm, not only as individual elements, but also as they relate to each other. Saussure's

[1916] (1959:22f, 88t) makes an appropriate distinction here between internal and external
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arrangements of a language system. He draws a comparison "between the functioning of

language and a game of chess" whereby the set ofchessmen corresponds to the external (i. e.

form) while the rules ofthe game correspond to the internal system. In terms ofT/A systems,

the external organization concerns the T/A formatives, while the internal concerns their

meaning such as "past" or "perfect". Note, however, that at the functional level, elements in

use are not necessarily restricted to their basic meaning. In a T/A system, for instance, a form

that basically means one thing can be used to mean another. The best example is the use of

the Present Progressive for Future meaning as in (1).

(1) English: We are leaving tomorrow morning
= 'We will leave tomorrow morning'

b. Ruhaya: Nyenkya ni-tu-0-gya Buk6ba
Tomorrow PROG-IP-T-go to Bukoba

'We are going to Bukoba tomorrow' = 'We will go to Bukoba tomorrow'.

Similarly, forms for the Near Past tense in the Rutara languages do not bear tense marking

but instead use the (aspectual) Perfect formative {-ire}, hence {tu-0-guz-ire} 'we bought

(yesterday)'. This suggests that the aspectual marker has extended its usage to function as

tense. This, as will be demonstrated in later chapters, has been one ofthe contributing factors

to the development of either new tense/aspects or new formatives and which, in some cases,

leads to morphological syncretism. {-ka-}, {-ire}, and {-a(a)-} in Lacustrine languages are

such examples of formatives which have a multitude of meanings and functions, as shown

in (2).
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(2) Ruhaya: n-aa-ku-teera
I S[SM]-TIA-2S[OM]-beat (i) 'I have beaten you'

(ii) 'I beat you (earlier today)'
(iii) 'I am just about to beat you'

That is, the T/A formative expresses more than one meaning or function. A cognitive

approach addresses these morphosemantic problems better than other approaches and it is for

this reason that it is adopted in this study. In order to determine the basic meaning of the

formative or marker, the following steps are proposed in terms ofquestions: (1) what are the

various morphophonological forms of the formative? (2) what are the relevant functions of

the formative in the system? (3) what is the relationship between these functions? (4) how

do these functions relate to temporal representations, with regard to the speaker's mind,

Event Time, and Universe Time (see §1.8.2)? (5) what is the nature or direction ofextension

in terms of its application across categories? (6) what is the cognitive relationship between

the categories in which the extended functions operate? (7) which of the meanings or

functions appears to be central and which ones are secondary?

1.8.2. The functional approach

Analyses ofT/A have varied over time. Hewson (1997) lists various studies that have

dealt with T/A systems from the 1920s to 1990s. He classifies these studies into four types:

formal, cognitive, functional, or real world category. He maintains that there has been

confusion between the form, meaning and function of linguistic categories. Explaining this

confusion, Hewson (1997:1f) says:
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Some might want to label as future tense any verb that represents future time,
so that the verb in I leavefor Montreal on Saturday would then be considered
future tense. For similar reasons I have read that book is considered by some
to be a past tense, e.g., Huddleston 1995:102ff, in spite of the fact that the
only tense marked in the form is the present or non-past tense ofthe auxiliary.
Here we have a confusion between what is represented (the event taking place
in time) and the means of representation (the linguistic category). It is also
a confusion between the systemic entity and function: if! take a kitchen knife
to tighten a screw, must I consequently call it a screwdriver, and refuse to call
it a kitchen knife? To rely on function alone, and ignore the morphological
and systemic evidence, inevitably leads to a certain amount of error and
confusion.

This viewpoint forms part of the basis for this T/A analysis.

As far as Bantu languages are concerned, and Rutara in particular, a more

"traditional" functional model has been mainly used, for instance, by Taylor (1959, 1985),

Nurse (l979b), and Hyman and Byarushengo (1984). This functional approach consists

mainly of a ternary categorization of the entire time reference (hereafter referred to as

Universe Time) into Past, Present and Future. The Past and Future tenses are segmented into

three subcategories namely: Near, Mid(dle), and Remote (also called Distant or Far). Thus,

generally, Near Past refers to events/actions that took place on the same day before the time

of speech event, while Mid Past refers to yesterday's events/actions, and Remote Past to

those which took place before yesterday. In this approach, structures are listed and given

labels depending on their apparent functions, such as {tu-ka-gur-a} 'we bought' is "Far Past",

{tu-guz-ire} 'we bought' is "Mid Past", and {tu-aa-gur-a} 'we bought' is "Near Past".

These approaches appear to have two characteristics in common. First, they are

mainly based on either the functional meaning of formatives in major T/A constructions, or
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on temporal divisions (as determined by cooccurrence with adverbials). Comrie (1985:30)

cautions about this kind of approach, (see §5.2.2) saying,

... although collocation oftense with time adverbials can be an important tool
in investigating the meaning of tenses, that tool cannot be applied
mechanically because there are other intervening factors that may upset any
simple correlation between tense and time adverbials.

Botne (1981, 1987) goes further to study the semantic correlation of form and meaning

between one structure and another in English and Kinyarwanda, and the semantic and

pragmatic aspects ofT/A in Rukerebe and Kinyarwanda, respectively. He pays particular

attention to their temporal divisions (references). However, only one language belongs to the

Rutara group.

Second, these studies tend to treat categories as if they were independent entities in

the system. For instance, a formal or purely functional approach would tend to list formatives

like {-aa-, -ka-, -ire, ni-, -kiaa-, -aa-...-ire} as tense/aspect markers and then illustrate their

semantic attributes without describing their underlying meanings vis-a-vis their contrastive

roles in a system. Thus, they fail to address the intra-paradigmatic relationships that also

contribute to holding the system together both synchronically and diachronically. For

instance, they do not address questions like: (i) Why should a language have the same form

{tu-guz-ire} for both the Near Past Performative and Present Perfect/Retrospective? (ii)

What is the relationship between the formative {-a(a)-} found in {tu-a(a)-gur-a}, {tu-kiaa-

gur-a} and {tu-aa-guz-ire},ofthe {-a-} found informs like {tu-a-gur-aga} and {ti-tu-a-guz-

ire}, and of {-ire} found in {tu-guz-ire} and {tu-aa-guz-ire}? (iii) Why should elements
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purporting to perform the same macro function ofeither tense or aspect occupy different slots

in the verbal unit? That is, while some are initial prefixes like {ni-}, others such as {-a(a)-,

-ka-, -raa-}, appear between the SM and verb stem and others as final suffixes like {-ire} and

{-aga}. The cognitive model which forms the basis for this thesis is more successful in

attempting to answer these and other related questions.

1.8.3. The cognitive approach

The cognitive approach refers to cognition, the mental process that is involved in

utilizing the mind to perceive, retain and (re)organize ideas about the material world, to

understand it, and to develop abstractions about it. It is from this kind ofmental activity that

we get notions like cognitive skills, cognitive abilities, and cognitive development. In this

case, cognition can be said to have a close relationship with consciousness and, at certain

levels, it is believed to have a direct relationship with language. The only major difference

in opinion extant among linguists is the extent to which cognition and language are related

(Snyder 1984).

These cognitive processes are synthesized in what Hewson (1993, 1997) calls

"elements ofconsciousness" namely, memory, perception and imagination. One could argue

that this reduction ofcognitive processes to only three in number is geared to purely linguistic

analysis and T/A in particular. It is part of the attempt made by cognitive linguists to relate

the mental structures of language to the mental operations of cognition (Moore 1973,

Anderson 1983, Deane 1992, Dunbar 1992). Perception, for instance, involves expressing
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the here-and-now of events or actions. Whereas the faculty of cognition perceives (through

senses or thought) what is taking place at that particular time and space, the language system

provides the structures for expression, hence the trichotomy between form, content and

function. Therefore, by studying the T/A system of a language, we should be able to

elucidate the three basic issues: first, the speakers' mental operations in language and the

language operations in the mind; second, their perception of time vis-a-vis events and the

universe; and third, how the mind works in time and time in the mind. This can be

summarized by Hewson's (1997:2) explanation on Kant's comment about knowledge and

experience: "Not only our experience of time, but also our representation of time is based

upon consciousness. We do not represent the world as it is, we represent the world as we

perceive it".

It should be pointed out, however, that this thesis is a historical and comparative study

rather than a purely cognitive or semantic analysis ofT/A. Consequently, it is only those

principles and concepts of the cognitive approach that are relevant to historical and

comparative linguistics which are adopted in this study. The most relevant principle in this

regard is the representation ofthe time image which Guillaume called chronogenesis (Hirtle

1975, Guillaume 1984, Hewson and Bubenik 1997, Vassiliev 1997, Hewson and Nurse

(forthcoming), Hewson, Nurse and Muzale (forthcoming); see further details below), which

has proved to be not only applicable, but also productive in analysing Bantu languages, as it

is for Indo-European (IE) languages, but, of course, with significant typological differences
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which cannot be found in IE languages. These factors make this thesis different from other

studies ofT/A.

The major differences between this study, and the previous studies cited in §1.2, 1.4,

and 1.8.2, are these: fIrst, the current study deals with a group of languages rather than

studying a single system. Second, this study is historical. It employs the synchronic analysis

of contemporary structures only as the basis for insights and observations, from which it is

easy to move backwards in time. The mode of operation is, therefore, to establish the

chronogenetic levels which represent the cognitive development ofT/A, which is in turn used

to establish the historical development of the T/A system from Proto-Rutara to the

contemporary languages. Thus, the following stages of analysis will be presented in this

thesis:

A. Use the data to formulate the T/A system with regard to the form and

meaning(s) of the formatives and other relevant structures.

B. Establish the functions of the elements identifIed in the system.

C. Search for the basic forms of the system and the principal slots of the

formatives according to their categories in order to distinguish between tense

and aspectual markers.

D. Formulate the levels ofcomplexity between structures, from the basic simple

forms to complex ones.

E. Work out the relationship(s) among the levels established in (D).



F. Assign the structures and their formatives to the stratified levels

(chronotheses) of chronogenesis.

G. Compare and contrast the T/A systems under study from (F), and then work

out the correlation between those chronogenetic stages and the diachronic

changes of the forms, meaning and functions.

Using the cognitive model, we will show that the continuum of time of the Rutara

T/A system is best viewed as a binary contrast: the basic contrast is between Past and Non

Past. This contrast is based on the function ofthe mind with regard to what has already been

recorded to memory and that which has not. Thus, events that have already been recorded

belong to Past and those which have not belong to Non-Past. Assigning Present and Future

to one subcategory ofNon-Past versus Past also enables the analysis to explain how and why

the system is able to extend the inter-formative and intra-formative functions of its T/A

markers within a subcategory plane ofthe same tense category (such as the use ofthe Present

tense markers to express Future (see §4.5.2)). However, the precise boundaries of these

categories depend on the language, the linguistic context, and the context of situation of the

utterance, hence T/A pragmatics. Both Past and Future tenses are sub-categorized into

Remote/Far and Near, hence Remote/Far Past, Near Past, Remote/Far Future and Near Future

(the traditional labels are maintained though not always with the same meaning, especially

for the "Near Past" which we call Memorial Present, as explained later in §5.2.3). Present

Tense is sub-categorized into two, namely, Memorial Present and Experiential Present (see
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§5.2.4). This categorization is mainly based on the morphosemantic functions exhibited by

the formatives of the system(s) which express contrasts in terms of binary oppositions.

Figure 4 illustrates how binarity will be used to analyse the T/A system in subsequent

chapters and sets the background for arguments regarding {-ire} and {-a(a)-} which pose

problems in the analysis.8 This analysis uses a continuum of time from an indefinite past to

an indefinite future, as indicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The functional classification of affirmative tense markers in Rutara

This continuum of real time in the universe, extending from indefinite past to indefinite

future, which either travels across the human mind, or along which the human mind travels

in the form of experience, recorded memories, or projections is what we will refer to as

8 We are not going to engage in the philosophical debate of whether or not time is
unidirectional, bidirectional, or multidirectional (ef Polakow 1981).
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Universe Time (UT).9 Consequently, the mind either currently experiences the event (i.e.

present events), recalls it from memory (i.e. past events), or projects it to take place later (i.e.

future events). UT may be a universal cognitive feature, but the nature and number of

categories expressing UT (which are mostly linguistically marked as tenses or temporal

references) are language specific. On the other hand, the representation of time within the

event taking place in relation to "here-and-now" or "then-and-there" from the point of view

of the time of speech event, is referred to as Event Time (ET) (Valin 1975).10 The totality

of these representations of time is what Guillaume calls chronogenesis, that is, a

spatialisation oftime. As observed by Guillaume, time is not "representable by itself' and,

therefore, it has to base its representation on spatial characteristics (Guillaume 1984). From

a linguistic point of view, it is the T/A system which represents time morphologically.

9For the history and further discussion on the terms UT, ET, and experience oftime,
see Hirtle (1975), Hewson and Bubenik (1997), and Vassiliev (1997).

10 The term "event time" is, in fact, ambiguous, with two senses. The first sense refers
to the internal time ofan event, when the event is perceived by the mind as a process without
direct reference to UT. This kind oftime is presented in the text by initial caps, as Event Time
(see §1.8.3). The second sense of "event time" is an external view of time (in the material
world) as to when the event takes place along UT. It is thus perceived from the here-and
now, which we call speech event time (ts) or from there-and-then, which we call reference
time (tR). As opposed to the former, this kind of time is presented as event time (tE) (see
§4.2).
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1.8.4. Defining tense and aspect

Tense, aspect and modality are semantic domains which are cognitively contrasted

in the speakers' mind and usually, but not always, morphologically marked in the verbal unit

(YD). One of the typical properties of tense categories given by Dahl (1985) (and slightly

modified here) is that they have semantic dependence on the relation between the time that

is talked ofin an utterance or sentence and the time of the speech event (i.e. the moment of

speech), which is often referred to as the deictic centre. This property of tenses has led

linguistic scholars to provide a distinction between tense and aspect, such that tenses are

typically deictic categories and aspects are non-deictic categories, as established by Jakobson

(1957) and reiterated by others like Comrie (1976) and Dahl (1985). Comrie (1985:9)

defines tense as "grarnmaticalised expression oflocation in time", and aspect as the "different

ways ofviewing the internal temporal constituency ofa situation" Comrie (1976:3). A more

or less similar distinction of tense and aspect is also given by Robertson (1992:64):

"aspectual markers define the character ofverbal predication itself, while tense markers place

such predication in time with respect to the here-and-now of the speech situation"; while

Chatterjee (1988:22) regards the "non-deictic internal temporal features" to be the core of

aspect.

With these definitions in mind, together with reference to Figure 4 above, the

following table presents the morphosyntactic distribution ofthe most common T/A markers

(in a verbal unit) in Rutara. Table 1.2 is meant to establish the background for the working

definition of tense and aspect from a cognitive perspective. Solid lines in the table group
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together formatives with relatively similar distribution in affirmative and negative

constructions, while dashed lines indicate formatives that appear to deviate from other

members of the groups in view of other semantic considerations. Independent main verb

means a single verbal unit of the main verb as in (3a) and (3b), auxiliary verb (AV) refers

to the first verb in a compound verbal unit such as {tu-ka-ba} and {tu-ba-ire} in (3c) and

(3d), respectively, and subordinate main verb refers to the second verb ofa compound verbal

unit such as in {tu-gur-a} and {ni-tu-gur-a} in (3c) and (3d), respectively.

(3) Simple and compound VUs
a. Ruhaya ru-ka-gur-a
b. Runyambo tu-caa-gur-a
c. Ruzinza tu-ka-ba tu-gill-a
d. Rutooro tu-ba-ire ni-tu-gfu-a

'we bought'
'we are still buying'
'we used to buy'
'we were buying'

Table 1.2: The morphosyntactic distribution ofT/A formatives in Rutara

______-j!~----- ------.=I=.------j-----~-----+-----~-----+-----~-----_i_-----.=1=.-----
____ :!.r~.:.&.e____ + iii i +

-a(a)- ------+------~-----+-----...;.-----+.------t-----+.-----...;...-----+-----

b. . ~.~.~~~ ~ 1. ~ 1 1..........................•.............~ .
............ ~~~~............ . ~ 1. ~ 1 1 ~ 1. ~ .
...........~~~~............ . ~ 1. ~ ~............ . 1 1. ~ .
____:!~(l!l- ------.=I=.------~-----~-----1.-----------...;.------------L----- _

+ : + i i ! +
______-_'2:_____ + + + i - i +

-aga ------+------:-----+----T-----+.------r------?-----t-----+-----

-a(a)-...-ire
····~·ki·~~~:·.·:~·i~~····

d. -kiaa- +! ! +! 1 +
······~;~~·:::·~i;~······t···············+············ ~! ~! + ~i····· · · ~i·· ·+· · ·t

+: : +: !
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------~!:----- ------±.------~-----~-----+-----~------r------~-----+-----:------
............~~~~ ···..··..···········.. ··········~ ..··..·..··..··..········1····..····················i······..········..········i···..····..··r··..···..····

-ki·
-a-...-ire
-ka-...-ire

+

+

Table 1.2 (above) gives us at least six groups of apparently related formatives in

terms ofdistribution. Both {-ire} and {-a(a)-} have the same distribution and are, therefore,

expected to perform related functions in terms of categories; both can function as tense as

well as aspect. However, it should be pointed out that compound forms like {-aa-...-ire} and

{-kiaa-...-ire} cannot be used in the auxiliary of a compound verbal unit. This suggests that

in those cases, '{-ire} only marks aspects ofcomplete events, rather than marking tense. On

the other hand, {-a(a)-} mainly marks a "past" event. The events it marks are much related

to the Present and, therefore, processed in the immediate memory. It is for this reason that

we will refer to it as the Memorial Present (see §5.2.3). Further morphosemantic behaviour

of {-ire} which suggests its typical reference in the T/A system is presented later in §3-4.

The second group, {-ria-, -ri-, -ka-, -ra(a)-, -e} are not used in the main verb ofa

compound verbal unit, and this suggests that they can be easily associated with tense.

However, {-e} has more semantic attributes than others, which makes it less typical ofa tense
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marker. It is normally described as a subjunctive marker, which thus makes it consonant with

Future tenses. 11

The rest of the formatives in the table, groups (c-f), can be classified into two

categories: those which can be used in the main verb ofa compound verbal unit (especially

group (d)), and can, therefore, be associated with aspects, and those which are mainly

restricted to negative constructions. The table also shows that {ni-}, which is restricted to

affirmative constructions only, contrasts with {ti-} and {-ta-}. The result of these

distributions (with regard to their locations in a compound verbal unit) can be represented in

a tree diagram as in Figure 5, where only affirmative formatives are considered (in order to

avoid complication at this stage), and the numbers refer to the three positions in a verbal unit

(VU): initial, medial, and final.

11 The term subjunctive is used here and elsewhere is a relatively general term with
a broad range of semantic functions (in terms of T/A and mood), such as Prohibitive
(expressing negative commands or discouragement ), Admonitive (expressing warning or
caution), Optative (expressing hope, wishes, or suppositions), Hortative (expressing
encouragement or suggesting a course of action), Tentative (expressing a temporary course
of action or uncertain decision), Permissive (granting permission or excuse), and the like.
Since the subjunctive can be used to express events that are yet to take place, it becomes
possible for its formative to function as a Future tense marker (see §6.3).
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-ka- -a(a)-
-a(a)- -a -ra-

ni-
-ra(a)- -ire ni-

-kiaa- -a
-ria- -aga -ki- -ire
-ri- -e -ku-
-0- -0-

Figure 5: The morphosyntactic distribution ofT/A formatives in a compound VU in Rutara

Given the principle that, normally, in a compound verb the morphological element

that carries tense will be in the auxiliary and aspect in the main verb, it follows that only the

elements found in positions (1-2) in Figure 5 are likely to mark tense and those in positions

(4-6) aspect. 12 Ifwe disregard {ni-} in position (1), for reasons that will be provided later,

then the markers in position (2) which are leftmost in the compound VD, can be regarded as

the potential typical tense markers. The rest of the markers in positions (3-6) are, therefore,

potential aspectual markers. The formatives in position (3) could thus be regarded as

12 This is a long established principle which appears to be applicable to many
languages, Indo-European as well as Bantu languages. In order for this principle to be
applied effectively, one should be able to distinguish in the language system between tense,
aspect and mood on the one hand, and between form and function on the other, which are the
major sources ofconfusion in the analysis ofT/AlMD systems (cf Comrie 1985, Hewson and
Bubenik 1997).
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potential secondary tense markers in that they are found in the auxiliary (AV) and, therefore,

they can possibly be used to mark tense in the absence of a true tense marker in position (2).

Nevertheless, we will see in the following chapters, {-aga} can rarely mark tense, since it

is almost always preceded by {-a(a)-} in position (2).

After considering the cognitive, semantic, and morphosyntactic factors in Rutara T/A

formatives, as given above, we can now formulate a working definition oftense and aspect.

Tense is a representation ofsuccessive time slots (i. e. temporal references) on the continuum

ofUT, whose markers are in a paradigmatic relationship. Aspect, on the other hand, is the

realization of time contained in the event, whose morphological markers enter into a

syntagmatic relationship with tense. Thus, tenses are temporal references while aspects are

event references. It should be noted, however, that the representation ofUT (or temporal

frames) in a language is relative, not absolute. For instance, in some Bantu languages, Near

Past (traditionally "Mid(die) Past") could be defined as Yester-Xand Remote Past as Remote

X (or Before Yester-X), where X could be in terms of day, month, season, or year. Thus, the

same form used to mark some 'Yesterday's Past' could be used to mark the Past tense for

'last month' or 'last season'. In other words, the Near Past and Remote Past are not

necessarily restricted to the so called 'yesterday' and 'before yesterday', respectively. The

same principle applies to future tenses. If the analysis is based on temporal adverbials, there

is a danger ofconfusing either the T/A categories or the functions ofthe formatives. The best

example is found in Runyoro and Rutooro for the Remote Past, Near Past and Memorial

Present, as discussed in §6.3.1-6.3.2.
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1.8.5. Chronogenetic stages of tense/aspect

Hewson and Nurse (forthcoming) propose two chronogenetic stages for the Swahili

verbal system. The proposed model is presented as follows, using the verb ku-kimbia 'to

run':

(4) The chronogenetic staging of the Swahili verbal system

Levell:

Level II:

tu-na-kimbia
tu-a-kimbia
tu-me-kimbia
tu-ki-kimbia

tu-li-kimbia tu-ta-kimbia
'We ran' 'We will run'

'We are running'
'We are running'
'We have run'
'As we run; while running'

As we can see in (4), Level I presents the four aspectual forms of what has been termed the

unlimitedpresent. These forms are not marked for tense; they are marked for aspects only,

as indicated by the markers {-na-, -a-, -me-, -ki-}. This level does not create any tense

contrasts. Level II presents the two contrastive tenses: Past and Future, marked by {-li-} and

{-ta-}, respectively. In another recent study, Vassiliev (1997) proposed the existence of six

successive pre-chronogenetic levels in the Russian aspectual subsystems. These stages are

mainly concerned with lexical aspects, commonly known as Aktionsart, which determine the

aspectual behaviour of a verb in the T/A system. For instance, there is a considerable

difference in the morphosyntactic and morphosemantic behaviour of verbs, depending on

whether they are dynamic, stative, process, change of state, or cognitive verbs, and whether

they refer to concrete or abstract events, and so on.
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From these factors, and taking into consideration suggestions from those studies, we

tentatively propose the following chronogenetic model for the Rutara verbal system (italics

indicate forms recycled from one level to another, or the verb 'be').

(5) The chronogenetic staging of the Rutara languages verbal system

Pre-chronogenetic Level:

ii. Levell:

{R-a} > {ku-R-a}

{-0-...-a}
{-a(a)-...-a}
{-0- -ire}
{-aa- -ire}
{-kiaa-...-a}

iii. Level II: {-ka-...-a} {-a(a)-... -a} {-raa-...-a} {-ri(a)-...-a}

This is a generalised model proposed for the entire group. It is based on the basic

functions of the formatives {-aa-, -ire, -ka-, -kiaa-, -raa-, -ri-/-ria-} across the group, as

introduced in Figure 5 and as demonstrated elsewhere in the following chapters. The T/A

differences exhibited by individual language systems develop mainly through extension of

the formatives and functions, plus other language specific morphosemantic and

morphosyntactic constraints. For instance, both Runyoro and Rutooro maintain the form

{-0-...-ire} for aspect, but modify it to {-0-...-ire-ge} when it represents a tense category.

These changes and differences are the result of both synchronic processes and diachronic

development.
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The pre-chronogenetic level involves the formation of the concept of the verb. It

gives the verb its lexical meaning. 13 Verbs at this level are basically realised as stems, as in

{-gur-a} 'buy', expressing the abstract mental image of the action or event 'to buy'. Verbs

of this form are mainly found in child language. 14 In adult language they are found in

imperative forms, which do not take subject markers. Thus, for instance, a young child will

use the form [lya] 'eat' to represent all concepts related to the action or event of eating. At

a higher stage of this level, verbal forms can enter a quasi-nominal category which, in this

case, is introduced by the infinitival marker {ku-}. This marker {ku-} also nominalises

verbs, but in some languages, the PI nominal marker {o-} can also be added to nominalised

verbs, thus {o-ku-}, which creates a functional difference between {ku-gur-a} and {o-ku-gur-

a} 'to buy, buying' in syntactic operations. These forms compare with three English forms,

the infinitive (to) buy, the present participle buying, and the past participle bought, but differ

significantly in their verbal operations. These are the basic forms ofthe verb class on which

the verb system is built (Hewson 1994). It should be emphasised that this level (pre-

chronogenetic) does not locate events in time; rather, it focuses on the event itself. In this

case, therefore, this level is not expected to express tense, because tense is a representation

ofUT; nor does it express grammatical aspect because aspect is a representation ofET in the

linguistic temporal structure. Nevertheless, it is at this level that we are able to formulate

13 Compare Hirtle's (1975) concept of "the genesis of the word". He proposes that
it has two stages: ideogenesis, the operation producing the lexical idea, and morphogenesis,
the operation producing the grammatical form.

14 This is from the current researcher's personal observation and also from personal
communication with others, e.g. S.R. Kamazima, Consolatha P. Muzale, B.F.Y.P. Masele.
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locative constructions, which, in many languages, have come to develop into aspects or

tenses, as in (6) below.

(6) Ruhayal5

a. Musa a-ri o-mu ku-gur-a 
Musa 3s-be PI-LOC to-buy-FV
'Musa is in the midst of buying'

b. Musa a-ri ku-gur-a
Musa 3s-be to-buy-Fv
'Musa is (somewhere) buying'

[musaaly6mukugura]

[musaalikugura]

Although the two structures in (6) appear to have the same meaning, (6a) is more specific in

time and space than (6b). As it will be demonstrated later, the construction in (6b) has

developed into the Progressive aspect in the Rutara languages (see §4.3.4). The basic

difference between Ruhaya (or Rutara in general) and English with regard to these forms is

that whereas E,nglish has three forms, (to buy), buying and bought, all of which can express

aspect (in what Hewson (1997:6) calls "the three contrastive aspects of the quasi-nominal

mood"), Ruhaya has one primary functional form ku-gur-a (an extension of the base or stem

-gur-a, which can also form a further extended deverbal noun {o-ku-gur-a}), which does not

express aspect by itself. That is why we assign the verb forms {(ku-)gur-a} to the Pre-

chronogenetic level, since it does not express time image.

Level I is the first stage of the representation of UT; it comprises simple aspectual

forms. These are: the unmarked form {-0-...-a}, as in (7a), {-a(a)-...-a}, as in (7b), {-0-

...-ire}, as in (7c), {-ki-(aa)-...-a}, as in (7d-f), {-aa-...-ire}, as in (7g).

15 The final vowel (FV) is analysed here and elsewhere as FV in the infinitive and as
aspect (A) or AlMD in other constructions. However, modality is not discussed in this thesis.
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(7)
All eight languages

tu-0-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A 'we buy'

b. All eight languages
tu-a(a)-gur-a
IP-A-buY-A 'we have just bought'

Runyoro/Rutooro/Runyankore/Rukiga
tu-0-guz-ire
IP-T-buy-A 'we have bought'

d. Runyankore/Rukerebe
tu-ki-gur-a
IP-A-buy-A 'we are still buying'

Ruhaya/Rutooro
tu-kiaa-gur-a
IP-A-buy-A 'we are still buying'

Runyambo/Rukiga
tu-caa-gur-a
IP-A-buy-A 'we are still buying'

g. Runyankore/Rukiga/Runyambo/Ruhaya/Ruzinza/Rukerebe
tu-aa-guz-ire
IP-A-buY-A 'we have already bought',

Morphologically, these are simple forms, ordered from the simplest {-0-...-a}: {tu-gur-a} 'we

buy' to compound forms like {-aa-...-ire}: {tu-aa-guz-ire} 'we have already bought'. These

forms are used in the main verb to mark aspect(s) in the Present. That is, there is no tense

distinction at this level. Evidence for this function is found in their morphosyntactic

behaviour in that they can be used in the main verb of a compound verbal unit, of the form

"AV-MV", as in (9) (ef Table 1.2 and Figure 5 above), which leads us to the second level,

as explained below.

The second level marks the representation ofUT as distinctive time spheres, clearly

indicating the three macro-tenses, Past, Present, and Future; each ofthe macro-tenses has two
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categories as illustrated in Figure 4. In various IE languages, the corresponding level marks

the so-called indicative mood forms (Hewson 1994, Hewson and Nurse (forthcoming)).

Forms at this level are still kept simple in that they involve single forms, as indicated in (8):

(8)
All eight languages

tu-ka-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A 'we bought'

b. Runyankore/Rukiga/Runyambo/Ruhaya/Ruzinza/Rukerebe
tu-a(a)-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A 'we bought (today),

Runyoro/Rutooro
tu-guz-irege
IP-buy-NPt 'we bought'

d. Runyankore/Rukiga
tu-ria-gur-a
IP-RF-buy-A 'we will buy (after tomorrow)'

Runyoro/Rutooro/Runyambo/Ruhaya/Ruzinza/Rukerebe
tu-ri-gur-a
lP-RF-buy-A 'we will buy (after tomorrow)'

Runyoro/Rutooro/Runyambo/Ruhaya/Ruzinza/Rukerebe
tu-raa-gur-a
IP-NF-buy-A 'we will buy'

It is these tense markers which are used in the auxiliary in compound verbal units, as

illustrated below. These forms are, therefore, used to mark real tenses which are represented

along the indefinite continuum ofUniverse Time. The occurrence of an auxiliary and main

verb to mark one tense leads us to a higher stage ofLevel II. At this stage, compound verbal

units are introduced, making the system more complex. They involve a tense marker in the

auxiliary and an aspectual marker (or several aspectual markers) in the main verb, or in both

the auxiliary and main verb, as in (9).
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(9)

b.

Runyoro/Rutooro
tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ru-ku-gur-a
IP-T-be IP-NEG-A-A-buY-A

Rukerebe
tu-a-li-ga n(i)-tu-gur-a
IP-T-be-A A-IP-buY-A

'we were not buying'

'we were buying'

Runyoro/Rutooro/Runyankore/Rukiga/Runyarnbo/Ruhaya/Ruzinza
tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-gur-aga
IP-T-be IP-NEG-A-buY-A 'we had never bought'

d. Ruhaya
tu-a-ku-ba-ire tu-aa-guz-ire
IP-T-MO-be-A IP-A-buy-A
'we would have already bought'

tu-a-ku-ba-ire tu-ta-ka-guz-ire
IP-T-MD-be-A IP-NEG-A-buy-A
'we would not have bought yet'

It is at this stage that complex compound forms are represented to express all notions, from

concrete to abstract thinking, as indicated in (9d) which expresses a hypothetical event. In

these cases, the first part of the structure, such as {tu-ka-ba ... } in (9a), and {tu-a-li-ga ... }

in (9b), marks tense, while the second part, such as {... tu-ta-ru-ku-gur-a} in (9a), and

{... tu-ta-ka-gur-aga} in (9c), marks aspect (ef Table 1.2 and Figure 5 above).

There are two exceptions, however, on the two Levels, I and II, with regard to this

model, that is, the formatives {-ire} and {-a(a)-}, as indicated earlier from Table 1.2 and (5)

above. These two formatives appear to be applicable to both levels without causing any

functional, semantic, or structural conflicts. That is, both can be used as tense markers as well

as aspectual markers. This brings back the question of morphological problems raised in

§1.8.2 above. Although detailed arguments for this deviation are presented in later chapters,

we tentatively place both markers at Level I, thus suggesting that they are more ofaspect than
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tense markers, but which later function as tense markers. There are three major reasons for

this, with regard to {-ire}: (1) a morphosemantic reason: the dominant meaning of {-ire} is

used to mark the completion of an event, rather than marking a specific temporal reference;

(2) a morphosyntactic reason: it normally occurs on the right after another formative in a

compound marker or verbal unit; this location normally marks aspect, while the left element

normally marking tense; and (3) a cognitive reason: forms with the simple {-ire} represent

the working memory which deals mainly with current events. The marker {-a(a)-}, on the

other hand, marks tense in six languages only (other than Runyoro and Rutooro). It is one

of the markers that is used most, particularly in the Present. As an aspect marker, however,

it has limitations in non-Present tenses. Morphosyntactically, it can be preceded by {-ki-},

as in {tu-ki-aa-gur-a} 'we are still buying', and when this happens, it loses its ability to mark

tense. In language acquisition {-a(a)-} is mastered early by children, at Level 1. 16 This is

possible for two main reasons. First, {-a(a)-} is the most versatile marker, with both tense

and aspectual function. Thus, it is also needed for the construction ofother forms like {tu-aa-

guz-ire} 'we have already bought'. As studies in language acquisition have shown, children

will adopt previously available linguistic devices as a vehicle for the expression of new

contrasts in tense and aspect (Rice and Kemper 1984). Second, {-a(a)-} not only marks the

Perfective aspect (with meaning closely related to that of {-ire}), but is also the most

immediate marked tense that children can easily apply (i. e. it represents the Memorial Present

16 Children learning Ruhaya, for instance, use forms like [a(a)lya], [a(a)maa], and
[a(a)gwa] for the forms [n-aa-Iya] 'I have eaten', [n-aa-mara] 'I have finished', and [n-aa
gwa] 'I have fallen down', respectively; (personal experience/communication: see p. 36).
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in six languages), because it represents the immediate memory which is the predominant

cognitive sphere in the child's mind, at this level.

These levels of chronogenetic staging of the T/A system also mirror the direction of

diachronic development oftense and aspect, which is normally from quasi-nominal forms or

aspectual forms to tenses, as illustrated in the following section. This hierarchical ordering

of aspect and tense has been supported by other studies. Thelin (l978:65f), for instance,

proposes four supporting reasons for a similar argument. First, with respect to the degree of

abstraction from the time axis, aspects are [-time] (as opposed to tenses which are [+time]),

hence having a lower degree of abstraction. The second is the possibility of simplicity,

whereby, as Thelin (1978 :66) puts it, "in a system proceeding from the aspectmeanings [as

opposed to proceeding from tense meanings] we attain the greatest possible simplicity".

Third, it is easjer and more likely for tenses to develop from aspects than vice versa. Fourth,

there is some psycholinguistic evidence that aspectual distinctions precede temporal ones in

the cognitive process oflanguage acquisition (Bronckart and Sinclair 1973). Indeed, these

are the most basic principles that underlie both the development and analysis ofT/A.

1.8.6. Changes and development ofT/A

There is a general understanding that certain types of lexical verbs tend to become

auxiliaries which in turn change into T/A markers, but not the other way round. Heine (1993)

explains this linguistic phenomenon under what he calls the Overlap Model of

morphosyntactic shift. That is, a lexical main verb gradually loses its morphosyntactic
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properties (such as its ability to passivise, to be nominalised, to form imperatives, to be

inflected for person and tense, to be negated, and to be governed by auxiliaries). It thus

acquires the properties of a grammatical marker, hence the term grammaticalisation, in the

sense that it can now be used as an auxiliary, as a marker ofT/A, or to indicate modality (see

examples below; and see Hopper and Traugott (1993) and McMahon (1994) for the history

of grammaticalisation). Once the verb has acquired the function of an auxiliary or T/A

marker, it can also undergo further phonological changes, regarded as phonetic erosion

(Heine, 1993) or auxiliary reduction (Zwicky 1970; Pullum and Wilson 1977). Examples

of similar historical changes that have been reported in Bantu languages include the

following: Mkhatshwa (1991) presents the case ofthe verbs -za 'come' and -ya 'go' in Zulu

which, he argues, were grarnmaticalised to become the tense markers for the "Immediate

Future" and "Remote Future", respectively (Heine 1993:29). Similarly, the Kiswahili T/A

markers {-ta-}and {-me-}can be traced back to the verbs *ku-taka 'to want' and *ku-mala

'to finish', respectively (Giv6n 1971, Voeltz 1980, Mould 1981, Heine 1993). The following

stages depicted in (10) and (11) illustrate the diachronic development ofthese TIA markers,

using ku-soma 'to read', and ku-la 'to eat' as examples: 17

17 The loss of a liquid sound indicated above is a common phenomenon in Bantu
languages. The result of this process shows up, in many languages in the form of irregular
Perfect or Retrospective verbal con~tructions and in the verb 'to have' which is derived from
'to be with'; hence, in Kiswahili: [tu-na] < *{tu-li +na}, Ruhaya: {tu-i-na} - [twina] < *{tu
Ii + na} both meaning 'we have' (cl Guthrie 1971, Kahigi 1989). Similarly, the coalescence
ofthe vowels [a+i] into [ee] is still productive in Kiswahili such that Ima-inol is pronounced
as [me(e)no] 'teeth', as in Ruzinza and Rukerebe where Itu-ba-irel - [tubeere] 'we were'.
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polysyllabic stem monosyllabic stem
*tu-mal-ile ku-soma *tu-mal-ile ku-la
IP-finish-A to-read IP-finish-A to-eat

'we have finished reading' 'we have finished eating'

tu-ma-'ile ku-'soma tu-ma-'ile 'ku-la

(10)
stages

Proto-form (Perfect)

loss of[l]: *1> 0/_i

vowel coalescence: ai > e(e)

loss of [1] (after stress)

vowel shortening/reduction: ee > e/_ #
auxiliary grammaticalisation

deletion of infinitival [-ku-]

current surface form

(11)
stages

Proto-form

loss of syntactic properties: {T > 0}

auxiliary grammaticalisation

phonetic reduction/erosion: {CV> 0}

deletion of unstressed infinitival [-ku-]

current surface form

tu-me-'(e)le ku-'soma

tu-me-e ku-soma

'tu-me ku-'soma

tu-me-ku'soma

tu-me-'soma

[tume'soma]
'we have read'

polysyllabic stem

*tu-a-taka ku-soma
IP-T-want to-read
'we want to read'
tu-'taka ku-'soma

tu-taka-ku'soma

tu-ta-ku-'soma

tu-ta-'soma

[tuta'soma]
'we will read'

tu-me-'(e)le 'ku-la

tu-me-e ku-la

'tu-me 'ku-la

tu-me-'ku-la

[tume'kula]
'we have eaten'

monosyllabic stem

*tu-a-taka ku-la
1P-T-want to-eat
'we want to eat'
tu-'taka 'ku-la

tu-taka-'kula

tu-ta-'ku-la

[tuta'kula]
'we will eat'

Evidence for the relics of the grammatical form [-taka-] is found in relative constructions

such as [wa-taka-o-soma] 'those who will read' , and [ni-taka-po-kula] 'when I will eat'. The

T/A marker *{-a-} still exists in some dialects of Kiswahili. Another case for the

development of {-me-} is cited by Hagege (1993: 129) from Kituba, a Kikongo-derived

pidgin, as documented by Fehderau (1966). Fehderau reports that the "perfective" auxiliary
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imene appears in its complete form in the oldest generation, appears as a monosyllable in the

speech of middle-aged generation, and as a proclitic in the youngest generation:

(12) Kituba
-i-

oldest generation
munu imene ku-enda

I PERF INF-go
'I have gone'

-ii
middle-aged generation

munu me ku-enda
I PERF INF-go
'I have gone'

-iii
youngest generation

mu-me-ku-enda
I-PERF-INF-go
'I have gone'

There is also another stage ofT/A development, involving conceptual development,

that is said to take place after a lexical verb has changed into a grammatical element. This

stage, which is considered to be predictable and unidirectional, involves different processes,

of which those illustrated in (13) are most relevant to this thesis, where ">" indicates the

direction of grammaticalisation. These processes are summarised by Heine (1993 :68) from

arguments by Anderson (1973), Comrie (1976), Fleischman (1982), Harris (1982), Bybee

(1985), Marchese (1986), Bybee and Dahl (1989), Claudi (1990), and Bybee, Perkins, and

Pagliuca (1992).

(13)
i. Completive/Resultative > Perfect > Perfective > Past > Irrealis
ii. Progressive > Continuous > Imperfective > Present
iii. Agent-oriented modality> Prospective> Future> Epistemic/speaker

oriented modality.

The three processes above indicate the most common tendencies in the development oftense

from aspect, that is Resultative =} Past, Progressive =} Present, and Prospective =} Future

rather than the opposite. Similarly, Bybee et al. (1994:25) argue that locatives tend to
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grammaticalise as tense or aspect, especially the Progressive aspect which, in this case,

originates from the construction they call '''the subject is AT verbing', where the element

'AT' actually has locative meaning". This as well is a common linguistic phenomenon, as

shown in the following examples:

(14) German (colloquial)
ich bin am Schreiben
I am at writing = 'I am writing'

Taking these observations and other related principles into consideration, the current

study will trace the origins of various T/A formatives and their current distribution in the

Rutara languages. For illustration, let us consider the following examples from Runyambo,

which show (in I5a) how the verb kw-ija/kw-iza/kw-im 'to come' is in the process ofbeing

grammaticalised as an auxiliary verb in a compound verbal unit with the meaning Near

Future, and (in I5b) how the form ku-gur-a 'to buy' (from the pre-chronogenetic level) is

involved in the development of new forms ofT/A:

(15)

b.

ku-ija> ku-iza >
'to come'

ti-tu-ri ku-gur-a >
NEG-IP-be to-buy-A
'We are not buying'

ni-tu-iza ku-gur-a
PROG-IP-COme to-buy-A
'We are coming to buy' >

ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a
NEG-lP-be-A-buY-A

'We will buy'

ti-tu-ku-gur-a
NEG-IP-A-buy-A

'We are not buying'

In (15b) the two lexical verbs 'to be' and 'to buy' merge to form one verb, which means 'to

be at buying', as explained in the previous section. The two verbs then undergo further
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grammaticalisation, eliminating the verb 'be'. Evidence for the intermediate stage is found

in Ruhaya where the construction [ti-m-li-ku-gur-a] 'we are not buying' (16b) still exists and

has started to undergo further changes by virtue ofthe loss ofthe liquid consonant ofthe verb

'be' [-li-] and is thus being pronounced as [ti-twi-ku-gur-a], as in (16c), while other speakers

even delete the vowel [-i-] which renders the structure into [ti-tuu-ku-gur-a], as in (16d), or

[ti-tuu-ku-gur-a], as in (16e), which is very close to the Runyambo form (see §6.5.2).

(16) Ruhaya
(a) / ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-al

NEG-IP-A-buy-A 'we are not buying'

~ ~ ~ ~
--+[ti-tu-li-ku-gur-a] --+ [ti-twi-ku-gur-a] --+ [ti-tuu-ku-gur-a] / [ti-tuu-ku-gur-a]

These cases and examples lead us to agree with Bybee et aI's. (1994:24) observation

regarding the nature and mechanisms of change in T/A systems with regard to the form and

meaning of lexical and grammatical elements that:

...there is no one simple mechanism of change that produces grammatical
meaning, but rather that there are several mechanisms or types of change.
These different mechanisms that lead to semantic change and eventually
grammatical meaning may be associated with different points along
grammaticalization paths and thus with different semantic substance.

Nevertheless, it is working on these different mechanisms and the different grammatical and

semantic changes in related languages, that helps to reconstruct the earlier forms of a group

such as Rutara.
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CHAPTER TWO

2. FROM PROTO-BANTU TO RUTARA

2.1. Introduction

It has been proposed in this and other studies that Rutara is a genetic subgroup of

Lacustrine. For a better understanding ofthis group, however, we need to trace the diachronic

changes that have taken place, in this case from Proto-Bantu to the current languages under

study. This chapter deals with lexical and phonological aspects only; neither lexicon nor

phonology be analysed intensively because they are not the main focus ofthe study, and also

because they are so broad that they need a separate study. Morphological changes, which are

specifically relevant to T/A, are discussed in Chapters 3-5. There are two reasons that call

for the lexical and phonological analyses. First, we will establish a solid background for

analysing the T/A systems which inherently involve both lexical and phonological changes,

through particular attention to diachronic changes. Second, systematic similarities found in

all three components (lexicon, morphology and phonology) help to strengthen evidence that

Rutara languages truly form a coherent genetic group rather than share chance resemblances.

This helps to avoid the pitfall ofrelying solely on lexicostatistical figures which might reflect

a transfer of features resulting from geographical proximity. To use McKaughan's (1964)

comment as quoted by Embleton (1986:167), if "the phonostatistical results compare

favourably with lexicostatistical findings", then they increase "the likelihood of the validity

ofthe results". In taking a multidimensional approach, this study is able to establish a more
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systematic diachronic link between relevant genetic groups; from Proto-Bantu + (Proto

Lacustrine) + Proto-Rutara -~ contemporary Rutara languages.

One ofthe problems tharwe are likely to face is defining Lacustrine as a genetically

valid linguistic group. The fundamental question is: what is Lacustrine, linguistically? In

other words, can we define Lacustrine in terms of lexical, phonological, morphological, or

syntactic characteristics? Attempting to answer these questions constitutes another in depth

study which goes beyond the scope of this study. We will, therefore, deal specifically with

the Rutara group only. For further discussion on how different studies view and classify

Lacustrine, the reader might consider the following which have focussed on the entire

Lacustrine group, or at least on a representative number ofits languages: Heine (1973), Ehret

et al. (1973), Mould (1976), Nurse (1979b), Nurse and Philippson (1980), Bastin et al. (1983)

and Schoenbrun (1990). Ofthese, as far as this thesis is concerned, two are more interesting

in that, firstly, they cover virtually the same area of Lacustrine (including Rutara); and,

secondly, they present statistics of their findings (el Nurse 1979b, Bastin et al. 1983).

These are Nurse and Philippson (1980) and Schoenbrun (1990).

2.2. Defining Rutara lexically

Let us start by looking at previous lexicostatistical studies on Rutara, mainly Nurse

(1979b) and Schoenbrun (1990). Both studies indicate that Rutara languages have a high

level of lexical similarity, as indicated by Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The figures,
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which range between 77-88% for the former and 73-95% for the latter, suggest a high level

of mutual intelligibility between these languages.

Table 2.1: Rutara lexicostatistical data by Nurse (1979b)

Table 2.2: Rutara lexicostatistical data by Schoenbrun (1990)

IRunyoro IRunyankore IRukiga IRunyambo IRuhaya IRukerebe IRuzinza

~~~?~? L l... ~.?. l... ~} l... .?~ l... ~~ l... .?~ l... .?? .
~~~~~!~..L ~.? l... l.....?? l... ?.L l... ~} l. ?.?. l... ?~ .
~~~~ 1 ~} ~: ??. ~ l ?~ l !?. l .?~ l .?~ .
~~~~.~? L ..?.~ ~ ~} l... !~ l... l... ~.? l... .?..?. l... .?~ .
~~~!.'.~ l. ~g l ~.~ l !~ l ??. ~ l. .?~ l ~?. .
~~.~~~~.~ j !.? ~ ~.~ l. !~ l. ?~. . !~ ~ l. ~.~ .
Ruzinza . 73 ! 83 1 75 . 75 80 81

In both original tables (Nurse (1979b) and Schoenbrun (1990), respectively), there is

no other language that shares lexical similarity with Rutara languages at the rate of 70%.

Even for languages from the genetically closest group, NlNyanza, their figures of lexical

relationships with Rutara languages do not exceed 67% in both studies. This suggests a

lexical condition for Rutara languages such that, for a language to be a member ofthe Rutara

group, it should share its lexical retention with any other member of the group at a rate of
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70% or greater. Although this rate is not supported by the figures given by Nurse and

Philippson (1980) (i. e. Rutara languages go as low as 62.25% between Runyoro-Rukerebe,

and as high as 83.75% between Ruhaya-Runyambo and Runyankore-Rukiga) it has already

been pointed out that it is the methodology used by N&P (1980) which necessarily lowered

the figures. Thus, in their study, Rukerebe consistently shows low rates with other languages.

Therefore, we maintain that the minimum rate of70% lexical cognation forms one element

of the lexical definition of Rutara.

This study goes further to show how the above conclusion can be justified using real

lexemes from the languages under study. The list oflexemes in (17) was checked across the

group. The lexical items listed were found in all languages, with minor phonetic or

phonological differences; segments which vary across languages are indicated by italics.

(17) Common lexemes in Rutara languages (124 items)18

(a)-ma-hira (n) 'pus' -bura (v) 'get lost'
a-ma-ta (n) 'milk' -byaara (v) 'plant'
-ba(v) 'be' (e)-(k)i-haha (n) 'lung'
-bi (a) 'bad' (e)-i-baare (n) 'stone'
-bumba(v) 'mould' (e)-i-beere (n) 'breast'

18 The sound [Pl occurs in all Rutara languages. In Ruzinza and Rukerebe it has a
relatively clear phonemic status. In Runyankore and Rukiga, Taylor (1985) defines it as an
allophone of fbi intervocalically. In all other languages, it is heard in certain environments,
but is also affected by the rapidness of speech, tone or stress, idiosyncratic differences, and
aspects of phonological transfer from other languages. In this case, its respective phonetic
status and exact phonological environment(s) could not be worked out here, due to lack of
sufficient data and equipment, within the scope of this study. Thus, for convenience in
examples, "b" is used as the generic representative sound, unless referring specifically to a
language and environment where [Pl is attested. (ef Nurse 1979a, Mould 1981).
Nevertheless, */pi is reconstructed for Proto-Rutara in §2.5.2.
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(e)-i-bega (n) 'shoulder' e-nindo (n) 'nose'
(e)-i-biri (n) 'two' e-numa (adv) 'behind'
(e)-i-cumu (n) 'spear' -gaba (v) 'divide'
(e)-i-hembe (n) 'hom' -gona (v) 'snore'
(e)-i-higa (n) 'cooking stone' -gorora (v) 'straighten out'
(e)-i-huri (n) 'egg' -gura (v) 'buy'
(e)-i-hwa (n) 'thorn' -gwa(v) 'fall'
(e)-i-kara (n) 'charcoal' -ha(v) 'give'
(e)-i-kumi (n) 'ten' -hanika (v) 'hang'
(e)-i-nai(n) 'four' -hara (a) 'far'
(e)-i-riho (n) 'thirst' -hinduka (v) 'tum, change'
(e)-i-satu (n) 'three' -hurira (v) 'hear'
(e)-i-sokye (n) 'hair' -hya(v) 'bum'
(e)-i-taanu (n) 'five' -ija(v) 'come'
(e)-i-taka (n) 'soil' -iiba(v) 'steal'
(e)-i-tama (n) 'cheek' -iiruka (v) 'run'
(e)-i-zooba (n) 'sun' -iita(v) 'kill'
(e)-ki-bero (n) 'thigh' imwe (pron) 'you (PI)'
(e)-ki-oma (n) 'iron, metal' -ionka (v) 'suckle'
(e)-ki-rejU (n) 'chin' itwe (pron) 'we'
(e)-ki-ro (n) 'night' -ijUka(v) 'remember'
(e)-ki-tookye (n) 'banana' iwe (pron) 'you (sing)'
e-moso (adv) 'left' -]waara (v) 'put on, wear'
e-bi-kya (n) 'neck' -kura(v) 'grow'
e-bi-rejU (n) 'beards' -manya(v) 'know'
e-N-da(n) 'louse' -mira (v) 'nine'
e-N-kari (n) 'urine' -nya(v) 'defecate'
e-N-koko (n) 'chicken' o-bu-syo (n) 'forehead, face'
e-N-joka (n) 'snake' o-bw-ooki (n) 'honey'
e-N-jojo (n) 'elephant' o-ku-guru (n) 'leg'
e-N-punu (n) 'pig' o-mu-biri (n) 'body'
e-N-si(n) 'earth, world' o-mu-bwi (n) 'mosquito'
e-N-soni (n) 'shame' o-mu-hyo (n) 'swallow'
e-N-te(n) 'cow, cattle' (0)-mu-kaaga (n) 'six'
e-N-jU(n) 'house' (o)-mu-naana (n) 'eight'
e-N-jUbu (n) 'hippo' (0)-mu-sanjU (n) 'seven'
e-N-jUra (n) 'rain' -mw-enda (n) 'knife'
e-N-jWi (n) 'gray hair' o-mu-kazi (n) 'woman'
e-ri-ino (n) 'tooth' o-mu-kira (n) 'tail'
e-ri-iSo (n) 'eye' o-mu-kono (n) 'arm'
e-nanja(n) 'lake' o-mu-ntu (n) 'person'
e-nana (n) 'calf o-mu-nwa (n) 'mouth'
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o-mu-rimo (n) 'work' -ruma(v) 'bite'
o-mu-riro (n) 'fire' -rwaara (v) 'fall sick'
o-mu-sene (n) 'sand' -rya(v) 'eat'
o-mu-twe (n) 'head' -sakaara (v) 'roof
o-mu-yaga (n) 'wind' -seka (v) 'laugh'
o-mu-zaire (n) 'parent' -sereka (v) 'hide'
o-mu-nwani (n) 'friend, companion' -funa(v) 'pinch'
o-mw-ana (n) 'child' -sya(v) 'grind'
o-mw-ika (n) 'smoke' -taha(v) 'draw (water)'
o-ru-bajU (n) 'side' -tanaka (v) 'vomit'
o-ru-go (n) 'fence, hedge' -teera (v) 'beat, hit'
o-ru-hu (n) 'skin' -tsindika (v) 'push'
o-ru-rimi (n) 'tongue' -zaana (v) 'play'
-rira (v) 'cry' -zaara (v) 'give birth'
-roota (v) 'dream' -ziha(v) 'swim'

These lexemes were found to be semantically virtually identical across the group. They only

differ in terms ofsurface tone (which is beyond the scope ofthis study but introduced briefly

in §2.5.3 and §3.5.2), and in terms of phonological or phonetic alterations, such as: [c-k],

[j-g], [ky-k], [j-z-z], [s-s-ts], [fi-n], [mw-nw-fiw], [tw-cw], [hy-sy-s], [r-r-J-J-l],

[b-P], [wi-u], [ai-ei-ee-ii], [i-e], [u-o], [a-e], and [V-0] (see Appendix II-III). Just to

use one example to illustrate the point, the lexeme which means 'beards' is pronounced in

different ways as follows: [e-pi-reju] (Ruhaya, Runyoro, Rutooro, Runyambo), [e-pi-rezu]

(Runyankore, Rukiga), [e-pi-rezu] (Runyambo, Ruzinza), or [e-pi-Iezu] (Rukerebe). It is true

that these items are not specific to Rutara; some of them are also found in other Lacustrine

languages, and Bantu languages in general. Nevertheless, the list shows that there is a high

rate of lexical similarity among these languages, greater than ifwe were to compare this list
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to any other Bantu language or group. 19 Those lexical items found in other languages do not

carry the same rate ofsimilarity at either level, semantic or phonological. These items reflect

group affiliation at the lexical level. Even in cases of those lexemes which appear to be

different across the group, some of them do appear in various languages (though not shown

in the lists) with some semantic shift. This is, presumably, a result of lexical specialization

which appears to be controlled by language usage, in terms of lexical items, lexical

collocation (i.e. which lexeme collocates with which other lexeme(s)), and connotations of

different lexemes. To cite a few examples, the following pairs of synonymous lexemes are

found in different languages: 'neck': e-bikya/e-ngoto, 'finger': e-kyaara/o-rukumu, and 'to

tie': ku-koma/ku-boha (but ku-koma means 'to pick up' in Runyoro and Rutooro). Some

lexemes also have phonological/ morphological variants even within the same language, such

as o-mweezi vs o-kweezi for 'moon' in Ruhaya, or ku-tanaka vs ku-tabika for 'to vomit' in

both Runyambo and Ruhaya. Some of these might be a result of lexical transfer from one

language to another. For instance, Taylor (1959) suggests that the form omwezi 'moon' was

transferred to Runyankore/Rukiga from Luganda, and now the former has both forms okwezi

and omwezi. Such lexemes have varying distribution across the group and relatively diverse

but related senses. This creates a lexically complex semantic network in the group, but at the

same time raises the rate of mutual intelligibility among speakers.

19 The comparison was indeed made between the Rutara group and W/Highlands
(Kinyarwanda, Kirundi, Kishubi, Kihangaza, and Kiha), Suguti (Kijita, Chiruri, and
Kikwaya), N/Nyanza (Luganda and Rubumbiro), and E/Nyanza (Kikuria) using the same
lexical list, as in Appendix II. However, the lexical lists for non-Rutara languages are not
included in the appendix because of their little significance.
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From what has been presented in this section, the following conclusion can be made:

Rutara languages have a high level ofmutual intelligibility, at least at the lexical level. Thus,

it is possible to set up a list of the common vocabulary for the group, as the list in (17)

suggests. This will lead to a high rate oflexical intelligibility among Rutara languages. That

rate will no doubt be much higher than the internal group average given by the three studies

discussed above. There are salient linguistic reasons why some ofthe lexicostatistical scores

were as low as 73%-76%. We will use Schoenbrun's (1990:284-287) data for illustration.

First, the choice of a representative lexeme in translation varies from one informant to

another. For instance (as indicated above), while in Ruhaya, 'neck' could be represented by

either ebikya or engoto, and 'seeds' by either embfbo or empambo, Schoenbrun only used the

first lexeme in each pair. This means that those are the only lexical items he got from his

informant(s) which, consequently, affects the data and calculations when comparing Ruhaya

with other languages in which he got only the second lexeme ofthe pair. Second, there is too

much inconsistency in the morphological representation of lexemes in the data. This has

several levels. One, an item which is underlyingly similar across two or more languages is

represented by a different nominal class in each language. For instance, whereas 'good' is

{-rungi} in both Ruhaya and Runyambo, this item is represented as this unprefixed root in

Ruhaya, but as a member of the {N-} class in Runyambo, hence, {n-dungi}. Thus,

comparing {-rungi} and {n-dungi} is a case of misguided morphological representation.

Two, verbs which are underlyingly similar are represented by different T/A forms. For

instance, the forms {ku-hya} (or {ku-sya}) and {-hiire} (or {-siire}) are infinitival and
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Perfect forms of the same verb {-hya} (or {-sya}) in Ruhaya (or Runyambo, respectively).

Therefore, comparing {ku-hya} and {-hiire} in the data, as Schoenbrun does, is totally

misleading. Third, there are cases ofmisinformation. For instance, 'see' and 'swim' are {-

bona} and {-ziha}, respectively, in Ruhaya. The forms -Ieeba and okwiibira, which he

reports, mean 'look (at)' (bare stem) and 'to dive'/'to sink' (nominal), respectively, although

the former can also be used to mean 'see' in an expression like 'come and see'. These are

just a few examples of several that are identified in the data. This necessarily results in his

regarding similar items as different and, therefore, necessarily contributed in lowering the

scores between languages. As illustrated in the lexical list above, this study avoids as much

as possible morphological inconsistency in representing lexemes. This high rate of lexical

intelligibility corresponds to the findings by Ladefoged, et al. (1971) which showthat relative

intercomprehension between Runyankore and Rukiga was 87%, and 82% between

Runyankore and Rutooro, bearing in mind that their study went beyond the lexical level (i. e.

they used stories to test mutual intelligibility). It also corresponds to their other findings

regarding the rate ofcommon lexemes among these languages, as indicated in the table below

(which only shows Rutara languages):

Table 2.3: Percent of words in common among Ugandan Rutara languages

Rutagwenda Runyankore Rukiga

91 86
91 96 J(

93 )(

93 )t.

90 94

56
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Ruhororo and Rutagwenda are included in the table because the rates of their lexical

relationships with other Rutara languages (according to this table) show that they are part of

the group. They do not carry the same weight as other languages in the discussion because

they were not included in collecting data for this thesis. Nevertheless, the two Tables (2.4

above and 2.5 below) show that they belong to the group both phonologically and lexically.

2.3. Defining Rutara phonologically

Phonological studies that have dealt with Rutara include Ladefoged et al. (1971),

Nurse (1979a), and Mould (1981). Ladefoged et al. deal with Northern Rutara languages,

that is, those found in Uganda. Their study gives a statistical value to phonetic relationships

between some Rutara languages, with the rate ranging between 86-93% as shown in Table

2.4 below.

Table 2.4: The degree of phonetic similarity between Ugandan Rutara languages
(Ladefoged, et al. 1971)

Runyoro Rutooro

..~~Y..?~~................ 93
Rutooro

"R~~;~~'~"'''''''''''' 88

"R~y'~~'~'~'''''''' 90
"Rcldg~"""'"'''''''''' 88
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87

88

90

87

Runyankore

88

90

90

86

Rukiga
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However, we need to illustrate how sounds correspond among current Rutara languages and

then trace their historical changes from Proto-Bantu, in order to provide further support for

the close relationship.

2.3.1. Phonological inventories

This section presents the general overview of the different phonemic systems of the

Rutara languages. Using the lexical lists (see Appendix II), the following inventories can be

assigned to the languages under study.

Table 2.5: Phonemic inventories

consonants

.....~~.~.~~~~.~ 1 :1: ee: a a: 0 0:. u u:

.......~~~~?~~ + :+ i+ + + i+ +.+ +
Rutooro + i+ ++ +

.."R~y~~.;~ ... + i+ + :++ +:+ + i+ +

::::::::~~~i.~:::::::: + + i+ •+ + i+ +: + +
Ruhaya + + + +. + + + + i+ +

····R~Y·~b~···· + + + i+ +
·······R~~~~······· + + + .+ + + + i+ +
...............................

Rukerebe + + + +++ + +!+ +

Language p t d 15 C j k g P f v s z S z h m n ii r I w y
R~Y~;~············· + + + - - + + + + - + +

R~t~~~~·············· + + + -. + + + + - + + + + - + +

R~Y~~~~······ + + + + - + +
R~kig~················ + + + -. + + + - + +

iR~~Y·~··············· + + + -. + + + + - + +

R~y~b~········ + + + -. + •+ + + + + + + + - - + + + + - + +
R~~i~·············· + + + _. + ? + + - + +

R~k~;~b~··········· + + + _. + + + + + ? + + - - + + + + - + + +

vowels
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Most of the sounds appear to have a very high rate of distribution across the group,

except for Itsl, lsi, Ivl and Iv. That is, Itsl is found in Runyankore only, Iv in Runyankore and

Rukiga only, and lsi in Runyankore, Rukiga, Ruhaya and part ofRunyambo only. Ivl is very

rare, and, in most languages, is a recent innovation. Many informants could not retrieve any

lexeme with a [v] sound. We consider both Id/ and Ivl as relatively recent phonemes in most

of the Rutara languages (except Runyankore/Rukiga in which Taylor (1985) states that Ivl

is native). Thus, Id/ and Ivl have apparently been incorporated through transfer of new

lexemes from other languages like Luganda and Kiswahili where these sounds are common

phonemes.

Based on these inventories together with the lexical lists, we identify various

phonological rules which determine the surface representations of different sounds. Some

of these rules are found in all eight languages, others apply only to a few of them, while

others are restricted to only one language or dialect. The velar sounds /k, gl, for instance, are

the most affected by the front high vowel.

(18)

b.

d.

verb (infinitive)
Iku-ruk-a/

/ku-iruk-a/

Iku-hiig-a/

Iku-hiig-a/

noun (group A) noun (group B)

o-mu-ruk-i o-mu-ruc-i

o-mu-iruk-i o-mu-iruc-i

-+ o-mu-hiig-i -+ o-mu-hiij-i

-+ o-mu-hiig-i -+ o-mu-hiiz-i

gloss

'to weave; weaver'

'to run; runner'

'to look for; hunter'

'to look for; hunter'

The four examples in (18) above, indicate how the nominal suffix I-if changes the final

consonant ofthe stem in group (B) (i.e. Rukiga, Ruzinza, Runyambo and part ofH4) and not
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group (A) (Runyoro, Rutooro, Runyankore, part of Runyambo, and the other dialects of

Ruhaya), as in (l8a) and (l8b). In Rukiga, Ruzinza, Runyambo and part of Runyaihangiro

(H4), the sound [6] appears before [i] in positions where we would expect to find [k]. That

is, in these languages, we do not find the sound [k] appearing before [i]. In some part of

Runyambo and Rukiga, this is also extended to the other front vowel [e]. Thus, IkJ is

pronounced as [6] before Iii in most languages except Runyankore and three dialects of

Ruhaya (Ruziba (HI), Ruhyoza (H2), Ruhamba (H3)), while the liquid sounds are

pronounced as [d] after In! in alllanguages.2o Therefore, whereas Ruzinza and Ruhaya (H4)

apply the rule k -+ C/_i, Runyambo and Rukiga extend it further to k -+ 61_V[-back].

The same principle applies also to Ig/ which is pronounced as [j] in Runyambo (l8c)

and [z] in Rukiga (l8d). The latter shows that Rukiga has gone one step further by adding

the feature [+continuant] to the sound [j]. This rule has been extended to the entire system

so that there is no [j] sound in either Rukiga or Runyankore, but only [z] which has now been

phonemicised. Runyankore, on the other hand, tends to palatalise velar sounds before front

vowels, thus k -+ ky/_VI.back] as found in applicative forms like Iku-teg-a/ -+ [ku-tegy-er-a]

'to trap' and 'to trap for', respectively. There is also a dialect ofRuzinza, mainly spoken on

20 The representation for the liquid sounds is taken to be Irl mainly for convenience
purposes. The true quality of the sound in all dialects would be difficult to represent here
without recourse to experimental phonetics, which is beyond the scope of this study.
Nevertheless, the underlying phonemes are more rhotic than lateral in all languages except
Rukerebe in which the latter dominates. To be precise, dominant rhotic sounds heard in
Rutara languages range between the voiced (alveolar) frictionless continuant [J] and voiced
(alveolar) lateral flap [J] (cf Ladefoged 1971, Taylor 1985, Pullum & Ladusaw 1986). A
trill sound is very rare except in Northern Rutara languages where it is heard after deleting
a vowel between two liquid sounds as in /ku-JiJa/-+ [kurra]. In this study, however, the generic
rhotic symbol [r] is maintained throughout.
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the islands and along the lake shore, whose speakers are referred to as Abanyaisanga and

Abanyaizinga, respectively, as opposed to Abarongo) which also apply the feature

[+continuant] to /g/ before [i, e], hence g - zJ_V[-back]. Thus, /ku-genda/ - [ku-zenda] 'to

go'.

There are other common rules, regarding the sounds /r, p, hi in relation to the nasals

[n, m], which apply to all Rutara languages. See the following examples and their

subsequent rules for illustration.

(19)

infinitive IS habitual IP habitual imperative gloss
al. ku-rya / ku-Iya n-dya tu-rya / tu-Iya rya/lya eat
a2. ku-rira n-dira tu-rira rira cry
a3. ku-ruma n-duma tu-ruma bite

bi. ku-ha m-pa tu-ha (m-pa) give
b2. ku-hanika m-panika tu-hanika hanika hang/put up

ci. ku-pa m-ba tu-pa pa/ba be(come)
c2. ku-para m-bara tu-para para / bara count
c3. ku-pona m-bona tu-pona pona/ bora

There are a few things to note fIrst, regarding (19). One, we have indicated two alternative

forms for the verb 'to eat' because in most languages the liquid sound sounds more like a

lateral than a rhotic between [+back]-[-back]. Two, the imperative form of the verb 'to

give' has an OM[BENEFACTIVE] {IS: m-, 3S: mu-, IP: tU-,3P: ba-} because ofits transitivity;

it cannot exist alone like other verbs. Three, in some languages/dialects, Ruhaya for instance,

the initial high tone produces more [b] sounds than [P], that is, [bara] rather than [Para]

'count', as in (19c). Thus, (19) is the result ofthree sets ofrules operating in the three groups
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(a, b, c), respectively. The first rule in which the liquid sound(s) Ir, II surface(s) as [d] after

the nasal [n] could be expressed simply as r .... d/n_, or as 1.... d/n_ in Rukerebe. Each of

the other two rules in (b, c) has two sub-rules that are in operation before producing the

surface representations. These derivations are summarized in (20).

(20) 'I give' 'I hanglput up' 'hang!' 'I count' 'I see'

a. underlying In-hal In-hanikal Ihanikal In-paral In-ponal

b. structure preservation m-ha m-hanika

c. [+labial] assimilation
m-pa m-panika

m-para m-pona

d. [-continuant] assimilation m-bara m-bona

e. surface [mpa] [mpanika] [(h)anika] [mbara] [mbona]

In both cases, it is the nasal sound INI that is affected by the following sound, [h] and [P],

respectively, thus realized as [m]. Then, this [m] changes the following consonant into a

non-continuan~ bilabial. The structure preservation rule in (b) is based on the fact that there

exists no form that has a nasal sound other than [m] before [h]: *[nh], *[fih], *[~h]. Stages

(c) and (d), on the other hand, appear to work simultaneously on [m-ha]. With this analysis,

we realize that the two rules which are normally expressed as h .... pIN_and p .... b/m_ are

inadequate because they do not depict the intermediate stages of the process, that is, the

process that warrants [h] to surface as [p] in the first place. The two rules should therefore

be modified as follows, where (2la) and (2lb) are ordered rules:

(21)

a.
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Other phonetic changes concern vowels. There are three major types of vocalic

phonetic changes, namely, deletion of a vowel, gliding, and vowel harmony. This results in

different languages having different forms ofthe same lexical item, as illustrated by "singular

I" versus "singular II":

(22) singular I singular II plural gloss

e-i-huri i-hOO a-ma-huri egg(s)

b. e-i-bara, e-i-zina i-bara, i-zina a-ma-bara, a-ma-zina name(s)

e-i-bega i-bega a-ma-bega shoulder(s)

d. e-i-baare i-baare a-ma-baare stone(s)

Given the fact that unmarked noun stems are normally preceded by two morphemes, a PI

vowel and a nominal marker in all other nominal classes, it follows that the initial (PI) vowel

{e-} has been deleted in singular type II (22) when followed by the nominal marker {-i-} (in

those languages which have the form {0-i-huri} instead of {e-i-huri}). Further supporting

evidence in found in Runyoro:

(23) singular plural gloss

Ruhaya Runyoro Ruhaya/Runyoro

e-i-he ii-he a-rna-he army ~ armies

b. e-i-bara ii-bara a-ma-bara name~names

e-i-huri ii-huri a-ma-huri egg ~ eggs

d. e-i-higa ii-higa a-ma-higa cooking stone(s)

It is the lengthening of the initial vowel {-i-} ~ [i:] that indicates the loss ofa sound. The

best explanation is that {e-i-} underwent total assimilation to [i-i-] > [ii-], which is still extant

in languages like Runyoro, but shortened in other languages which, presumably, do not allow

long vowels initially. This process of eliminating the PI {e-} is also common in other
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Interlacustrine languages, whereas in many other Eastern Bantu languages all PI vowels have

been deleted (diachronically).

Another relatively common process for the vowels involves lail which changes to [ei]

in some languages and [ee] to others. As a result, the group has three phonetically different

ways ofrealising the plural form for the same underlying singular noun. This appears in both

environments, on morpheme boundaries and morpheme internal as indicated below:

(24) singular plural I plural II plural III
a. e-ri-ino a-ma-ino a-me-ino
b. e-ri-iso, e-ri-iso a-ma-iso, a-ma-iso a-me-iso, a-me-iso

gloss
tooth, teeth

eye, eyes

ku-ba
to-be
'to be'

tu-ba-ire
IP-be-T/A

'we were'

tu-be-ire
IP-be-T/A

'we were'

tu-be-ere
IP-be-T/A

'we were'

Although (24a) and (24b) show that there is only one form of singular common to all

languages (i.e. {e-ri-} or {e-li-} class), it indicates that there are three types ofplural forms.

Plural I (which applies to Runyoro, Ruhaya (HI, H2, H3), Runyankore, and Rutooro) appears

normal in that it contains the normal plural nominal marker {a-ma-}. In plural II (which

applies to Ruhaya (H4), and Runyambo) the formative {-ma-} appears as [-me-]. This is the

result of partial vowel harmony in which the vowel [a] acquires partially features from the

following vowel [i], and thus surfaces as [e], but the following vowel [i] remains unaffected

(see also §3.3.1). Plural III (which applies to Ruzinza and Rukerebe) is the result of total

vowel harmony, hence both [a] and [i] surface as [e]. These processes are also extended to

morpheme internal environments. Thus, following the same principle as in (24), the lexeme
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lo-mu-zairel is heard as [o-mu-zaire], [o-muzeire] and [o-mu-zeere], respectively.

Furthermore, there are also a few cases found in southern Runyaihangiro (Ruhaya-H4) where

la+il is heard as [i-i], which is another form of total assimilation.

2.3.2. Phonetic changes and phonological innovations21

By using the set of Proto-Bantu sounds that we know and the sounds attested in the

current Rutara languages, we can establish the lines of sound change that these languages

followed in their phonological history. In so doing, we should be able to reconstruct the

sound system for Proto-Rutara. Most ofthe sound correspondences (especially those which

were not followed by the high vowels *i, *u) show clearly the direction of sound changes

from Proto-Bantu to present. Those which were followed by *u changed systematically to [f,

c] and [j, Z, z], while those before *i changed to [h, f, s, z] with one exception, which will be

explained in details here below.

Table 2.6 illustrates the eight sets ofsound correspondences among Rutara languages

as compared to Proto-Bantu sounds and then, attempts a reconstruction of Proto-Rutara

sounds based on these correspondences (ef Mould 1981 and Nurse 1979a).

21 The vowels *i, *u, *r, *u stand for what is traditionally represented as *j, *l,l, *i,
*u (in Proto-Bantu), respectively.
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Table 2.6: Phonetic comparison of sounds among Rutara languages

2 j ....~=~ j ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~] ,. Lexical Examples

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P-Bantu P-Rutara Gloss

J-] :*-] hunger (n)

-]:* ·(n)

*] l* J-]u i*e-N-]u house (n)

*]

f fffffff

] ] ] ]

] ] J J

*1

*l/_i
t········1 ..· 1·······~······1·······1······.. ! ·~ .. ·· .. ! ! ~ ~ j

*l/_u

*p h/0 i h i h i h i h i h i h i h i *h i*-pembe i*e-i-hembe i hom (n)
"'*'pij" h10r"h"r"h"1'"i~"r"h"r"h"r"h"1"h"r"'~h"'F~pid~""""'1*~~;~~'h'i;~"'1""""""p~~'(~)"'" .
"*pi~~' ···i"··r··i··r··i··1··i·r··i··r··i··r··i··1··i·r····~i···F~p~d~········1*~~·i~i~~········~···········f~~··(~) .

*b PiP i P 1PiP 1 PiP i P i *P j*-N-beba j*e-N-pepa i rat, mouse (n)

••~tEE ••}j••~ •• j••}j}rfjTlTj·.~ ••j~i •••t:~:~=tt~~fi:· ••••r;~d~~t~~~iiI
:~~: ·tj••~.·j··~j·~··!!j~1~1··~··!·:~··.~:~t· •• t~[~F2:··j···0:£f3%F~····
"'*:~X ···~···t··:··t··:·+:··t··:··t··:··t··:·+~··t····::····t:~:r:~~···1:~~~·:f-~~~~f~p~~~?;~:t~j~!.
"*di~~' ··"j····r··T·r··j"··1·j..r··i··r··i··r··~··1··~··r····~j····F~d~b~········1*k~~j~p·~·~·····~·········t~··fi~h·(~) .

*c sSis s s S *s :*(I~)- (n)

i*ku-se-a grind (f)

J-cuka i*e- J-fuka hoe (n)

..... ~.~..... ..~ l..~..l..~..l..~..l..~ ..l..~ ..l..~ ..l..~..l ~.~ t~~.~~~~~..t~.~~~~~.~~ l ~~~~.~~.~.S~! .

...~.~:::~.. ...~ l ~ l ~ j..~..l..~..l ~ l ~ j..~..l~~.~~.t~~~~ t~.~~~.~~.~~~ j ~!:~~~~.~..~~! .
*k/_u f if if if if if 1 f if i *f i*-kuba i*e-ki-fupa' chest(n)

.....~.~ ~ l..~ l..~ ..j..~..l..~ ..l..~..l..~ .. j..~..l ~~ t~~.~~~~ t.~~.~~~.~~.~~.j J~~~.~..~~! .

...~~!.:::~ ~ l..~ ..l..~ ..l..~..l..~ ..l..~ ..l..~ ..l..~..l ~~ t~~.~?~ l~.~~.~~.~~.~~~ l ~~~.~~.~~!. .
*g/_u ] i] i ] j] i z i z i z i z i *] i*-guta i*a-ma-]uta i oil (n)

The sound that needs some explanation is [15] which is only found in Runyankore, as

areflexof*k/_i and *t/_i. The first case ofthis sound, that is *t> l5/_i, can be explained
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as a regular diachronic change of affrication forming part of the process commonly known

as Bantu Spirantisation. It appears plausible to propose that *15 was the common phoneme

for Proto-Rutara, which then split into [15] for Runyankore and [s] for other languages. This

assumption is supported by current phonological processes that are taking place in Rutara

languages. Let us use the Perfective formative {-ire} for illustration. This formative is

reconstructed from the Proto-Bantu *-ide, and functions as Perfect (§3.4.1, 4.5.2), Resultative

(§4.5.4), and Past tense (§5.2.2) in many Bantu languages (Kahigi 1989, Hyman 1995).

Table 2.7: The effect of {-ire} on stems ending with [t]

gloss infinitive I Near Past = {-R- + -ire}
I Runyankore I Rutooro, Rukiga, Ruhaya

:C·.. I:::::t:~O:~:d:~rteJ~am::i.:::::: ···········kt~;l:~~······ ···t·········~;1~~!i:~·········1······················ ·····~;~:~~S;~··························
···········k~~~~·~t~···········1·········~·~~~t~~i~~·· ~~~~~~i~~···········

It is clear that the roots in Table 2.7 are reflexes of *-yit- (2095), *-deet- (546), and *-r66t-

(672), respectively, and that *-ide had the same super-high vowel which triggered Bantu

Spirantisation. In this case, it is apparent that it is the same process we see in Table 2.7

which changed all the *t/_i sounds to [15] in Runyankore. All other languages behave

mainly like Rutooro, Rukiga and Ruhaya in that they have [s] where Runyankore has [15]. It

is for this reason that *15 is proposed as the reflex of PB *t/_i in Proto-Rutara, and which

changed to [15] in Runyankore but to [s] in other Rutara languages: *t> *15 > [15, s]. We note

that the other [i] which originates from *1 does not change the sound [t] in any Rutara
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languages, as seen in applicative constructions (i. e. benefactive and locative), {-it-a} - {-it-ir

a} 'kill for/at', and not {-its-ira}.

The second occurrence of [15] is more interesting in that it is also found outside

Rutara, in WlHighlands languages (see Appendix III). This is a reflex ofPB *k before *i.

Given the fact it is a systematic reflex of *k/_ i, together with the supporting evidence given

in the preceding paragraph regarding *t/_i, it appears that the second [15] is an internal

innovation ofRunyankore, which developed through *k > *6> 15. This would imply that both

*15--"i and *6_/i merged as [15] in Runyankore, through the process of 6 -15/_i. It is

possible, however, that there was an intermediate stage at which all the Rutara languages

shared the sound 15 « *6 < *k) before it split into [15] in Runyankore and [s] in the other

languages, thus *k > *6> 15 > [15, s]. If this was the case, then we will assume that the

intermediate stage took place in the late stages of Proto-Rutara. Finally, [15] was also

phonemicised and merged with the other /15/ from *1. It should be pointed out that this

process of *6 > 15 did not apply to PB *c/_i because all PB *c sounds had already

undergone spirantisation before this stage. Therefore, *6 is proposed as the Proto-Rutara

sound that developed through an intermediate *15 into [15] in Runyankore and [s] in others.

Both Nurse (1979a) and Mould (1981) report that Runyoro and Rutooro have the

sound [t], as a reflex of *t/_i, where others have [s] and Runyankore has [15]. This suggests

that *t/_i did not change to *15 or [s] in Runyoro/Rutooro. Those two studies do not provide

lexical or phonological data to justify the claim, and this study did not find any evidence for

such cases.
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Given the data provided in this chapter (above), together with the phonetic inventories

provided above in Table 2.5 and the reflexes in Table 2.6, as well as the rest of the data in

the appendix, Table 2.8 (below) appears to be the most probable phonological inventory of

Proto-Rutara.

Table 2.8: The Phonological inventory ofProto-Rutara

*p

*P *f
*m

*t (*c *!) *k *g

15 *c *J
*s *z *8 *h

*n *fi

*r

*i *i:

*e *e:

*a *a:

*u *u:

*0 *0:

*y *w

However, it is not very clear whether the sounds that resulted from merging *b, d, j, g/_ u

on the one hand, and [t/_u, k/_i] on the other, in Proto-Rutara, were *J and *c or *! and

*c, respectively. Nevertheless, affricate sounds are more probable than stops as an

intermediate stage ofBantu Spirantisation, which changes stops into fricatives. That is why

the table shows both sets of sounds, with the less probable in brackets.

The maximum sequence ofconsonant clusters is of the form C tCZC3, where C1 must

be a nasal, Cz any consonant, and C3 a semi-vowel. Since this structure is common to all

Rutara languages, it will be assumed that it was retained from Proto-Rutara. There is one

extra phonetic process taking place in the Northern Rutara languages, which involves

deleting a vowel between two liquid sounds, thus /ku-hUrira/ -[ku-hurra].
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Based on the sounds established for both Proto-Bantu and Proto-Rutara, we can

establish the nature of sound split and merger that Rutara languages have undergone as

expressed below. There are eight major sets of phonetic changes, that is, from eight Proto-

Bantu sounds *p, *b, *t, *d, *c, *l, *k, *g which could, in fact, be classified into four sets

depending on their respective places of articulation: p/b, tid, e/j, and k/g.

From *p and *b we get two sets ofreflexes, [p, h, 0, f] and [b, ~,z, z, j], respectively.

It is important to note, however, that [P] is mainly found in the environment ofa nasal sound,

in which case it is pronounced as [mp] (see 20-22), with but a few exceptions.

(25) Proto-Bantu meaning Rutara meaning
*-pidi 'puff-adder' e-m-piri 'puff-adder'

b. *-piti 'hyena' e-m-pi(t)si 'hyena/leopard'

*-papa 'wing' e-i-papa 'wing'

The two lexemes (25a) and (25b) have the nasal sound [m] before [p], which suggests that

probably the underlying sound for all the languages is /hi -[p] as in other cases of *p.

However, there is evidence for a more serious deviation ofthe sound Ipl vis-a-vis /hi as found

in the diminutive forms of (25), thus {a-ka-piri}, {a-ka-pitsi, a-ka-pisi} and {a-ka-papa},

respectively. This deviation is more common in Ruhaya than it is in the other languages.

That is, we find [P] without a nasal that is supposed to trigger it. Regarding diminutives as

secondary formations, these cases of intervocalic [P] could be a result of paradigmatic

levelling, in which these stems now retain their initial surface [P] across all paradigms.

Consequently, removing the nasal sound in order to form the diminutive class (i.e. {a-ka-})

does not change [P] into [h]. Yet there are exceptions that appear to have a [p] without the
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triggering nasal sound, as indicated in (25).22 The only explanation that can be given for this

deviation would be that it is a post I*p > *h/ innovation, which now accepts other lexemes

to occur with a [p] without changing it into [h], such as {e-i-p(a)apaari} 'pawpaw'

(Runyankore, Rukiga, and Ruhaya) rather than *{e-i-h(a)ahaari}. Thus, like Idl and lvi, Ipl

is also a phoneme, which now allows non-native lexemes to be accepted in these languages

without being changed to [h].

The sound [h], on the other hand, is still undergoing lenition, as in Ruhaya (especially

HI, H2, H3) where it is changing steadily to 0. As a result, in some cases, the remaining

vowel of the syllable that has lost [h] forms a glide with the preceding vowel. Examples

would be: le-i-hembel - e-i-0embe - [eiyembe], and le-i-huril - e-i-0uri - [(e)iyuli].

Evidence shows, however, that the sound [h] still exists at the underlying level because it

shows up as a (P] after a nasal sound, as in (l9b), (20), and (SOh).

Splits: The following table summarizes all the processes of phonetic change from

Proto-Bantu to Proto-Rutara and then to the contemporary languages, thus indicating the

phonological splits that took place (cf Guthrie 1971, Nurse 1979a, Mould 1981, Hinnebusch

1989, Schadeberg 1995). The table considers the PB stops only and leaves out the nasals and

semi-vowels which did not undergo significant changes.

22 Rukerebe has the form [i-PaPa] 'wing', and/or [e-m-bapa] 'wing(s)'.
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Table 2.9: Phonological developments from PB to current Rutara languages

Proto-Bantu *p *b *t *d *c *1 *k *g

.~~.~~.~~.~~.~~:. E"- ::s, > '-, ::s > '-I::S' 1 '-1 ::s, >,'- ::s, >, '-. ::s, >, '1 ::s,l >, '-,
Proto-Rutara "P '11 t"'~L 'J 'l'J ~ 'O'L 'J

C~'~t~'~~~~~;;: p h f t 15 r z j s f j z k f g
languages i0 b z s

z z

Mergers: The sounds *b, *d, *1 and *g have virtually the same reflexes,}, z, Z, while,

in addition to that, *d also changed to liquid sounds. Similarly, the reflexes [t, 15, C, s, S, f,

k] appear to have developed from *p, *t and *k under more or less the same processes of

spirantisation and lenition as did their voiced counterparts.

Table 2.10: Phonological mergers ofPB sounds to Proto-Rutara

Proto-Bantu Phonological Environment Proto-Rutara

p: c, k _u f

t
C

k 1

h d,l: g 1 Z

h d,l: g u j

Table 2.11: Phonological mergers ofPR sounds to current Rutara languages

Proto-Rutara I Phonological Environment IResults in current languages
_i ..

...............J.. + =~ ..!. ~ ..1..~~~~.~~~: ..~~~.~~~~ .

............~~.~ l =~ l. ~ l..~~y.~~~~ .
15 - -! _i '! Runyoro, Rutooro, Runyambo,

, c, s : S !Ruzinza, Rukerebe
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The number of vowels underwent reduction. Proto-Rutara reduced the 14 Proto-

Bantu vowels to only 10 by merging two sets. Thus *i, I> *i, *u, u > *u, *e, a, 0 > *e, a, 0,

with the same principle applying to the long vowels as well, thus *ii, II > *ii and so on,

respectively (ef Mould 1981, Schadeberg 1995).

2.3.3. Verbal lexical tone

It has already been mentioned that tone is not a major focus of this study because of

its minor significance in T/A in Rutara languages. Nevertheless, it is important to point out

some basic rules operating in the verbal system, given the fact aT/A system normally cannot

exist without verbs (ef §3.5.2). The following table compares six languages of the group,

using various verbs (to- infinitives) ofdifferent syllables and different surface tonal melodies.

Table 2.12: A comparison of tonal melodies in Rutara languages

Runyank.1 Rukiga IRunyam.\ Ruhaya I Ruzinza IRukerebe I PR & gloss

a.!ku-sa !ku-sa :ku-sa !ku-sa :ku-sa :ku-sa :*-sea 'grind'
iku-gwa !ku-gwa iku-gwa iku-gwa iku-gwa iku-gwa i*-goa 'fall'

b.iku-para iku-para iku-para iku-para iku-para iku-para i*-para 'count'
:ku-rira :ku-rira :ku-rira :ku-lira :ku-lira :ku-lila :*-rira 'cry'
:ku-ziika :ku-ziika :ku-ziika :ku-ziika :ku-ziika :ku-ziika :*-ziika 'bury'
!ku-zaana !ku-zaana iku-zaana iku-zaana !ku-zaana iku-zaana i*-zaana 'play'

c.iku-hanika iku-hanika iku-hanika iku-hanika iku-hanika iku-hanika i*-hanika 'hang up'
iku-sereka iku-sereka iku-sereka !ku-sereka iku-sereka iku-sereka i*-sereka 'hide'

d.ikw-ikirizaikw-iCirizaikw-iCirizaikw-ikirizaikw-icirizaikw-ikiriza !*-ikiriza 'agree'

~ ~

e.:ku-pa :ku-pa :ku-pa iku-pa :ku-pa iku-pa :*-paa 'be(come)'
iku-ha iku-ha iku-ha iku-ha iku-ha :ku-ha i*-haa 'give'

.....t~?::~y.~~ t~~::~y.~~ t~.~::~y.~~ t~~::~y.~~ t~.~::~y.~~ j.~~~.~~~ j.:.::~y!?~ ~.~~~: ..
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Runvank.1 Rukiga IRunvam.1 Ruhava I Ruzinza IRukerebe I PR & gloss
f. ikw-60ma ikw-60ma ikw-60ma ikw-60ma ikw-60ma ikw-06ma i*-60ma 'dry up'

iku-tiina iku-tiina iku-tiina iku-tiina iku-tiina iku-tiina i*-tiina 'be afraid'

g·iku-rfuna iku-rfuna iku-rfuna iku-rfuna iku-rtuna iku-rfuna i*-rfuna 'bite'
iku-pilla iku-pilla iku-pilla iku-pura !ku-pilla iku-pilla i*-pilla 'get lost'

h.iku-k6rora iku-k6rora iku-k6rora iku-k6rora iku-k6rora iku-kor6ra i*-k6rora 'cough'

~kwi-ijura ~kwi-ijura !kwi-ijura !kwi-ijura !kwi-ijura !kwi-izilla j*-ijura 'be full'

!ku-tsindika! ku-sindikai ku-sindikai ku-sindikai ku-sindikaiku-sindika i*-tsindika 'push'

The number of stem syllables ranges from one to four, as presented in rows in Table 2.12 as:

(a) L-L, (b) L-LL, (c) L-LLL, (d) L-LLLL, (e) L-H, (f-g) L-HL, (h) L-HLL. (Note the shading

in (e-h) for the discussion that follows below).

In all the languages, word-final long vowels (from PR) become short, CIlIl# - CIl,

as in (e). The claim that these monosyllabic lexemes have underlying long final vowels is

based on how these languages form the Near Past and applicative as in (28) below. The

argument here is, the T/A marker {-ire} is attached to the stem after removing the final vowel

which is always {-a} in all verbs across the group.

(26) infinitive pronunciation variants across the group derived from

ku-ba - tu-ba-ire ~ tu-be-ire ~ tu-be-ere /ku-ba-a/
'to be' IP-be-T/A ~ IP-be-T/A 'we were' INF-be-FV

b. ku-ha tu-ha-ire ~ tu-he-ire ~ tu-he-ere /ku-ha-a/
'to give' IP-give-T/A ~ IP-give-T/A 'we gave' INF-give-Fv

ku-fiwa tu-fio-ire ~ tu-fiwe-ire ~ tu-fiwe-ere /ku-fio-a/
'to drink' IP-drink-T/A ~ IP-give-T/A 'we drank' INF-drink-FV

d. ku-sa tu-se-ire ~ tu-se-ire ~ tu-si-ire /ku-se/-si-a/
'to grind' IP-grind-T/A ~ IP-grind-T/A 'we ground' INF-grind-Fv
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Given that the high toned lexemes in Table 2.12 (e) have surface monosyllabic stems, we

would expect such lexemes to appear with final high tones. However, this is true in Rukerebe

only, where we find surface [H] on the final tone bearing unit (TBU) of the verbs?3 In the

other languages [H] is not allowed finally; it therefore shifts to the infinitival marker {ku-},

thus creating a kind of high tone back hopping rule, as L-H .... H-L/_#.

(27)

b.
/ku-baa/
/ku-haa/
/ku-ft6a/

ku-ba
ku-ha
ku-fiwcl

[ku-ba]
[ku-ha]
[ku-fiwa]

'to beecome)'
'to give'
'to drink'

The data in Table 2.12 (f-h) also show that the high tone is assigned to the initial vowel of

the verb stem, as L-HL(L), except in Rukerebe (and also in Runyoro and Rutooro, which are

not included in the table) where we can generalise that it falls on the penultimate syllable.

This leads us to reconstruct tone for PR, where these lexemes had [H] on the stem-initial

TBU. But then, we are faced with what look like exceptions, as indicated by the shaded

items in Table 2.12 (f-h), regarding Ruhaya and Rukerebe. That is, whereas all other

languages retain the [H] on the stem-initial syllable, Ruhaya behaves differently in that /HI

surfaces as a falling tone [HL]. In Ruhaya this can be expressed as a penultimate syllable

rule, which changes any penultimate high tone ofthe infinitive verb to a falling tone, /+H+L/

.... [+F+L] or [+HL+L], clarified in the examples below.

23 There are two types of TBUs, vowels and nasals. An example of a tone bearing
nasal would be as in [ti-dya] 'I eat', comparable to [tu-Iya] 'we eat' (Runyambo, Ruhaya and
Ruzinza).
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(28)
a.
b.

/ku-rumal
/ku-bfual
/ku-omal

[ku-rOma] / [o-ku-rOma] 'to bite'
[ku-bfua] / [o-ku-bfua] 'to get lost'
[kw-60ma] / [o-kw-60ma] 'to dry up'

However, the rule in (28) does not apply if the same penultimate syllable is word-initial as

in (27) above. Thus {ku-ba} ~ [kuba], but not *[kuba] or *[kuba] 'to be'.

Rukerebe also shows different behaviour on stem-initial long vowels, as indicated

in Table 2.12 (t). That is, whereas all other languages retain the [H] on the first mora ofthe

long vowel and therefore create a falling tone (~~), Rukerebe shifts it to the second mora,

thus creating a rising tone (~~). In other words, it is only ultimate and penultimate morae of

a verb that can bear surface H tone in Rukerebe, as (e-h) show. Rutooro and Runyoro seem

to be different from all other languages, in that tone appears predominantly on the

penultimate syllable, except in monosyllabic stems. Given the data we have (including T/A

forms) it is tempting to identify Rutooro as a stress-accent language. That is, in most cases,

the placement of prominence in lexemes (both lexically and structurally) appears to be

relatively consistent on the penultimate syllable, realised by a falling pitch, with a few

exceptions. Runyoro, on the other hand, appears to be ranging from a pitch-accent to a tone

language. In some cases, there appears to be a paradigmatic variation between the [H] and

[F] "tones" in both languages. If this is the case, then the process could be regarded as an

innovation ofthe languages as a mechanism ofsimplification from a tone language to a pitch-

accent language, and then to a further simplified system of a stress-accent language. It is

evident that the two languages, Runyoro and Rutooro, have sub-dialects which differ in this
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regard. It is also possible that tone is being recycled. That is, after a language has lost tone,

it could be re-influenced by the neighbours which are tone languages/dialects.

Given that these observations prove to be very systematic in the languages studied,

it follows that all Rutara languages inherited the same tone melodies in their verbal systems

from Proto-Rutara and, therefore, had the same underlying tonal structure. Thus, from the

table above, we can reconstruct the following underlying tonal melodies of Proto-Rutara

(including the infinitival marker {ku-}): *L-L(LLL), *L-H(LLL). Only the high tone would

be assigned to the underlying stem-initial syllable, and then [L] would be assigned by default

to all other TBUs after applying any other relevant rule(s). We can therefore conclude that

any apparent exception to these forms and rules should be regarded as post Proto-Rutara

language specific innovations. In fact, the deviations found in Ruhaya and Rukerebe (as

explained above) are innovations. The latter shows a very high rate of correlation with the

neighbouring languages ofthe Suguti subgroup. The following table compares surface tones

of Rukerebe to those of two non-Rutara neighbours, using a few lexical verbs that are

underlyingly high toned.

Table 2.13: The tonal influence of Suguti to Rukerebe

Kijita Kikwava Rukerebe Gloss

a. . ~~~.p..~ l. ~~~~~ l ~~~p..~ !??~(~?.~~>. .
ku-Iya i ku-Iya . ku-Iya to eat

b. ku-lima i ku-lima i kw-ooma to dry up

:::::::::~~~~p.:~y.:~:::::::::L::::::::~~~~~~i.~::::::::::T:::::::::::::::~~:~~:~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::j~:}:~:~fi~!.~:::::::::::
ku-llima i ku-llima i ku-llima to bite

:::::::::::~~~p.:~~~:::::::::::}:::::::::::::k~~~~~~:::::::::::::I::::::::::::::::~~~p.:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:?::i.~(~?~~::::::::::::
.........~?~~.?~.?~.~ 1 ~~~~?~?~~ l ~?~~.?~.?~.~ ~?.~~.~~~ .
..........~~.~~J.~~~ 1. ~~~.~J.~~.~ l ~.~~~.~~~~~ !.??.~..~~.~ .

ku-sindika . ku-sindika . ku-sindika to push
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This table provides strong evidence that Rukerebe acquired its surface verbal tone melody

from Suguti languages (e.g. Kikwaya, Kijita, Chiruri, and Kiregi) which are its immediate

neighbours geographically. This must have been facilitated by a lack of contact between

Rukerebe (in the islands and eastern shore of Lake Victoria) and its mother group Rutara,

which remained on the western part of the lake. Therefore, Rukerebe was affected not only

lexically (as pointed out by N&P 1980) but also phonologically. With regard to the tonal

innovation identified in Ruhaya (i.e. the falling tone on penultimate mono-moraic vowels),

it is not clear from this study how it might have originated.

There are both lexical and grammatical tones. Of the two, the most common and

productive is lexical tone, which distinguishes between two or more lexemes that are

otherwise morphologically similar. The following are but a few examples of grammatical

and lexical tone contrasts:

(29) Grammatical tone in Ruhaya
a. a-ba-kom-ire

SM[3S]-OM[2P/3p]-tie-TIA
'S/he tied them up'

b. o-muti gu-oom-ire
PI-tree SM[2s]-dry Up-T/A

'The tree dried up'
bu-ke-ire

sM-be morning-T/A

'It is morning'

(30) Lexical tone
a. Runyankore/Rukiga

i) ekikoro 'root, source'
ii) ekihimbo 'a poem'
iii) kw-eera 'to winnow'
iv) kuranga 'to announce'

[HRT-Muzale]

a-ba-kom-ire
REL-SMlOM[3P]-tie-T/A
'those who (are) tied up'
o-muti gu-66m-ire
PI-tree sM-dry Up-T/A
'a dry tree'
bu-ke-ire

SM-be morning-T/A

'on the following day'

ekik6ro 'bad deed'
ekihimbo 'crutch'
kweera 'to be white/clear'
kuranga 'to serve in the palace'
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b. Ruhaya
i) kweera 'to winnow'
ii) kusinga 'to rub'
iii) eibanga 'hill, mountain'
iv) eitunda 'business'

2.3.4. Other phonological factors

vs
vs
vs
vs

kweera 'to be white/clear'
kusinga 'to win'
eibanga 'time, centre of sitting room'
eitUnda 'fruit'

There are other common and less common parameters for the Rutara languages, some

which can possibly be assigned to Proto-Rutara. The Ganda Law, for instance, (which refers

to total assimilation of homorganic [-N+CV-] clusters, if followed by another [-N-]; also

referred to as Meinhofs Law or nasal harmony) is currently not productive. There are traces,

however, in some languages in a few lexemes as in the following examples (31 a), compared

to Luganda in (31 b).

(31)
Ruhaya, Runyankore, Rukiga, etc.

singular normal plural
o-ru-beIJgo e-m-beIJgo

ii. o-ru-biIJgo e-m-biIJgo

iii. o-ru-limi e-n-dimi

iv. o-ru-gendo - e-IJ-gendo

GandaLaw
e-meIJgo

e-miIJgo

*e-nimi

*e-IJendo

gloss
'grinding stone(s)'

'elephant-grass'

'tongue(s)'

'journey(s)'

b. Luganda
singular normal plural Ganda Law gloss
lu-beng6 m-bengo mmeng6 'grinding stone(s)'

ii. lu-limi n-dimi nnimi 'tongue(s)'

iii. lu-gend6 IJ-gendo IJIJend6 'journey(s)'

iv. lu-gamb6 IJ-gambo IJIJamb6 'rumour(s),
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At first sight, it is not clear whether the cases ofGanda Law in Rutara originated from Proto-

Rutara or were transferred from Luganda. Thus, further investigation is needed to determine

their exact rate of distribution across the group, and then reconstruct their origin.

Nevertheless, it appears that, in the Rutara languages, it only affects noun stems that begin

with a labial sound, as in (31a i-ii). This could be our provisional answer for the puzzle that

the class marker {-m-} assimilated the following sound if and only ifit was [+labial].

Dahl's Law is also not productive.24 There are very limited traces ofwhat looks like

Dahl's Law, from at least two proto-forms *kata 'head-pad' (Guthrie: 1016) and *k6pi

'short' (Guthrie: 1237). Given the nature of sound change we established in Tables

2.10-2.12, we would expect these two lexemes to have the forms {-N-kata} and {-kufi},

respectively, in Rutara languages. On the contrary, they now appear as {e-N-gata} and {-

gufi, -gufu} , respectively. These two examples are, therefore, not sufficient to suggest that

Dahl's Law ever affected these languages. The two lexemes found could have been

transferred into the group from other sources, bearing in mind that the law itself is common

in other Lacustrine subgroups and beyond.

24 Dahl's Law refers to the phonological rule that dissimilates two voiceless
consonants. Thus, a voiceless consonant sound is voiced if it is followed by another
voiceless consonant. However, this is a simplified statement of the rule. The rule itselfhas
further language specific phonological constraints which determine the processing ofthe rule.
These constraints include lexical versus morphemic boundary, vowel length, and nature of
consonant clusters. For further details, see Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977), Kimenyi
(1979).
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Another common feature is the partial vowel hannony between PI vowels and noun

class markers (i. e. {o-mu-} and {e-bi-}, rather than the total vowel harmony as {u-mu-} and

{i-bi-}, respectively, which is found in the W/Highlands group).

2.4. Conclusion

We have seen that it is possible to set the basic parameters for the Rutara group both

lexically and phonologically. The lexical list provided in §2.2 (ef Appendix II) can help us

to set the common vocabulary of the group, either as retentions or innovations. This has a

positive linguistic effect in that it raises the lexical intelligibility rate above 70% for the

common lexicon across Rutara languages, whose differences are mainly phonological and

slightly semantic. Thus, sound changes from Proto-Bantu to Rutara exhibit a high rate of

similarity. There are two categories of absolute similarities, *p > h, *t/_u > c, *c/_i> s,

and *b, d, 1, g/_i > z, *p, c, k/_ u > f; and a variably common category ofmergers, *t, k/_i

> s, 15, and *b, d, 1, g/_u > J, z, z, as illustrated in the Tables 2.9-2.11. However, there are

also significant differences among the languages of the group. For instance, Rukerebe and

Ruhaya differ from others in tenns of surface verbal tone (see §2.3.3); and Runyankore has

the sound [15] which is not found elsewhere in the group. For further discussion on Bantu

Spirantisation, Ganda Law, and Dahl's Law, see Meeussen (1962), Myers (1972),

Hinnebusch (1989), Davy and Nurse (1982), and Nurse (forthcoming). In summary, the

following characterised Proto-Rutara.
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A. Ten phonemic vowels, five short and five long.

B. Lexical and grammatical tone.

C. Partial vowel harmony between PI vowels and noun class markers.

D. Two underlying tonal melodies for verbs: L-L(LLL) and L-H(LLL).

E. The operation of Bantu Spirantisation.

F. Lenition of the Proto-Bantu stops (see Table 2.7).

G. Limited operation of the Ganda Law; that is, it operated only on noun stems

that began with a labial sound.

The following chapter provides the morphological analysis of Rutara, which is

equally important before embarking on the analysis and reconstruction ofthe T/A system(s).25

25 Readers might be curious about the time-depth ofthe reconstructed Proto-Rutara
verbal system. Schoenbrun (1990) attempted to do this by using the glottochronology
method for the entire Lacustrine group. His calculations were based on a 100-word list (i.e.
the model we simplified in Figure 3 by removing the time frame). His formula assumes a
shared retention rate of73-74% per thousand years. Consequently, his model places Proto
Lacustrine at c.2500 years and Proto-Rutara c.1000 years ago.
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CHAPTER THREE

3. BASIC MORPHOLOGY

3.1. Introduction

The aim ofthis chapter is to provide the necessary morphological background for the

coming chapters. It surveys the morphological composition of the verbal unit (VU) in the

Rutara languages, thus analysing all possible paradigmatic elements ofevery syntagmatic slot

in a VU that are relevant to T/A. It, therefore, prepares the tools ofanalysis that will be used

in analysing the T/A systems. Note that every class of marker or formative has a

predetermined and defined slot in the VU, in relation to the verb root (radical), for its

semantic and morphosyntactic functions, and for syntagmatic relations as well. This brings

up a fundamental question: can one class ofVU syntagmas such as T/A formatives have a

double allocation of slots? This question is based on the analysis of T/A in the Rutara

languages, in which both {-ka-, -a(a)-, -raa-} and {-ire} are regarded as tense markers even

though the two sets occupy two different slots in the VU, that is, pre-radical and post-radical

respectively. This chapter and subsequent chapters seek answers to that question and a few

others which are raised later in this chapter.
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3.2. The verb

3.2.1. The verb 'be'

Of all lexical verbs, the verb 'to be' plays a very crucial role in T/A systems. In all

the Rutara languages, the basic and regular form of the verb is {-ba}, but it has a suppletive

form, {-ri}. The two forms differ functionally and morphosyntactically, as well as

semantically. The {-ri} form is used mainly in the Present tense, and mostly in the

Progressive aspect and stative constructions. Its frequency of use in the T/A system,

however, is less in Runyambo and Ruzinza than it is in other languages, and also relatively

different in Rutooro and Rukerebe, as explained below (see also the T/A Tables in Appendix

I). The following examples show the most common use ofthe two forms. (Note that the PI

vowel (a-) in brackets in (32a) and (32b) is obligatory in Runyankore/Rukiga, optional in

Ruzinza and Rukerebe (but obligatory in Ruzinza for singular nouns), and omitted in Ruhaya,

Rutooro and Runyambo (but optional in Runyambo for singular nouns)):

(32)

b.

d.

tu-ri (a)bantu
IP-be people
mu-ri (a)babi
2P-be bad
Musa a-ri Kampala
Musa 3s-be Kampala
Juma a-ba Kampala
Juma 3s-be Kampala
tu-ka-ba tu-ri Kampala
IP-T-be IP-be Kampala

'We are people'

'You (pi.) are bad'

'Musa is in Kampala'

'Juma is in Kampala' (Not in Rutooro)

'We were in Kampala'

As the examples in (32) show, the form {-ri} is mainly used for attributive and locative

constructions. Consequently, it functions as a pseudo-copula verb, in which case it is not
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accompanied by any tense marker. It can, however, be preceded by the aspectual marker

{-ki(aa)-} (or its phonetic variants: [cya(a), caa], as in {ba-kiaa-ri Kampala} 'they are still

in Kampala'). Indeed, in many other Bantu languages it can be preceded by{-a-, -aa-} which

appears to be a very dynamic T/A marker. Within Rutara, this combination of {-a-ri} is

found in Remote Past in some dialects of Rutooro, as in [tw-a-ri n(i)-tu-gfua] 'we were

buying', and in Rukerebe, as in [tw-a-Ii-ga n(i)-tu-gula] 'we were buying'. On the other

hand, as indicated in (32e), the form {-ba} behaves virtually like any other verb in that it

takes all T/A markers, {-ka-} in this case, which is not possible for {-ri}. It should be

pointed out that the Experiential Present tense is not marked in the Rutara languages (see

§5.2.4). This makes {-ba} and {-ri} look like they were T/A markers in these forms, as in

(32). The fact is, neither of the two is a T/A marker. This is not restricted to Rutara

languages, it applies also to other Eastern Bantu languages, as surveyed by Botne (1986).

With regard to semantic differences, {-ba} carries a sense of "habit" or "tendency"

whereas {-ri} refers to "now" or "then". Therefore, {-ba} can be easily used in forms that

mark the Habitual aspect, while {-ri} can be used in those which express a state of affairs

(32a-c) (ef §4.5.l) This is illustrated by (32c-d). Although both Musa and Juma are in

Kampala at the moment of speech, the two persons differ in how long they have been there.

That is, (32c) implies that 'Musa, who presumably went to Kampala today, is expected back

soon, today or tomorrow'. On the contrary, (32d) implies that 'Juma has been living there

for a while, and he is not expected back'. When used in negative constructions, {-ri} marks

events that took place relatively more recently than those marked by {-ba}, as shown in (33).
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(33) Ruhaya
a. ti-ba-ki-ri Buganda

NEG-3p-A-be Uganda
'They are no longer in Uganda' = 'they left recently'.

b. ti-ba-ki-ba Buganda
NEG-3p-A-be Uganda
'They are no longer in Uganda' = 'they left long ago'.

Thus, the two apparently identical translations differ in that (33a) means 'they left recently'

while (33b) means 'they left long ago'. As a general rule, the verb' be' is used in compound

forms ofT/A constructions, in which case we get more than one verbal unit (auxiliary and

main verb) or a verbal unit plus its complement. Thus, when the two forms of 'be' are used

in one clause, {-ri} functions as the main verb and {-ba} (or {-Ii} in Rukerebe) as the

auxiliary (hence bearing the T/A marker, if necessary), as in (32e) above.

3.2.2. Verbal Unit

The nucleus of the verbal unit (VU) is the root of the verb that takes inflectional

morphemes to form a complete grammatical word, which in many cases is complex enough

to constitute a word which could be translated by a complete clause. The inflectional

elements fall into two categories: pre-radical and post-radical formatives. Hyman and

Byarushengo (1984) suggest the following formula for the basic structure ofthe Ruhaya VU

(34): subject marker (SM), negation (N), tense/aspect (T/A), object marker (OM), the verb

radical (R), extension(s) (X), and a final vowel (FV). The VU can be preceded by a pre-

initial (PI) and followed by a post-final (PF) marker which Hyman and Byarushengo argue

are separated by an internal word boundary (#), as opposed to the ordinary morpheme
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boundary (+) that separates morphemes within the VU. This argument can be supported in

various ways.

(34) (PI) # 8M + N + T/A + OM + IS + X + FV (PF)

V V CV V N V V CV

CV N VV CV VC

CV CV CVV

CVV

First, the vowels ofthe pre-initial Progressive marker {ni-} and the negative marker {ti-} do

not glide when followed by another vowel as we would expect them to (and which does

happen with children learning these languages). Compare the following two sets ofexamples

for illustration:

(35) Gliding vowels

a. bi-ana

b. e-mi-aka

c. ki-oma

-+ [byaana]

-+ [emyaaka]

-+ [kyooma/cyooma/cooma]

'bad children'

'years'

'iron, metal'

'she is buying'-+ [naagura]

No gliding, but deletion of [i] before another vowel
(note variations in the length of the 8M vowel after {ni-} vs {ti-})

ni-a-gur-a
PROG-3s-buy

(36)

b. ni-o-gur-a
PROG-2s-buy

ti-o-gur-a
NEG-2s-buy

d. ti-a-ka-guz-ire
NEG-3S-RETi-buy-RETi

-+ [noogura]

-+ [togura]

-+ [takaguzire]

'you (sing.) are buying'

'you (sing.) do not buy'

'she has not (yet) bought'
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It is, therefore, clear that the boundary between the morphemes {bi-, -mi-, ki-} and the stems

to which they are attached in (35) is different from the one between {ni-, ti-} and the stems

in (36), because the two sets behave differently in terms ofgliding. This shows that {ni-} and

{ti-} maintain an original lexical boundary even after the grammaticalisation process which

rendered them clitics.

There are also morphosyntactic arguments supporting this analysis. First, the PI

markers {a-, e-, ka-} function as nominalisers which change a verbal unit from a simple main

clause into a relative clause as in (37a). Other forms of PI elements function as adverbial

markers cliticised to the verbal unit as in (37b).

(37)
Runyankore, Rukiga, Ruhaya, Runyambo, Ruzinza
ba-gma 'they buy' - a-ba-gur-a 'those who buy'
3P-buy REL-3P-buy

b. Ruhaya
ba-gma 'they buy' 
3P-buy

ka-ba-gma 'when(ever) they buy'
ADv-3P-buy

In fact, /ka-/ in (37b) can be replaced by a completely independent lexeme, in Ruhaya for

instance, thus producing orwo bagura which has the same meaning. As can be seen, the two

cases of (37a) and (37b) result in a relative clause and adverbial clause respectively. The only

PI formatives that are functionally part of the verbal unit, and are thus directly related to the

T/A system, are the Progressive marker {ni-} and the negative marker {ti-}, which occupy

the initial position. Both morphemes are common to all of the Rutara languages. Similarly,

the post-final marker also functions as an adverbial or nominal clitic. It could be locative,
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as in (38a), temporal, as in (38b), adverb ofmanner, as in (38c), or nominal, as in (38d), and

so on. All these are clitics from lexemes like {a-ho} 'there' for (38a), and {mari, ryarii, iri}

'when' for (38b), and {e-ki-ki} 'what' for (38d); their current distribution in the group varies

from one language to another, as indicated in brackets after each form.

(38)

b.

d.

ba-gura-ho
3P-buy-Loc
ba-gura-ri?
3P-buy-ADv
ba-gura-g(y)e
3P-buy-ADv
ba-gura-ki?
3P-buy-NoM

(all but Runyambo and Runyankore/Rukiga)
'they buy (from) there'
(Ruzinza, Ruhaya, and Runyoro/Rutooro = [-diD
when do they buy?
(all but Rukerebe, and Runyoro/Rutooro)
'they buy well'
(all, but [-kii] in Runyankore/Rukiga)
'what do they buy?'

Thus, these adverbial elements which occur in the pre-initial and post-final slots will be

excluded from this study, mainly because they are neither part of the basic verbal unit nor

T/A, but act as nominal and adverbial clitics.

Although the rest of the verbal unit elements appear to have a clear and straight-

forward location in the matrix in (34) above, practically it is not so simple. The verbal unit

is rather more complex than that presented in the model, particularly with regard to the

location of tense, aspect, mood, and negation markers on the one hand, and the role of the

final vowel (FV) on the other. This leads us to two interrelated questions. One: what are the

basic slots for tense and aspectual markers, respectively? Two: can we make a clear

distinction between tense and aspectual markers? The problem with regard to these questions

is based on the form and functions of the T/A formatives. Compare, for instance, the
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following structures (fairly common in Rutara) which suggest the existence ofmore than one

slot for the tense and aspectual markers in the verbal unit (that is, one before and another after

the root). They also indicate that some formatives have either several meanings or several

functions.

(39)
b.

d.

tu-a(a)-gur-a
tu-aa-guz-ire
tu-ra-guz-ire
tu-a-gur-aga

'we bought today, we have just bought'
'we have already bought' (Not in RunyorolRutooro)
'we once bought, we had bought long ago'
'we used to buy'

These examples also show that what is described as a final vowel (FV) in (34) is now realized

as part of the post-radical T/A, thus [-e] in {-ire} in (39b) and (39c), which is different from

the {-e} in (40c) and (40e) below. Others like Mould (1981) call this a "modified base" in

that the stem {-gur-a} has changed to {-guz-ire}, while Botne (1987) treats both {-a-} and

{-ire} equally as tense markers and thus calls them prefix(es) and suffix(es) respectively.

Botne's analysis also regards the final {-a} as a suffix that marks tense. Indeed, it is observed

that the so called FV or suffix assumes one of the two forms, {-a} and {-e}, depending on

its semantic function as illustrated in the following examples (found in all eight languages,

except for (40d) which has different functions across the group):

(40) form meaning tense/aspect/mood

ku-gur-a
'to buy' Infinitive/nominal verb

to-buy-Fv

b.
tu-gur-a

'we buy' Habitual
IP-buy-A

tu-gur-e
'we should buy' Subjunctive

IP-buy-MD
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Applicative Habitual

Near PastJPerfect'we (have) bought'
tu-guz-ire
IP-buy-A

tu-ba-gur-ir-e 'we should buy for them! Applicative subjunctive
IP[sMj-3P[OMj-buy-APPL-MD let us buy for them'

tu-ba-gur-ir-a 'we buy for them'
IP[sMr3P[oMrbuy-APPL-A

d.

If we compare all six cases in (40) above, we realize that the final vowels {-a} and {-e} are

not just FVs in the sense of occupying the final position, but they also contribute to the

meaning of the construction. It is only in (40a) that {-a} can really be referred to as

semantically neutral FV, since the infinitive form {ku-gur-a} is not a tensed construction (ef

§1.8.5). In the other cases, the two vowels distinguish semantically between (40b) and (40c),

on the one hand, and (40e) and (40f), on the other. In this case, it is more plausible to regard

finite {-a} and {-e} (but not the neutral {-a} found in (40a» as T/A/modal markers rather

than as FVs.

Considering the formula in (34) together with the examples given above, a more

elaborate construction is introduced in (41) below to identify the various elements of the

verbal unit. This structure represents one of the most complex verbal constructions in

Ruhaya (bearing in mind that the difference(s) between Ruhaya and the other Rutara

languages in this regard would mainly be tonal, and phonological (Le. with regard to [g, $,

z]; see §2.4.2, 2.5».
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(41) ti-ba-ka-gi-mu-kom-es-ez-a-ga = [tibakagimuk6mesezaaga]

4a 4b 6a 6b 7a 7b

ti- -ba- -ka- -gi- -kom- -es- -ga

NEG SM OM OM R CAUS APPL MD A

not they past it him/her tie make at/to ind

'they have never caused it to be tied up for him/her'

This functional verbal unit in (41) is a simple negative verbal clause. It has 7 major

slots, as marked by the numbers 1-7. The main verb (MV), which describes central events,

can be realized either in simple independent VUs such as (42a) to (42d), or in the second

verbal element after the auxiliary verb in compound VUs as in (42e) to (42h).

(42) Simple and compound VUs
a. Runyambo

ti-ba-gi-mu-kom-er-a
NEG-3P-OMI-OM2-tie-APPL-A

[tibajimuk6mera]
'They don't tie it up for her'

b.

d.

[HRT-Muzale]

Ruhaya
ti-ba-ri-ku-kom-a
NEG-3P-be-to-tie-A

Rukiga
tu-aa-kom-ire
IP-T-tie-A

All
ba-ta-gur-a
3P-NEG-buY-A

Rukerebe
tu-a-li-ga ni-tu-gul-a
IP-T-be-A PROG-IP-buy-A

[tibalikukoma]/[tibaliukoma]/
[tibaikukoma]/[tibaikukoma]
'They are not tying up'

[twaak6mire]
'We have already tied up'

[batagura]
'They should not buy, let them not buy'

[twaliga n(i)tugula]
'We were buying'
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g.

Rutooro
tu-ba-ire ni-tu-ki-aa-gur-a 
IP-be-T/A PROG-IP-PERS-buy-A

Ruzinza (Insular)
tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ki-gur-a
IP-T/A-be IP-NEG-PERS-buy-A

[tubaire nitukyaagfua]/
[tubaire nitucyaagfua]
'We were still buying'

[tukapa tutliCigura]
'We were not buying any more'

h. Ruzinza (Mainland)
tu-ka-pa ti-tu-ki-gur-a
IP-T/A-be NEG-IP-PERS-buy-A

[tukapa tituCigura]
'We were not buying any more'

In the case of a compound verbal unit, however, many languages tend to have the negative

marker {-ta-} appearing in the second slot, as in (42g). The negative marker {-ta-} can also

appear in the simple verbal unit of imperative constructions, as in (42d). Ruzinza, however,

appears to have a negative form which is common in some dialects but not common in the

other languages, in which the negative marker {ti-} can occupy the initial position of the

main verb in a compound verbal unit like (42h).

Constructions such as those in (42) lead us to propose a basic matrix for the verbal

unit in Rutara, as presented in (43) below. This model includes the initial negative marker

{ti-} and Progressive marker {ni-} (based on their semantic and morphosyntactic roles in the

verbal unit (VU), with regard to the T/A system). Consequently, the VU has eight slots

whose characteristics are as follows:

8a 8b 8cIx 3x 4a 4b 5a 5b 6

-R-
ACT SM NEG T/A OM, OM2 R EXT AlMD PASS AlMD

(43)
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Slot (1) is occupied by either oftwo prefixes, {ni-}, which marks events in progress, or the

initial negative marker {ti-}.26 Both markers are found elsewhere in the languages as copula

verbs for affirmative and negative clauses respectively, as shown in (44a-b).

(44)

b.

d.

ogu ni Harry
this is Harry

ogu ti Harry
this is-not Harry

tu-0-gur-a
IP-T/A-buy-A

ni-tu-0-gur-a
ACT-IP-T/A-buy-A

ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a
ti-tu-ru-ku-gur-a

NEG-IP-T/A-buy-A

this is Harry

this is not Harry

'we buy'

'we are buying'

(R3-R7)
(RI-R2)
'we are not buying'

Given the morphosyntactic position of {ni-} and {ti-} in (44), it follows that the two markers

(prefixes) in slot (1) were derived from the lexical copulas {ni} and {ti}. That is why they

can only function as pro-clitics, as opposed to all the other tense/aspect markers in the Vu.

Thus, {ni-} is attached to the unmarked VU {-0-...-a}, as in (44d), to actualise either (a) the

Event Time vis-a-vis the time of the speech event, or (b) a co-occurrence of any other (two

26 There are other elements which can also occupy this initial slot, such as {ka-},
which, however will not be dealt with in this study. Examples from Ruhaya would be: (i)
Hortative: {ka-tu-gur-e} / {ka-tu-gur-e ... } 'let us buy', and (ii) Adverbial of time: {ka-tu
guz-ire} / {ka-tu-guz-ire ... } 'when we bought'. It seems the second type of{ka-} (adverbial)
can also occupy slot (4) as in {orwo tu-ka-guz-ire ... } 'when/just as we bought .. .'.
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or more) events; {ti-} negates them. That is, the simple unmarked form without {ni-}, as in

(44c), represents an event that is "unlimited" in time and, therefore, has no specific temporal

reference, as in {tu-gur-a} 'we buy". By adding {ni-} this semantic representation changes

into the representation ofan actual event, anchored to a particular temporal reference: "now"

or "then". In other words, {ni-} makes a potential event or habit to be realised by the actual

event. Therefore, slot (1) will be termed "actualiser" (ACT in (43» for morphosemantic

reasons. The two formatives are thus mutually exclusive in this slot. In some languages, this

slot can also be occupied by {ka-} which has diverse functions, different from those of the

medial {-ka-} (which is indisputably the affirmative Remote Past marker). The former

functions mainly as an adverbial rather than a T/A marker and is, therefore, less relevant to

this study.

Slot (2). takes subject markers (SM); (see §3 .3.1,3.3.2). In the absence ofan element

in slot (1), the SM appears as the initial formative ofthe VD, as in (42c) to (42h) above. Slot

(3) is for the medial negative marker {-ta-}, which is immediately followed by the tense

marker(s) slot (4). This double allocation of slots for the negative marker enables a language

to have two possible options for negative constructions, especially in compound forms, as in

(45) below (where -ri- > -ru- in Runyoro/Rutooro).

(45)
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Ruhaya and Rutooro:
i) tu-ba-ire tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a

IP-be-T/A IP-NEG-be-to-buy-A
ii) ti-tu-ba-ire n(i)-tu-gur-a

NEG-IP-be-T/A PROG-IP-buY-A

'We were not buying'

'We were not buying'
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b. Ruzinza and Rukerebe:
i) tu-be-ere tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a

IP-be-T/A IP-NEG-be-to-buY-A
ii) ti-tu-be-ere n(i)-tu-gur-a

NEG-IP-be-T/A PROG-IP-buy-A

'We were not buying'

'We were not buying'

There is one generalisation regarding (45): whereas {-ta-} appears to negate the event (in the

main verb), {ti-} negates the time of the event (in the auxiliary). However, these

morphosyntactic options are not always possible in all eight languages for all the T/A forms.

The data available is not enough for us to draw any further conclusions.

Slot (1) and (3) are also mutually exclusive within one category ofa T/A construction.

This constraint is based on the morphosemantic reason that you can neither actualise what

is negated nor negate the negative within the same VU. Thus, constructions like *{ni-...-ta-

...-a}, *{ni-ti-...-a}, and *{ti-...-ta-...-a} are semantically ill-formed and therefore

ungrammatical. Tense markers (slot 4) are discussed in detail later in Chapters 4-5.

However, it is proposed here that there is one typical slot for tense (T) markers, slot (4). We

do not find a typical tense marker in slot (8); the formatives {-a}, {-e}, {-ire}, and {-aga}

found in the final slot are typically aspectual or modal, markers. They tend to represent tense

as an extended function of their basic roles. On the other hand, there cannot be more than

one tense in one VU for the same subject and the same event; Hewson (1997:22) uses the

term "tense forms are mutually exclusive, whereas aspectual forms are not". Slot (4) fits best

for this typical tense slot, and all other slots, and slot (8) in particular, are potentially

aspectual slots. This, of course, raises the question of why and how does {-ire}, which

occupies slot (8) in forms like {tu-guz-ire} express a Past tense? The answer to this question
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was introduced in §1.8.4, especially by Figure 5, and is elaborated further in the following

chapters ofthis thesis. As indicated in (43), slot (4) has subslots (4a) and (4b). This analysis

takes care of the markers like {-ki-aa-} (pronounced: [kyaa/cyaa/caa] with variation in the

length of [a] from one language to another). It is proposed in this study that {-kiaa-} has two

underlying formatives: {-ki-} and {-aa-}. Other double markers which occupy this slot

include {-ri-ku-} (or {-ru-ku-} in Runyoro/Rutooro), as in {ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a}/{ti-tu-ru-ku

gur-a} 'we are not buying', and {tu-a-ku-guz-ire} 'we could have bought'.

Slot (5) takes object markers (OM), including reflexives. The direct object (i.e.

theme) precedes the indirect object (i. e. goal, beneficiary, patient, etc.). For the various forms

of OMs see §3.3.1 and 3.3.2 below. The verb radical (R) in slot (6) is in some cases

reduplicated, for example: {-tema}'cut' > {-temaatema}> 'cut to pieces'. The root is

followed by verbal extensions such as applicatives (which include benefactive, malefactive,

and locative), causatives (which include causation, instrumental, and assistance), reversive,

and reciprocal. Slot (8) also is complex. It takes aspectual, modal, and passive markers.

Unmarked forms of aspect, mood and active voice appear as one morpheme {-a}. It is only

when they are morphologically marked that they are realized as different morphemes. In this

case, {-ire}, which is sometimes presented as a single morpheme, can be morphosyntactically

reanalysed as two segments {-ir-e}, using evidence from the passive. Note that the passive

morpheme is inserted between the two morphemes, thus {-gur-a} 'buy' ~ {-guz-ir-e}

'bought' ~ {-guz-ir-u-e} ~ [guzirwe] 'waslhas been bought'. Thus, Johnson (1977:27),

regards {-ir-} as the tense marker for what she calls "Completive", hence the morpheme,
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which she claims "changes the final vowel i! ofa verb stem to ~"; but fails to pursue further

arguments to justify her claim. The same suggestion appears in Hyman and Byarushengo

(1984), and as Hyman (1995) points out, it is a generally accepted position by various Bantu

scholars (ef Voeltz 1980, Rugero and Mukala 1987, Rugemalira 1994). This, of course,

could be regarded as a morphosyntactic analysis of{-ire}, but for further arguments regarding

the morphosemantic status of {-ire}) see §4.4.2. There are two reasons why aspectual,

passive and modal morphemes should form a slot independent from slot (7), based on the

following data (see §3.4 for the analysis of {-aga}).

(46) Ruhaya
tu-kom-ir-e e-m-bwa
IP-tie-T/A dog 'We chained/tied up a dog'

b. embwa e-kom-ir-e
dog sM-tie-A 'The dog is chained/tied up'
embwa e-kom-ir-u-e
dog sM-tie-A-PAss-A 'The dog was/is chained/tied up'

d. ba-gur-e-ga / ba-gur-a-ge
3P-buy-MD-A / 3P-buy-A-A/MD 'They should buy regularly/keep buying'
Runyoro
ba-gur-e-ge
3P-buy-MD-A 'They should buy regularly / keep buying'

First, some {-ire} constructions which basically mark the Perfect aspect tend to bear some

passive meaning, in expressing the resultant state. This, however, depends on the type ofthe

verb used. That is, with {-ire} some verbs which are inherently accusative function as ifthey

were unaccusative. This makes a structure to behave like a passive without utilizing the

passive morpheme, as shown by the contrast between (46a), (46b) and (46c) above (see also

§4.5.4). It should be pointed out, however, that verbs do not have the same behaviour across
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the group in this regard; some ofthe languages do not allow the construction in (46b), while

others restrict it to only a few verbs.

Second, depending on the language, aspectual and modal markers like {-e} and {-a-

gal can occupy different positions when they co-occur, as in (46d) and (46e). These

characteristics of slot (8) are not shared by slot (7) as far as T/A is concerned. Thus, we see

that there are two slots for aspectual markers, that is, slots (4) and (8), and three if we also

count slot (I) for the actualiser {ni-}. Consequently, one verbal unit may have more than one

aspectual marker, for example: {ba-kiaa-fi-ir-e} 'they are still dead' (Ruhaya, Runyambo,

Rukiga), or {ni-ba-kiaa-gur-a} 'they are still buying' (Rutooro). Given that all the other slots

in the verbal unit (VU) are not directly relevant to the analysis ofT/A, we will now reduce

our reference to only those slots which have relevance to this study. These are the five T/A

slots, as indicated in (47).

(47)
h

morphosyntactic slots
3x 4a 4b 5a 5b 6

-R-

8a 8b 8c

T/A Slots

ACT SM NEG T/A OM, OMz

la Ib
R EXT AlMD PASS AlMD

3a 3b

Fallowing the arguments put forward in this section regarding the morphosyntactic slots (I)

and (3) on the one hand and between slots (8a) and (8b), we will, from now on, represent the

former set as one slot and call it slot (1), the morphosyntactic slots (4a--4b) as T/A slot (2),

and (8a-8c) as slot (3).
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3.3. Nominal markers

3.3.1. Nominal class markers

There are 18 nominal class markers in Rutara as presented in Table 3.1 below. The

examples show those lexemes which are common to all of the languages studied. The

traditional numbers for the classes have been retained to make reference easy; they bear no

more significance than that.

Table 3.1: Nominal class markers27

class PI-prefix Isubjectlobject Ivariant examples gloss
1 o-mu- a- -mu- -m- o-mu-ntu, o-mu-ana Iperson, child

....? ~:~~:: ~~:: ::~.':l:: :p.~:: ~:.~~:p.~.~?.~::~.~:.~.~ P.~~P~.~!..~~J.~4.!.~~ .
3 o-mu- gu- -gu- o-mu-kono, o-mu-kira arm, tail

....~ ~::~~.: ~:: :gk j~:: ~::~~::~~p.~.~.~.:~.~:.~~.~.~ ~~1..~~.~~.~•••••••••••••••••••••

5 (e-)(r)i- ri- -ri- -li- e-ri-ino, (e-)i-huri tooth, egg

....§. ':l::.~':l:: g~:: ::g.':l:: : ~:.~~::~p.~!~.:~~.:~.~?!..~:.~~::~.~~~ . .~.~!~?.~gg~ .
7 e-ki- ki- -ki- -6- e-ki-bero, e-ki-ro high, night
8 e-bi- bi- -bi- -pi- e-bi-bero, e-bi-took(y)e highs, bananas
9 e-(N-) e- -gi- -ji- e-m-buzi, e-n-koko goat, chicken

...l.Q ~.:(N..:2 ~~: :~~:: ::~.: ~::~:.~~~~.~.~.:p.:.4~ 8.<?~~~?.l~.~~ .

...l.~ <?::~:: J~:: ::~: :.l~: <?::~~.::fu.~.~:!~:.~~.. . 4.~~~~?h~.~ .
12 a-ka- ka- -ka- a-ka-ntu, a-ka-handa small thing, path
13 o-tu- tu- -tu- o-tu-bwa small dogs

....~.~ ~.:~~.: ~~.: :.~~: ::p..~.: ?~.~~.:~(~!.?! ..?~.~~.:~.~/..?:.?~~~?~.~. f<?~~~~~.<Yf~~~?~.<?.~ ..

..J.? ~.:~~: ~~.: :.~~: : ~::~~::!.~(D?.<?..:~~.:g~ ~~?.~~.g .
16 a-ha- ha- -ha- -a- a-ha, a-ha(ih)i / he(ih)i here, near
17 (0-)ku- ha- -ha- kuri(ya) here
18 (0-)mu- ha- -ha- o-mu-nda inside

27 The variants given are either phonetic such as /-gi-/ - [ji], or allomorphic as in
/-zi-/ ~ /-i-/ where the sound [z] is deleted; all ofwhich is dependent on the language/dialect.
In Ruhaya, for instance, two forms are heard: [ente zijuga] vs [ente ijuga] 'cows moo'.
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All languages in the group use only three PI vowels, {e, a, o} ; none ofthe high vowels {i, u}

(which are used in other Lacustrine languages such as the W/Highlands and Mara groups) are

used. The PI vowels and the following class marker prefixes are affected by the vowel

harmony principle: both vowels are either front, Ie, ii, back, 10, uf, or low, Ia!; thus forming

the following sets of permutation: le-(C)i-I, le-N-I, la-Ca-I, and lo-Cu-I. It is worth

mentioning that the {o-ku-} class (#15) applies also to nominal verbs (which correspond to

both English gerunds and verbal nouns such as {o-ku-gur-a} 'to buy' or 'buying'; this was

introduced in §1.8.5, and it is discussed further under §6.5.2). The last three class markers,

{a-hal, {(o-)ku-}, and {(o-)mu-} (#16-18), are used for locatives. As a result, they appear to

be different from others in that they tend to add an extra marker to a noun. That is, nouns

formed with these markers could have more than one nominal marker. The following

examples will illustrate the point:28

(48)

b.

(a-)ha- + -N-si
(PI-)LOC + NOM-land
o-mu- + -mu-ti
PI-LOC + -NOM-tree
Ruhaya
[ku-nu] I [ku-nlinju] I [ku-nuuna]
[ku-li] I [ku-liiiia]

(a)hansi I (a)ansi
'down, on the ground'
omumuti lommuti
'in a tree'

'here; this way'
'here; over there'

28 However, no example could be found that uses {(0-)ku-} with a noun in these
languages, other than locative adverbials in (47c)
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There is one class marker, however, which is specific to Rukerebe and does not

appear elsewhere in the Rutara group, that is, {li-na- / gaa-} as in (49) below (where N =

nasal). Other varieties were also found, as nalububi / zinalububi for (49a).

(49) singular plural gloss
a. (lii-)na-walububi gaa-na-walububi spider(s) (also in Kijita)
b. (lii-)na-wakami gaa-na-wakami rabbit(s)

(lii-)na-waatelela gaa-na-watelela slug/snail (also in Chiruri)

Similar class markers are found in the Suguti group, which suggests either morphological or

lexical influence. It could be morphological in the sense that only the nominal class markers

{li-/na-/gaa-} were transferred, or lexical in that lexemes in this/these class(es) were

transferred as complete lexical items to replace older forms. It is most probable that

Rukerebe was the recipient rather than the donor in this transfer. This conclusion is based

on two reasons: (1) it was mentioned in §2.2 that Rukerebe has been influenced lexically by

Suguti (Nurse and Philippson 1980); therefore, this is most likely another case of the

influence it has undergone in its new location. (2) these class markers are non-Rutara

features. Therefore, they must have come from somewhere else, namely from Suguti.

3.3.2. Pronominal markers (+human)

The following table summarizes the forms and use of (human or personified)

pronominal markers on verbs; these markers can be considered an extension of the {-mu-/

-ba-} class.
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Table 3.2: +Human pronominal markers

subject object
Examples

sub.ject ~Ioss object ~Ioss

IS n- -n- n-gur-a I buy ba-n-bara they count me
2S 0- -ku- o-gur-a you buy ba-ku-bara they count you
3S a- -mu- a-gur-a he/she buys ba-mu-bara they count him/her
IP tu- -tu- tu-gur-a we buy ba-tu-bara they count us
2P mu- -ba- mu-gur-a you buy ba-ba-bara they count you
3P ba- -ba- ba-gur-a they buy ba-ba-bara they count them

The following cases of morphological syncretism are noted: {-ba-} represents 2P-

OM, 3P-SMand 3P-OM; {-mu-} represents 3S-0Mand2P-SM; while {-tu-} represents IP-

SM, IP-OM and a nominal class (see Table 3.1: #13). This results in morphological

ambiguity. Thus, {ba-ba-bara} and {tu-tu-gur-a} could mean either 'they count them' and

'we buy them' , or 'they count you (plural)' and 'they [diminutive] buy us' respectively. Such

ambiguities can be resolved by the context(s) of the utterance or the situation.

The pronunciation ofthe first person singular marker {-n-} is affected by its phonetic

environment; that is, its surface representation depends on the consonant that follows it, as

exemplified in (50) (see §2.4.1).29

29 There are indications that the IS marker could be {-ni-} or even {fi} rather than
{-n-}. Some evidence is found in the conjugation ofverb stems that begin with a vowel, such
as ku-era 'to be clean/white', ku-oga 'to clean oneself, ku-ombeka 'to build', and ku-eta 'to
call'. Thus, in most languages, {ni + eta}- {ny-eta} - [fieta] 'I call' and {ni + ombeka}
{ny-ombeka} - [fiombeka] 'I build'. However, these verbs are optionally pronounced with
a semivowel in Rukerebe: ku-yera, ku-yoga, ku-yombeka and ku-yeta, respectively (and by
young children in some of these languages). In this case, there is a need for more research
in order to determine whether the IS is really {-n-}, {-ni-}, or {fi}, if there is an underlying
[y] sound, or an epenthetic [y] in the verbal system ofeither individual languages or the entire
group. We did not get enough data from all languages in order to pursue the issue further.
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(50)
n+ba-bona

b. n+gu-bona
c. n+ri-bona
d. n+ki-bona
e. n+zi-bona
f. n+tu-bona
g. n+mu-bona
h. n+ha-bona

m-ba-bona
J;)-gu-bona
n-di-bona
J;)-ki-bona
n-zi-bona
n-tu-bona
m-mu-bona
m-ha-bona

[mbapona] 'I see them'
[J;)gupona] 'I see it'
[ndipona] 'I see it'
[J;)kipona] 'I see it'
[nzipona] 'I see them'
[ntupona] 'I see it/them'

- [mupona]/[mbona] 'I see him/her'
[mpapona] 'I see there'

The form {n-ki-bona} is heard as [fiCipona] in other languages (see §2.3.1). Although some

of these features are also found in other Bantu languages and are, therefore, not exclusively

specific to Rutara, they do contribute to the linguistic coherence of the group.

3.4. T/A markers

The allocation of the T/A markers in the three slots (1, 2, and 3) (as established in

(47)) across Rutara are allocated and distributed as follows: slot (1): ni-; slot (2): -ka-, -a(a)-,

-raa-, -ria-, -ra-, -ri-, -kiaa-/-c(i)aa-, -ki-/-Ci-; and slot (3): -a, -a-ga, -ire, -ire-ge, -e (ef Table

1.2, and Figure 5). The marker {-aga} is regarded as containing two elements: the final

vowel {-a}, which can be replaced by the subjunctive {-e} in languages like Ruhaya and

Rutooro, plus the aspectual marker {-gal, based on the examples given in (46). In other

languages where this form {-aga} occurs, we will propose that the subjunctive is simply

added to the final position, thus {-a-ga + -e} - {-a-ge}, as in some dialects ofRuhaya (46d).

However, we will continue to present this post-radical form as {-aga} except where it

involves other T/A or modal markers.
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The lexeme -ija or -iza/-iia 'come' is also used to mark some T/A, which might

indicate an early stage of developing a new aspect or tense formative. The following table

summarizes the distribution ofthese markers in the group and their generalised meaning(s)

or functions in different languages (where "+" stands for "yes", "-" for "no"). Each language

thus selects its own set offormatives from the list for its T/A system.

Table 3.3: The distribution ofT/A markers in Rutara languages

I ~ ~~ 00.... 80 ~ ~ ~ ~ Iformative ~ ~ § ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ meaning, function

p::: p::: p::: p::: p::: p::: p::: p:::
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The existence of three slots which mark T/A in a verbal unit allows us to predict the

co-occurrence of two or three T/A markers in a construction. However, these T/A markers

have constraints that govern their compatibility' as illustrated in Table 3.4 (where the number

of "+" marks the degree ofdistribution within the group. That is, "+++" indicates the highest

distribution for formatives which are found in almost all languages, those marked by "++"

are found in about half ofthe group, while "+" indicates those which are only found in one

or two languages).

Table 3.4: Compatibility of affirmative formatives in a single verbal unit

Aspectual markers
T/A markers -ire -aga -e -ki(aa)-/-c(i)aa- ni-

typical/primary !
tense markers I

secondary/quasi- i
tense markers I

-ka-

-ra(a)-

-ri-

-ria-

-a(a)-

ni

-ire

-ire-ge

+++
+++ ++

+++ ?
+ +

+++ +++ ++

++

+++ +

++

+

+ +
+++ +

The major aim of the table above is to indicate which formative(s) can cooccur with

which other formative(s); this provides more clues to the puzzle of determining the basic

meaning(s) of the formatives and establishing which are real or typical tense markers, which

ones are secondary, recycled, or quasi-tenses, and which ones are typical aspects. This table
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is based on the discussion presented in §1.8.3 and 1.8.4 as well as on inferences drawn from

Table 3.3 (above). All formatives under "typical/primary tense" can at least appear in a

simple verbal unit without necessarily being accompanied by another T/A element in other

slot(s), functioning like tense markers. The table above shows that formatives do not just

combine with each other or, in other words, not every T/A marker can cooccur with every

other marker in the same verbal unit. It is this picture ofcompatibility and its constraints that

guide us in analysing the T/A categories semantically or cognitively in the following

chapters.

3.4.1. The Perfect {-ire}

Although we generally present the Perfect marker as {-ire}, its surface realisation

varies significantly from one language to another depending on the verb. As a result, there

are several allomorphs for this formative, as indicated in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Allomorphic variations of {-ire}

Infinitive - group I - group 11- group III gloss

ku-gona gonire gonere snore; dream

b. ku-sona/-sona sonire/sonire

ku-bona boine bweine bweene

d. ku-zaana zaine zeine play

ku-gura guzire buy

f. ku-bara bazire count

g. ku-rwaara rwaire rweire get sick

h. ku-gorora goroire gorweire gorweere straighten

ku-sa /-sea/-sia seire/siire grind
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Infinitive .... ~roup I .... ~roup II .... ~roup III gloss

j. ku-ba baire beire beere be; become

k. ku-henda henzire break

1. ku-baza barize ask

The three groups in Table 3.5 represent how different languages pronounce such verbs in the

{-ire} form. Group II illustrates partial assimilation and group III total assimilation of the

vowels {-a+i-}. Note also how [o+i] glides to [wei] in (c) and (h). For a discussion on how

the stem final consonants change or have changed historically, see Kahigi (1989). Runyoro

and Rutooro have an extension on the form {-ire} in the Past tense. The marker is extended

by adding the suffix {-ge}, as shown in (5Ia). This re-modified formative, however, is

restricted to tense functions only; it does not apply to aspectual functions (see Tables 3.3, 3.4,

and §5.2.3).

(51)
Runyoro and Rutooro

b. Runyambo and Ruhaya

Runyankore

d. Ruzinza

{tu-guz-ire-ge}

{tu-guz-ire-ge}

{tu-guz-ire-gye}

{tu-gur-a-ze}

'We bought'

'We bought well'

'We bought well'

'We buy well'

The final suffix {-ge} has the same form as an adverbial clitic meaning 'well' , as seen in the

examples (5Ib) to (5Id). Maddox (1902:27) reports that the tense marker {-ire-gel in

Runyoro is only "used with certain verbs whose action is definite and not prolonged". That

is why we have included this form under Performative (see §4.5.3). We are not able to tell,

at this point, whether or not this {-ge} in Runyoro and Rutooro and the adverbial morphemes

{-ge, -gye, -ze} in (5Ib) to (5Id) derive from the same form historically (see §6.3.1).
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3.5. Theoretical problems

With regard to the theoretical framework proposed in the previous chapters, the

analysis ofT/A systems in Rutara languages poses some problems that in turn raise questions

which need to be answered. The following are the major problems that we encounter in our

analysis and which this study will try to address in the following chapters.

3.5.1. Morphology

Firstly, there is an apparently high morphological flexibility in the verbal systems,

with regard to the forms, functions, and meanings of T/A formatives. That is, not all

formatives have a one-to-one correspondence between form and meaning/function. In some

cases, depending on the verb, this results in what looks like morphological syncretism, thus,

for instance, the formative {-a(a)-} which is traditionally regarded as Near or Today's Past

(i. e. Memorial Present), is also used in constructions which mean 'havejust...' and 'just about

to.. .' in different languages (see (64)-(65)). According to Comrie (1985) this would,

probably, be regarded as idiomatic rather than grammatical, as it virtually resembles his

Russian exampleja posel 'I'm off, literally, 'I left' (Comrie 1985:95). The same applies to

the {-ire} form which, in some languages, can also be used in that sense of Resultative, as

in Ruhaya: {ku-genda} 'to go' becomes {n-genz-ire} 'I went (yesterday)' or '(watch out) I

might leave!'. The second function in both examples is close to the English Resultative form

'I'm gone'. The issue is, therefore, to clarify the role(s) of {-a(a)-} and {-ire}, in relation to

other formatives, in the T/A system(s).
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Secondly, the interaction between morphology and function is so high that, in some

cases, it becomes difficult to clearly distinguish tense markers from aspectual and modal

markers in order to determine their basic morphosyntactic functions. Compare, for instance,

the Remote Past negative {ti-tu-(r)a-guz-ire} 'we did not buy' versus the Retrospective

affirmative {tu-aa-guz-ire} 'we have already bought' on one hand, and their respective

opposites, {tu-ka-gur-a} 'we bought' versus {ti-tu-ka-guz-ire} 'we haven't bought yet'.

In other words, given how other T/A structures correspond between affirmative and negative

constructions in the systems, one would expect the following correspondences, which are,

in fact, rejected by all systems (where {-(r)a-} indicates that some languages have the marker

{-ra-} and others {-a-}):

(52)

b.

tu-ka-gur-a - *ti-tu-ka-gur-a
'we bought'

tu-aa-guz-ire - *ti-tu-aa-guz-ire
'we have already bought'

tu-ra-guz-ire - *ti-tu-ra-guz-ire
'we have bought before'

- ti-tu-(r)a-guz-ire
'we did not buy'

- ti-tu-ka-guz-ire
'we have not yet bought'

- ti-tu-ka-gur-aga
'we have never bought'

Furthermore, some T/A formatives only show up in one type of construction, that is either

in the affirmative or the negative but not both. For instance, the Remote Past {-ka-} is found

in affirmatives only while in negatives {-ra-} or {-a-} occurs, as shown in (52a) above.

When {-ka-} appears in negative constructions it does not mean Remote Past, but rather 'not

yet' and 'never', as in (52b) and (52c) respectively.
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Addressing the case "affmnative-negative correspondences" in Kiswahili, Contini

Morava (1989:30) proposes two ways of explaining what she calls the essentially random

relationship between the affirmatives and negatives that "either a) the negative markers,

unlike the affirmatives, are not distinct from each other in meaning; or b) the negatives do

not refer to the same semantic domain(s) as the affirmatives and would therefore not be

expected to show a fixed correspondence with them". We will not discuss the first

explanation because either the comparison made in (a) between "the negative markers" and

"the affirmatives" is not clear or does not constitute discussion as far as the Rutara languages

are concerned; there are only two negative markers in Rutara, {ti-} and {-ta-}. The second

explanation, on the other hand, raises an interesting point which might apply to other Bantu

languages. However, Kiswahili is quite different from Rutara languages in terms of its type

of asymmetry. For instance, whereas Kiswahili contains very few real symmetrical forms

(i.e. in constructions marked by {-ta-, -nge-, -ngeli-, -ngali-}), Ruhaya has twenty

symmetrical forms out ofthirty main clause constructions including relatives (see Hyman and

Byarushengo (1984) for a few examples). Besides, both the negative and affirmative forms

which are asymmetrical in the Rutara group, as in ( 52), use formatives which function

elsewhere in affirmative constructions; these'are {-ka-}, {-ra-}, {-a(a)-}, {-ire}, {-aga}, and

{-e}. Thus, these formatives are not restricted to negative contractions only, compared to

{-i} and {-ja-} in Kiswahili.
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3.5.2. Tone

There are several rules that govern tone with regard to the basic tone patterns as well

as the placement (underlying versus surface representation) and movement oftones. There

are also both semantic and grammatical tones which result in forms which would look alike

ifthey were not marked for tone (ef §2.5.3). In Ruhaya for instance, the (plural) Past relative

form [a-ba-guz-ire] 'those who bought' contrasts with the (singular) Past non-relative [a-ba

guz-ire] 's/he bought them'. However, the contribution and effect of tone on the semantic

and cognitive analysis and reconstruction ofT/A systems in Rutara languages is minimal.

Therefore, tone has been given little consideration in this study, though tonally contrastive

forms are noted in various examples and T/A matrices (Appendix I), and a brief analysis of

verbal lexical tone was provided in §2.5.3, as well as some extra insights under §4.5.1; (for

a detailed analysis oftone in Ruhaya, see Hyman and Byarushengo 1984). These languages

can be classified into two tonal groups: those which are strictly tonal, such as Runyankore,

Rukiga, Runyambo, Ruhaya, Ruzinza, and Rukerebe, and accent or pitch-accent languages

like Rutooro and Runyoro respectively. There are also interdialectal differences in terms of

tone in these languages. In Runyankore and Rukiga, for instance, there is a significant

difference between the groups which Taylor (l959:xv) calls "High Speakers" versus "Low

Speakers" (see 53 below). The same factor is found in Ruhaya between HI, on the one hand,

versus H2 & H3, and H4. Similar differences occur in Ruzinza between "Abarongo" and
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"Abanyaisanga" (or Geita and Sengerema speakers), and in Rukerebe between Insular and

Mainlanders.3o

(53)

b.

Runyankore/Rukiga

i) ngura

ii) ningura

iii) ikumi

Ruhaya

i) obugoro

ii) bakyaakoma

Ruzinza

tindikoma

ngfua

ningfua

ikUrni

obug6ro

bakyaakoma

tindikoma

'I buy'

'I am buying'

'ten'

'snuff

'They are still tying up'

'I will not tie up'

3.6. Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter that there is only one tense per simple verbal unit (VU).

Therefore, in cases where a VU seems to contain more than one tense marker, we assume that

the real tense marker will occur in slot (2) and all other markers should be regarded as

aspectual or modal markers. It follows that, morphologically and historically, {-ire} is not

a tense marker, for two major reasons. One: since there is only one real tense slot in the VU

(slot 2), and since {-ire} occupies slot (3), it cannot be considered one of the typical tense

markers. Two: {-ire} permits co-occurrence with another tense marker, specifically {-aa-},

in the same VU; this does not violate the principle that limits a VU to one tense only. That

30 There are also segmental and/or morphological differences, as in [n-ki-gfua] versus
[ni-n-ki-gfua] 'I am still buying' in Runyankore (Taylor 1959:xvii) (see §4.5.7).
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is, if {-ire} was a morphological tense, then the common retrospective construction {-aa-...

ire} and the negative Remote Past {-(r)a-...-ire} would be ungrammatical. Nevertheless,

Rutara languages allow this formative {-ire} to assume tense functions, in which case it used

for a Past tense. The same arguments could, in fact, apply to {-a(a-}, with one major

difference that the two markers occupy different slots, (2) and (3) respectively. Thus, as we

will illustrate in the following chapters, how the systems assign different roles to various

formatives. It is not uncommon, however, for a Perfect, Perfective, or Retrospective aspect

to either assume the role of, or develop into, a Past tense; it has been observed in other

studies (Robertson 1992, Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1994, Hewson and Bubenik 1997).

Similarly, {ni-} is morphologically and historically not an aspectual marker in that it occupies

a slot which was not originally meant for aspects. It is only probably an innovation resulting

from employing the copula verb to perform aspectual functions. Related to this could be *nI

which Guthrie (1971: 145) reconstructs as a stabiliser affix.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4. ASPECTS

4.1. Introduction

In the previous chapters, the basic distinction between tense and aspect was drawn

in terms oftheir respective cognitive references, their morphosyntactic locations in the verbal

unit, and their morphosemantic functions in the system. That analysis, however, was more

theoretical and also general, in that it mainly treated all the sample languages ofthe study as

a group. In this and subsequent chapters, the analysis is narrowed down. This chapter

concentrates on aspect only, drawing specific examples from individual languages, and

comparing their morphosyntactic shapes and semantic functions. The differences, which are

salient for the reconstruction and some ofwhich are pointed out in this and Chapter Five, are

omitted here but analysed in detail in Chapter Six. The definition of aspect established in

Chapter One and the various aspects which were introduced then, are now re-examined and

analysed with specific reference to the eight sample languages. The major aim is to establish

the morphosemantic functions of T/A markers and their interrelationships in the system,

based on the cognitive theory of time image and T/A development. This will help to draw

a clear picture ofthe system both diachronically and synchronically, thus avoiding the pitfalls

ofprevious studies. Botne (1981), for instance, criticises studies like that ofKimenyi (1973)

which attempts a morphosemantic analysis ofKinyarwanda, but fails to show the relationship
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between the different functions of the syncretised marker {-ra-} (which Botne himself goes

on to establish).

The parameters of analysis are set in terms of the form, morphosyntactic position,

function, and meaning of formatives as used in various verbal constructions in different

languages of Rutara. In some cases, a few examples are also drawn from other Bantu

languages whenever it is deemed necessary to do so in support ofthe argument(s) presented.

Now, before starting the analysis and comparison of the various aspects found in Rutara

languages, let us revisit the temporal structure ofthe T/A system.

4.2. The temporal structure ofT/A

Reichenbach's model (1947) has been one of the most influential studies in the analysis of

the temporal structure ofT/A systems, in Bantu and other languages. His view and analysis

ofthe complex structure of T/A in terms ofthree points, the point ofspeech (S), the point of

the event (E), and the point ofreference (R), has drawn considerable attention ever since,

some of it negative, and some proposing modifications, such as Johnson (1977), Comrie

(1981, 1985), Besha (1989), and Mreta (1997). Among the studies most critical of this

approach, and also of others, is Botne (1981). Botne surveys a good number of studies on

T/A, including, and with particular attention to, Jespersen (1931), Reichenbach (1947), Bull

(1960), McCawley (1971, 1981), Giv6n (1972), Hornstein (1977), Johnson (1977), and

Comrie (1981). In summary, these studies criticise Reichenbach's model and some of its

modifications, raising four major points:
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i) Reference point (Reichenbach's "point of reference") and event time

(Reichenbach's "point of the event") are intervals rather than points (see

Johnson 1977, McCawley 1981, Botne 1981).

ii) Some tenses do not need a reference point for their representation. For

instance, only event time and point of speech are sufficient for the so-called

simple tenses like "Simple Past" (see Comrie 1981, Botne 1981).

iii) There are potentially an infinite number ofreference points (see Comrie 1981,

Dahl 1985).

iv) The details ofthe model are language specific, English in particular. Thus, it

takes for granted its applicability to other languages, while its scheme

includes other grammatical forms which fall under mood and aspect (rather

,than under tense) (Besha 1989).

In the light ofthese and other problems, which are regarded as weaknesses in Reichenbach's

model, Botne (1981) suggests rigorous modifications, and replaces Reichenbach's points (E,

R, S) with situationframes, reference frames, and axis oforientation (which bears the point

oforientation), respectively (not necessarily with same meaning). He discusses the nature

ofboundedness of the ET frame and presents a detailed analysis of these complex temporal,

semantic and situational contexts.
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While this thesis admits that Reichenbach's scheme has considerable weaknesses on

the one hand, and commends the criticisms and the changes proposed at a higher level, on

the other hand, there are three issues we should bear in mind with reference to the analysis

of these temporal and reference frameworks at the basic level. First, a "point" in time is

hardly attainable, whether for R, E, or S. Even a micro-second is an interval in time rather

than a point. Therefore, representing any ofthe three T/A temporal relations (R, E, S) as a

point is a matter ofconvention, rather than reality, as cities and towns are represented by dots

on a map. In fact, even the so-called point itself is an "interval" in strictly mathematical

terms.

The second is that, what we commonly call "Present tense" does not have clear or

steady temporal boundaries other than boundaries of convenience. It is always and

progressively changing into "Past". That is, when we speak, the first "word" uttered will be

already in the "Past" by the time we finish the utterance. In fact, in strictly cognitive terms,

all three aspects of time (past, present and future) are in most cases naturally connected

together in a complex single event. Hewson (1997:3) explains this phenomenon better under

the elements ofconsciousness (memory, sensory experience, and imagination): "In order for

us to act appropriately in relation to our environment, our consciousness has to be broad

enough in time to encompass both immediate memory and imagination". Using an example

of a person catching a ball, Hewson (1997:3) presents the three elements working together

as follows:
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Memory is required so that we can accomplish what we set out to do without
losing track of it, so that we remember that we are catching a ball.
Imagination is required to place ourselves and our hands, before the ball
arrives, in the right position to catch the ball.

In this kind of event, the act of throwing the ball, which begins as expectation (hence

"future"), is already a "past" event by the time the recipient catches the ball.

Third, R, E and S are just the basic elements of the T/A temporal structure, from a

logic point of view: which led Dahl (1985) to call that system Boolean. They are basic and

elementary; although they are necessary for the configuration ofthe basic structure, they are

not sufficient to constitute a model that can and/or should universally capture all forms of

T/A constructions in all languages of the world. For instance, the structure given by Botne

(1981:53) to illustrate the significant problem of determining explicitly "the nature of

reference-times", with regard to the construction "would have V-en",

"John left for the front; by the time he returned, the field

would have been burnt to stubble."

raises both syntactic and cognitive issues. This kind of structure in itself has two major

problems. First, syntactically, it goes beyond a simple clause; in fact, it is a paragraph and

could still be extended further and further. Second, and more important, the event expressed

in the last part of the structure, and which is the core of the problem, "the field would have

been burnt..." is not necessarily a real event in real time because ofthe modal verb "would".

Therefore, attempting to anchor an unreal event or ambiguous clause, which could be only

hypothetical along in UT, to reference time, would generate problems which, presumably,
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Reichenbach's model was not meant to handle. A similar criticism is presented by Dahl

(1985:30) using the sentence "When I arrived, Peter had tried to phone me twice during the

preceding week", and arguing that "there is nothing in Reichenbach's scheme that

corresponds to the time referred to by during the preceding week". The major problem here

regards the fact that the phrase "during the preceding week" is not marked by, nor does it

mark T/A, which even Dahl himselfadmits is a far-fetched complex case which is rather less

common. It is therefore irrelevant in the light ofthis study. It is for this reason, therefore, that

this study is focussed on main clause verbal constructions, particularly VUs that constitute

one and only one tense, and which, mainly, express real events in real time.

Other studies have also modified Reichenbach's model and terms. McGilvray

(1991 :13), for instance, presents tense as "a relationship between the time of speech (is) and

the reference point (iR)", which he calls "the R-view." In this view, three temporal intervals

are realized, that is, "time of speech", "reference point", and "time ofsituation", and different

T/A categories require a different number of "relationships" to deal with their temporal

structures. Similarly, Moshi (1994:128) modifies Reichenbach's terms (S, E, and R) to

"speech time", "event time", and "reference point" respectively. For semantic reasons, we

will use the terms speech event time (ts), reference time (tR), and event time (tE) (in UT),

based on the fact that all three designate time, while trying to simplify the model (cf Botne

1981). We deliberately avoid the term "point" because it does not necessarily refer to time.

These terms, therefore, are treated as basic temporal elements in the mind, rather than

regarding them as labels of convenience as Moshi (1994) does.
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The aim of applying some concepts from Reichenbach's model to this study is to be

able to relate the complex mental representation of time and event to the real world where

most events take place. In other words, we cannot neglect the role of our perception of time

and space, because it is the consciousness of time outside the mind and the material world

around us that builds the base for cognitive mechanisms vis-a-vis the three elements of

consciousness (memory, perception and imagination). It is, therefore, this time and space

outside the mind which make events happen the way they do, and be recorded thus in the

mind, whether as serial, simultaneous, frequent, potential, or persistent events, based on the

principle we explained before that cognition has a close relationship with consciousness,

while the mental system oftense and aspect is realised by the linguistic representation ofthe

spatialisation of time. All these characteristics are morphologically represented by the way

different formatives are morphosyntactically organised in a verbal unit, and can, therefore,

explain the relationship between multiple T/A markers in one verbal unit or clause, and the

relationship between markers of the same form found in semantically different clauses.

Consequently, this set of three elementary temporal references leads us to the

temporal expression ofT/A as, T/A =tS(tR-tE). The definition implies that it is the location

ofthe speech event in time, the here-and-now, hence (ts), which establishes the base for the

expression of both the event and its reference in time, and therefore, either the inception of

recording the event in memory or the retrieval of the recorded event from memory. It also

implies that (tE) is expressed with reference to (tR), if the two do not coexist in UT. When

the two (tR-tE) coexist simultaneously in time (not just overlapping, if that is possible) (tR)
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becomes unmarked and thus linguistically redundant. Normally, (ts) is morphologically

unmarked because its reference is clear to the interlocutors from the context of the situation.

In other words, it is absolutely superfluous for the speaker to tell the hearer that the speech

event is taking place. In some languages or contexts, it could be marked by temporal

adverbials like 'now' in English, especially in a marked situation or the marked use of a

tense. In a simple verbal unit construction of the morphologically unmarked Present, both

(ts) and (tR) co-occur simultaneously, or at least overlap, and the construction would only be

marked aspectually if necessary.

(54) Ruhaya
a. ru-ka-ba ru-byaarn-ire

IP-RP-be IP-sleep-REsLTV 'We were sleeping/asleep'

b. Therefore, T/A = tS[0](tR[-ka-]-tE[-ire]) -+ {tR[-ka-]-tE[-ire]}

In the case of a compound verbal unit where both (tR) and (tE) are marked, the former

represents tense and the latter aspect, as indicated in (54a) and reformulated in (54b). It

follows therefore, that (tR) which marks tense appears on the auxiliary as compared to (tE)

which marks aspect and appears on the main verb. It should be pointed out that there is not

a one-to-one ratio between the temporal reference and the number ofT/A formatives in a

verbal structure. One temporal reference could be represented by a number of formatives

depending on the nature and typology ofa language. However, simple clauses are restricted

to the maximum ofone tense marker only, because a single verbal unit, simple or compound,

cannot have more than one tense, although multiple aspects are allowed. For instance, (54)
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could be reformulated to represent such multiple formatives, and hence multiple aspects, as

in (55).

(55) Ruhaya (H2/H3)
tU-ka-ba tu-kiaa-byaam-ire
Ip-RP-be IP-PERs-sleep-RESLTV

T/A = ts[0] tR tE2 tEl
{tR[-ka-]-tE[-kiaa-...-ire]}

- tS[0](tR[-ka-]-tE[-kiaa-...-ire])
'We were still sleeping/asleep'

In example (55) above, the leftmost element, {-ka-} marks (tR), and therefore tense, while

both {-kiaa-} and {-ire} mark (tE) and hence a compound aspect with two primary formatives

{-kiaa-...-ire} (or complex aspect as Botne (1981) calls them).

4.3. The formulation ofT/A systems

One of the best ways of illustrating the interrelationships among the various

components of a T/A system is by using a table. In this tabular matrix, aspects are arranged

in columns and tenses in rows (see Appendix I). This arrangement is based on two

principles. One: normally tense markers appear on the left and aspectual markers on the right

in a verbal construction; two: tenses are in paradigmatic relationship with each other, while

aspects are in a syntagmatic relationship among themselves and also with tenses. This form

of representation is different from the one used in the chronogenetic staging of the T/A

system in Rutara (see §1.8.5) where Level II forms (tenses) are lined up from left to right.

While the presentation of forms in the chronogenetic model is based on the spatialisation of

time in the mind, with reference to the continuum nature of UT (see §1.8.3), the tabular
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matrix is based on the morphosyntactic arrangement of T/A categories in a linguistic

structure. The formatives entered in the tables are morphosyntactic elements as well, whose

meanings are determined by their contrasts in the T/A system of a language. Once we have

the forms inserted into the table(s), it becomes easy to sort out the formatives, identify their

organization, their relationships and their semantic representations, all of which form the

system. It also enables us to distinguish a kitchen knife from screwdrivers as introduced

under §1.8.2. What follows below are, therefore, the basic components for building up

paradigms of the matrices, by drawing specific examples from individual languages. It is

after this comparative analysis that we will be able to reconstruct the Proto-Rutara T/A

system in Chapter Six. The relevant formatives identified in the analysis are in boldface, and

the tones, whenever indicated, are phonetic (rather than phonological).

4.4. Types of aspectual formatives

Before analysing the various aspectual categories and formatives in the sample

languages, let us first look at how these aspects are related to one another in the verbal

system. The following model summarizes the aspects discussed in this chapter; it was

adopted from Hewson and Bubenik (1997: 14) and modified slightly to fit into this analysis.

The model represents the Event Time (ET) which is expressed by aspects in a language

system. In the diagram in (56), "ET" means Event Time (ET). The ET, however, is not

necessarily bound at "E" or at "T", from a cognitive point of view. Some events, and

consequently their respective ET, are bound on either side ofthe ET frame, but some are not.
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The nature of such boundedness depends on the semantic composition of the verb involved

as well as the context of situation.

(56) The temporal relationship between aspects (based on Hewson and Bubenik (1997: 14),
mutatis mutandis).

AfB----------------------------C--------------------------DfF.....G

"A" indicates the Prospective aspect, that is, before the event takes place. "B" marks the

Inceptive aspect, indicating that the event is beginning to take place. "C" signifies all forms

of incompletive (or imperfective) aspects, as outlined below. "D" marks the completion of

the event, hence Perfective. "F" and "G" mark events that have (already) been completed in

the present time and are, therefore, viewed retrospectively. The two aspects at "F" and "G"

only differ in that the event is relatively more recent in the former than in the latter, which

gives us the names Retrospective (or Perfect), and Remote Retrospective respectively. The

term incompletive covers all aspects which mark incomplete events such as Progressive,

Persistive, Habitual and the like, including the Imperfective aspect found in IE languages, as

discussed in §4.5.2 below. Similarly, completive at "D" includes such aspects as the

Perfective (as used in the sense of Greek, as in (64), and the aspectual {-a(a)-} in Rutara

languages, as in (65) and (66) below), while the Resultative would be represented by "F...G".

By studying the T/A systems ofthe Rutara languages, two types ofaspectual markers

have been identified, that is: simple markers and compound markers. A simple marker is a

form that has a single formative in only one slot of the verbal unit (plus the neutral final
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vowel {-a}, if applicable, and a zero marker in any other slots). Consider the following

examples:

(57) simple markers
a. ni-...-0-...-a
b. -a(a)-...-a

-0-...-ire

d. -0-...-aga

Progressive (see §4.5.6)
Perfective (see §4.5.2)
Completive: Resultative (see §4.5.4) and
Retrospective (see §4.5.5.)
Habitual (see §4.5.8)

In §3.2.2 we argued that {-ire} could be analysed as containing two segments, thus {-ir-e}.

That was based on the morphosyntactic reason that it can split for the insertion of a passive

marker (as an infix); and Dalgish (1976:237) argues that it can also be split by what he calls

the "habitual/continuous suffix I-ng-I" in Lutsotso. From a semantic point ofview, however,

the two elements, {-ir-} and {-e}, represent one meaning synchronically. That is, neither of

the two elements carries meaning independent of the other, apart from the phonological

fading and imbrication (Bastin 1983, Hyman 1995) that in many languages have reduced the

form {-ire} to various forms like {-ie} or {-e} as in, for instance, {-bon-a} > {-boin-e}/{-

bwein-e}/{-bween-e} (*-bonire) 'see' versus 'saw' in Rutara languages, {-gur-a} 'buy' >

{tu-ra-guz-e} (*turagurire) 'we have bought' in W/Highlands languages, and [n-a-guz-e]

(*nagulile) 'I bought' in Luganda, all of which are the results of historical changes. Other

than these diachronic results of phonological fading there is no evidence so far for the

synchronic occurrence of either {-ir-} or {-e} as a separate morpheme that has the same

semantic representation. The only cases available are the applicative morpheme {-ir-I-il-}
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and the subjunctive {-e}, neither of which, despite shape resemblance, is related to the

formative under discussion. A similar conclusion was reached by Rugero and Mukala (1987)

and Dalgish (1976) that {-ire/-ile} is a single discontinuous morpheme.

(58)

b.

tu-guz-ir-e
IP-buy-NP

tu-guz-ir-w-e
IP-buy-NPj-PAsS-NPj

'We bought'

'We were bought'

(58) reveals that the insertion of an infix passive morpheme, [-w-] - {-u-}, does not change

the functional meaning of {-ire} as one entity. Therefore, it is the entire morpheme {-ire}

which bears the morphological meaning ofthe formative (rather than individual elements [-ir-

] and [-e]), and that same meaning is maintained in both cases, when it is intact (as in 57a)

as well as when it is split as in (58b). In this case, {-ire} is a single morpheme which, unlike

other formatives, can be split by another formative, the passive in particular. Thus, regarding

{-ir-} and {-e} as two distinct morphemes necessarily calls for a morphosemantic or

functional definition for each of the morphemes. Nevertheless, this does not prevent the

morpheme from undergoing phonological changes which result in various shapes in different

Bantu languages. For this reason, we do not need to present it in its split form as {-ir-e},

because such a representation does not have a strong functional or semantic base. Where {-

ire} appears split as in {-guz-ir-w-e} 'bought' it should be analysed as a single split

morpheme by virtue of its occurrence in that context. For arguments regarding the final

vowel (FV) {-a}, see §3.2.2.
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There are two types ofcompound markers, those which have two or more formatives

located in different slots ofthe verbal unit (59a) to (59d), and those which apparently occupy

a single slot but can be analysed as two distinct semantic morphemes (5ge-h).

(59) compound markers
a. -a(a)-...-ire
b. -ra-...-ire

-a(a)- -ire
d. -ka- -ire

Retrospective (see §4.5.5)
Remote Retrospective (see §4.5.5)
(Remote) Past (Neg. Only) (see §5.2.l)
Retrospective (Neg. only) (see §4.5.5)

e.
f.
g.
h.

-ki-aa-...-a
ni-...-ki-aa-...-a
-ki-a(a)-...-ire
-ka-...-aga

Persistive (see §4.5.7)
Persistive (see §4.5.7)
Persistive Resultative (see §4.5.7)
Remote Retrospective (Neg. only) (see §4.5.5)

The reason for including the marker {-kia(a)-} under this group is that most languages have

the form {-ki-/-Ci-} in the Negative Persistive, while others like Ruhaya and Rukiga can have

both forms, [-kyaa-] and [-ki-], in the negative construction. The length ofthe vowel {-aa-}

varies insignificantly from one language to another, hence the representation {-kia(a)-}.

Thus, the same marker is realised in different forms as: [-kyaa-] / [-kya-] / [-cyaa-] / [-caa-]

in different languages. Given this distribution of {-kiaa-/-c(i)aa-} versus {-ki-/-Ci-}, we have

no doubt about the argument that the affirmative markers are underlyingly {-ki-aa-} and {-Ci-

aa-} respectively, derived from one common form /-ki-aa-/. That is why we are using one

form {-ki-aa-} to represent the Persistive aspect in the group.
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4.5. Aspectual categories

4.5.1. The basic unmarked form

All the Rutara languages share one common feature: that there is a basic T/A

synthetic form which is not marked in any of the T/A slots of the verbal unit. The structure

is formed by attaching the 8M to the verb stem as follows:

(60) Language Affirmative Negative
a. Ruhaya tu-0-gm-a ti-tu-0-gur-a
b. Runyambo tu-0-gm-a ti-tu-0-gur-a

Rutooro tu-0-gfu-a ti-tu-0-gfu-a
d. Runyoro tu-0-gur-a ti-tu-0-gm-a
e. Ruzinza tu-0-gur-a ti-tu-0-gm-a
f. Rukerebe tu-0-gur-a ti-tu-0-gm-a
g. Runyankore tu-0-gur-a ti-tu-0-gm-a
h. Rukiga tu-0-gm-a ti-tu-0-gm-a

IP-T/A-buy-A NEG-IP-T/A-buy-A
'we buy' 'we don't buy'

The base structure in (60) is, therefore, {(NEG)-SM-0-...-a}. The marking of tone in (60)

raises one fundamental question with reference to assignment of tone to T/A forms and,

particularly, the distribution of underlying tones. The question is, where the H tone here

comes from, since the root {-gur-} has no underlying H tone, and there are no H tone-bearing

T/A markers. In their analysis ofRuhaya, Hyman and Byarushengo (1984) attribute H tones

to particular morphemes. In the case of (60) that would only mean assigning the H tone to

{tu-} or {-a}, which would then mean that such tones are not underlying, but belong to an

intermediate morphological stage from which they are connected to surface TBUs. The

results can be seen in the following table, which summarises their suggestions for the
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apparently underlying forms oftwo tonally contrastive verb roots /-gur-/ and /-kam-/, where

brackets "<>" indicate that the FV will only be H if the radical is not high toned:

Table 4.1: Some tonal conjugation in Ruhaya (Hyman and Byarushengo 1984:101)

Radical i Main AFF. Main NEG. Sub. ReI. AFF. Obj. ReI. NEG.

-R- 1 ba-R-a ti-ba-R-a a-ba-R-a a-ba-ta-R-a
. H. H <H> H H . H H <H>

····~·g~~····t·····[b·~gfu~]······1···········[tib~gfu~f········j···········[~b~g~~]···········t···············[~b~t~gfu~f·············

'buy' 1 'they buy' 1 'they don't buy' 1 'those who buy' 1 'those who don't buy'
···~k6~~··r··[b~k6~~f·T·······[tib"{~k·~~~j""······T········[~b·~k~~~j"""······r············[~b~t;ik~~·~f············

'tie up' 1 'they tie up' 1 'they don't tie up' 1 'those who tie up' 1 'those who don't tie up'

In other words, if we treat this analysis as representing purely underlying forms, then it

creates one major phonological problem: the FV {-a} and the personal markers {-ba-, -tu-}

have different 1:lllderlying forms, that is, high toned in one instance and low toned in the

other, which sounds strange. Thus, given that even Hyman and Byarushengo accept the fact

that some of these tones are assigned morphologically, it follows that such tones are not,

therefore, part ofthe underlying morphemes to which they are assigned in the table above.

It would be better, therefore, to suggest that T/A tones are assigned at a relatively later stage,

at the morphosyntactic stage, rather than being purely underlying. In that way, we can

account for the H tones that appear in structures like (60), as assigned by a grammatical rule

ofthe relevant T/A category. A similar approach was suggested by Botne (1981). He reacts

against Givan's (1972) analysis of{-ka-, -ka-} in Chibemba which regards tone as an integral

part of individual morphemes. Botne suggests that it is when tone is considered separately
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from the morpheme {-ka-} that a quite regular pattern of temporal intervals emerges in that

language. Consequently, this study will not attempt to assign any underlying tones to T/A

markers though various relevant suggestions will be made at different stages depending on

our findings, and tone specific studies may further pursue this phenomenon. The simple

unmarked forms given above, however, are not specific to Rutara languages only; they are

also found in some other Bantu languages as indicated (61) and are also commonly used in

imperative constructions where the SM is dropped as in (62).

(61) Luganda
tu-0-guhi
IP-T-buy-A
'we buy'

(62) Imperative (Rutara)
a. ,gura!
b. koma! / boha!

te-tu-0-gulii
NEG-IP-T-buy
'we don't buy'

'buy!'
'tie up!'

What is semantically more interesting with the form in (60) and (61) is that it covers

a larger span ofPresent time than any other form. It is used to state current facts or describe

states of affairs which were also true in the past. Consequently, in most languages, it could

also imply Near Past, Memorial Present, and Near Future. That is, the form {tu-gur-a} 'we

buy', for instance, implies that the tendency, habit or business ofbuying did not begin on the

day of the speech event, but rather, that it has been going on for a while and it is, therefore,

an established fact. It is, probably, this range of temporal coverage which made Taylor

(1985) call this category "Universal tense". Since it is used mainly to state facts rather than
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real events, it does not overlap with Performative (see §4.5.3), but rather with Habitual (see

§4.5.8). As explained in §1.8.5, this is the basic form for aspectual constructions for the first

chronothesis. That is, from this form we can build up other aspects (as well as tenses), by

adding T/A markers, as presented in the following subsections. The relative forms for this

aspect are also formed in the same way, thus {a-ba-gur-a} 'those who buy' and {a-ba-ta-gur-

a} 'those who do not buy', for the whole group.

4.5.2. Perfect, Perfective and Imperfective

Although the terms Perfective and Imperfective are mostly used synonymously with

completive and incompletive respectively in other studies, we will use the latter set to

distinguish between the following two classes of event, as exemplified in the following

English translations ofabstract aspects in Bantu languages. We will also distinguish between

Perfect and Perfective as two different aspects in the Rutara group (cf Binnick 1991, Bybee

et al. 1994, Hewson and Bubenik 1997).

(63) non-complete events
(imperfective)

a. We are buying

b. We were buying

c. We are still buying

d. We used to buy

e. We buy
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complete events
(perfective)

We have bought

We had bought

We have already bought

We Gust) bought

We bought

tense

Present

Past

Present

Past

Extended Present; Past
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Thus, in order to avoid confusion, we will use the terms completive and incompletive for the

general sense of aspectual categorisation that expresses complete versus incomplete events

respectively, as illustrated in (63) above, and reserve the terms Perfective and Imperfective

(note the change in capitalisation) for specific aspectual categories, such as those found in

Indo-European languages. In Greek, for example, the two are contrasting aspectual

categories, whereby the Imperfective represents an event in progress and the Perfective (i.e.

Aorist) represents its point of completion (Hewson and Bubenik 1997:28):

(64) Greek aspecto-temporal forms in the indicative mood
Aspect Past Non-Past
Imperfective elue luei

'was loosening' 'is loosening'
b. Perfective eluse lusei

'loosened' 'will loosen'
Retrospective elelukei leluke

'had loosened' 'has loosened'

In the examples above (64), the Imperfective aspect, which is represented by relatively simple

forms, is unmarked for aspect while Perfective is marked by [-s-). The Non-Past

Imperfective represents the here-and-now, because what is ongoing at the moment ofspeech

(ts) is always incomplete. Non-Past Perfective, on the other hand, represents the Future part

ofthe Non-Past. That is, what is complete at the moment ofspeech is necessarily in the past,

while what is represented as complete only in the mind in the Non-Past (i.e. imagination),

must necessarily be in the Future, bearing in mind that Non-Past includes the Future (see

§1.8.3). How does this relate to the Rutara languages then?
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At first sight, these contrasts might look quite different from those in Rutara

languages in which aspectually unmarked simple forms like {tu-ka-gur-a} 'we bought (e.g.

before yesterday)' and {tu-a(a)-gur-a} 'we bought (e.g. earlier today)' represent complete

events. It is for this morphosemantic difference that we have labelled this category of

completive but aspectually unmarked simple forms in Rutara as Performative rather than

Perfective, which maintains that typological difference. Nevertheless, as indicated in the

Ruhaya examples below, it is also possible to use forms that normally mark Non-Past

complete events to represent Future. For example, the form {tu-a(a)-gur-a} has two basic

translations in most of the Rutara languages. First, it means 'we have just bought' which

falls clearly under what we termed completives. It represents the completion of the event;

that is why it can be used in the sense of 'I am just finishing', or 'I have finished' while the

speaker is completing the event. It also translates generally as 'we have bought' (in all other

languages except Runyoro and Rutooro which have the Perfect form {tu-guz-ire} instead).

This signifies an aspectual flexibility ofthe marker. In fact, its temporal flexibility across the

group is so extensive that it includes a tense function that we call Memorial Present, as

presented in §3.6 (see §5.3.2.l) as well as an aspectual function. It is the aspectual function

that we refer here as Perfective. On the one hand, it is common for the Perfective aspect to

function as Past tense or Memorial Present. On the other hand, it is also cognitively possible

to extend the marker for the Memorial Present to function as Perfective aspect. It is this

mutual relationship between the two which complicates the analysis os {-aa-} in Rutara

languages. Consider the following examples which illustrate what {-a(a)-} can represent:
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(65) Ruhaya: tu-a(a)-gur-a
a. 'we have just bought'
b. 'we have bought'
c. 'we bought (earlier today)'
d. 'we are just about to buy'
e. 'and (then) (we) bought'

f. {tu-a-ba tu-aa-gur-a}

(66) Runyoro: tu-a-gur-a
a. 'we have just bought'
b. 'we are just about to buy'
c. 'and (then) (we) bought'
d. 'we have been buying'

real event complete in real time
real event complete in real time
real event complete in real time
prospective event complete in mind
real event after a past complete event

'we had just bought' (could also be used for "we were
just about to buy')

real event complete in real time
prospective event complete in mind
real event after a past complete event
complete event in a continuous process

First, the semantic relationship that we get from the two languages in (65) and (66) indicates

that the markers {-a(a)-} in Ruhaya and {-a-} in Runyoro are related. This supports the

representation suggested and used in this study oftreating both forms {-a-} and {-aa-} as one

form {-a(a)-}. Second, the examples given above show a high temporal flexibility of the

formative {-a(a)-}. The contrast between 'we have just bought' and 'we have bought' is

morphologically marked in Runyoro and Rutooro, thus {tu-a-gur-a} versus {tu-guz-ire}

respectively. The constructions in (65c) and (65f) are regarded as tense marked and are

therefore discussed under §5.2.3. Both (65d) and (66b) indicate that, apart from marking

complete events, {-a(a)-} can also be used to mark an event which is neither materially nor

temporally complete but, inevitably, will be very soon and, therefore, is already set and

completed in the mind (ef (64)). The function of {-a(a)-} in (65e) and (66c) is similar to the

function of {-ka-} in Kiswahili, and {-o-} in Kisukurna, but slightly different from {ne} in
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Luganda which is used with both Past and Future tenses (i.e. with the same base structure)

as indicated by Chesswas (1963).

(67) Past

b.

Language
Ruhaya
Kiswahili
Kisukuma

VI V2, V3,
tu-ka-gur-a ebitabo tu-aa-bi-guza,
tu-Ii-nunu-a vitabu tu-ka-vi-uza,
du-aa-gul-a jita~o d6-6-ji-jiinja,
Jp-RP-buy books JP-T/A[CONSTV]-OM-Sell
'We bought books and sold them'

(68) Future
a. Ruhaya
b. Kiswahili

Kisukuma

tu-raa-gur-a ebitabo tu-bi-guz-e
tu-ta-nunua vitabu tu-vi-uz-e
du-gu-gula jita~o du-ji-jiinj-e
Jp-NF-buy books IP-oM-sell-T/A[CONSTV]
'We will buy books and sell them'

This marker is commonly referred to as Narrative tense, but the term Consecutive, used by

Maganga and Schadeberg (1992) is preferable. It is better because the marker does not

appear in the first verb (V I) despite the fact that all verbs in the sentence are a part of

narration. But it is called narrative because it is not applicable to Future tenses as indicated

in (68) above. 31 Maganga and Schadeberg (1992) use the term Narrative to refer to V I which

initiates narration. Again, the problem is that in the example given above, the tense in VI

is the same normal tense which is neither affected by nor does it signal narration. In this

case, we would propose the term Past Consecutive versus Future Consecutive. One

31 It is possible to use the Consecutive {-a(a)-} with Future tenses in some of the
Rutara languages ifthe first verb (V I) is modified with an adverbial or other morphosyntactic
element(s), in which case the base structure(s) will not be the same as those in (65-66) .
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interesting feature of all three languages, shown in (67), is that replacing the primary T/A

marker in VI with another Past tense does not affect the secondary T/A marker in V2. It

should be pointed out, however, that the issue of marking consecutive events is more

complex in the Rutara languages (and probably in others too) than what we have seen in the

example above; but we will not pursue that issue any further.

This enormous coverage of Event Time and the morphosemantic shades of {-a(a)-}

appear to overlap with the definition of Perfective aspect, at least as outlined in the Greek

example in (64) above. It is for this reason that we also assign the label Perfective to the

formative {-a(a)-} to signify an event that has (just) taken place and is, therefore, complete.

At the same time we recognise its role as the Memorial Present marker. A more or less

similar contrast can be established between {-a(a)-} and {-kiaa-} (see §4.5.7). Based on what

we have seen so far, our study proposes to classify aspects in the Rutara group as follows

(with phonological differences, as discussed in §2.4):

(69) completive
a. Perfective
b. Perfect
c. Resultative
d. Retrospective
e. Remote Retrospective

marker(s)
-a(a)-...-a
-0- -ire
-0- -ire

(-aa-) -ire
-ra- -ire

example(s)
tu-a(a)-gur-a
tu-guz-ire
ba-f(w)i-ire
tu-(aa-)guz-ire
tu-ra-guz-ire

(see §4.5.2)
(see §4.5.4)
(see §4.5.4)
(see §4.5.5)
(see §4.5.5)

(70) incompletive
a. Progressive
b. Habitual
c. Persistive
d. Persistive Resultative

marker(s) example(s)
ni- -0-...-a ni-tugura (see §4.5.6)
-0- -a(-ga) tu-(a-)gur-a(-ga) (see §4.5.6)

(ni-) -ki-aa- -a (ni-)tu-ki-aa-gur-a (see §4.5.7)
(ni-) -ki-aa- -ire (ni-)ba-ki-aa-naji-ire (see §4.5.7)
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Considering the functions ofthe markers presented above, it can be concluded that in Rutara,

as a group, there is aspectual contrast between Perfect (marked by {-0-...-ire}, and therefore

exhibiting morphological syncretism with Resultative), Perfective which also exhibits

morphological syncretism with Memorial Present (marked by {-a(a)- ...-a}, and Retrospective

(marked by {-a(a)-...-ire} which shares {-ire} with the Perfect. These three forms are also

used for Past tenses, although some of them are merged in some languages, as will be

illustrated in Chapter Six.

4.5.3. Performative

From a cognitive point of view, the term Performative, as used here (adopted from

Hewson and Bubenik 1997), refers to a morphologically simple aspect which expresses an

event that is performed (or which occurs) once, thus becoming complete, either as

recorded/remembered in the mind, or as imagined. Thus, it represents a total performance.

The traditional term Simple as T/A category is dropped in favour ofPerformative because it

is not clear whether the former refers to the semantic composition of the T/A or to its

morphological structure. It raises the question as to what exactly is "simple", the tense,

aspect, event, the verb, or the category. Neither are we told the degree of "simplicity" that

warrants a form to be classified under this category.

(71)

b.

d.
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Form
tu-ka-gur-a
tu-guz-ire(-ge)
tu-raa-gur-a
tu-ria-gur-a / tu-ri-gur-a

Function
Remote Past
Near Past
Near Future
Remote Future

(see §5.2.l)
(see §5.2.2)
(see §5.2.5)
(see §5.2.6)
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If these forms are categorised as "simple", then the term refers to the structural composition

of the verbal unit rather than to their semantic or cognitive attributes. Given the fact there

are other morphosyntactically simple forms which do not belong to this category in the same

paradigm, as in {tu-kiaa-gur-a} 'we are still buying', and also the fact that the negative

counterparts ofthese forms are not simple, as in {ti-tu-a-guz-ire, ti-tu-ra-guz-ire} 'we did not

buy', it follows that we need to use the label that describes the semantic or cognitive

functions ofthe paradigm; this term is Performative. Nevertheless, the term "simple" is still

used in this thesis to refer to the morphological composition of the verbal unit, as explained

in §4.4.

Since both aspect and tense markers occupy the same slot (except for Memorial

Present), and because Performative forms are tense marked, it becomes difficult to show that

the category is'really not marked outside the T/A matrix. As a result, we cannot present or

discuss the Performative aspect without recourse to tense. The only form which is not

marked for tense in slot (2) in this category (except in Rutooro) is the Near Past (see §5.2.2).

The following data sets, (72) and (73), compare Performative forms oftwo tenses: Near Past

and Memorial Present, where {-ire}, {-ire-ge}, and {-a(a)-} are used to mark tense.

(72) Near Past (see §5.2.2)
Language

a. Ruhaya
b. Runyambo
c. Runyoro
d. Ruzinza

Rukerebe
Runyankore
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Affirmative
tu-O-guz-ire
tu-O-guz-ire
tu-O-guz-ire-ge
tu-O-guz-ire
tu-O-guz-ire
tu-O-guz-ire

Negative
ti-tu-O-guz-ire
ti-tu-O-guz-ire
ti-tu-O-guz-ire-ge
ti-tu-O-guz-ire
ti-tu-O-guz-ire
ti-tu-O-guz-ire
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g. Rukiga tu-0-guz-ire
IP-T/A-buy-T/A

'we bought (yesterday)'

ti-tu-0-guz-ire
NEG-IP-T/A-buy-T/A

'we did not buy (yesterday)'

(73) Memorial Present (see §5.2.3)
Language Affirmative

a. Ruhaya tu-aa-gur-a
b. Runyambo tu-aa-gur-a
c. Ruzinza tu-aa-gur-a
d. Rukerebe tu-a-gur-a
e. Runyankore tu-aa-gur-a
f. Rukiga tu-aa-gur-a

lP-T-buy-A
'we bought (today)'

Negative
ti-tu-a-gur-a
ti-tu-a-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
ti-tu-a-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
NEG-IP-T-buY-A
'we did not buy (today)'

Given the definition of Performative above, (i.e. that it represents complete events

either in time or in mind), it follows that Present Performative should also be inherently

completive. But we would expect, on the other hand, that an unmarked form in any

Experiential Present (see §5.2.4) aspectual category would be incompletive because

Experiential Present expresses events that are currently being recorded in the mind, and are,

therefore, not complete. For instance, according to Bybee et al. (1994:317), an imperfective

situation, which we call incompletive, "is viewed as unbounded in the sense that it is

habitual, continuous, progressive, or iterative". Therefore, having an unmarked form in the

Experiential Present Performative, which is incompletive, creates a morphosemantic clash

in the system between completive and incompletive representations, because the two

aspectual categorisations (completive versus incompletive or perfective versus imperfective)

are in semantic opposition to each other. Consequently, the T/A systems in the Rutara

languages have resolved this potential clash by having no form for the category; that is, there

is no form for such a contradictory "Experiential Present Performative", because the same
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form cannot be both semantically completive and also incompletive at the same time in the

same system. Neither can the same event involving the same agent or theme be both

completive and incompletive at the same moment ofspeech event. The analysis adapted here

corrects the error normally made by formalists who classify the forms like {tu-gur-a} 'we

buy' under the same category as forms such as {tu-ka-gur-a, tu-guz-ire} 'we bought' just

because they all fall under the same group of "simple" T/A structures. We, therefore,

conclude that Experiential Present Performative is an empty category due to purely semantic

constraints.

4.5.4. Resultative

The term Resultative refers to a state ofcompletion ofan event, as a result ofan earlier event

or action. Because of the semantic connection between the event and the resulting state,

Bybee et al. (1994) classify this kind of "aspect" under what they call "relational tenses".

Consider the following examples which express the current state, as a result of the 'dying',

as in (74a), 'cutting', as in (74b), and 'buying', as in (74c) (of which (74a) cuts across the

group, whereas some of the languages do not allow (74b) and/or (74c): (a) 'they died', (b)

'someone cut the tree', (c) 'someone bought the table' and, consequently, 'they are dead',

'the tree is cut' and 'the table is bought (i. e. it is already paid for)', respectively (see (46) and

(76».
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(74)

b.

Affirmative
ba-0-f(w)i-ire
3P-T-die-A
'they are dead'

o-mu-ti gu-tem-ire
tree 3S[SM]-cut-RESLTV

'the tree is cut'

e-meeza e-guz-ire
table 3S[SM]-buy-REsLTV

'the table is bought'

Negative
ti-ba-0-f(w)i-ire
NEG-3P-T-die-A
'they are not dead'

o-mu-ti ti-gu-tem-ire
tree NEG-3S[SM]-cut-RESLTV

'the tree is not cut'

e-meeza ti-e-guz-ire
table NEG-3S[SM]-buy-RESLTV

'the table is not bought'

Morphologically, this resultative state is formed by attaching {-ire} to the verb root.

However, not all verbs can form Resultative with {-ire}. The Resultative is more productive

with verbs of state, change of state or change posture such as 'sit', 'stand', 'sleep', 'be

awake', 'be ill', and 'die'.32 The rates of selection of verbs and coverage of meanings,

however, differ from one language to another. Some languages use Resultative where other

languages use Progressive or even passiv.e. That is, each of the languages has its own

constraints; (74b), for instance, is attested in Ruhaya and Runyambo, while (74c) is very

productive in Ruhaya and can be used with almost any verb (with a few exceptions). In some

languages, the Resultative is also used with the verbs 'ride', 'climb', 'hold', 'carry', 'dress',

'undress', and so on.

32 It should be pointed out that classifying a verb as "verb of state" or "change of
state", in Bantu languages (and possibly in other languages as well), does not necessarily
exclude its transitivity. Verbs which are exclusively unaccusative in English could be
accusative in Bantu languages, and Rutara in particular. However, this is a very constrained
type oftransitivity in that these verbs may only occur with a "cognate accusative" as object.
For instance, the following constructions are grammatically correct, as found in Ruhaya and
applicable to other Rutara languages: ku-f(w)a o-rufu 'to die a/the death', ku-nagira o-tura
'to sleep some sleep', ku-genda o-rugendo 'to go a/the journey'.
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The semantic and thematic implication ofResultative is that the syntactic subject of

the clause acts as the theme or patient in relation to the verb. With some verbs that are

inherently accusative, the formative {-ire} is added to the verb which has already acquired

an unaccusative morpheme {-ek- /-ik-}. The following derivations are very common in the

Rutara languages (especially Ruhaya, Runyambo, Runyankore and Rukiga), although the

phonetic forms differ slightly from one language to another.

(75)

b.

Accusative

-hend-a
'break'

-at-a
'break'

-sindur-a
'uproot'

Unaccusative

-hend-ek-a
'break'

-at-ik-a
'break'

-sindu-k-a
'become uprooted'

Resultative

-hend-ek-ire / -hend-ek-ere (Runyoro)
'broken' (used for, arm, stick, etc.)

-at-ik-ire
'broken' (used for glass, bottles, etc.)

-sindu-ik-ire
'uprooted' (used for plants, etc.)

With reference to the examples above, the term Resultative distinguishes between the forms

{-hend-ek-a} versus {-hend-ek-ire}, both of which could be regarded as derived

morphosyntactic constructions from the accusative form (hence transitive verb) {-hend-a}

'break'. In languages like Ruhaya, Runyambo, Rukiga, Runyankore and Ruzinza, this factor

of changing accusative verbs into Resultative, and thus making them unaccusative, is also

extended to other verbs without recourse to the application of {-ek-, -ik-}. This

transmutation is achieved by changing the thematic structure of the clause.

(76)

b.
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Accusative
-gur-a
'buy'
tem-a
'cut'

Resultative
-guz-ire
'be bought'
-tern-ire / -tern-ere
'be cut'
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-sona/-sona
'sew'

-son-ire / -son-ire / son-ere
'be sewn'

d. tu-a(a)-tema o-mu-ti
IP-PFOTV-cut tree 'We have just cut a tree'
o-mu-ti gu-tem-ire

tree 3S[SM]-cut-RESLTV 'The tree is cut'

The forms above show how changing the thematic roles of arguments in a clause employs

{-ire} to create Resultative: in (76d), the subject of the clause (tu- 'we') is the agent and the

syntactic object (omuti 'tree') is the theme. In (76e) (where we have a Resultative verb,

marked by {-ire}), the syntactic subject (omuti 'tree') is the theme of the predicate, and the

only argument in the clause. This construction, more or less, resembles what is called middle

voice in other languages, simply represented by an English example like 'the glass broke' as

opposed to 'someone broke the glass'. Resultative relative forms are also formed in the same

way, {a-ba-f(w)i-ire} 'those who are dead' and {a-ba-ta-f(w)i-ire} 'those who are not dead'.

4.5.5. Retrospective

The term Retrospective is used to refer to an aspect which in some literature is called

Perfect. Hewson and Bubenik (1997: 13) state that they used the term Retrospective instead

ofPerfect in order to eliminate the confusions that normally arise between the terms Perfect

versus Perfective. They insist that the two terms, Perfect (which they replace with

Retrospective) and Perfective, represent two different aspects, and should therefore, be

clearly distinguished. In Rutara languages, this distinction obtains in at least six languages

while in Runyoro and Rutooro Retrospective has merged with some other aspects.
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(77)

b.

Language
All others
Rutooro
Runyoro

Affirmative Negative
tu-a(a)-guz-ire ti-tu-ka-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire ti-tu-ka-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire ti-tu-ka-guz-ire
IP-T/A-buy-A NEG-IP-T/A-buy-A

'we have already bought' 'we haven't bought yet'

The Retrospective represents complete events, completed before the moment of speech, but

still relevant to the present situation. In this case, events expressed by Retrospective are

"past" in time, but do not express time (tE), nor UT and, therefore, do not mark tense. The

term Retrospective fits best this aspect with regard to six of the Rutara languages in that it

morphologically and cognitively combines two basic aspects, the Perfective aspect, marked

by {-a(a)-}, and the most common Bantu completive aspect, which we have called the Perfect

aspect and which is (undedyingly) marked by {-ire}, (see §4.5.2). As a result, the

Retrospective is marked by both formatives as {-a(a)-...-ire} (in six languages), which can

thus be interpreted as looking back at a complete event. In fact, it is this temporal orientation

of "looking back at a complete event" which enables the Retrospective aspect to perform a

past tense function. This can be illustrated by the examples in (79) which, however, show

that Runyoro and Rutooro are morphologically different from the rest. Therefore, while it

is true (as pointed out by Hewson and Bubenik (1997» that it is possible for the same verbal

system to have both Retrospective and Perfective forms as contrastive aspects, this study has

shown that it is also possible to have all three aspectual functions, Perfect, Perfective, and

Retrospective (see §6.3). On the one hand, Retrospective differs from Perfect in that the

latter does not necessarily have direct relevance to the present situation. Thus, both Perfect
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and Retrospective may have similar temporal orientations and, subsequently, similar

extended functions, such as past tenses; and this could be the source ofconfusion which was

pointed out by Hewson and Bubenik. On the other hand, Retrospective differs from

Perfective in that the latter is normally completed in the mind even before the event itself is

materially complete in time. It is this characteristic underlying the Perfective that allows it

to transcend into Future to express prospective events.

Further more, Retrospective differs from Past tenses in that the latter express temporal

references in UT which the former does not. Anderson's (1982) caution, however, is crucial

to note here: a grammatical category like "Perfect" will not have exactly the same range of

uses in one language as it does in another. The major difference here is between Perfect and

Perfective on the one hand versus Retrospective on the other. This can be captured by the

temporal representation ofaspect in a linear model, as used by Hewson and Bubenik (1997),

with slight modification.

(78) -------[A-----------------B]C-------

Let us say A----B represents the event which begins at "[" and ends at "]". In this case, the

speaker at B looks back at an event which has just been completed or is in the process of

being completed, but which could still have some impact on the moment of speech. Thus,

"B" represents Perfective. With Retrospective, on the other hand, the speaker at C looks back

at an event relatively detached from the moment of speech, but which also has relevance to

the present. Consider the following examples from the Rutara languages:
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(79)

b.

d.

n-a(a)-ku-gur-ir-a e-bi-tabo
ISlsMrPEFTV-2S[OMj-buY-APPL books
'I have Gust) bought you books'

n-a(a)-ku-gur-i-ire e-bi-tabo
1SISMj-PERFV-2SI0Mj-buy-APPL-PERF books
'I have already bought you books'

n-ku-gur-re e-bi-tabu
IS[SMj-2SloMrbuy-APPL//PERFV books
'I have already bought you books'

n-ka-ba n-guz-ire e-bi-tabo
IS[sMj-RP-be ls-buy-PERF books
'I had bought books, (but...)'

(all languages)

-Perfective

(all but RunyorolRutooro)
- Retrospective

(RunyorolRutooro)

- Retrospective

(all languages)

- Past Perfect

With reference to the context of situation, it is possible that in (79a) the speaker is coming

from the bookstore at that moment and, probably, has the books in her/his hands. On the

contrary, in (79b) or (79c) the speaker may simply be informing the addressee that s/he has

already bought him/her some books. In cases where the contrast between Perfective and

Perfect is also maintained, the former would express the final stage of the completion of the

event, while the latter focusses on that event as a complete whole. As this difference is so

subtle, languages often tend to eliminate the difference between the two, or even level all

three of them into one aspect, as is the case in English. That is, in English, for instance, it

is only by using adverbials that we can express the distinction between' I have eaten', 'I have

just eaten', and 'I have already eaten'. Retrospective relative forms have the same base

morphology: {a-ba-guz-ire} (RunyorolRutooro) and {a-ba-aa-guz-ire} (all the others) 'those
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who have already bought' versus {a-ba-ta-ka-guz-ire} 'those who have not yet bought' (for

the all group).

There is also another form of Retrospective found in Rutara languages. This is also

represented by a compound marker, but with {-ra-} in place of {-a(a)-}, as in the following

example:

(80) tu-ra-guz-ire
1P[SMrRIRETV-buy-PERF 'We have bought (before)'

This construction appears to have two meanings. The first one is 'we have bought', but the

buying took place relatively earlier than the event that would be expressed by the form {tu-

a(a)-guz-ire} (in languages where it applies). In this case, it is appropriate to regard both of

the forms {-a(a)-...-ire} and {-ra-...-ire} as Retrospective. They only differ in the way the

speaker looks at the event, or how it is recalled from memory. We will use the following

examples from Ruhaya (H2-H3) for further illustration (where RETVI and RETV2 indicate

the two formatives that constitute the Retrospective aspect):

(81) Ruhaya (HI-H3)
tu-ka-sanga a-aa-fi-ire

1PrsMrRP-find-3S-RETV I-die-RETv2
b. tu-ka-sanga a-ra-fi-ire

IP[SMrRP-find-3S-RETVl-die-RETV2

[tUkasanga yaafiire]
'S/he had already died when we got there'
[tUkasanga arafiire]
'S/he had already died long before we got there'

As indicated by the difference between (8Ia) and (8Ib), the event expressed by {-ra-...-ire}

is more remote than the one expressed by {-a(a)- ...-ire}. In the examples above, it is possible

that the speaker in (8Ia) saw the corpse and participated in the funeral ceremony, whereas
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in (81 b) everything might have been over when the speaker arrived. We, therefore, call the

former Remote Retrospective. It should be pointed out that both sets offormatives constitute

aspectual rather than tense markers, because they cannot be used to express specific

Reference time (tR) within UT:

(82)
tu-ka-gur-a + NP[OM]

b. tu-ka-gur-a + NP[OM] + Adv[TEMPORAL]

tu-ra-guz-ire + NP[OM]
d. tu-ra-guz-ire + NP[OM] + *Adv[TEMPORAL]

With reference to the examples above, where Adv[TEMPORAL] refers to adverbials like

'yesterday', 'last week' or 'last year' , (82a), (82b) and (82c) are possible constructions while

(82d) is not (of course (82b) is restricted to Remote Past temporal adverbials only). This is

because {-ka-} marks tense while {-ra-} marks aspect. Thus, for (82d) we cannot have

something like 'we have bought books *yesterday/*last Sunday'. Nevertheless, it is possible

for this form to function as a past tense, because it is Retrospective, based on the same reason

that was given above for Perfect, Perfective and Retrospective that function as past tenses (cf

§5.2.1,6.3.8).

The second meaning of the form {-ra-...-ire} is 'we have done that before', which

others erroneously call the Ever "tense", or Inceptive as Hyman and Byarushengo (1984)

did.33 Both terms are misleading because, first (and as shown above), this form {-ra-...-ire}

is not a tense but an aspect and, second, Inceptive refers to the initiation ofan event, in which

33 Hyman and Watters (1984) use the term "experiential", which is more appropriate
for this T/A category than "inceptive".
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case that event itselfbecomes incompletive. On the contrary, {-ra-...-ire} marks a complete

event as given in example (80) above (see also §4.6). This form is not found in Rutooro or

Runyoro. However, in all other languages where it occurs, its negative form has a

morphological similarity to the negative form ofthe first type ofRetrospective {-a(a)-...-ire}

in that they both have {-ka-} in slot (2), but differ in slot (3) where the former has {-aga} and

the latter {-ire}:

(83)

b.

Aspect
Retrospective
Remote Retrospective

Affirmative
tu-a(a)-guz-ire
tu-ra-guz-ire
IP-A-buY-A

Negative
ti-tu-ka-guz-ire
ti-tu-ka-gur-aga
NEG-IP-T/A-buy-A

What is interesting is that although Rutooro and Runyoro do not have the form {-ra-...-ire},

they do have the negative form {ti-tu-ka-gur-aga} 'we have never bought', with the same

meaning as in (83b), which again Maddox (1902: 20ft) mis-labelled as "the 'never' tense".

We would like to suggest the term Experiential Retrospective. This implies that the speaker

looks back at a complete event which marks one's past experience without specifying time

(see §6.3.7 for negative Retrospectives). It is this lack ofanchoring the event to a particular

temporal reference that makes the category an aspect rather than tense. This characteristic

of building up various Retrospective aspects and temporally remote categories towards the

past suggests a strong possibility for a language to ultimately reanalyse its past tense(s) either

semantically or morphosyntactically, or both. This might be a clue to the question we raised

in previous chapters as to why the Remote Past is so notoriously asymmetrical between
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affirmative and negative constructions, while the markers in negative constructions are found

elsewhere in the same system.

4.5.6. Progressive

Progressive refers to an event or action in progress, usually either simultaneous or

overlapping with the reference time (tR). Not all verbs can be used with this aspect

morphologically; it depends on how a language characterizes the semantic properties of

different verbs, especially cognitive verbs which in English, for instance, normally do not

take the Progressive marker {-ing}. The sense ofProgressive can also be extended from the

here-and-now to a broader perspective of the Present tense, in which case the event is not

necessarily taking place at that particular moment, but rather is in progress as a general

process. For il).stance, the English sentence Harris is writing a book does not necessarily

mean that Harris is doing the action ofwriting at that particular time. Rather, it refers to the

entire process of writing a book as a whole.

In the Rutara languages, the Progressive is marked quite differently from all other

aspects in that the formative that identifies it occupies the initial slot in the verbal unit (see

§3.1.2). It is thus marked by {ni-} in seven languages and, exceptionally, by {-ku-} in

Rukerebe. Consider the following examples, where {n(i)-} indicates that the vowel sound

can optionally be deleted, and also note that Progressive relative forms (both negative and

affirmative) are formed in that same way as the negative forms in the following list. That is,

{ni-} is not used in relative forms.
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(84) Language Affirmative Negative
a. Ruhaya n(i)-tu-0-gill-a ti-ru-(r)i-ku-gur-a
b. Runyankore n(i)-tu-0-gill-a ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a
c. Rukiga n(i)-tu-0-gill-a ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a
d. Rutooro n(i)-tu-0-gfu-a ti-tu-(ru)-ku-gfu-a

Runyoro n(i)-tu-0-gill-a ti-tu-(r)u-ku-gur-a
PROG-IP-T/A-buY-A NEG-IP-be-T/A-buy-A

f. Runyambo n(i)-tu-0-gill-a ti-ru-ku-gur-a
g. Ruzinza n(i)-tu-0-gill-a ti-ru-ku-gur-a

PROG-IP-T/A-buY-A NEG-I P-PROG-buy-A

h. Rukerebe tu-ku-gur-a ti-tu-ku-gur-a
IP-PROG-buy-A NEG-I P-PROG-buy-A
'we are buying' 'we are not buying'

Rukerebe tu-raa-ba ni-ru-gur-a tu-raa-ba tu-ta-ku-gur-a
IP-NF-be PROG-IP-buY-A IP-NF-be IP-NEG-PROG-buy-A
'we will be buying' 'we will not be buying'

As argued in §3.1.1, this formative originates from the copula {ni} and thus functions as an

actualiser of progressive events, hence marking aspect. Secondly, this formative does not

appear in negative constructions because it is in complementary distribution with the negative

markers {ti-, -ta-}. Therefore, slot (2) in affirmative constructions is not marked except in

Rukerebe which has {-ku-} in that slot. In the negatives, however, we get three groups. In

one group, Progressive is marked by {-ri-}, the suppletive form of the verb {-ba} 'be',

followed by the infmitival marker {-ku-} (84a-c). In the second group {-ri-} is replaced by

{-ru-} as in Runyoro and Rutooro (84d-e). The third group consists of languages that are

only marked by the infinitival marker {-ku-}, as in (84f) to (84h). In Rukerebe, however, the

Progressive marker {ni-} appears in compound forms as used in (84i), and is also used for

other functions like Habitual and conditional structures.
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There are at least two extended functions of Progressive forms. First, it is used to

mark a future or prospective event, a use common to many languages including English.

When used in this sense, it normally means that the decision has already been made, and the

action will be effected or implemented at the appropriate time. In other words, a Future

constructed with Progressive markers is relatively more definite than the normal Future

marked by Future formatives like {-raa-} and {-ri-, -ria-}. Second, the Progressive form can

also be used to mark events or states which would otherwise fall under the basic unmarked

constructions expressed under §4.5.1. This function is not specific to Rutara alone, it is also

found in many other Bantu languages, where it is used with verbs which in English, for

instance, do not take the Progressive marker, such as to 'hear', 'see', 'know', 'remember',

and the like, as in the following examples:

(85)

b.

a-0-manya (+COMP)
3S-T/A-know

ni-a-manya (+COMP)
PROG-3S-know

[amaiia]
's/he knows'

[niamaiia]
's/he is knowing'

[naamaiia]
's/he knows'

The most common distinction between the unmarked aspect (Habitual) in (85a) and the

Progressive aspect in (85b), with regard to 'knowing' , is that the former expresses a relatively

long established fact, while the latter signifies a relatively recent realisation on the part ofthe

speaker. Suppose the theme for the complement in (85) is mathematics. The difference

between the two structures would be that, in (85a) the speaker is asserting the common

knowledge that X is good in mathematics; while in (85b) s/he is reporting what s/he has just
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found out, that X is good in mathematics. This analysis corresponds to what we said in

§4.5.1, that the former tends to extend its temporal coverage ofET from Past to Non-Past,

hence expressing facts or habits (cf §4.5.8). In this case, we can argue that there is a

semantic overlap between the two structures, but the extent of the overlap depends on the

nature of the verb used (see §6.3.3 for further discussion).

Given the fact that {ni-} does not appear in negative or in relative constructions, we

start to suspect that the use of {ni-} to mark Progressive is a relatively recent innovation of

the Rutara languages, particularly when {ni-} is compared to other formatives, including its

negative counterpart {ti-...-ri-ku-...-a}/{ti-...-ru-ku-...-a} which is probably the older shape.

Nevertheless, the formative {nil is not restricted to the Rutara group alone. It is also found

in other Lacustrine languages, such as Kihangaza, Kishubi, Lusaamya, Kegusii, and Kikuria

(Nurse and Muzale, forthcoming), where it functions in conditional clauses with the meaning

of "if...", and also in Kiregi, where its function is related to Progressive. The question is

whether all these types of {ni-} in Rutara and other languages originate from the same source.

The Progressive marker {ni-} can be phonetically reduced to {n-}, especially when

followed by a non-nasal consonant, for example, {ni-tu-gur-a} 'we are buying' is pronounced

as [ntugura], whereas {ni-ba-gur-a} 'they are buying' is heard as [mbagura] (a result oflabial

assimilation) in most languages. That is why it is sometimes presented as {n(i)-} in this

study.
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4.5.7. Persistive

The term Persistive, which has been in use for a long time, refers to an aspect in

which an event persists from a non-present time to the Present, and it is also likely to extend

to the Future (if not interrupted just after the speech event). It thus signifies that the speaker

had already observed or witnessed that event before, and the same event is still going on. The

term is sometimes used interchangeably with other terms like Perstitive and Still, as well as

with what Bybee et al. (1994) call Continuative.

(86)

b.
c.
d.

g.
h.

Language
Ruhaya
Runyankore
Runyambo
Ruzinza
Rukerebe
Rukiga

Runyoro
Rutooro

Affirmative
tu-khhi-gur-a
tu-ki-(aa-)gur-a
tu-caa-gur-a
tu-c(i)aa-gur-a
tu-caa-gul-a
tu-caa-gur-a
IP-PERS-buy-A
n(i)tu-kiaa-gfu-a
n(i)-tu-kiaa-gfu-a
PROG-l P-PERs-buy-A
'we are still buying'

Negative
ti-ru-kiaa-gur-a/ ti-ru-ki-gur-a
ti-ru-ki-gur-a / ti-tu-ki-gur-a
ti-ru-ci-gur-a
ti-ru-ci-gur-a
ti-tu-ki-gul-a
ti-tu-ci-gur-a / ti-tu-caa-gur-a
NEG-IP-PERS-buy-A
ti-tu-ki-gur-a
ti-tu-kiaa-gur-a
NEG-IP-PERS-buy-A
'we are not buying any more'

As indicated in (86) above, this aspect is commonly marked by {-ki-aa-} or {-c(i)aa-} in the

affirmatives, and {-ki-} or {-Ci-} in negatives. As we pointed out in §2.5.1, some languages

pronounce /k/ as [c] when followed by [i]. We also note several other factors. The negative

forms are {-ki-/-ci-} in most languages, with optional marking between {-kiaa-/-caa-} and

{-ki-/-Ci-} in languages like Ruhaya and Rukiga: {ti-tu-kiaa-gur-a} or {ti-tu-ki-gur-a} 'we

are no longer buying'/ 'we are not buying any more/again'. On the other hand, in Rukerebe,

[-caa-] occurs with independent forms, but changes to {-ki-} in compound VUs. Runyankore
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also optionally (or in dialectal variations) uses either {-kiaa-} or {-ki-} in the affirmative.

In Runyoro/Rutooro and in some dialects ofRunyankore, however, the marker {ni-} is also

attached to Persistive constructions, hence the structure {ni-...-ki-aa-...-a} and {ni-...-ki-...-a}

respectively. Relative forms have exactly the same markers as the forms in (86a-f), for

instance, {a-ba-ki-aa-gur-a}/{a-ba-c(i)-aa-gur-a} 'those who are still buying' versus {a-ba-ta-

ki-gur-a}/{a-ba-ta-Ci-gur-a} 'those who are no longer buying'.

With regard to the functional distribution of {-ki-aa-}, Persistives can be classified

into two groups as follows. In the first group, the formative {-kiaa-/-caa-}, which marks this

aspect, is assigned to simple verb forms, hence the base structure {-ki-aa-...-a} /{-Ci-aa-...-a}.

In the second group, it is the Resultative structure {-0-...-ire} (see §4.5.5) which carries the

Persistive marker {-ki-aa-}, resulting in a compound marker {-ki-aa-...-ire}/{-Ci-aa-...-ire}.

The new aspect thus formed signifies the persistence ofthe Resultative quasi-aspect or state.

That is, there are two aspectual categories working together as one compound aspect we have

called Persistive Resultative:

(87)
a.
b.
c.
d.

f.
g.
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Rutooro
Ruhaya
Runyambo
Rukerebe
Ruzinza

Runyankore
Rukiga

ba-kiaa-gwijagi-ire
ba-kiaa-migi-ire
ba-caa-miji-ire
ba-ca-migi-ire
ba-ci-hun-ire
3P-PERs-sleep-PERF
ba-ki-shUtam-i
ba-caa-Jlaam-i

'They are still sleeping/asleep'
'They are still sitting/seated'
'They are still sleeping/asleep'
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Note that Runyankore and Rukiga have another form of ending: {-i} instead of {-ire}. This

ending is mainly found in verbs of posture, while others have the normal {-ire} found

elsewhere in the group (see §6.6: (122)). This apparent anomaly must be a result ofdeleting

the last two segments of the formative {-ire}, leaving the vowel {-i}.

The distinction between the two (Persistive versus Persistive Resultative) is,

therefore, both morphological and semantic. It is morphological in that one is an extension

ofthe other: {-0-...-ire + ...-ki-aa-... } ~ {-ki-aa-...-ire}. Semantically, it is the resulting event

or state that extends persistently in time. Consequently, in the Persistive Resultative aspect,

it is the totality of the event, state, result, or situation which persists rather than the event

itself, as opposed to Persistive in which it is the event that is still in progress.34 Let us use the

following examples for illustration, where the semantic and morphological interconnections

between these forms are indicated by the arrows:

(88) Ruhaya (H2 & H3)
a-a-ba a-aa-nagir-a [yaba yaanagira]

3s-MP-be 3S-PERFV-sleep-A
= PERFECTIVE
'S/he had just fallen asleep'

b. a-0-nagi-ire
3S-T/A-sleep-REsLTV

H
a-ki-aa-nagi-ire

3s-PERs-sleep-REsLTv
n

= RESULTATIVE
'S/he is sleeping/asleep'

= PERSISTIVE RESULTATIVE
'S/he is still sleeping/asleep'

34 The terms state, stative, and resultative are used here as labels ofconvenience only.
The Resultative aspect includes also dynamic verbs, as in {ba-iruk-ire}: {3P-run-RESLTV}
'they are running; they are on a run' (Ruhaya). Note that such forms could be segmentally
ambiguous; in Ruhaya, for instance, tone will distinguish [bairukire] 'they ran (yesterday)'/
'they are on the run' versus /ba-aa-iruk-ire/ .... [bairukire] 'they have already run'.
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d. tu-a(a)-gur-a
IP-PERFV-buY-A
'We have Gust) bought'
=PERFECTIVE

II
ba-aa-nagi-ire
3S-PFETV-sleep-PERF
'They have already fallen asleep'
=RETROSPECTIVE

tu-ki-aa-gur-a
IP-PERS-buy-A
'We are still buying'
PERSISTIVE

II
ba-ki-aa-nagi-ire
3s-PERs-sleep-PERF
'They are still sleeping/asleep'
PERSISTIVE RESULTATIVE

All five constructions in (88) indicate complete events with regard to 'sleeping', in the sense

that the person referred to has already fallen asleep. However, they differ in that while (88a)

refers to the event that has Gust) taken place or been completed, (88b) refers to the state of

'being asleep'. (88c) refers to the continuation ofthe state expressed in (88b), which means

that the event is already complete but its result or state is still in progress or has not yet been

interrupted by any other event.

With reference to what we have already proposed regarding {-ki-aa-} and {-a(a)-} and

by observing closely the semantic relationships from (88a) to (88c), as well as the semantic

changes in (88d) and (88e) above, we can now confidently suggest that it is the same

formative {-a(a)-} which we have been dealing with, the Perfective marker, that we also find

in the marker {-ki-a(a)-} as in (88). The function of {-ki-}, therefore, is to transform what

would otherwise be completive into incompletive aspects. When the same form with {-ki-},

such as {-ki-aa-} or {-ki-aa-...-ire}, loses the completive marker(s) {-a(a)-} or {-a(a)-...-ire}

in negative constructions, then the negative marker together with {-ki-} negate the occurrence

ofthe entire event, as in {ti-tu-ki-gur-a} or {ti-tu-Ci-gur-a} 'we are no longer buying' or 'we

won't buy again/any more'. In this case, it follows that Runyankore, and some dialects of
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Rukiga and Rukerebe have neutralised the contrast between {-ki-aa-} and {-ki-} to {-ki-} for

both affirmative and negative forms.

4.5.8. Habitual

As we saw in various sections above (esp. §1.8.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.6) the simple unmarked

form as in {tu-0-gur-a} 'we buy' is classified as the basic form in the description and

development ofT/A, based on its form and function in the Present, or Extended Present, to

be precise. We thus noted that it is used to express states ofaffairs and long established facts,

as opposed to the Progressive aspect which marks ongoing events or facts pertaining to recent

realisation. Consequently, simple unmarked forms are used to mark events that happen

regularly or frequently (hence Frequentative), repeatedly (hence Iterative), as an attribute of

the subject (hence Attributive), continuously (hence Continuous), and several others. All

these shades of meaning which create such sub-aspects and the like are thus covered under

the traditional term Habitual (despite the fact that this expression appears to be limited in

some cases). We will use this cover term (Habitual) rather than the specific aspectuallabels

we have listed above, because the data we have could not provide enough information for a

clear morphosemantic distinction between such nuances, and also to limit the number ofnew

terms introduced in this study; (el "Occam's Razor" that "entities are not to be multiplied

beyond necessity", Hock 1991 :538).

Looking at the entire paradigm, we notice that ofall aspects, the Habitual is the least

systematic and it does not cooccur with all tenses. For instance, whereas the form {tu-0-gur-
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a} is marked neither for tense nor for aspect, other forms in the paradigm are marked for

either tense, aspect or both. Consider the following examples which are all in the Remote

Past:

(89)

b.

d.

Language
Runyambo
Ruzinza

Ruhaya
Rutooro
Rukerebe

Runyoro

Affirmative
tu-ka-ba tu-0-gfu-a
tu-ka-ba tu-0-gfu-a
IP-T-be IP-A-buy-A
tu-a-gur-aga
tu-a-gur-aga
tu-a-gur-aga
IP-T-buy-A/A

tu-a-gur-aga
IP-T-buy-A
'we used to buy'

Negative
tu-ka-ba tu-ta-0-gur-a
tu-ka-ba tu-ta-0-gfu-a
IP-T-be IP-NEG-T-buy-A
ti-tu-a-gur-aga
ti-tu-a-gur-aga
ti-tu-a-gfu-aga
NEG-IP-T-buY-A
tu-ka-ba tu-ta-0-gur-a
IP-T-be IP-NEG-T-buy-A
'we did not use to buy'

In these examples, the formative {-aga} appears in four languages, Ruhaya, Rutooro,

Rukerebe, and Runyoro. One striking feature is that in all four languages where {-aga}

occurs, the tense slot is occupied by {-a-}. Given that this marker {-a-} only occurs with the

Past (not with Future) and that all the forms of {-a(a)-} that we have seen so far are related

to either past or complete events, it is most likely that this {-a-} is morphosemantically

related to the same marker {-a(a)-} that we have been dealing with. This relationship most

likely developed from the Memorial Present which has the potential offunctioning as a Past

tense. Therefore, the following analysis is proposed. In the form {-a-...-aga}, the first

element {-a-} marks a complete event, and the second element {-aga} marks the state of

being incompletive. We do not consider it problematic in the sense that we expressed earlier

that the same form cannot be both completive and incompletive at the same time in the same

paradigm, but rather, {-aga} represents a series, continuation, or repetition of similar
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complete events. It is thus this seriality, continuation or repetition that is represented by the

incompletive marker part; and it is this inherent semantic composition that decharacterises

its deictic attributes. Thus, {-a-...-aga} does not mark tense in the same way as the Remote

Past {-ka-} does. That is, {-a-...-aga} does not anchor the event to a particular single

temporal reference. Nevertheless, the potential deictic attribute of {-a(a)-} in {-a(a)-...-aga}

appears to be only partially suspended; it shows up in constructions which mean: 'we used

to buy every Saturday', where the use of a temporal adverbial like 'Saturday' is indicative

of the marker's temporal reference. Compound forms, on the other hand, bear the tense

marker {-ka-} in the auxiliary, and do not have this element {-aga}, as in (89a-b).

We also note that this formative appears in different forms. For instance, among

some speakers ofRuhaya (especially HI) the subjunctive appears as {tu-gur-ega} 'we should

buy (regularly/frequently) (in the days to come)' or 'we should keep buying' rather than {tu-

gur-age} which is found in other dialects. A more or less similar construction appears also

in Chiruri. In Runyoro, however, it appears to be double marked in that there are two {e}

sounds.

(90) Habitual subjunctive
a. Ruhaya (HI)
b. Ruhaya (H2&H3)

Runyoro
d. Chiruri

tu-0-gur-age
tu-0-gur-ega
tu-0-gur-ege
ci-a-ka-gur-ega
IP-T/A-buy-T/A

[caakagurega]
'we should keep buying'

In (90a) the subjunctive marker {-e} appears as final vowel (FV) of the Vu. In (90b) and

(90d) the subjunctive marker {-e-} appears between the verb root and {-ga}. This implies that
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{-e-} is affixed to the verb stem {-gur- + -e} before the marker {-gal is attached. In (90c)

the only explanation we can give is the vowel harmony of the two vowels, but it is difficult

to tell with certainty the underlying form, given the diversified morphology observed in

(90a-b). Variation in attaching final markers like {-aga, -ega, -age, -ege} to the verb root,

is also observed in the following examples:

(91) Experiential Retrospective
a. Ruhaya (H2)

b. Runyankore

Runyoro

ti-n-ka-gyaa-ga-yo
NEG-! S-RP-go-HAB-LOC
'I have never gone there'
ti-n-ka-rwaara-ho-ga
NEG-!S-RP-be ill-LOC-HAB
'I have never been ill'
ti-n-ka-genda-yo-ga
NEG-! S-RP-go-LOC-HAB
'I have never gone there'

The examples in (91) above indicate that the marker {-aga} can also be split. This is possible

because the first element {-a-} is the neutral FV of the verb stem; and, therefore, {-ga} is

attached to stems rather than to roots: {-gur-a-+[ho]+-ga} 'ever buy (from) there'; this allows

the interposition of the locative marker {-ho-} in Runyankore and Runyoro, as well as the

passive marker {-u-} which splits {-ir-e}: {-gur-ir-+[-u-]e} 'was/were bought'.

The other problem with this aspect is that different languages have different ways of

expressing Future Habitual. Ruzinza, for instance, uses the form which is segmentally

similar to the Near Future Progressive (with tonal differences) as in {tu-raa-~a ni-tu-gfu-a}

'we will buy regularly' (see Appendix I B7). In Rukiga the form {tu-raa-gur-aga}, which is

found in Ruhaya and appears to balance with the Past, is becoming rare, while Runyambo
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does not appear to have a clearly established grammatical form for such category. This poses

a significant challenge in the reconstruction ofthe proto-form for the Habitual aspect. It also

appears from the data available that there is a semantic overlap in some languages between

Progressive and Habitual, especially in expressing events that are currently taking place

(which in English would translate as 'nowadays we buy' versus 'nowadays we are buying').

4.6. Multiple aspects

So far, we have looked at the two types ofaspectual construction, those which contain

simple markers and those with complex markers. Most of the examples provided were

simple forms except the Past Habitual. The study indicates that almost all aspects (other than

Performative, and for all tenses other than Experiential Present), are compound. The

Habitual, ofcourse, is marked in two different ways, with both simple and compound forms.

There are even more complex constructions which involve more than one aspectual marker,

as in the following examples (found in all of the languages but Rukerebe):

(92) Negative Remote Past Retrospective
tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire
IP-T-be IP-NEG-A-buy-A 'We had not yet bought'

In this example (92), we have a tense marker {-ka-} in the auxiliary verb, marking the

Remote Past tense, and {-ka-...-ire}, in the main verb, which marks aspect. There are two

ways of explaining this kind of compound marking. One is that the main verb carries two

aspectual markers, {-ka-} and {-ire}. The other explanation is to regard the two aspectual
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elements ofthe main verb as just one compound marker presented as {-ka-...-ire}. We prefer

the second option because it provides the total meaning of the verbal aspect. We know that

this aspect consists of two aspectual elements ({-ka-} marking 'yet', and {-ire} marking

'completive' or Perfect), which combine together with the negative marker {-ta-} to produce

a larger aspectual constituent {-ta-ka-...-ire} which we have called Negative Retrospective.

With regard to the meaning and function of individual formatives, if there is a new

total meaning attained when two or more formatives are combined in one VU, it is more

appropriate to regard the aspectual elements in that VU as one compound (or complex)

marker rather than regarding them as separate entities. This is to be done at two levels, first

within one VU, and then by combining simple VUs into a compound VU, as introduced in

(54-55). Consequently, we would present the T/A constructions in (92) as compound

markers using the following framework:

(93) T/A in compound VUs
a. Remote Past Retrospective (RI-R7)

Negative: {{-ka-}-{-ta-ka- -ire}}
RP-NEG-RETj RETj

b. Remote Future Retrospective (R5-R8)
Affirmative: {{-ri-}-{-aa- -ire} }

RF-RETj RETj

One point should be reiterated here: in each ofthese constructions there is one and only one

tense maker, located in the auxiliary, {-ka-} and {-ril, respectively (see §5). All other T/A

elements are thus analysed as aspects from the functional point ofview, despite the fact that

some of the markers in the auxiliary and those in the main verb might look morphologically

similar. In that case, we need to separate the form and semantic functions of the T/A
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formatives in the system. For, instance, we should be able to identify when the formatives

{-ire}, {-a(a)-} and {-ra-} function as aspectual markers and when they perform tense

functions in the same language, as explained in §4.5.

4.7. Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter the various aspects and their definitions as found in the

Rutara languages. Their forms as well as their functions were presented, and also the

relationships between some of these aspects. The form of relationships detailed in (56),

together with the morphological composition of the aspectual markers discussed in this

chapter, lead us to the conclusion that aspectual markers in the Rutara languages are highly

interconnected morphosemantically. A comparison of aspectual markers in pairs reveals a

systematic pattern of both the form and meaning of aspectual categories. Most of these

aspectual categories can, therefore, be classified into two groups, namely, primary and

extended aspects, based on their morphosemantic structures. Primary aspects create basic

forms which then get extended semantically, morphologically, or both to form extended

aspects. Some aspects are more tractable than others. The following table illustrates the

point.
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Table 4.2: The morphosemantic relationships between affirmative aspects

Primary aspect I Extended aspect(s)
I Extension I
Iseman. Imorpho I Distribution

Unmarked Present
{-0-...-a}

1
Progressive

{ni-...-0-...-a}

(all butR8)

Perfect
{-0-...-ire}

Resultative
{-0-...-ire}

: P.rogressive i + + All: RI-R7
L f~~~::.:~.~.:::.:~~} l 1.... . .
i Persistive ! + : + Runyoro (Rl),

~ J~.~~:::.:~.~~~:::.~.~L 1 l... 1 ~~~.??~?.~~) .

: J~~~).~:~.~~~~~~.L ~ ~ ..l. ~ .l ~~~~~~~ ..~~~ .
; Persistive . +! ; th

{-kiaa-/-c(i)aa-...-a} ! 0 ers: R3, R5-R8

Retrospective +: + . others: R3-R8

.......J~~~~!.~.:::.~~~~.L ..............•.................1... 1... .
Retrospective : + : + . Runyoro (Rl),

{-0-...-ire} Rutooro (R2)

Persistive Resultative + + others: R3-R8

i j~~~~!.~.~Q!.~~~:.::~~E~L l L. 1 .
: Persistive Resultative : + ; + . Runyoro (Rl),
i {ni-...-kiaa-/-caa-...-ire} i Rutooro (R2)

Retrospective : Remote Retrospective + + others: R3-R8

.......J(:~~~)~!.:::.~.~~~.!. l f ~:.~~.:::.:~~~} l .................•.................•..........................................
Retrospective . Remote Retrospective: i . Runyoro (Rl),

{-0-...-ire} ?? . Rutooro (R2)

It was pointed out in Chapter One that the markers {-a(a)-} and {-ire} pose a problem

in the analysis because of their functions in the T/A system. It was later argued that the two

forms are basically aspectual markers, developed at the first level of chronogenesis, which

later develop into tense markers, based on their cognitive attributes in the system(s). The

problem detected in this chapter with regard to {-a(a)-} is that it changes in both form (that

is, length and tone) and function (that is, between aspect and tense), as summarised below

(where (d) and (e) present dialectal differences):
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(94) Ruhaya
Affirmative
n-aa-gur-a
IS-T/A-buy-A

'I (have) bought'

Negative
ti-n-a-gur-a
NEG-Is-NP-buy-A
'I did not buy'

Tone & length of -a(a)
long H vs short H

b. n-a-gur-a-ge
IS-T/A-buY-A-well
'I (have) bought well'

n-a-gur-a e-bi-tabo
IS-T/A-buY-A books
'I (have) bought books'

ti-n-a-gur-a-ge short L vs short H
NEG-I S-NP-buY-A-well
'I did not buy well'

ti-n-a-gur-a bi-tabo short L vs short H
NEG-Is-NP-buy-A books
'I did not buy books'

d. n-aa-bi-gur-a
n-aa-bi-gur-a
IS-T/A-oM-buY-A
'I (have) bought them'

ti-n-a-bi-gur-a
ti-n-a-bi-gur-a
NEG-I S-NP-oM-buy-A
'I did not buy them'

long H vs short H
long HL vs short H

The cases cited above (and more or less similar cases in other Rutara languages), together

with the examples presented under §4.5.2, especially (64) and (65), illustrate the fact that the

marker {-a(a)-} changes its form in various contexts. It is realised as long in one case and

short in another, as high toned in one construction and low toned in another, and without tone

at all in Rutooro. (94d) and (94e) indicate further dialectal differences between the northern

dialect (HI: (94e» and the other dialects of Ruhaya (H2-H4: (94d». Of course, this is the

major reason why this study represents this marker as {-a(a)-}. These variations make one

wonder whether all these forms are underlyingly or historically a single marker, or if there

are several distinct markers which happen to have similar surface shapes in some cases. In

fact, in some cases, as in Rukiga, this marker is half long, [a'] as opposed to [a] and [a:].

This question will continue to be addressed in the following chapters in search ofa plausible
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answer. Nevertheless, one common feature has been established so far regarding the two

controversial markers {-a(a)-} and {-ire}. Both markers can function as tense ifthey are used

independently, or as leftmost T/A element, in a Vu. They cannot mark tense in a complex

or compound VU if they are preceded by any other formative.

(95) All except Runyoro/Rutooro
tense
tu-0-guz-ire
IP-T-buy-A
'We bought (yesterday)'

aspect
tu-a(a)-guz-ire
IP-T/A-buy-A

'We have already bought'

b. tu-a(a)-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A
'We bought earlier today'

tu-ki-aa-gur-a
IP-T/A-buy-A

'We are still buying'

From what we have seen so far, we can also conclude that there are at least four

perspectives from which aspect in Rutara languages can be defined, that is, a morphosyntactic

perspective, a cognitive perspective, a semantic perspective, and a syntactic perspective.

From a morphosyntactic point ofview, aspect can be expressed as those elements which can

either be used in the main verb of a compound verbal structure, or can occupy the rightmost

slot in the VU (excluding the initial slot which can only be occupied by either the Progressive

marker {ni-} or the initial negative marker {ti-}). Thus, should there be both aspectual and

tense markers, then aspectual markers will normally be all the rest after the leftmost marker

which marks tense. From the cognitive point of view (or chronogenetic, to be precise),

aspects express ET and (in Rutara languages) they belong to the first chronogenetic level.

From the semantic point of view, aspect is the expression of event time (tE) in relation to
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reference time (tR). Lastly, from a syntactic point of view, aspects are in syntagmatic

relationship with each other, and in paradigmatic relationship with tense.

We have also seen that despite all these definitions, the languages under study have

developed a way of assigning new semantic functions to formatives which already have

certain functions in a system. It is this feature, which we will call TIA recycling, which

creates the apparent asymmetry across paradigms and categories, and which appears to

provide clues to the original state of affairs in Proto-Rutara.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5. TENSES

5.1. Introduction

This chapter focuses on tense, so as to complete the T/A system analysis ofthe Rutara

group. As indicated in the previous chapters, there are at least five functional tenses, which

we named Remote Past (RP), Near Past (NPt), Memorial Present (MP), Near Future (NF),

and Remote Future (RF). The sixth tense category, Experiential Present (EP), is marked by

marker {-0-}. Below is a summary of the most common affirmative tense markers that we

have identified so far. Markers in negative constructions, however, are not included in this

table.

Table 5.1: A summary of affirmative tense markers in Rutara languages

Form Tense function Major distribution !Reference

They are, nevertheless, presented under their respective sections for each tense. Although

this lack of symmetry between affirmative and negative forms in itselfposes a challenge for

both the analysis and reconstruction, it is likely to provide clues for plausible answers
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regarding linguistic changes that took place across the group, as we pointed out in Chapter

Four.

As Table 5.1 indicates, the tense markers are not equally distributed in the group. In

the following sections, therefore, we will analyse the distribution and morphosemantic

functions of these formatives, for both affirmative and negative structures, leaving the

discussion regarding their major differences for Chapter Six.

Tense constructions for aspects other than Performative all have compound forms

auxiliary + main verb - in both affirmative and negative, except in the Experiential Present.

The simplest, though not always accurate, way oftesting a tense is to use temporal adverbials

which mark an abstract segmentation ofUT. In tenses related to past, for instance, we could

use the equivalent of ,long ago', 'last year', 'last month', 'ten days ago', 'yesterday', or 'last

night'; while for those related to non-past tenses we could use adverbials like 'now', 'this

evening', 'tonight', 'tomorrow', 'next week', 'sometime later' and the like. The best way,

of course, is to set up the matrix of a language T/A system indicating all paradigms and

categories as explained under §4.3. Then we can use such temporal adverbials to test forms

identified as T/A representatives and their markers. This is the method we have used in this

study and the forms thus selected to represent tenses are categorised in the following sections,

as they were introduced in previous chapters, especially in §1.8.3 and Table 5.1 above.
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5.2. Tense categories

5.2.1. Remote Past

The Remote Past tense (also commonly called Far Past) refers to events that took

place before yesterday, (see §5.2.2). The term Remote is preferred to Far because it captures

the concept oftime better than the latter, bearing in mind that, in Rutara languages, Remote

tenses tend to include indefinite time. The term Remote is also easily applicable to aspects

like Retrospective which, as will be argued later, appear to have had a historical connection

with the Remote Past tense. The following are examples ofthe Remote Past tense across the

group.

(96) Language Affirmative Negative
a. Runyambo tu-ka-gur-a ti-tu-ni-guz-ire
b. Ruzinza m-ka-gur-a ti-m-ra-guz-ire
c. Runyankore tu-ka-gur-a ti-tu-ra-guz-ire
d. Rukiga tu-ka-gur-a ti-tu-ra-guz-ire

Ruhaya m-ka-gur-a ti-tu-a-guz-ire
Rukerebe tu-ka-gur-a ti-tu-a-guz-ire

IP-T-buy-A NEG-IP-T-buy-A
g. Rutooro tu-ka-gfu-a tu-ta-gfu-e
h. Runyoro tu-ka-glir-a tu-ta-glir-e

IP-T-buy-A 1p-NEG-buy-A/MD
'we bought' 'we did not buy'

As (96) shows, affirmative Remote Past is marked by {-ka-} in all languages. The

negative forms, however, can be classified into three groups: those languages marked by

{NEG-...-ra-...-ire} like Runyambo, those marked by {NEG-...-a-...-ire} like Ruhaya, and those

by {NEG-...-0-...-e} like Rutooro. We then note that the form {NEG-...-ra-...-ire} in
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(96a-96d) resembles the aspectual form we described as Remote Retrospective (see §4.5.5).

Similarly, the form {NEG-...-a-...-ire} found in Ruhaya and Rukerebe (96e-f) is more or less

like the aspectual marker {-a(a)-...-ire} which is the most common form ofRetrospective in

the southern six languages. They only differ in two respects: first, the former has a shorter

vowel than the latter; and second, one is negative and the other affirmative. It should be

recalled that the corresponding negative forms for Remote Retrospective and Retrospective

(as presented in §4.5.5) are {NEG-...-ka-...-aga} and {NEG-...-ka-...-ire} respectively. Let us

compare these forms in the following table (where Remote Retrospective includes what we

defined as Experiential Retrospective, and the shade indicates forms which are not common

in Runyoro or Rutooro):

Table 5.2: Compound tense and aspectual forms with {-ka-}, {-ra-}, and {-ire}

Polarity I Retrospective I Remote Retrospective I Remote Past
tu-a(a)-guz-ire tu-ra-guz-ire tu-ka-gur-a

Affirmative 1 IP-A-buY-A IP-A-buY-A IP-T-buy

..........l...~~~ ..~~~~..~~.~~~~~ ..~~~.~~~:...l...:.~~.~;;~;;0~;~: ..~~~.~ ~~~..~~~.~~~.~ .
i ti-tu-ka-guz-ire ! ti-tu-ka-gur-aga . ti-tu-(r)a-guz-ire

Negative i NEG-IP-A-buy-A . NEG-IP-A-buy-A . NEG-IP-T-buy-A
i 'We have not yet bought' i 'We have never bought'! 'We did not buy'

This set of corresponding markers, {-ka-}, {-a(a)-}, and {-ire}, between tense and

aspect, therefore, suggests some historical relationship between the Negative Remote Past

tense and Retrospective aspects. This is one of our major concerns in the analysis and

investigation leading to the reconstruction of the proto-Remote Past tense, as pursued in the
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following chapter. The form {-NEG-...-0-...-e} found in Runyoro and Rutooro looks like an

affirmative subjunctive construction, as in {tu-0-gur-e} 'we should buy' or 'let us buy'. This

appears to complicate the issue because subjunctive constructions mark events which have

not yet taken place and are, therefore, not real, contrary to past events which are real and

complete, especially in the Performative aspect. This issue is discussed in details in §6.3.4

and §6.3.8. Therefore, what we need to do here is to establish the linguistic relationship

between all of these forms across history (see §6.3).

5.2.2. Near Past

The term Near Past is very common although it is not necessarily used in the same

way in different studies. It is mainly used in contrast with "Far Past" and "Immediate Past".

In traditional Bantu linguistics it is defined as a tense referring to "before today" (ef Botne

1981), thus calling for terms like hodiernal versuspre-hodiernal versuspost-hodiernal (from

Latin hodie 'today'), or with reference to 'yesterday', hence the term hesternal as coined by

Dahl (1985:126) from the Latin adjective hesternus meaning 'related to yesterday'.

However, defining tense based on temporal adverbials like 'yesterday' and 'today', has its

problems, as pointed out by Dahl (1985) himself. Such definitions are not entirely accurate

as explained below. First, in some cases, these terms referring to past tenses are confusing

the way they are used. Let us compare and consider the following definitions ofpast tenses.

According to Johnson's (1977) analysis, "Immediate Past" refers to events of earlier today,
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"Near Past" to yesterday's events, and "Far Past" to events that took place before yesterday.

Angogo (1980: 105), on the other hand, defines Luhya Past tenses as quoted below:

The past tense has three interpretations. The Near Past (NP)
incorporates action which has occurred within the past few
hours within the same nocturnal or diurnal time span. If the
action referred to took place before the night or day adjacent
to the present, even if it were only a few hours past, the
Immediate tense (IT) is used; this can extend over a period of
three or four weeks, before which the Far Past (FP)
construction is then employed.

The two studies indicate lack ofagreement on how they use the terms "Near" vs "Immediate".

Second, the reference of a tense like Near Past, at least in the Rutara languages, depends on

the nature of time segmentation. That is, if the action referred to occurs annually, for

instance, then Near Past could be used to refer to 'last year', with Remote Past marking the

'year before last', and 'this year' being marked by Present. In fact, even the term 'earlier

today' , used to define what we call Memorial Present in this study, is also misleading because

the interpretation of 'today' in Rutara languages, or Bantu languages in general, is

significantly different from its representation in English and similar languages. Comrie

(1985) warns against this practice of using the terms 'today, yesterday, tomorrow' and the

like in defining tense; he summarises the point we have raised here, which was also quoted

in §1.8.2. It is, therefore, better to define Near Past as a tense that refers to events which took

place before Memorial Present (§5.2.3) which is in turn closer to Experiential Present or
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speech event time, and of course with other factors contributing to the choice and meaning

of the tense and time used. Here are the forms of the Near Past tense in Rutara (97a-h):

(97)
a.
b.

d.

f.
g.
h.

Language
Ruhaya
Runyambo
Runyoro
Runyoro
Ruzinza
Rukerebe
Runyankore
Rukiga

Rutooro

Affirmative
tu-0-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire-ge
tu-0-guz-ire-ge
tu-0-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire
tu-0-guz-ire
IP-T-buy-A

tu-ka-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A

'we bought (yesterday)'

Negative
ti-tu-0-guz-ire
ti-tu-0-guz-ire
ti-tu-0-guz-ire-ge
ti-tu-0-guz-ire-ge
ti-tu-0-guz-ire
ti-tu-0-guz-ire
ti-tu-0-guz-ire
ti-tu-0-guz-ire
NEG-IP-T-buy-A

tu-ta-gur-e
IP-NEG-buy-A
'we did not buy (yesterday)'

The best example would be from Ruhaya and Rukerebe in which the speaker can optionally

use either Near Past (NPt) or Memorial Present (MP) (§5.2.3) to express the same event that

took place 'last night' or 'earlier today'. Suppose a person is reporting that Anne came last

night; they could use either of the following, where {-ija} versus {-izire} means 'come'

versus 'came':

(98)
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Ruhaya: 'She came last night'
i) Ana a-lZ-lre e-kiro

Anne 3s-come-NPt night
ii) Ana a-iz-ire o-mu-kiro

Anne 3S-come-NPt in-night

iii) Ana a-a-ija e-kiro
Ana 3s-MP-come night

... [aizireekiro]/[aizireekiro]
'Anne came at night'

... [aizir6mukiro]
'Anne came in the night'

... [yaij eekiro]/[yaijeekiro]
'Anne came at night'
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b.

iv) Ana a-a-ija o-mu-kiro
Ana 3s-MP-come in-night

Rukerebe:
i) a-a-goba bwanencha

3s-MP-land morning

... [yaij6mukiro]
'Anne came in the night'

[yagoba bwaaneenca]
'He landed (early) this morning'

ii) a-gob-ire bwanencha
3s-land-NPt morning

(Botne, 1987:34)
'He landed (early) this morning'

If the speaker wants to imply that in coming at night Anne was late, then (98a iii-iv) would

be used, which pulls the event time nearer to the speaker in time, as opposed to (98a i-ii) and

(98b ii) which push it back towards 'yesterday'. Thus, the contrast between the two does not

necessarily depend on the real occurrence of the event in time, but rather on the pragmatic

function(s) of the forms as well, which includes the speaker's implication.

Six languages in the group use the form {-0-... -ire} for the Near Past, including

relative forms. Runyoro and Rutooro modify this form by adding the marker {-ge}, as in

(97c-d) (see also §5.2.3 below). Rutooro is different from the rest in that the Remote Past

formative {-ka-} also collocates with 'yesterday', as in (97i). This is not a real Near Past; it

is an extension of the marker to cover a larger scope in terms of its temporal reference. The

formation of negative constructions is simple and corresponds well with the affirmative

constructions. That is, they are formed by simply adding the negative marker initially as

shown in (97a-97g) above.

There is another use of the form {-ire}, whose meaning refers to an event that is yet

to take place. In Runyambo and Ruhaya, for instance, it could be used to issue a warning,
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as in the following example (where the verbs ku-tema and ku-teera mean 'to cut' and 'to

beat/hit' respectively):

(99) Mismatch between form and function:
a. Runyambo

n-ku-tem-ire!
IS-2S[OM]-cut-A
'Watch out! I might cut you!'

Literal meaning: 'I have cut you'

b. Ruhaya
n-ku-te-ire!
1S-2s[oM]-beat-A
'Watch out! I might beat you!'

Literal meaning: 'I have beaten you'

This usage should not be a surprise to us because there is an almost identical construction in

English, which represents a Non-Past event by using a Perfect marker, as in the construction

'I am gone'. This is a result of marking an incomplete event with Perfect (or Perfective),

which makes the form to function as Prospective or Future (ef §4.5.2). It should also be

noted that {-0-...-ire} is the aspectual marker for Resultative (and Retrospective in Runyoro

and Rutooro).

When the formative {-0-...-ire} is used in both auxiliary and main verb in one

compound verbal unit, which sounds like a "doubly completive" aspect, the total meaning of

the clause changes slightly. In this case, it means that the event did take place in the Past, and

it is over, and therefore, that fact no longer holds.

(l00)

b.

[HRT-Muzale]

m-ba-ire n-guz-ire .
m-be-ire n-guz-ire .
m-be-ere n-guz-ire .
ls-be-T ls-buy-A

(Ruhaya, Rutooro)
(Runyambo, Rukiga)
(Ruzinza, Rukerebe)
'I had bought ... '
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The statement given in (100) above simply means that the speaker had bought something but

that s/he, probably, no longer has that thing. Ofcourse, in this case, it is the fIrst {-ire} in the

auxiliary that represents tense and can be replaced by any other tense marker such as {-ka-}

(i.e. functionally, not morphosyntactically because {-ka-} and {-ire} occupy different T/A

slots in the verbal unit). The second {-ire} in the main verb marks aspect.

5.2.3. Memorial Present

The Memorial Present refers to an event that has occurred in a very recent past. Its

time frame can extend from a few seconds to several hours back of the same day or night.

Events represented by this tense are, therefore, recorded in immediate memory, and their

results might still be vivid, or have consequences for the current situation. In fact, it looks

like an extended aspect that has a temporal reference. This is a cognitive factor which

warrants the use of the same marker {-a(a)-} for both Memorial Present and Perfective. As

pointed out earlier, Johnson's (l977) analysis for the Kikuyu T/A system calls the tense

which behaves more or less like the one we are describing here "Immediate Past", marked

by {-ku-} in Kikuyu, which is rather confusing. In Rutara this tense is marked by {-a(a)-...-

a}, as in (lOla-f).

(l01)

b.

d.

[HRT-Muza/e]

Language
Ruhaya
Runyambo
Ruzinza
Runyankore
Rukiga

Affirmative
tu-a(a)-gur-a
tu-aa-gur-a
tu-aa-gur-a
tu-aa-gur-a
tu-aa-gur-a

Negative
ti-tu-a-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
ti-tu-aa-gur-a
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Rukerebe tu-a-gul-a
IP-T-buy-A

ti-tu-a-gul-a
NEG-IP-T-buy-A

g.
h.

Rutooro
Runyoro

tu-0-guz-ire-ge ti-tu-0-guz-ire-ge
tu-0-guz-ire-ge ti-tu-0-guz-ire-ge
IP-T-buy-A NEG-IP-T-buy-A
'we bought (today)' 'we did not buy (today)'

We have thus decided to call this tense Memorial Present rather than Near Past (as it is

commonly called in various Bantu grammars) for two reasons. First, there is a strong

semantic connection between what we call Present in general and this tense in most of the

languages under study. One ofthe supporting arguments for the above claim is that the same

formative which represents this tense {-a(a)-} appears to have a close relationship with the

completive aspects, which translate as 'we have (just) bought'.

The second reason is a cognitive one. The tense refers to events which, as pointed

out above, are recorded in working memory. Thus, the speaker recalls the event from

immediate memory which bridges the Experiential Present (see §5.2.4) and the real Pasts,

such as Near Past and Remote Past. The equivalent of its semantic reference in English is

the expression of an event that could optionally be referred to by two constructions, one

marked only aspectually and the other marked by tense. For instance, if Harry leaves, one

can refer to the event ten minutes later by either, 'Harry has left' (i.e. Present

Perfect/Retrospective aspect) or 'Harry left ten minutes ago' (i.e. Past tense).

The form {-0-oo.-ire-ge} in (lOlg-h) is based on its collocation with the temporal

adverbial 'today'. Thus, in Runyoro the form {-0-oo.-ire-ge} collocates with two adverbials,

'yesterday', as in (97c) and 'today', as in (lOlh). It is proposed here and discussed later in
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§6.3.1-6.3.2 that the form {-0-...-ire-ge} represents the Near Past, rather than Memorial

Present in both Runyoro and Rutooro. It is very interesting to note, however, that the form

{-0-...-ire-ge} does not appear in compound VUs like those indicated in (100) above. In

other words, it occurs with the Performative aspect (including relative), and not with other

aspects, as illustrated further below (see also §6.3.l for further discussion on {-ge}).

(l02) Memorial Present in Runyoro and Rutooro
Simple VU Compound VU
tu-0-guz-ire-ge tu-0-ba-ire ni-tu-kiaa-gur-a (*tu-ba-ire-ge ni-tu-kiaa-gur-a)
'We bought' 'We were still buying'

As indicated above, {-ge} does not occur on the auxiliary {tu-ba-ire} which is supposed to

bear the tense marker in the compound verb. It is for this reason that we start to suspect that

it is a very recent innovation that was employed for a particular semantic effect or contrast.

5.2.4. Experiential Present

The Experiential Present tense refers to very current time. It expresses the speaker's

experience, as one records events in mind. It fuses immediately into the Memorial Present,

which in turn fades into the Past. This tense differs morphologically from all the rest in that

it is not morphologically marked (for tense). The formatives that we see with this tense in

verbal constructions are aspectual markers only. The following list of examples provides

forms from the Progressive aspect in Experiential Present.
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(103) Language Affirmative Negative
a. Ruhaya n(i)-tu-0-glir-a ti-ru-(r)i-ku-gur-a
b. Runyankore n(i)-tu-0-glir-a ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a

Rukiga n(i)-tu-0-glir-a ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a
d. Rutooro n(i)-tu-0-gfu-a ti-tu-ri-ku-gfu-a

Runyoro n(i)-tu-0-glir-a ti-ru-(r)u-ku-gur-a
PROG-IP-T/A-buy-A NEG-IP-be-T/A-buY-A

f. Runyambo n(i)-tu-0-glir-a ti-ru-ku-gur-a
g. Ruzinza n(i)-tu-0-glir-a ti-ru-ku-gur-a

PROG-IP-T/A-buy-A NEG-IP-T/A-buy-A
h. Rukerebe tu-ku-gul-a ti-tu-ku-gul-a

IP-T/A-buy-A NEG-IP-T/A-buy-A
'we are buying' 'we are not buying'

The Experiential Present category is like the Performative forms in that both

categories consist of simple forms which do not bear functional tense or aspectual markers

respectively (see the table matrices in Appendix I). Lack ofa tense marker, however, makes

this category unstable with regard to reference time across the aspects with which it is used.

In the above examples, for instance, it is the formative {ni-} (or {-ku-} in the case of

Rukerebe) which indicates the Progressive aspect; the tense itself is marked by {-0-}. In

Chapter Six we will show that {-ku-} in Rukerebe derives from {-li-ku-} historically.

5.2.5. Near Future

This tense (NF) refers to an event that will take place later than the moment ofspeech;

it could be within the same day or on the following day. It, therefore, combines what we

would strictly call Immediate Future (from the moment of speech to a few hours later) and

Extended Near Future (extending from a few hours later until 'tomorrow'). However, as

presented in §5.2.4, the same principle of reference to UT that we attributed to Past tenses
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applies also for Future tenses. Thus, if temporal intervals are in terms of weeks, NF could

refer to 'next week', or 'next year' if they are in terms of years.

Negative
ti-tu-raa-gfu-e
ti-tu-aa-gfu-e
NEG-IP-T-buy-A
ti-tuu-0-gfu-e
ti-tu-0-gfu-e
NEG-IP-T-buy-A
ti-tu-ku-gur-a
NEG-IP-be-buy-A
ti-tu-0-gur-a
NEG-IP-T-buY-A
'we will not buy'

(104) Language
Runyambo

b. Rutooro

Ruhaya
d. Runyoro

Ruzinza

Rukerebe

h. Runyankore/Rukiga

Affirmative
tu-raa-gfu-a
tu-raa-gfu-a
IP-T-buy

tu-raa-gur-a
tu-raa-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A

tu-raa-(ba ni-tu)-gur-a
IP-T-(be PROG-IP)-buy-A

tu-raa-gur-a
IP-T-buy-A

'we will buy'
ni-tu-iza ku-gur-a
PROG-IP-come INF-buy-A
'we are coming to buy' = 'we will buy'

Almost all of these languages have three different possible sets of constructions for

the Near Future (NF) tense. The first type contains the formative {-raa-}, as in the

affirmative examples of (104) above. Runyambo maintains the formative {-raa-} in the

negative form as well. Rutooro replaces it with {-aa-}, while Ruhaya deletes it but lengthens

the vowel ofthe personal pronoun, thus {-tu-u-}, and Runyoro deletes the morpheme {-raa-}

without any other major modifications (although a more or less similar long vowel is detected

in Remote Future Habitual). The features found in Ruhaya resemble those found in Luganda

where the Near Future tense is marked as follows:
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(105) Luganda
m-naa-gul-a
IP-NF-buy-A
'We will buy'

te-m-u-gul-e
NEG-IP-T-buy-A
'We will not buy'

Describing this phenomenon in Ruhaya, Hyman and Byarushengo (1984) suggest that the

Near Future marker is {-raV-} where [-V-] represents a moraic vowel that only acquires

phonetic value depending on the preceding vowel, thus {-raV-} becomes [-raa-] and {-tuV-}

becomes [-tuu-], and so on. Most ofthese languages in (104) share the common feature that

their negative forms end in {-e}. Ruzinza and Rukerebe differ from the rest in that their

negative forms do not end in {-e}.

The second alternative ofthe NF constructions is to use the Progressive. It has been

observed that using the Progressive to express future events is a common linguistic

phenomenon not only in Bantu languages, but also in many other languages of the world.

The reason for this is related to that given for using the Perfect and Perfective to represent

Future events. In this case, a non-past event which is only complete in the mind is

necessarily in the Future. For instance, many speakers ofRuzinza would use the forms {ni-

tu-gur-a nenca} 'we are buying tomorrow' or {tu-raa-ba ni-tu-gur-a nenca} 'we will be

buying tomorrow' for this tense. The former is also common in other languages like Ruhaya.

Ruzinza's NF negative uses {-ku-}, while Rukerebe has a simple unmarked form. In fact,

these are negative forms of the seemingly Progressive form, as analysed in §6.5.2.

The third type ofNF contains the lexical verb {ku-ija, ku-iza, ku-iza} 'to come',

which forms the auxiliary, followed by the main verb (see (104h)). This is a compound form
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as opposed to the simple forms found elsewhere in the same aspectual category of

Performative. This construction is also found in other languages ofthe group, for example:

{-ija ku-gur-a} or {-iza/-iza ku-gur-a} 'come to buy'. The auxiliary {-ija} or {-iza, -iza}

'come' is a lexical verb which is not totally grammaticalised (as is the verb to 'be', which

appears elsewhere in the systems). However, the verb in this context has already undergone

some semantic erosion in that it does not mean exactly 'to come', but rather 'being about to'.

Taylor (1985: 168) distinguishes the two forms ofNear Future (NF) in "Runyankore-Rukiga"

by using the terms "indicative" versus "participial" mood, using the verb {ku-kora} 'to work',

as in {ni-ba-ija ku-kora} 'they will work' versus {ba-raa-kor-e} 'that they will work'

respectively. He distinguishes the two in terms oftheir morphosyntactic behaviour, such that,

the participial (or hypotactic) "features in almost all subordinate clauses in the language" and

is associated with, but not restricted to, relative forms. Therefore, we now know that both

{ni-...-ija} and {-raa-} are used to mark NF in Runyankore and Rukiga, and their differences

are, by and large, more morphosyntactic than morphosemantic.

There are different ways of expressing the NF, both morphosyntactically and

semantically, depending on the temporal focus as well as the determinateness ofthe event in

the mind. In fact, there are at least three different ways of expressing the Near Future tense

in Rutara languages. Apart from the two types given above, Present Progressive (§4.5.6) is

also used to mark Near Future events. Sometimes the semantic difference between the three

types is so subtle that it is difficult to decipher. Ofcourse, this phenomenon ofusing various
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ways to express (Near) Future events is also common in other languages. In English, for

instance, the Progressive aspect is used just as in Rutara:

(106) English
a. I will leave tomorrow morning.
b. I am leaving tomorrow morning.

I will be leaving tomorrow morning.

There is a T/A marker that appears in the Near Future Imperative, which looks like

the Future marker presented above. It differs only in length: thus, it is relatively shorter than

the Future marker; that is, {-ra-} Near Future Imperative versus {-raa-} Future, as

exemplified by (107) from Ruhaya (and also illustrated in Table 5.3 below).

(108) mu-ni-gur-a
2P-T/A-buy 'You should buy'

The difference in tone for {-raa-} versus {-ni-}, in Ruhaya, reminds us of the argument

presented in the last chapter regarding the problem of assigning tone to a particular

morpheme in this T/A analysis. Given that the verb {ku-gur-a} 'to buy' is not marked by a

high tone, but marked throughout the Future tense(s), it follows that the H tone should belong

to the tense, as suggested earlier under § 4.5.1. This is supported by Hyman and Byarushengo

(1984) who, for instance, assign "<H>" to the FV ofall Near Future forms. The only problem

is that they assign these H tones to particular morphemes in the paradigm which looks

deceptively like they were underlying tones.
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5.2.6. Remote Future

The last tense that appears in these systems is Remote Future (RF). The same reasons

that we put forward for the use ofthe term Remote with Past also apply here. This (RF) tense

marks events that take place any time from tomorrow up to an indefinite future. Its

realisation in the eight languages of Rutara has two forms of representation, as indicated

below:

(108) Language Affirmative Negative
a. Rukiga tu-ria-gur-a ti-tu-ri-gur-a
b. Runyankore tu-ria-gur-a ti-tu-ri-gur-a

Ruzinza tu-raa-gur-a ti-ru-ri-gur-a
d. Ruhaya tu-ri-gfu-a ti-ru-ri-gur-a

Runyambo tu-ri-gfu-a ti-tu-ri-gur-a
f. Rutooro tu-ri-gfir-a ti-tu-ri-gfir-a
g. Rukerebe tu-ri-gul-a ti-ru-ri-gul-a
h. Runyoro tu-ri-gfu-a ti-tu-ri-gfu-a

IP-T-buy-A NEG-IP-T-buy-A
'we will buy' 'we will not buy'

There are three major markers, {-ria-} in Runyankore and Rukiga, pronounced [rya:]/[rya'],

{-raa-} in Ruzinza, and {-ri-} in all the other languages. In some dialects of Ruhaya (esp.

H4) {-raa-} is also used to mark the Remote Future as in Ruzinza. The negative, however,

is more uniform than the affirmative: all the languages have the form {-ri-}. Runyankore and

Rukiga appear also to have the option ofusing the marker {-ria-} in negative forms; however,

this alternative is limited to some sub-dialects and mainly to non-compound forms. Taylor

(1985) analyses the form turyagura as indicative and turigura as participial. It is this which

leads us to the following proposition. Given that affirmative and negative constructions have
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Remote Future

proven to be symmetrical in most cases (and reasons for apparent asymmetry will be given

in the following chapter), it would not be unreasonable to argue that the affmnative marker

{-ria-} and its counterpart negative marker [-ri-] in Runyankore and Rukiga are related.

Thus, it would also follow that {-ria-} (commonly represented as -rya- orthographically) is

morphologically segrnentable into two parts, {-ri-a-}, and that, probably, the negative simply

deletes (or deleted diachronically) the second element of the morpheme, hence, {-ri-a-} >

{-ri-}. This kind of analysis appears to have problems which are addressed later in this

chapter. Besides, we cannot determine the quality of the second vowel, whether it is

underlyingly long or short. Whether it is short, as in {-ri-a-} or long, as in {-ri-aa-}, the

surface form will be the same after the gliding process, thus [-ryaa-]. We will, arbitrarily,

select the short one, hence: /-ri-a-/. Once this principle is accepted, it would then be applied

to the entire group in order to account for the differences between {-ri-a-} and {-ri-}.

There are also T/A markers that appear in Hortative constructions which look like the

Future markers {-ra(a)-, -ri-a-, -ri-} presented above. The following table summarises these

markers from Present to Remote Future.

Table 5.3: Hortative markers

Language Present I Near Future I
Aff. I Neg. I Aff. I Neg. I Aff. I Neg.

~.~.~~.~~.?~ ~~.~~?~~~..l~~.~~~~.~~~~.~.j.~~.~~~~.?~.~~~.j~~~~~~~.~~.~~~~.~ ..l~~.~~~~.~~.~~~~l~.~~.~~~~~~.~~~~.~ .....
Ruhaya mu-gur-e imu-ta-gur-a imu-nl-gur-a imu-taa-ku-gur-a imu-ri-gur-a imu-ta-ri-gur-a

.•.~~~i~~. 7i~~:iI7;~:l~t!~f~~f:t:~~1:~~':t~~ij~l~f~;f:t:}jfj:~i:ttj:~:
Gloss ·································,·y·~~·~h~·~i"d"·(~~t)·b~y;······~·;······-:i~t·y~~··(·~~t)·b~y·;············· .
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With reference to Table 5.3 above, only the structure {mu-gur-e} (which belongs to the

Present tense, or Non-Past in general, and tends to extend its usage into Future) and its

negative are the same in the three sample languages. The other two forms show significant

differences between their affirmative and negative counterparts on the one hand, and also

between one and another.

There are at least four points to be addressed here with regard to Near Future and

Remote Future. The first issue concerns the disappearance of the marker {-ra-} which

appears in Near Future affirmative but not in negative constructions. Second, and within the

same tense, is lengthening of the vowel of the negative marker {-ta-} which is long in

Ruhaya and Ruzinza, thus {-taa-}. But, from a different perspective, this could also be

regarded as the introduction of another vowel, thus re-analysed as {-ta-a-}, if we can justify

that they are really two morphemes rather than one. Alternatively, that extra vowel could be

associated with the moraic [-V-] proposed by Hyman and Byarushengo (1984) which we

presented above. The third issue is the apparent insertion ofthe infinitival {-ku-} in the Near

Future Negative form. Fourth and last, the Remote Future affirmative is different in the three

languages, thus {-ria-, -ra-, -ri- }, all of which have one similar form in negative

constructions, {-ri-}. The morpheme {-ria-} in Runyambo resembles the Remote Future

marker found in Runyankore and Rukiga in (108) above, which we argued contains two

morphemic elements {-ri-a-}, but where, it seems, Runyambo does not lengthen the vowel

after gliding in this context. There is no doubt that it is the same morpheme we see here,

given the morphosemantic functions of the marker in both cases. With regard to the vowel
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length, the above examples suggest that, probably, affirmative imperative and/or Hortative

forms do not allow long vowels, hence, {-raa-} > {-ra-}, {-riaa-} > {-ria-}. But it is not quite

clear if this is entirely true. We, therefore, need to establish the historical relationships

between the Future markers: {-riaa-, -ria-, -raa-, -ra-, -ri-}. Given their morphosemantic

functions, we will first propose here that these are, in fact, two formatives to be represented

as {-ri-(a-), -ra(a)- }.35 The issue is pursued further in the following chapter. One interesting

feature is that this is the only tense in which the negative Performative ends with {-a} in all

languages; all the other tenses end with either {-ire} or {-e}. The Memorial Present

negative ends with {-a} in six languages but with {-ire-ge} in Runyoro and Rutooro.

5.3. Conclusion

From what has been presented so far, and by using the same framework that we

applied to aspect in the previous chapter, we have been able to demonstrate that tenses in the

Rutara group can be defined from four perspectives, that is, morphosyntactically,

semantically, cognitively, and syntactically. Morphosyntactically, a tense marker is the

leftmost formative in the verbal unit (VU). Consequently, in the case ofa compound VU,

the tense marker should be in the auxiliary which, in that case, is the first verbal element of

the compound VU. In cases where slot (2) is unmarked, then slot (3) can bear the tense

marker in that VU, as in the case of {-0-...-ire} in, for instance, {tu-guz-ire} 'we bought'.

35 The presentation {-ra(a)-} indicates that the formative varies in terms ofthe vowel
length. In Near Future Hortative forms, for instance, it appears as {mu-ra-gur-a} 'let you [2P]
buy', as opposed to {mu-raa-gur-a} 'you will buy'. Our analysis thus regards the two
markers {-ra-} and {-raa-} as allomorphs of the same Near Future tense marker {-raa-}.
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Once {-ire} has assumed the role of a tense marker, then no other marker can precede it,

unless that other marker is itself a tense marker. An example of a VU in which a formative

precedes {-ire} to function as a tense marker is {ti-tu-ra-guz-ire} 'we did not buy'

(Runyankore, Rukiga, Runyambo, Ruzinza). In this case, {-ra-} behaves like a tense marker.

When that happens, the VU is said to contain a complex marker: {(ti-)...-ra-...-ire}.

Such complex tenses with {-ire} tend to complicate the constructions in terms of

analysis. For instance, we now see {-ra-} (which elsewhere marks aspect) marking tense in

{ti-tu-ra-guz-ire} 'we did not buy', but {-ka-} failing to mark tense in {ti-tu-ka-guz-ire} 'we

have not yet bought'. Negative constructions are thus complicated because their

morphosemantic interpretations depend on what exactly is negated: tense, aspect, or both.

Generally, there are three categories which can have such compound forms. These are:

negative forms, hypothetical events, and relative constructions, as summarised in the table

below.

Table S.4: Tensed and un-tensed compound formatives

Category Example Gloss and functional tense Distribution

ti-tu-ra-guz-ire 'we did not buy' ! R3-R5 R7

a. Negative 1 1 (Remo~~·~~~~!.······· ..····.. ·· ..···1····..·············~·· .
i ti-tu-ka-guz-ire i 'w.e h~ve not yet bought' . ! all: R1-R8
! ! (ExpenentIal Pres. Retrospective) !

.~: ·~;~~~~~~~~~~T§:~~~~~~:~~:~~i.~~:~~:~I::::':~~:i.~~~:~:~~~~::~~i.~~<~~i~~~:::::T:::::::~:~:~~!:::::::::
l tu-a-ka-guz-ire i 'we could have bought' (Past) iRukerebe (R8)

......~~~~~~~~ ..·..·~ ..·..~~·~~~~~·~~:~~·~~~ ....r·;th~~~~~~j:~~·fti~~~~~~ght;"·~ .......~~.~~~.........
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As pointed out above, not all formatives in slot (2), in Table 5.4, are real tense

markers, although all forms can be used in the functional tense as represented by the total

meaning of the VU. In the negative constructions, for instance, not all the formatives in slot

(2) are tense markers. Some are aspectual markers working in conjunction with {-ire}, to

represent complete events (i.e. completive aspect(s)), whose completion, however, is denied

by the negative element {ti-}. In the hypothetical constructions, for instance, {-a(a)-} is

meant to perform a tense function and, together with {-ire}, represents complete events.

However, the intervening elements ({ -ka-} in Rukerebe and {-ku-} in others), suppress its

potential ability to express tense. As a result, the two forms {tu-a-ka-guz-ire} and {tu-a(a)

ku-guz-ire} remain complete only in the mind (rather than being real events). The marker

{-a(a)-} relates the event to an unspecified temporal reference, the event which did not take

place in real time. Nevertheless, time can be expressed for events by using temporal

adverbials, as in "yesterday we could have bought books". This is what we referred to as

partial suspension ofa T/A marker's deictic attribute. T/A in relative constructions tends to

function in virtually the same way as the normal (indicative) constructions discussed

elsewhere in this study. Thus, in Table 5.4, the form {-aa-...-ire} represents the Retrospective

aspect as analysed in §4.5.5 and §4.8.

From the cognitive point of view, on the other hand, tenses belong to Level II

(chronogenetically). Consequently, this leads us to the semantic explanation that they

[tenses] express temporal references ofevents, along both time in the real world and time in

the mind; this causes tenses to be regarded as deictic elements of verbs. We have seen that
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temporal adverbials can be used to test tenses for their ability to express time. The problem,

as evident from Table 5.4, is that even hypothetical constructions can also pass that test, even

though their representation of time is not similar to that of real tenses. Lastly there is the

syntactic explanation oftenses, that they are in paradigmatic relationship with each other, but

in syntagmatic relationship with aspects. Consequently, there cannot be more than one tense

inaVU.

From the analysis and definition(s) of tense presented in this chapter, together with

what was presented in previous chapters, we can summarise the conditions under which a

formative is to be classified as a tense marker, based on the principles we proposed in our

discussion, namely morphosyntactic behaviour, chronogenetic staging, and temporal

reference. The following table tests the tense markers we identified using these conditions,

in relation to occurrence in the auxiliary (AV), their position in the verbal unit (VU), their

expression of temporal reference in Universe Time (UT).

Table 5.5: Necessary and sufficient conditions of tense

Condition -ka- i-a(a)-i -raa- i -ra- i-ri- i-ri-a- i-irei-ire-ge

.~:. ~~~.~..~~..!'::.Y...~~.~~:~.~~~~~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l..: l. ~ l..::. ..l ~ .
b. Occupies the leftmost slot in the VU i + i + i + i + i + i + i + i +

:~::: ~::ri:~i~~~i[i~;i?b~::~\~i~~i::Qt.::r:::::::::::T:::::::T::::::::r::::r::::r:::::::r:i.::r:::::::::::
Function (tense) i RP : MP: NF RF NPt

What we gather from Table 5.5 is that, although these attributes are necessary for a formative

to be a real tense marker, failure to satisfy all of them does not prevent a formative from
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marking tense. We can therefore conclude that none ofthese conditions is in itself sufficient

for a formative to function as a real tense marker; nor can one condition alone be sufficient

to define T/A. It is the totality of these conditions (plus the syntactic definition or condition

which is not included in the table), together with the total meaning of a given VU, that are

necessary to distinguish real tense markers from functional ones on the one hand, and to

distinguish tense from aspect, on the other. The systems are highly flexible in terms of

assigning T/A roles to formatives, as we have seen in the case of {-a(a)-}, {-ire}, {-ra-}, and

{-ka-}, when they are used alone versus when they are in compound with other markers. It

is this flexibility that allows a language to employ the T/A recycling mechanism, in the

development of T/A. But this again leads to another problem of what looks like a fuzzy

phenomenon, not only in the Rutara languages, but also in other languages ofthe world. The

same issue was raised by Chatterjee (1988:22) for Slavic languages: "aspectual functions

shade offinto modal and tense functions in Slavic and in other languages, i. e., there are items

that could be seen as formally aspectual but functionally modal or deictic in time reference".
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CHAPTER SIX

6. RECONSTRUCTION

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we compare and contrast formatives and their categories as presented

and discussed in the preceding two chapters. It is this comparison which will lead us to the

reconstruction of the Proto-Rutara T/A system. In other words, we are trying to answer the

following question: what did the Proto-Rutara T/A system look like in its basic categories

and formatives? In the previous chapters we mainly dealt with similarities between the T/A

systems of the eight sample languages. However, we also pointed out some significant

differences which we suggested would be important for reconstruction. We will, therefore,

concentrate on these differences together with the similarities, in order to work out the

original state of affairs. Our approach for the reconstruction is based on the following

premises, which were developed from the previous chapters:

A. All eight sample languages developed from one proto-language system which we

have called Proto-Rutara.

B. The Proto-Rutara T/A system was relatively more symmetrical than what we see in

its daughter systems today; (ef the Near Past and Memorial Present which are more

symmetrical than other T/As).36

36 Apart from the Retrospectives, Near Future, and Past/Future Progressive, all other
relative clauses in Ruhaya are symmetrical between affirmatives and their respective negative
counterparts (ef "Appendix I" in Hyman and Byarushengo 1984: 93-99).
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C. The current polar asymmetry which we see in these languages (i.e. between

affirmatives and negatives) should have developed mainly through what we have

called the T/A recycling mechanism, as a result of morphosemantic and

morphosyntactic flexibility with regard to the form, meaning and functions ofthe T/A

formatives. 37

D. The changes that have occurred in these languages are a result of various linguistic

processes or phenomena, which have either synchronic or diachronic explanation(s),

or both. By analysing these processes and their underlying mechanisms, we can

establish, or confirm, some principles of reconstruction which are applicable to the

Rutara languages (see §6.7).

E. By putting together the two parts, the symmetrical and the asymmetrical, of each

language, and then by comparing the eight language systems, we should be able to

reconstruct the Proto-Rutara T/A system.

In order to achieve these goals, we will first summarise our findings in terms of the

categories and formatives that we established in the previous chapters, and which will be

used as the basic tools for the reconstruction. In our analysis ofT/A we have proposed that

formatives assume morphosemantic functions at three levels.

37 The major problem with this premise is to account for those cases of asymmetry
which existed before Proto-Rutara. These might have not left traces in the contemporary
languages.
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At level one, we have the basic VU, which contains single formatives. Each

formative can thus be assigned (or expresses) a basic meaning (or meanings in the case of

syncretism). Level two basically consists of complex VUs, which contain two or more

formatives. These formatives (in a single VU) together perform one temporal or aspectual

function and are, therefore, regarded as one marker. The third level consists of compound

VUs (i.e. AV + MV), in which both temporal and aspectual multiple formatives work

together for the total meaning of the clause. We will use the two most versatile formatives

{-a(a)-} and {-ire} as illustrations in the following table (where the first column indicates the

morphosemantic levels ofT/A integration).

Table 6.1: The integration of the morphosemantic functions of {-ire} and {-a(a)-}

Framework & I IFunction Example Gloss & Distribution

o stem: {-R-a} -gur-a ibuy (R1-R8)

{-0-...-ire} tu-guz-ire iwe have bought (R1-R2), (R3-R8)

..............~~~~~~~ .l~~::~:?~:i.~(3~~~~:~i.:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: .
{-a(a)-...-a} 1wehavejustbought (R1-R8)

Memorial Present tu-a(a)-gur-a [~~"b~~ght""(R3~R8)""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

II
{-a(a)-...-ire}
Retrospective

tu-aa-guz-ire iwe have already bought (R3-R8)

{ {-0- -ire}- L. ~~~.~.~:.~~~..~~~.~~~~~.~~ 1~~..~~?..~9.~.~~~ ..~~~~~~? ..~.?!.... ..
{-0- -ire} } L ~~~.~.~:~~~..~~~.~~~~~.~~ 1~~..~~?..~9.~.~~!.9~:?.)? ..(~~}~~!... .

...~~~..~.~~~..~.~~~~c~ l ~~.:~~~~.~~.~~~~~~:.~~~ 1~~..~~?.~9.~.~~~ ..~~?.~~~!. ..
III { {-0-...-ire}- l..~~.~~~~~.~~.~~.~~~.~~~.~~.~~~ l~~..~.~?..~~~~.~?~.~~.~~~~.~~~~~~: ..~~.~ ..

{-~~~.~::~} } l..~~.~~~~~.~~.~~.~~~.~~~~~.~~~ l~~..~~?.~~.~~.~?~.~~.~~~~.~~~!.: ..~~~.:!:.~!. ..
Retrospective ~ tu-be-ere tu-aa-guz-ire ~we had already bought (R7-R8)
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Thus, the respective functions of the formatives in Table 6.1 in their levels are: Level I

contains the simple markers {-ire} and {-a(a)-} which have various functions as indicated in

the table, namely Perfect, Perfective, Resultative, and Memorial Present. At Level II, the

markers become complex by incorporating the two formatives, {-aa-} and {-ire}, which

together mark Retrospective in six languages (R3-R8). Level III contains compound verbal

units (VUs), which are either simple from the first level, as in {tu-ba-ire tu-guz-ire} 'we had

bought', or are a combination of Level I and II, as in {tu-be-ere tu-aa-guz-ire} 'we had

already bought'. It is also possible to have both internal VUs ofa compound marker in Level

III from Level II, as in {tu-a-ku-ba-ire tu-aa-guz-ire} 'we could have already bought'. Thus,

the meaning of a formative depends on the composition of the VU in which it is used; and

the meaning of a VU depends on the formatives which constitute it. It appears that this

integration of morphosemantic functions is in agreement with the chronogenetic staging of

the Rutara verbal system, as illustrated in §1.8.5: (5).

6.2. Categories and formatives

Throughout this study we were able to establish a number oftenses and aspects, some

of which are marked and others not. Let us summarise all these tenses and aspects here, in

order to clarify the degree of their resemblance and parallelism across the eight languages

studied. We will use Tables 6.2-6.3 to summarise the major tenses and aspects ofthe Rutara

group, as introduced in the previous chapters. The representation of the T/A frameworks

indicates the two T/A slots (slot 2 and 3), in order to make the comparison and contrast easy.
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Consequently, the {-0-} marker and the neutral FV {-a} are also included whenever the slots

(2 and 3) are not occupied by any other specific T/A marker. Slot (1) is predictable in that

it can only be filled by either the Progressive marker {ni-} or the negative markers {ti-/-ta-}.

Therefore, it is indicated only when there is a marker occupying the slot. Table 6.2 includes

relative forms for the Remote Past only, because all other categories are relatively

symmetrical between relatives and their counterpart affirmatives or negatives.

Table 6.2: A summary of the basic tense markers in Rutara languages

Tense Affirmative I Negative I Distribution
\ {ti-oo.-ra-oo.-ire} \R3-R4, R5, R7

a1.I.· Remote Past i {-ka-oo.-a} !..···..··..··..·{ti~:·.·:~·~~::·.·~·i~~}···············r··· ..··R6jis··········
i················{·~t~~:· ..:~0'~·..::~~'}······· ..···..··r···.. ···Rl~Ri··········

a2·1 R:~~;i~:st 1··········..···~~:~:·:·:~1~:}··············~·· ..··········\~t:~·.:::-!~::<i~:J ..···..···..··t·····~t:·k:!·· ..·
b. i Near Past {-0-...-ire} ; {ti-oo.-0-oo.-ire} ; R3-R8

·······{·~0~::·.·~i~~(~g~)}·········~·········..·{ti~:·.·:~0·~:·":~i~~~g~}············:·········Rl~Ri··"···"·
Memorial

Present
{-a(a)-...-a} {ti-...-a(a)-...-a} R1-R8

Remote ~~~~~~~::.:~.~!. j 1~~~::.:~~~~:::.~.~f. l ~~::-:~~ .
Future {-ri-oo.-a}: {ti-oo.-ri-oo.-a} iR1-R2, R5-R8
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Table 6.3: A summary of the basic aspectual markers in Rutara languages

Aspect I Affirmative I Negative I Distribution

b. Performative {-0-...-a} {ti-...-0-...-a} RI-R8

Perfect / Resultative i {-0-...-ire} {ti-...-0-...-ire} RI-R8

d. Perfective {-a(a)-...-a} {ti-...-a(a)-...a} RI-R8

R7i {ti-...-ka-...-ire} !{-ara-...-ire}

i .??.......... i {ti- -ka- -aga} i RI-R2
{-ra-...-ire} ..........T.. {ti~:·.· ..~·k~~· :~~g~·j" ..r·......·R3·~R8· ........·

h. ~ Experiential
Retrospective

Retrospective ! J~g.~::.-ire} 1 {ti- -ka- -ire} 1 RI-R2
.......•............................................... : {-a(a)- -ire} r····{ti~::·.·~k~·~:·..:~i~~f· .. i··········Rj"~R8··········

: !?? i {ti-...-ka-...-ire} i RI-R2
..~: ..j~~~~~~..~.~~~~.~~~.~~.~~.~ :···············{~~~~· ..:~i~~·}·· ···········~·····{t·i~::· ..~k~~:·..:~i~~f···~·········i~j"~R:8"·········

: Far Remote
g. Retrospective

Persistive

. {-ki-aa-...-a} i {ti-...-ki-(aa-)...-a} i R2-R4, R6
:..·· .. ··· ..{·~ki~(~~~)::· ..~·~}· ..········r···..{ti~::·..~ki·~· :~~'j'······r··· ..·····R3·:·R8·····..···
:· ..··..··..··{~ki~~~~:· ..:~~·}·············T······{ti~::· ..~ki·~· :~~·}·· ..···r··········R5:·R7··········
:· ..·····{~i~:· ..:~ki~·~~:· ....~~}········r ..····{ti~ .. :·..~ki·~· :~~·}·······~··· Ri~R5

:·····..····{~i·~· ....:~ki~::·..~~}···········r······{ti~ .. :·..~ki·~· :~~·} ············R3············..

j. !Persistive Resultative 1.·.•• {n.ri~i~~;~~Wr} •••••!••.•••••••.·•••. H•••••••••·.•••.•• ;••••••••.~~~! ••.••••••
k. ! Habitual i••••••.·••·.·i!~;:;;~iL ••••••••j .••j~:.~::~::;;ii •••j••••••.•• :-.~f:: ••.••.•••

! {-T/A-...-aga} ! {ti-... -T/A-...-aga} !Rl- R4, R6, R8

6.3. From reflexes to proto-forms

In this section we are faced with two major tasks: first, to reconstruct the proto-forms

based on the data we have presented in the preceding section; second, to trace and show the

historical changes undergone by the Rutara sample languages to develop the T/A forms
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documented in this study. Some ofthe markers, however, are so transparent that they do not

require the second stage of analysis, and are, therefore, limited to the first stage only. The

organisation of the following sections is based on the complexity of the markers involved,

as well as the relationship between one category and another.

6.3.1. Near Past

As we have seen, the Near Past (NPt) is expressed in different ways in the group. Six

languages (R3-R8) have the form {-0-...-ire} while Runyoro (R1) has the form {-0-...-ire-

ge}. Rutooro has {-ka-...-a} which deceptively looks like Near Past because it can be used

with the temporal adverbial "yesterday". This is exactly the same form for Remote Past.

Given that the form {-ka-...-a} marks the Remote Past in all languages, it follows that

Rutooro (R2) extended it to cover a larger temporal sphere. We have also seen that the final

element {-ge} which is attached to {-0-...-ire} in Runyoro and Rutooro (Memorial Present)

does not apply to some verbs. Thus, {-0-...-ire(-ge)} collocates with "earlier today" in only

one language, and its function has a semantic constraint. For instance, it is not used for

prolonged events such as 'staying' and 'living'. It is, however, used in relative clauses, as

indicated below. These functions and constraints are summarised in the examples below.

(109)
Brief event (indicative)

ba-fi-irege
3P-die-NPt
'they died'

HRT-Muzale

Relative form

a-ba-guz-irege
REL-3P-buy-NPt

'those who bought'

Extended event (indicative)

tu-ika-ire Kampala
IP-stay-NPt LOC

'we stayed in Kampala'
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These three functional and distributional limitations, therefore, are good indicators that the

attachment of {-ge} is an innovation of this language. As pointed out earlier, {-ge} and its

phonetic variants [-ge, -gye, -Je] are used in the other languages to mean 'well', but not in

R1-R2. Therefore, given the meaning ofthe clitics {-ge, -gye, -je} in those other languages,

and the semantic role and constraints of {-ge} in R1-R2, we consider all these clitic forms

to be reflexes of the same morpheme historically. That same clitic assumed the tense role in

R1-R2 for the temporal representation of the event, rather than its original representation of

manner. It was assigned this new role in order to distinguish between complete events which

only need a brief recording moment, and therefore a short working memory, such as 'see',

'fall', 'jump' and 'buy', versus complete events which need an extended recording moment

and therefore involve an extended working memory, as for 'staying', 'waiting for', aI1d

'travelling'. This mechanism is cognitively based, and is explained as follows, where the

diagrams represent the Event Time (ET).

(110)

(A)

manner: "how"

E T
1----------1

'well'

*{-ge}

(B)

duration: "how long"

ET
1---1

brief ET

{-0-...-ire-ge}

(C)

duration: "how long"

E T
1------------------1

extended ET

{-0-...-ire}

The use of {-ge} in (A) as an adverb ofmanner for the event was the original function ofthis

marker in Proto-Rutara; and it could be used for all events that ended 'well'. In (B) and (C)
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the focus changes from the manner to the duration ofthe event, which are cognitively related.

The two sets ofET differ in that the former takes a briefmoment while the latter is extended

in time and therefore needs an extended working memory to keep track of the event. When

the ET is as brief as in (B), its duration, that is, its internal view, becomes so negligible that

the event is only viewed as a point of reference in time, and therefore considered from its

external view, and is recorded thus in the memory. Consequently, it can be represented by

a tense marker; and that is what we have in (B). On the contrary, the temporal points E and

Tin (C) are set so far apart that in some cases they may not even belong to the same memory

category nor to the same tense category with regard to the segmentation of UT in the

language. That is, the event ends when its inception lies in the Remote Past, and is therefore

long recorded in the retentive memory, rather than lying within the same span ofExperiential

Present and therefore being in the current working memory. In that case, it becomes difficult

to express such events with a tense, because they maintain their internal view. It is for this

reason that verbs expressing such events could not carry this innovative marker. Thus, the

marker {-ge} began as an adverbial clitic, developed into a T/A formative, and then lost its

original function in RI-R2. It should be pointed out, however, that the difference in duration

of the ET differs from one verb to another, and also from one situation to another. The

decision regarding which verbs should or should not take the marker is a matter ofdiscourse.

We, therefore, conclude thatthe Proto-Rutara Near Past was only marked by *{-0-...

ire}, and that its extension by the clitic {-ge} is an innovation of Runyoro/Rutooro for the

Near Past.
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6.3.2. Memorial Present

This tense, the Memorial Present (MP), is marked by {-a(a)-...-a} in six languages

(R3-R8). The form {-0-...-ire-ge} appears in Runyoro and Rutooro refers to events that took

place earlier on the same day, as in 'I bought earlier today'. The arguments raised for {-ge}

with respect to Near Past hold here as well. If we base our analysis of this tense on the

temporal adverbials "yesterday" and "earlier today" in relation to the other six languages

(R3-R8), then {-0-...-ire(-ge)} deceptively marks MP in Runyoro and Rutooro (RI-R2).

However, this form {-0-...-ire-ge} represents the NPt, as {-0-...-ire} represents NPt in

R3-R8. Given its distribution in the group, we maintain that the form {-0-...-ire(-ge)} in

Runyoro and Rutooro is an innovation for the NPt with which the scope of the two

categories, NPt and MP, were modified. The Memorial Present in RI-R2 is marked by the

same {-a(a)-} as in R3-R8. The morphosemantic implication of this innovation is that

RI-R2 have reduced the scope of the tense function of the marker {-a(a)-}, as illustrated in

§6.5.1. This modification of the scope and extension between NPt and MP is, in fact,

justifiable from a cognitive point of view. Events in the Memorial Present, which is very

close to the Experiential Present, are recorded in immediate memory in order to keep track

ofthe situation surrounding the speaker or the agent. Consequently, their recall is so easy that

they only need aspectual representation in present time. This is what it looks like in terms

of {-0-...-a(a)-...-a} in RI-R2. Furthermore, the two languages RI-R2 either eliminated or

prohibited the occurrence of {-a(a)-} in other forms where it carries virtually the same

meaning or function. The best example is the Retrospective form which in all the other
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languages (R3-R8) is marked by {-a(a)-...-ire} 'have already.. .', but appears as {-0-...-ire}

in RI-R2. Nevertheless, the markers {-a-...-ire} and {-ra-...-ire} still exist in the Relative

Remote Past for affirmative and negative constructions respectively (in both languages). This

suggests that either relative and negative forms are relatively more conservative than

affirmative ones, or the formative {-a(a)-} in the Remote Past relative has a different origin.

The major reason for the relatives and negatives being more conservative than their

counterpart affirmatives is, presumably, based on their respective functional roles in

language. Hyman and Watters' (1984) generalisations on "auxiliary focus" also suggest this

contention. Our reconstruction, therefore, selects the form *{-aa-...-a} for the Proto-Rutara

Near Past tense.

6.3.3. Progressive

The Progressive aspect is commonly marked by {n(i)-...0-...-a} in the affirmative, and

by {ti-...-ri-ku- -a} in the negative in seven of the languages (RI-R7), but by {-ku-...-a}

versus {ti-...-ku- -a} in Rukerebe. In Runyoro and Rutooro (RI-R2), however, the negative

appears as {ti-...-ru-ku-...-a}, which we simply regard as a phonological change from {-ri-}

> {-ru-}, which is a result of vowel harmony. Across the group, relative forms are marked

in the same way as negative forms. Several points can be raised here. One, the co

occurrence of {-ri-} and {-ku-} suggests that the former derives from {-ri} which is the verb

'be', and the latter from the infinitival marker {ku-}, the two working together as in locative

constructions. We suggested this in §3.2.1 (3), and also in §5.2.4, and it can be supported by
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the examples in (lIla) and (lllb) below, in which both sentences can be used to answer the

question 'where are they?'.

(l11) locative
ba-ri Kampala
3P-be Kampala

b. ba-ri ku-ry-a
3P-be to-eat-Fv
mu-gonza o-ku-gur-a
2P-like PI-to-buy-FV

'They are in Kampala'

'They are eating (somewhere)'

'You like the buying'

In these cases, and as we argued in §1.8.5, {ku-} nominalises the verb to which it is attached,

as best expressed in (111 c). Indeed, it resembles the nominal marker {o-ku-} we presented

under §3.3.1 (see Table 3.1).

The second point we raise is that the marker {-ku-}, which appears in both affirmative

and negative forms in Rukerebe, and in negatives and relatives in all these languages, also

suggests two things. First, that it is the same {-ku-} throughout and, second, that it derives

from the infinitival marker (hence nominaliser) we have seen above in (l11). Thus, the fact

that both {-ri-} and {-ku-} have been eliminated in most of these languages in the

affirmatives, but retained in negatives, relatives, and constructions like those in (111), leads

us to support the argument that relative and negative constructions tend to be more

conservative than affirmative constructions. This means that the Progressive aspect in Proto-

Rutara was marked by *{-riku-oo.-a} versus *{ti-oo.-riku-oo.-a} for affirmatives and negatives,

respectively. But we also have to find the historical status of {ni-...-a} which also has a broad

distribution within the group. This distribution and similarity in meaning suggest that it was
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not independently innovated by individual languages; one should bear in mind that it also

appears in Rukerebe where it has more diverse functions, such as Progressive (or Continuous

to be more precise), Habitual, and Conditional. The best explanation we find for this is that,

atthe earliest stage ofProto-Rutara, Progressive was marked by *{-ri ku-...-a}. Later {ni-...-

a} was innovated as an actualiser to express the sense ofevidence for real events in progress,

as actually taking place. In other words, it was meant to express events which the speaker

had witnessed (as opposed to events in progress which are not witnessed by the speaker (as

in (lIla-b) above)) and are, therefore, absolutely definite in the speaker's mind. Therefore,

it must have started as an "evidential marker" form the speaker's point of view; it then

extended its function to different types of verbs, including those which in languages like

English do not take the Progressive form, such as 'know', 'hear', 'remember', and some

performative verbs. We will use an example from Ruhaya to show that the development of

the two markers, {-ri-ku-} and {ni-...-0-...-a}, and distinction between them were cognitively

motivated.

(l12)

b.

Musa a-ri ku-rya
Musa 3s-be NOM-eat
Musa ni-a-rya
Musa PROG-3S-eat

[musaali kulya]
'Musa is (somewhere) doing the eating'
[musa naalya]
'Musa is eating'

In (112a) the speaker is reporting that Musa is eating somewhere. In fact, a better

interpretation would be that'Musa is somewhere for the purpose of eating'. In this context,

the speaker cannot be sure whether Musa is really eating or not. He (Musa) might have
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decided not to eat at all. Thus, the event of eating is not absolutely real in time, but is

recorded in the speaker's mind as supposed to be taking place. On the contrary, in (112b) the

speaker has seen Musa eating and s/he is thus a witness of the actual event at that particular

time. It is this fact ofrecording the actual event in real time, the evidential role, that justifies

the application of{ni-} asanactualiser. As we recall, this {ni-} derives from the copula verb

{nil which is used to state facts or states of affairs, as in {ogu oi Musa} 'this is Musa'.

Hyman and Watters (1984:261), on the other hand, regard the {ni-} in Ruhaya as "the focus

marker [which] derives the Progressive" form.

The question that remains is: why then does {ni-} not apply to negatives? To explain

this apparent discrepancy, we first need to accept the fact that negatives do not express

events. Rather, they negate the occurrence of an event, which implies that there is no event

to record in memory at that time. What the speaker records is the time at which the event

expressed by the verb did not take place. Consequently, negatives did not need, nor could

they take, {ni-} to form the Negative Progressive marker in Proto-Rutara. Therefore, the

innovation of {ni-} was limited to affirmative constructions only. Finally, this innovation

of the Progressive {ni-} must have taken place in Proto-Rutara, before the last stages of its

dialectalisation which led to the retention of both markers *{ni-...-a} versus *{-ri ku-...-a}

in all languages. It is also possible that the Progressive {ni-} in the Rutara group and the

conditional {ni-} in the other Lacustrine languages have the same origin.
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6.3.4. Near Future

Dealing with the primary marker ofthe Near Future (NF) is sometimes controversial,

as there are two different ways ofmarking this tense in virtually all of the languages. These

are {-raa-...-a} in six languages (RI-R2, R5-R8), and the Progressive marker {ni-}. In

Runyankore and Rukiga (R3-R4), {-raa-} appears in relative forms, as in {tu-raa-gur-e} 'that

we will buy'. The Progressive marker {ni-} marks the Near Future in two ways. First, it is

used in the nonnal fonn ofmarking the Progressive aspect, {ni-...-a}, as in {ni-tu-gur-a} 'we

are buying (tomorrow)' (RI-R7). Secondly, it occurs with the lexical verb {ku-ija / ku-iza

/ ku-iza} 'to come'. This verb loses its lexical properties in this context in that it does not

refer to the physical coming as an event, but rather to the "coming" of the event in future

time. This implies that the verb has already undergone the semantic fading phase. It can,

therefore, be used as auxiliary. However, it has not yet undergone a complete

grammaticalisation process, becoming a grammatical morpheme like {-me-} and {-ta-} in

Kiswahili. Nor does it conjugate like the primary auxiliary -ba 'be'. It thus appears in the

group as {(ni-)...-ija/-iza/-iza ku-...-a} with respective modifications in each language, such

as deleting the vowel [i] in both {ni-} and {-iza/-iza}.

(113)

b.
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Runyankore/Rukiga
ni-tu-iza ku-gur-a
Runyambo
n(i)-tu-iza ku-gur-a
Ruhaya
n(i)-tu-ija (k)u-gur-a
PROG-IP-come lNF-buy-FV

'we will buy'

'we will buy'

'we will buy'
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d. Rukerebe
tu-ku-iza ku-gul-a
IP-MD-come rNF-buy-Fv 'we will buy'

With reference to the current usage of, and the semantic difference between, the NF

tense expressed by {-raa-} and that expressed by the Progressive marker {ni-}, we here

establish a premise that Progressive constructions were mainly used, as they are in other

languages of the world, to express future events which are relatively more definite, as

opposed to common or normal prospective events. They would thus be used to mark

promises and personal commitments, as opposed to predictions. Consequently, it has been

a common tendency for most ofthese languages to shift away from {-raa-} to {ni-}, because

{-raa-} did not express much commitment in the predicate; thus {ni-} has increasingly gained

more functional load than {-raa-}.

Relative Near Future constructions mainly contain the marker {-raa-}, while the

negatives bear the final vowel (FV) {-e}, which in affirmative forms is only found in some

dialects of Runyankore and Rukiga, as exemplified below:

(114)

b.

d.
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Runyankore/Rukiga (R3-R4): tu-raa-gur-e

Runyambo (R5) (NEG):

Rutooro (R2) (NEG):

Ruhaya (R6) (NEG):

'(We) who will buy'

ti-tu-raa-gur-e

ti-tu-raa-gur-e

ti-tu-aa-gur-e

ti-tu-lvJ-gur-e

'We will not buy'
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The FV {-e} in these forms should be regarded as the same vowel we find in subjunctive

forms. Note that subjunctive is used to represent potential events which have not yet been

realised in real time, that is, non-past events which have not yet been recorded in memory.

It is still used in many Bantu languages to make suggestions, as in RuhayalRunyambo tu-gur

e or Kiswahili tu-nunu-e 'let us buy' (ef page 31fn.). That function overlaps with the

meaning expressed by the NF tense. We will, therefore, suggest that the occurrence of the

form {-raa-...-e} in the negatives of three languages (R3-R5), and especially its occurrence

in the affirmatives and relatives ofR3-R4, indicates that NF in Proto-Rutara was equally

marked by *{-raa-...-e}. This leads us to the second suggestion that the other six languages

lost the FV {-e} il) affirmatives, rather than claiming that it was innovated in negative forms.

The reason for deleting it in affirmatives is the same as that for using Progressive forms to

express future events. Specifically, {-e} expresses potentiality, rather than commitment and

was, therefore, not suitable for serious performative utterances and perlocutionary effect.

However, this mechanism did not apply to all ofthe languages; that is why the form {-raa-...

e} was retained in R3-R4, particularly in relative forms. Therefore, the Near Future tense

was marked by *{-raa-...-e} (in affirmative) versus *{ti-...-raa-...-e} (in negative) in Proto

Rutara.
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6.3.5. Remote Future

The Remote Future (RF) tense is marked in two different ways, either by {-ri-a-} or

by {-ri-}. The former is found in affirmatives in Runyankore, Rukiga and some parts of

Runyambo (R3-R5); {-ri-} only occurs in negatives. The form {-ri-a-} is also found among

some speakers ofRukiga in negatives, as in {ti-n-ri-a-gur-a} - [tindyaagura] 'I will not buy'.

These languages (R3-R5) are contiguous with the W/Highlands group in which RF is marked

by {-zaa-} in Kinyarwanda, {-zoo-} in Kirundi/Kihangaza, and {-roo-} in Kiha. Given that

{-ri-a-} is restricted to these three languages, and the fact that {-ri-} is also found in Luganda,

Lusoga, Chiruri, Kijita, and Kikuria, it is most likely that {-ria-} is an innovation ofR3-R5.

This could be the result ofexternal influence, probably from W/Highlands, although it might

be difficult to justify that both {-ria-} and {-zaa-} are reflexes of *{_ri_a_}.38 Another

assumption would be that only {-a-} was added to the original {-ri-} by diffusion from some

source which we are not able to determine in this study. Despite Botne's (1990) conclusion

of the" *pila 'want'" hypothesis for W/Highlands languages, we maintain that RF in Proto-

Rutara was marked by *{-ri-...-a} versus *{ti-...-ri-... }. This conclusion is mainly based on

both the group-internal resemblance and the external similarities on which even Botne's

(1990) hypothesis is based.

38 This kind of analysis and reconstruction was hypothesised by Botne (1990) to
account for the development ofthe RF marker {-zaa-} < *{-ria-} in Kinyarwanda. We have
seen throughout this study that the Perfect form of the verb {ku-gur-a} 'to buy' changes to
{-guz-ire} 'bought' (instead of *{-gur-ire}). However, this hypothesis of {-ria-} > {-zaa-}
raises one major concern: it is the proto-high vowel *[i] which changed [d, r, 1] to [z], as in
{-gur- + -ire} > {guz-ire}. But the data given in this study (from the Rutara group) show that
this marker {-ria-} had a mid-high vowel: *{-rla-}; otherwise, *{-dia-/-ria-} would have
changed to {-zia-} in Rutara (see Table 2.11).
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6.3.6. Performative, Perfect, Perfective, and Resultative

The Performative is not marked at all segmentally. The Perfect and Resultative, on

the other hand, have the same morphological shape, {-0-...-ire}, in all the languages, which

implies that this forms has not changed from its original shape in Proto-Rutara, thus *{-0-...

ire}. As we argued in the previous chapter, it is this {-ire} which combined with the

Perfective marker, {-aa-} to form the Retrospective aspect, {-aa-...-ire}. A more or less

similar shape is found in other languages like Luganda, as in, {tu-guz-e} 'we have bought'

versus {te-tu-guz-e} 'we have not bought' (from the same verb ku-gur-a 'to buy' plus the

earlier marker *{-ire}). It should be pointed out, however, that the merging of *{-aa-} and

*{-ire} to form *{-aa-...-ire} is not necessarily a historical phenomenon within Rutara, but

rather, a cognitive explanation based on the morphosemantic composition of the three

markers, *{-aa-...-a}, {-0-...-ire}, and *{-aa-...-ire}. This suggests the strong probability that

both forms were retained from even earlier proto-language to PRo

6.3.7. Retrospectives

Three forms ofRetrospective have been identified in the group. The first form is the

general Retrospective, commonly marked by {-aa-...-ire} in six languages (R3-R8), but by

{-0-...-ire} in the other two, (RI-R2), with both markers appearing in the relative forms.

Their negative counterparts are all marked by {ti-...-ka-...-ire}, which is found in the relative

forms as well. Despite this apparent asymmetry between affirmative and negative forms, it

appears very plausible that both forms are descended from Proto-Rutara. We have one
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morphological clue for this asymmetry between {-aa-...-ire} and {ti-...-ka-...-ire}. As we

have seen, {-ka-} marks the Remote Past in affirmatives. Therefore, the Negative

Retrospective negates the completion of an event, meaning the event 'is yet to take place',

as far as the speaker can recall. The form was later confined to the Present, and the sense of

remoteness was suppressed (but retained in the other Retrospective form {ti-...-ka-...-aga},

which is discussed in the following paragraph). We will, therefore, propose the

reconstructions *{-aa-...-ire} for the affirmative and *{ti-...-ka-...-ire} for the negative.

The other kinds of Retrospective are the Remote and Experiential Retrospective,

which have the same morphological marking, {-ra-...-ire} but differ in their negatives in that

the former becomes {ti-...-ka-...-ire} and the latter {ti-...-ka-...-aga}. In some cases, it seems,

{ti-...-ka-...-aga} can be used to negate both types of Retrospective. This, presumably, is

based on the fact that if an event 'has never taken place' (Negative Experiential

Retrospective), then it 'has not yet taken place' (Negative Remote Retrospective). The

reason for using {-ka-} in the negative form {ti-...-ka-...-aga} is the same as given in the

previous paragraph for {ti-...-ka-...-ire}. The two forms differ in one respect, the former

negates an incompletive aspect, while the latter negates a completive aspect. Thus, {ti-...-ka

...-aga} negates the occurrence of the event from the Remote Past to the Present, hence

' ...have/has never...', while the {ti-...-ka-...-ire} negates the completion of the event (which

implies negating its inception as well), hence, ' ...have/has not yet...' (see §6.3.8 for further

discussion on {-ka-, -ire, -aga}).
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Although the affirmative Experiential Retrospective {-ra- -ire} does not appear in

Runyoro or Rutooro, we cannot take the negative form {ti-...-ka- -aga}, which appears in

eight languages, to be an innovation in the two languages. Thus, it is more convincing to

reconstruct *{-ra-...-ire} for affirmative forms for both Remote and Experiential

Retrospective, and their counterparts as *{ti-...-ka-...-ire} and *{ti-...-ka-...-aga} , respectively,

all of which have been retained in most languages to date.

6.3.8. Remote Past

The affirmative part ofthe Remote Past carries the marker {-ka-} in all languages. In

this case, we begin with an assumption that this marker was retained from a common proto

language, with the same tense function. Thus, we could easily propose the same form {-ka-...

a} for the Proto-Rutara Remote Past tense. However, it was established in the preceding

sections that relative and negative forms tend to be relatively more conservative than their

counterparts the affirmative indicative forms. This argument leads us to a problem with

regard to the Remote Past tense in that none ofthe relative forms in any ofthe eight languages

contain the marker {-ka-}, whereas indicative forms ofall other tenses and almost all aspects

tend to correspond symmetrically with either relative counterparts.
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Table 6.4: Remote Past relatives

Indicative I Relative
Distribution Affirmative I Negative I Affirmative I Negative

..~: ..1 ~.~~~... ...~.~~~~.~~~~~ 1 ~~.~~.~~.~~~~.~ 1 ~~~.~~.~.~~~~~.~~~ l ~~.?~.~~~~~~~.~~~~.~~~ ..
b. 1 R3-R5, R7 tu-ka-gur-a! ti-tu-ra-guz-ire ! a-ba-a(a)-guz-ire ! a-ba-ta-ra-guz-ire
"~:"r""'R6':'R8""" "'t~~k~'~g~~~"'r"'ti~~~~'~g~~~'i~~"'~""'~~b~~~~g~~~·i~~····t····~~b~~t~~~·~g~~~·i~~···

Therefore, if we maintain that the most significant clues for reconstruction are found in

negatives and relatives, and if {-ka-} does not appear in such structures, then, a different

proto-formative for Remote Past in Proto-Rutara, other than {-ka-}, would have to be

reconstructed. That is, we must reconstruct another form which is, at least, related to the

relative and negative forms; this in turn would mean that {-ka-} is just an innovation for the

whole group. The only plausible explanation for this is to suggest that, if *{-ka-} was not

originally the Remote Past marker, then its innovation must have taken place at least in the

early stages of Proto-Rutara before its dialectalisation; this will then explain why {-ka-}

appears in all the daughter languages. Nevertheless, there are other functions of the marker

{-ka-} which seem to be related to the Remote Past {-ka-}, and are found in the following

negative constructions common to all the languages (cf §6.3.7):

(115)

b.

ti-tu-ka-gur-aga
NEG-lP-RP-buy-HAB
ti-tu-ka-guz-ire
NEG-l P-RP-buy-PEFT

'we have never bought'

'we have not yet bought'
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These two forms can be analysed as containing two parts each, that is, {-ka-} in slot (2), hence

marking completion, and {-aga, -ire} in the aspectual slot marking the nature of the

completion ofthe event. We know that {-aga} marks incomplete events which we classified

under Habitual (such as Iterative, Frequentative, or Habitual), while {-ire} marks complete

events, such as Perfect and/or Retrospective. Therefore, with reference to the aspectual

meanings of the markers {-aga} and {-ire} viewed in terms of both time and retention to

memory, their combination with {-ka-} (which marks a past event), in the negative

constructions given in (115) above, can be re-analysed as follows:

Table 6.5: The morphosemantics of negating {-ka-...-aga} and {-ka-...-ire}

Form/FunctionlMeaning Morphosyntactic composition total meaning & example

formative ti- -ka- -aga ti-tu-ka-gur-aga

function negative complete Habitual
'we have never bought'

meaning "negate" "completed" "ever"

formative ti- -ka- -ire ti-tu-ka-guz-ire

b. function negative complete Perfect
'we have not yet bought'

meaning "negate" "completed" "already"

The analysis provided in Table 6.5 (above) shows that {-ka-} really marks complete events,

not only in affirmative forms but also in negatives (which negate that completion). The

problem that we are still facing is that these forms do not negate the Remote Past {tu-ka-gur-

a}; they rather negate the Retrospectives {tu-ra-guz-ire} and {tu-aa-guz-ire} which were

discussed under §6.3.7. Nevertheless, there is an element of morphosemantic correlation

between these forms. Although they do not necessarily belong to the same paradigms, they

have some common features. For instance, they only alternate (more or less systematically)
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between {-ka-}, {-ra-}, and {-a(a)-} in slot (2), and between {-ire}, {-aga}, and {-a} in slot

(3). This cannot be merely accidental. There must be a historical reason behind it. Therefore,

if we cannot find answers in the languages under study, we can profitably look outside the

group, especially in languages which are either contiguous with, or closely related to the

Rutara group. These are languages from the following groups: N/Nyanza (Luganda, Lusoga,

Rubumbiro), W/Highlands (Kinyarwanda), Suguti (Chiruri), Luhya (Lubukusu) (de Blois

1975:167), and Western Tanzania (Kisukuma).39 Table 6.6 (below) illustrates these forms,

using the verbs ku-gur-a 'to buy' and xu-mala (ku-mara) 'to finish'.

Table 6.6: Remote and Near Past in non-Rutara languages (around Lake Victoria)

......_ !:~~~~~~~ l... !..~~.~.~ l... ~!~:':.~~.~~~.~ l... ~.~~.~~~~~ .
a. i Chiruri i Remote Past i ci-a-gul-ile i ci-ta-gul-ile

·~:T·····~~~:~·~~~······T:::::::::~~~9.~i.:~~~~:::::::::T~~~~~i.~i.~!::::::::::::::::::::::T~~~:~~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::
i ; Near Past i tu-a-guz-e 1 si-tu-a-guz-e

.....-r T:::::::::~~~9.~i.:~~~<:::::::T~~~~~i.~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::T~~~~~~:~~i.~E~:::::::::::::::::
c. i Luganda i Near Past i tu-a-guz-e i te-tu-a-guz-e......~ T:::::::::~~~9.~i.:~~~<:::::::T~~~~~~~~~:~~::::::~t:::::::T~E~?~~:~~~~~:~~::::::::@:::
d. i Lusoga i Near Past i tu-a-guz-e @] i ti-tu-a-guz-e @]

·~:T··~~·~;~~:~:···r::::::::~~:::tri~~:::::::::Tt~:~tf~~::~~!::::::::::::l:tt~~::~:ti~::::::::::::::::

··~··:········~~~~~·~:········~:::::::::::B:~1.~~~:~~~~:::::::::::I::~:~~:~~~:~~H~~::::::::::::::::T~~~:~~~~~:~~~F~~~::::::::::
....·..l l ~.~.~?!~.~~.y~.~~~~~ l..~.~~.~~~.J?~~:~.~~ l..~~~.?~.~~~.~~~~~~~~ .
g i Kisukuma l.~..~??~~?.~~~.~.~~~~.~ ..l..~~.~~~~.~~.~~.~ j..~~~.~~.~~~~.~~~~ .

. 1(Kimunasukuma) 1 Middle Past 1 tu-a-g61-ile 1 tu-ta-gul-ile

39 Rubumbiro is a language/dialect located between Ruhaya and Luganda along the
Tanzania-Uganda border (Kyaka). The term "Abaganda-Kyaka", which is commonly used
by others to refer to this community is consider pejorative by the natives.
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We note that, of all these eight languages, only Kisukuma uses the marker {-ka-} for a Past

tense, while the rest use mainly the marker {-a(a)-...-ire} for at least one of its Past tenses in

affirmatives, negatives or both.

From these findings, together with the clues we got from affirmatives, negatives, and

relatives in the Rutara languages, we can develop the following hypotheses. One, the

Negative marker ofthe Proto-Rutara Remote Past must have had the {-ire} ending, which was

and still is common to all. Two, both {-ra-} and {-ka-} were used to mark some forms ofpast

events in Proto-Rutara, based on the fact that {-ka-} is still found in all eight languages,

while{-ra-} exists in the negatives of at least four languages (R3, R4, R5, R7), and in the

relatives of at least four languages (RI-R4). Three, the formative {-ra-} which has to be

accompanied by the Perfect marker {-ire} as {-ra-...-ire} was not a tense marker, but part of

a compound aspectual marker, the Remote Retrospective, which we discussed in §4.5.5. Its

function was to establish a sense ofremoteness ofthe event from the speaker's point ofview.

Four, {-ka-} was not a tense as well in pre-Proto-Rutara; it was innovated for tense either by

Proto-Rutara or by a pre-proto-Rutara language. It must have started as an aspectual marker,

the function which it still performs in negative retrospectives, as in Table 6.5. Ifit had started

as a real tense marker, then it would be showing up in the negative and/or relative forms (at

least in one language), as all other real tenses in the group do. The data available do not show

{-ka-} marking a negative Remote Past even in other Lacustrine languages where it is attested

as a T/A marker. In this case, Mould's (1979) reconstruction of "*ka as a perfect marker
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based on comparative evidence" (Hyman and Watters 1984:262) is convincing. It must have

started as a "quasi-tense marker" for Remote Past, recycled from a completive aspect.

Therefore, if*{-ra-} marked a remote event in time, with regard to its completion, and

*{-ire} marked the Perfect aspect, then {-ra-...-ire} became a doubly marked aspect, and,

therefore, a complex Retrospective marker. It would thus be used as a "quasi-tense" to

express events pertaining to retentive rather than immediate memory, hence with the sense

of'I have done that before' or 'that has happened before'. Consequently, the negation ofthis

doubly completive aspect (i. e. {ti-...-ra-...-ire} ), could be interpreted as denying the existence

or occurrence ofan event that either was, or might have been, planned (for), but 'never' took

place. In other words, the 'plan', which was then complete in the mind, for an event which

was yet to take place, was abortive in both time and space. In fact, it is this kind oftemporal

orientation framework in the mind that led to the exceptional Remote Past Negative in

Runyoro/Rutooro, {-ta-... -e}, which has a combination of the relative structure (i.e. {-ta-}

instead of{ti-}) and subjunctive ({ -e}) orientation framework. The subjunctive marks events

which have not yet taken place and are, therefore, not real in UT, but only potential. That is

why subjunctive forms are normally associated with Prospective aspects and/or Future tenses

in many Bantu languages. It seems, therefore, that Runyoro and Rutooro employed this form

in the same sense that other languages used the negative form of Remote Retrospective or

Experiential Retrospective to negate an event which 'would have taken place' or 'was

expected to take place' but did not. We also note that the Relative orientation framework
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applied in Runyoro and Rutooro for Remote Past is also found in other languages like Chiruri

and Kisukuma (see Table 6.6 above).

We can, thus conclude that, from a cognitive point ofview, all languages in the group

negate the completion of a prospective event in remote past time. We can further claim that

both Past tenses (Remote Past and Near Past) exhibit this negation ofa complete past event,

in that both end with the marker {-ire}, at least in six of the languages (R3-R8).

By using virtually the same arguments presented for {-ra-...-ire}, it is most likely that

the marker {-a(a)-...-ire} was also available in Proto-Rutara. The two complex markers were

supposedly distinguished in terms of the degree of remoteness, with {-a(a)- ...-ire} marking

relatively more recent events. This distinction was retained from their original functions as

aspectual markers, as delineated in §4.5.2 and §4.5.5. Further evidence for this claim is found

in some dialects of Ruzinza where a trio ofRetrospectives is attested:

(116)
Retrospective tu-ka-ba tu-aa-guz-ire

'We had already bought'
b. Remote Retrospective tu-ka-ba tu-ra-guz-ire

'We had already bought long before'
Far Remote Retrospective tu-ka-ba tu-a-ra-guz-ire

'We had already bought a very long time before'

In this, case, therefore, we are entitled to reconstruct all the three forms *{-ka-...-a},

*{-ra-...-ire}, and *{-a(a)-...-ire}. We will maintain that the three forms were used to mark

past events at different functional levels in Proto-Rutara, as they still do in the sample
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languages. Then, with both *{-ka-} and *{-ra-} in the same T/A system, marking 'past'

events and/or 'remoteness', it was easy for the system to re-assign new functions and

morphosemantic values to these morphemes, especially in late stages ofProto-Rutara, towards

the beginning ofdialectalisation and divergence. It would be relatively difficult to make any

definite choice, for a single marker, for the Proto-Rutara Negative Remote Past between *{ti

...-ra-...-ire}, and *{ti-...-a(a)-...-ire}, given their current rates of distribution in negative and

relative constructions. They might have co-existed. And if they did, then their differences

could have been due to temporal reference (as currently attested), stylistie effect, or even other

sociolinguistic factors like prestige. And ifwe assume that one is older than the other in the

function ofNegative Remote Past, then *{-a(a)-...-ire}, which is commonly found elsewhere

around the Lake, would, most likely, be the earlier form.

6.3.9. Persistive

The Persistive aspect is commonly marked by the complex forms we have analysed

as {-ki-aa-...-a} in six of the languages (R3-R8), and by {ni-...-ki-aa-...-a} in Runyoro and

Rutooro. The occurrence of {ni-} in these two languages reminds us what was proposed

under §6.3.3: that the marker *{ni-...-0-...-a} appeared later in Proto-Rutara. This would

imply that it was after this original copula verb {nil was used to form the actualised

Progressive, that Runyoro, Rutooro and some of the Runyankore dialects also attached it to

Persistive forms. The emerging aspectual form indicates that an event which was recorded

earlier, whether in immediate or retentive memory, is recalled and re-recorded as still in
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progress. Thus, from a cognitive and morphosemantic point of view, this kind ofPersistive

in Rl-R3 could be viewed as a kind of extended Progressive, crossing from a past temporal

reference to a non-past time, hence the term Transprogressive. This could have been

motivated by analogy, by copying the formation of the Progressive marker in the following

way (based on the same cognitive reasons that we gave for {ni-} in §4.5.6):

(117) if

then

tu-0-gur-a
'We buy'
tu-kiaa-gur-a :
'We still buy'

ni+tu-0-gur-a
'We are buying'
ni+tu-kiaa-gur-a
'We are still buying'

However, in the other languages, the marker {ni-} was superfluous because the focus was on

ET in relation to the moments of recording, recalling, and re-recording, in which case the

sense of being "in progress" is automatically implied, and, therefore, does not need a

morphological marker. We will, therefore, suggest *{-ki-aa-...-a} for the Persistive marker

in Proto-Rutara. Since the element {-aa-} of this marker is associated with the (past) part of

the event that has already been recorded in memory (ef Memorial Present), its deletion in

negative forms was more semantically or cognitively based than phonologically, hence {ti-tu-

ki-gur-a} is interpreted as either 'we are no longer buying'I'we are not buying any more', or

'we will not buy again'. In Runyankore and Rukerebe where the element {-aa-} is also

deleted in affirmative forms, the process could have been a result of another case of

paradigmatic levelling, so as to have a single marker {-ki-} for both affirmatives and

negatives. This was probably initiated by what happened in the Remote Future where the
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proto form *{-ri-a-} was levelled to {-ri-} in both affirmatives and negatives in some

languages.

6.3.10. Habitual

We have treated the Habitual as a cover term for a number of different aspects. We

have seen that there are at least two ways of expressing this category. The first one is not

marked, {-0-...-a}, as in the form {tu-gur-a} 'we buy'(found in all the languages RI-R8), and

the second one is marked by {-aga}, as in {tu-gur-aga} 'we buy' (only found in Rukerebe

(R8)) or {tu-a-gur-aga} 'we used to buy' (found in RI-R2, R6, and R8). Given this

distribution and the meaning of the marker {-aga} across the group, it appears that it was

retained from Proto-Rutara. Similarly, there is no doubt regarding the existence ofthe form

{-0-...-a} in Proto-Rutara, given its current distribution in all languages. This would then

mean that both forms {-0-...-a} and {-0-...-aga} were concurrently available in the Proto

Rutara T/A system. The solution for this puzzle is to be found in Rukerebe, where both forms

are available in the present tense. Morris and Kirwan (1972:87) also report that "the Bakiga

[i.e. speakers of Rukiga] use the suffix -ga with the present tense to convey the idea of

'always' - Ndaaragayo, I always sleep there". In the other languages, the two forms are

attested especially in the Remote Past, in that some have the form {tu-a-gur-aga} (RI-R2, R6,

R8) while others have {tu-ka-ba tu-gur-a} (R3-R5, R7) 'we used to buy'. In fact, the same

kind of distribution is found in the neighbouring groups, as indicated below.
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Table 6.7: The distribution of {-0-...-a} and {-aga} in some Lacustrine languages

Language(s) I Remote Past I Present I Aspect

.......~?~.~?~~?~~.~~ l ~~.~~~.~?~~~.~.~~ L ~~.~~~.~~.~............•...........~.~~.~!?~~ .
Kijita/Chiruri ! ci-a-gul-aga i e-ci-gur-aga 1 Habitual

··········"Ki~y~~~d~···········1·········t~~~~(;~)~~~~~·~~~·········1·······t~~(;;j~g~~~~·····t········c~·~ti~~~~~·······

This table shows that the forms under discussion are not restricted to Rutara alone, but are

also found in other languages; in fact, they are found in many other Lacustrine languages.

This supports our hypothesis that they were retained from a proto-language which preceded

Proto-Rutara.

Our conclusion, therefore, is as follows. First, Proto-Rutara had two forms, *{-0-...-

a} and *{-0-...-aga} under the umbrella term Habitual. The question remains: how did they

differ? We maintain, given that {-aga} is consistently associated with events that take place

repeatedly, habitually, or on a regular basis, the form *{-0-... -aga} was used for Habitual,

Frequentative, Iterative, or similar events. The other form, *{-0-...-a} was used for attributive

functions, such as stating facts or describing the state of affairs.

6.4. The Proto-Rutara tense/aspect system

From the discussion and examples that we have presented above, we will now

summarise our reconstruction of the Proto-Rutara functional T/A system. The following

tables illustrate first the tenses, and then the aspects.
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Table 6.8: Proto-Rutara functional tenses

Tense and I examples
morphosyntactic framework I affirmative I negative

Remote Past I *tu-ka-gur-a *ti-tu-a(a)-guz-ire

*{-ka- -a} ~ {ti- -a(a)- -ire} l ~.~~.~~.~~~~: .J :~~..~.~~..~.~~.~.~t .
Remote Past II . *tu-ka-gur-a ! *ti-tu-ra-guz-ire

........~.~~~~.~:.~:~~l ..:J~~~:~.~~~~.~~.::~~.~~L l... '.~~.~~.~~~~: L :~~..~.~~.~.~~.~.~t .
Near Past : *tu-guz-ire . *ti-tu-guz-ire

..........................~J:~~::.:~~~.~L ........................•..............'.~~.~~.~~~~: :.~~..~.~~.~.~~.~.~t .
Memorial Present i *tu-aa-gur-a . *ti-tu-aa-gur-a

........................~J.:~~.~.·.::~~.L ~ ~.~~.~~.~~~~: j :.~~..~.~~..?:~~.~.~t .
Experiential Present . *tu-gur-a . *ti-tu-gur-a

...........................~.{~~~:::.~.~L. l.. :~~..~~~.: :~~..~~.!!:~~.~~f .
Near Future : *tu-raa-gur-e : *ti-tu-raa-gur-e

..........................~J.~.~~~~:::.~~.L l... :.~~..~~~.~ ..?~t l... ~.~~.~.~~ ..~~t .
Remote Future : *tu-ri-gur-a ! *ti-tu-ri-gur-a

*{-ri-...-a} 'we will buy' 'we will buy'

Table 6.9: Proto-Rutara functional aspects

Aspect and I examples
morphosyntactic framework I affirmative I negative

Progressive *tu-ri ku-gur-a *ti-tu-ri ku-gur-a

...............~.H~~~J~.P:~~~::.:~.~U ~ :.~~.~~..~~~.~!!:~.~ ............•..........~.~~.~!.~..~.~~.~.~~~~.: .
Perfect : *tu-guz-ire . *ti-tu-guz-ire

.....................~J:~~::.:~.~~.~L ~ ~.~~.~~~~.~~.~~~.~: '.~~.~~~~ ..~~~..?~~.~~~: .
Perfective : *tu-aa-gur-a ~ *ti-tu-aa-gur-a

......................~J:~~.~:.::~~.L i .'we have just bought' .. ~ '.~~ ~~.ve .~~t..b?~g~~' .
Retrospective . *tu-aa-guz-ire . *ti-tu-ka-guz-ire

....................~.~~.~~~.:::.:~~~J 1..:~~..~.~~.~.~.~~~~~Y...~.~~~?~.: ..1. '~~..~~:Y.~..~?!.X~~ ..?ought'
ExperientiallRemote Retrospective: *tu-ra-guz-ire ~ *ti-tu-ka-gur-a-ga

.....................~~~~~.~~.::~~.~~L l... ~.~~.~~.~~.~~.~~~.~: l :.~~..~.~~.e.!!:~~~~ .~~~~.~~: .
Resultative : *ba-fu-ire . *ti-ba-fu-ire

*{-0- -ire} :.~~~~..~~..~~.~~.~ l... '.~~~~ a:.~..~?~..~.~~~: .······· ·· ·· i;·~;~·i~ti~~ ·..··· *tu-ki-aa-gur-a' *ti-tu-ki-aa-gur-a

*{-ki-aa-...-a} 'we are still buying' 'we are no longer buying'
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Aspect and I examples

..~.?~p.~~~r..~.~~~~~.~.~~~,~~~~.~~ ..1 ~.~~E~~.~.~~.~ ~~.g~~.~~.~ .
. ! 1 *tu-gur-a ! *ti-tu-gur-a

. H~bltual ! Present 1 'we do buy' ! 'we do not buy'

~~::~~~~::;aT=I)J~~;]~~~~:~;=.;:~;~~~t~:;e~~~;:;:~
Habitual i Present i *tu-gur-a-ga 1 *ti-tu-gur-a-ga

(Habitual) L l ~.~~.~~y..!~.~~~~~Y..~ l :.~.~.~?~?.~..~~y...~~~.~~~~y.: .
*{-O-...-a-ga} . Past! *tu-a(a)-gur-a-ga ! *ti-tu-a(a)-gur-a-ga

! 'we used to buy regularly' j 'we never bought regularly'

6.5. Retentions, innovations and shifts

In §6.3 we proposed the putative major markers for the Proto-Rutara T/A system, and

summarised them in §6.4. That was an upstream approach, that is, moving from the current

languages to their ancestral language. We will now present the major changes that took place

in the linguistic history of the Rutara group, thus deriving the contemporary forms from the

morphemes we'have reconstructed in the preceding sections. These diachronic changes will

then enable us to reveal the basic and major morphonological changes, retentions and

innovations, in the different languages of the sample group.

6.5.1. Diachronic extension of tenses

One of the major historical changes in the T/A systems involved extension of

functions between the two Past tenses and Memorial Present in Runyoro and Rutooro. From

the three tense markers ofthe Proto-Rutara T/A system, *{-ka-...-a}, *{-0-...-ire}, and *{-aa-

...-a}, these two languages simplified their systems as follows.
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Table 6.10: Extension of tenses

As a result, the form {-aa-...-a} is now restricted to events which "have just taken place" in

Runyoro or Rutooro. Its function thus appears to be lying on the threshold of the Memorial

Present, whereby it represents the very immediate part of the working memory.

As opposed to Runyoro and Rutooro, the other languages have undergone changes

with regard to the Perfect aspect and Memorial Present markers *{-0-...-ire} vis-a-vis *{-aa-

...-a} both of which had tense as well as aspectual functions.

Table 6.11: The diachronic distribution ofcompletives

Proto-Rutara
T/A marker

Diachronic distribution

others (R3-R8) I RunyoroiRutooro (RIIR2)

{tu-a-gur-a}
'we have just bought'

{tu-a(a)-guz-ire}
'we have already bought'

*{-aa-...-ire}

*{-a(a)-...-a}

{tu-a(a)-gur-a}
'we have just bought'

'we have bought'

................................................................:~~..~.?~~~~.~ 1.... . .
*{-0-...-ire} {tu-ka-ba tu-guz-ire}: {tu-guz-ire-ge}

.......................................... ··················'·~~·~~?·?~·~~~~:··················f....... . '.~~.?~.~~~~~ .
{tu-guz-ire}

'we have bought'
'we have already bought'

As Tables 6.10 and 6.11 show, there have been significant changes in the distribution of

completive markers and their functions in the group. The marker *{-a(a)-...-a} reduced its
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scope oftemporal reference in RI-R2; it no longerrefers to 'earlier today' , the function which

is now performed by {-ire-ge}. In some other languages, it extended its function to include

the Perfect aspect, translated as 'we have .. .', the meaning which was originally, and still is,

expressed by the marker *{-0-...-ire}. The Perfect marker *{-0-...-ire} retained its original

function in RI-R2; it was also retained to some extent in the other languages in compound

forms. It is thus mainly found in Perfect constructions as, for instance, in {tu-ka-ba tu-guz

ire} 'we had bought (but...)' or {tu-ri-ba tu-guz-ire} '(in that case) we will have bought'. It

also maintained its extended function for the Near Past in R3-R8. Its function of tense was

modified in Runyoro and Rutooro. It changed morphologically to {-ire-ge} in both Runyoro

and Rutooro. It was modified semantically in Rutooro such that it no longer refers to

yesterday's events. Instead, the function of {-ka-} was extended to include yesterday's

events. This could be interpreted as follows: any event that took place 'before today' is

categorised as Remote Past in Rutooro (marked by {-ka-n. The marker *{-aa-...-ire} was

eliminated in Runyoro/Rutooro and replaced by the extension of*{-0-...-ire}, which now has

two aspectual functions.

6.5.2. The Progressive marker {-ri-ku-...-a}

We have seen that the Progressive marker *{-ri-ku-...-a} was retained in negative and

relative constructions, but replaced by {ni-...-0-...-a} in affirmative forms. However, as

indicated earlier, the marker {-ri-ku-...-a} does not necessarily appear in this shape in the

sample languages. Several phonological changes have taken place, and further changes are,
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in fact, still going on. The significant difference that we pointed out between Rukerebe and

the other seven languages is that Rukerebe has {-ku-} in the affirmative forms, which does

not show up in others. Based on the marker we reconstructed for the Progressive aspect in

Proto-Rutara, we will use the following diachronic development to show that {-ku-} is a relic

of the older form *{-ri-ku-...-a}.

(118) The development of the Progressive marker {-ku-} in Rukerebe
Stages and Rules Affirmative

a. Proto-Rutara: analytical forms ('be' + V) *tu-ri ku-gur-a

b. Clause union (AV+MV) tu-ri-ku-gur-a

c. Loss of [-ri-] tu-ku-gur-a

d. Current form [tukugula]

Negative
*ti-tu-ri ku-gur-a

ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a

ti-tu-ku-gur-a

[titukugula]

As shown in (113) above, the Progressive was originally marked by the verb ri 'be'

plus a main verb. The two verb forms later coalesced along with the grarnmaticalisation of

the auxiliary as in stage (b). Then {-ri-} was deleted, which is a common phonological

process, as we shall see in a more detailed example from Ruhaya. The resulting construction

{tu-ku-gur-a} in Rukerebe is mainly used in simple synthetic forms, while {n(i)-tu-gur-a} is

found in compound VUs; in the case ofExperiential Present, it is used in conditional clauses

only. In Past and Future tenses the form {n(i)-tu-gur-a} in Rukerebe has more ofthe meaning

of a Continuous aspect than simply Progressive; it thus refers mainly to continuous events,

as in {tu-a-li-ga n(i)-tu-gul-a} 'we were buying all day long'. The fornier is also found in

Ruzinza, but in negative forms as {ti-tu-ku-gur-a} 'we are not buying', which supports our
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contention that such forms, with {-ku-} in slot (2), represent a stage just after the deletion of

{-ri-}. The Negative Progressive displays more phonological variation in Ruhaya than in the

other languages. The following forms can be heard from different dialects or individuals.

(Some of these forms can also be heard in other languages, although with different tone

settings.)

(119) The different pronunciations ofNegative Progressive in Ruhaya,
from /ti-SM[Htri-ku-gur-ai ' ... am/is/are not buying':
IS: [tindikugura], [tindiugura], [til]kugura] / [til]kugura], [til]l]gura]
2S: [t6likugura], [t6ikugura] / [t6ikugura], [t66kugura] / [t60kugura], [t6Ugura]/

[t6Ugura]
3S: [talikugura], [taliugura], [tcHkugura] / [t<iikugura], [taakugura] / [taakugura]
IP: [tirulikugura], [titwiikugura] / [titwiikugura], [tiruUkugura] / [tiruUkugura]
2P: [tirnUlikugura], [timwikugura] / [timwikugura], [timuUkugura] / [timuUkugura]
3S: [tibalikugura], [tibaikugura] / [tibaikugura], [tibaugura]

From these varying pronunciations, we can establish various paths of development that

produced different surface forms. We will select only two examples for illustration.40

40 These four examples (under IP 1, IP2, 2P" and 2P2) have been especially selected
to illustrate how different rules and/or processes operate optionally at different levels or in
different dialects, and also to show that some of the rules are necessarily ordered. For
instance, the high tone does not spread in 2P I while it does so in the others, and similarly,
gliding occurs in IP, and 2P1 but not in IP2 or 2P2, and so on. Note also that devocalisation
is accompanied by lengthening of a following vowel, while deletion of a segment is
accompanied by compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel. This is not necessarily
stated in the derivation, as in processes (v) and (vi); and there is a constraint that allows a
maximum of two vocalic morae only in a sequence.
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(120) The phonological development of the Negative Progressive in Ruhaya
(1P: 'we are not buying', 2P: 'you are not buying')

Processes

r/l rule

iii [r/l] deletion

iv [H] spread

gliding

vi [i] deletion

vii [ku] deletion

surface forms

IP. IP2 2P1 2P2

ti-ru-ri-ku-gur-a ti-ru-ri-ku-gur-a ti-mu-ri-ku-gur-a ti-mu-ri-ku-gur-a

ti-ru-Ii-ku-gur-a ti-ru-Ii-ku-gur-a ti-mu-Ii-ku-gur-a ti-mu-Ii-ku-gur-a

ti-ru-i-ku-gur-a ti-ru-i-ku-gur-a ti-mu-i-ku-gur-a ti-mu-i-ku-gur-a

ti-ru-i-ku-gur-a ti-ru-i-ku-gur-a ti-mu-i-ku-gur-a

ti-twii-ku-gur-a ti-mwii-ku-gur-a

ti-ruu-ku-gur-a ti-muu-ku-gur-a

ti-muu-gur-a

[titwiikugura] [tituUkugura] [timwiikugura] [timuugura]

The developments shown in (120) are a combination of both synchronic processes and

diachronic changes, which accounts for their complexity.41

6.5.3. Near Future

The Near Future (NF) tense is one of the tenses that has diverse forms in the group.

Here we are referring to the forms which contain the formative {-ra(a)-}, and not the

Progressive marker {ni-...-0-...-a} which is also commonly used for NF. There are two points

of interest with regard to the composition of this tense marker. The first element is found in

the FV, which is {-e} in the negatives for all languages, {-a} in the affirmatives of six

languages (RI-R2, R5-R8), and {-e} again in the affirmatives of several dialects of

Runyankore and Rukiga (R3-R4). But of course, this feature of the final {-e} in negative

41 On the other hand, vowel harmony took place in Runyoro and Rutooro in that what
appears as [...-ri-ku-...] in other languages, is pronounced as [...-ru-ku- ...] in these two
languages.
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Future tenses is not particular to Rutara; it is also found in other Bantu languages which are

even less related to the Rutara group. The second element ofinterest is found in the negatives

ofRuhaya, where a floating mora lengthens the vowel ofthe preceding marker, thus {tu-raa-

gura} 'we will buy' versus {ti-tuu-gill-e} 'we won't buy'. This also happens among some

speakers of Rukerebe, as in {ti-tuu-be n(i)-tu-guhi} 'we won't be buying'. It is also heard

in some dialects of other languages as well. We will, therefore, regard these two cases in

Ruhaya and Rukerebe as illustrating the same historical development. The fact that Runyoro

has a short {-ra-} rather than a long one {-raa-} is not surprising. We have seen that this

marker has two allomorphs: I-raa-I, which is mainly found in the Performative, and I-ra-I

which is used in Hortative forms like {ba-ra-gur-a} 'let them buy (later/then)'. That is why

we represent this marker as {-ra(a)-}, to indicate that the second mora is deleted in some

contexts, which produces the other allomorph with the shorter vowel.

Since we proposed *{-raa-...-e} for the NF marker in Proto-Rutara (see §6.3.4), we

will show how all of these contemporary forms were derived historically. The cognitive

motive which triggered these changes was discussed in §6.3.4.

(121)
change(s)

Proto-Rutara

Morphological levelling (AFF)

iii [rea)] deletion (NEG)

iv Deletion of [a] (NEG)

Deletion of [a], or floating [V] (NEG)
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Affirmative
*tu-raa-gur-e

tu-raa-gur-a

tu-raa-gur-a

tu-raa-gur-a

tu-raa-gur-a

Negative

*ti-tu-raa-gur-e

ti-tu-raa-gur-e

ti-tu-a(a)-gur-e

ti-tu-rv)-gur-e

ti-tu-gur-e

Retention
R3-R4

R5

R2

R6,R8

R1
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The interpretation of the changes outlined above is that different languages stopped

at different stages of their development. For instance, whereas Runyankore and Rukiga

(R3-R4) have retained the older forms, mainly in relative constructions, Runyambo has only

changed the affirmative FV, Rutooro went further to lose the liquid segment of {-raa-} , while

Ruhaya and some forms ofRukerebe lost the entire syllable {-raa-} but allowed compensatory

lengthening (which has already been deleted in Runyoro, but shows up in Habitual). There

are two further points to note regarding this tense. One is that most languages prefer the

Progressive marker, rather than {-raa-...-a}. That is why, in fact, Ruzinza is not included in

the derivations above, because the Progressive marker, {ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a} - [titUkugura],has

become increasingly dominant in negating Near Future events such that it has replaced the

form {ti-...-raa-...-e}. This tendency also makes the tense system look asymmetrical in many

of the languag~s. The other point is that the deletion of {-raa-} in Ruhaya (R6), Rukerebe

(R8), and Runyoro (Rl), and of [r(a)] in Rutooro (R2), should not be a surprise; deleting the

liquid sound in different environments is a common linguistic phenomenon. We have already

seen, for instance, that {-ri-}, that is, I-ri-I ~ I-Ii-I, also deletes in many of these languages,

especially in negative Progressive forms.

6.6. External influence

From the data we have presented in the preceding sections, we now know that some

ofthe T/A features are specific to particular languages only. When we compare these features

and find that they are also found in neighbouring languages, then it becomes apparent that
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such features came from non-Rutara languages, under what is known as the horizontal transfer

(i.e. the transmission from one language to another) of linguistic features. Compare the

following examples:

Table 6.12: Horizontal transfer of features from non-Rutara languages

Remote Past Progressive I Present Retrospective I Present Progressive

All others fRI-R7) All others fR3-R8) RI-R3 R5-R7
Aff.: tu-ka-ba ni-tu-gur-a Aff.: tu-aa-guz-ire . Aff.: ni-tu-gur-a

~ 'we were buying' i 'we have already bought' i 'we are buying'
...... ~: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i ~: ti-tu-ka-guz-ire i~: ti-tu-ri/ru-ku-gur-a
~ 'we were not buying' \ 'we have not yet bought' i 'we are not buying'..............·· R~k~·~~b~ · · · ~ R~~y~·~~IR~·t~~·~~· ····t· · ·..· R~kig~ ·..

Aff.: tu-a-Ii-ga ni-tu-gul-a! Aff.: tu-guz-ire Aff.: tu-ra-gur-a
'we were buying' i'we have (already) bought' l 'we are buying'

~: tu-a-Ii-ga tu-ta-ku-gul-a i ~: ti-tu-ka-guz-ire \~: ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a

....... ...........:.~.~.~~~~ ..~?!..?~y..~~~.' .l...'.~~.?~::~ ..~?!.X~!.~~.~~~.~~ l :.~~..~~..~?!..?~y..~~~.' .
~ Chiruri . Luganda . Kinyarwanda

Aff.: Ci-a-Ii-ga Ci-gul-a Aff.: tu-guz-e Aff.: tu-ra-gur-a
~ 'we were buying' : 'we have bought 'we are buying'
'= ~: Ci-a-Ii-ga Ci-ta-ku-gul-a i ~: te-tu-guz-e ~: nti-tu-ra-gur-a
Z 'we were not buying' ~ 'we have not bought' 'we are not buying'

Table 6.12 (above) shows that there has been some external influences from neighbouring

languages to Runyoro/Rutooro, Rukiga and Rukerebe. The marker {-a-li-ga} is not found in

Rutara languages, with the exception of Rukerebe. The form {-a-li-} is also found in some

Rutooro. Therefore, its source in Rukerebe must be in the Suguti group, as exemplified by

Chiruri, and its source for Rutooro could be in Luganda. Similarly, the marker {-ra-} has no

function related to Progressive in the Rutara group. It has a function of "focus" in the

W/Highlands group, as represented by Kinyarwanda in the table. Therefore, it must have been
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transferred to Rukiga from the neighbouring language, Kinyarwanda.42 Runyoro and Rutooro

have the form {-0-...-ire} marking both the Perfect and Retrospective. Since this form carries

a relatively similar function in Luganda (their neighbour in the east), it follows that Runyoro

and Rutooro were, probably, influenced by Luganda. However, the case of {-ire} is more

complicated than what we are proposing here. This formative {-ire} has various functions,

as aspect as well as tense marker, in Lacustrine languages and beyond. Therefore, it is

possible for it to have been recycled in a language in a way that deceptively resembles its

functions in other languages, with regard to Perfect, Perfective, Retrospective, Memorial

Present, and Past tenses.

Other forms which look alike between Rutara languages and other Lacustrine

languages are:

(122)
Ruhaya ti-tu-u-gfu-e [tituugule]

NEG-IP-NF-buy 'We shall not buy'
b. Luganda te-tu-u-gul-e [tetuugule]

NEG-I P-NF-buy 'We shall not buy'
RunyankorelRukiga tu-shutam-i [tusutfunir3

IP--sit-RESLTV 'We are seated'
d. Luganda tu-many-i [tumaJ1i]

Ip--know-RESLTV 'We know'

42 In fact, there is a dialect of Kinyarwanda in southern Kigezi, and also a dialect of
Rukiga in northern Rwanda (referred to as Gikiga in Rwanda). This must be the source of
{-ra-} in Rukiga. Note that this marker {-ra-} is only an alternative in Rukiga (Morris and
Kirwan 1972: 82).

43 The final vowel {-i} is a common feature in the Rutara group for a function
different from this one. It is used together with {O-NOM-} to form nouns from verbs, as in
{ku-gur-a} 'to buy' - {o-bu-guz-i} 'the buying, bargain', and {ku-hiig-a} 'to hunt/look for'
- {o-mu-hiigi}/{o-mu-hiij-i} 'hunter'.
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Whereas Cole (1967:127) reports that the suffix {-i} occurs with only one radical, the verb

ku-mimy-a in Luganda, Taylor (1959:xviii) comments that "most verbs ending in -ama have

meanings connected with posture or position, and have special particular forms in -ami whose

tones vary according to their use, whether predicative or attributive" in Runyankore/Rukiga.

This form appears to be more productive in Runyankore and Rukiga than in the other

languages. It also applies to verbs ending with -ta, as in {ku-humbata} 'to cover' .... {e

humbats-i, e-humbats-i}/{e-humbas-i, e-hUmbas-i} 'it is covered', for Runyankore and

Rukiga, respectively (Taylor 1959:xix). This could, therefore, be an innovation for

Runyankore and Rukiga.

6.7. A summary of principles and mechanisms of reconstruction

Throughout the last three chapters, we have been able to apply, confirm, or establish

a number of principles (not necessarily explicitly stated) related to reconstruction. These

principles (including methods and mechanisms as well) have proved to work for the sample

languages, as summarised below.

Internal reconstruction and comparative method: these methods help to reconstruct

older forms. The former was mainly used to investigate the source of asymmetry

between affirmative and negative forms, as found, for instance, in the Progressive

aspect in each language. Then, all eight languages were compared following the three

major steps of the comparative method: setting up correspondences, establishing the
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proto-forms, and assigning phonemic and semantic values to the reconstructed forms

(ef Bynon 1983, Hock 1991, Lass 1993, Beekes 1995, Fox 1995).

II. The majority rule principle: this principle gives more weight in reconstruction to

features that appear in the majority of contemporary languages or categories. Thus,

a feature or formative that has a comparatively high distribution in many languages

(i. e. in a linguistic/dialect map) is the most likely to represent retained features, rather

than innovation, in the group (ef Anttila 1989).

III. Conservative forms: relative and negative forms are relatively more conservative than

their affirmative counterparts. This principle was used to unravel the puzzle

underlying the polar asymmetry found, for instance, in the Remote Past and

Progressive (ef Hyman and Watters 1984).

IV. Grammaticalisation changes the morphosyntactic behaviour of verbal elements in a

language: this principle states that lexical verbs can become grammatical elements in

a verbal system (ef Givan 1971, Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 1992, Hopper and

Traugott 1993, Bybee et al. 1994, McMahon 1994). It has had the following impact

in the Rutara languages. First, the marker {-ri-}, found in the Negative Progressive,

developed from the suppletive form ri of the verb 'be'. It now marks T/A apart from

its original function as a locative copula. Second, the Progressive marker {ni-} and

the negative marker {ti-} developed from the copulas ni and ti respectively. The

marker {ni-} has also started to undergo further phonological changes, as it only

surfaces as [n-] before consonants in most of the languages. Third, the verb ku-ija,
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ku-iza, ku-iz.a 'to come' has started to undergo both semantic and phonological

erosion such that in some dialects it has been reduced to {-ja-, -za-, -za-},

respectively. These forms no longer mean'come' in the sense ofphysical movement,

but mark a future event.

V. T/A recycling: this mechanism enables formatives to perform a new or different

function in language. For instance, the FV {-e}, found in the negative Near Future

tense, is derived from the subjunctive marker {-e}. Similarly, {-ire} is now a tense

marker, apart from its original morphosemantic function ofmarking aspect, which has

also been retained.

VI. Vertical transfer: a language retains certain linguistic features from successive

ancestral languages to contemporary daughter languages/dialects. Related languages,

however, differ in the degree ofretained features vis-a-vis innovations. For instance,

the most common retained features found in the Rutara group are the Remote Past {

ka-}, the Perfective {-a(a)-}, and the negative forms for Retrospective and Persistive.

VII. Horizontal transfer allows the transmission of linguistic features from one language

or linguistic group to another. This phenomenon tends to complicate the linguistic

picture of a group, sometimes resulting in false cognates or mixed languages (cf

Bakker and Mous 1994, Nurse 1995, Thomason 1997). The best examples are found

along the borders between different linguistic communities; for instance, some

Runyambo dialects which are more like Ruhaya, or Rukiga dialects which are more

like Runyambo.
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VIII. The principle ofthe linguistic complexity oflanguage development: The development

oflanguage can be cumulative, directional, gradual, or abrupt (Hock 1991). Under this

principle, a language is a result of the combination of various complex features and

processes: retained (vertically transferred) features + internal innovations +

horizontally transferred features, where "internal innovations" includes

semantically/cognitively motivated changes + phonologically motivated changes +

analogically motivated changes + internal innovations motivated/caused by external

forces + unmotivated changes (el Sterelny 1985, Anttila 1989, Nerlich 1990, Nurse

1995). These features plus other non-linguistic factors, such as the nature of the

geographical environment, language contiguity, time-depth, socio-cultural, socio

economic, as well as socio-political ones, together make the history ofa language. It

is this complexity which determines the transparency of the linguistic history of a

language (el Lightfoot 1979, Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 1992, McMahon 1994,

Nurse 1995). We can, therefore, conclude that the Rutara group is less complex than

Lacustrine, based on this thesis and other related studies.

6.8. Conclusion

What we have seen in this chapter indicates that the Proto-Rutara (PR) T/A system

was relatively more symmetrical than its contemporary daughter languages. However, this

was not the case for the Remote Past which had already been marked differently, the

affirmative being *{-ka-...-a} and the negative either *{ti-...-ra-...-ire} or *{ti-...-a(a)-...-ire};
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the latter was the earlier form, and was probably inherited from Proto-Lacustrine. This was

mainly the result of reassigning new functions to the formatives *{-ka-} and *{-ra-} which

originally marked completive and remoteness respectively, together with *{-aa-} which also

marked a past but a relatively more recent past than the other two.

Given the forms that we have reconstructed for PR, it is clear that all of the Proto

Rutara forms have been retained somewhere in the group, although several have either

acquired new meanings or extended functions, or have changed their phonological shape. Of

these, the most affected were the compound markers, which consisted of more than one

formative either in the same slot or within the same VD, such as Persistive *{-ki-aa-...-a},

Remote Future *{-ri-a-...-a}, and Retrospective *{-aa-...-ire}. In terms of categories,

Progressive and Near Future have undergone more radical change than the others.

One issue which is also worth pointing out is the impact of contiguity among these

languages. At least seven languages still share borders, so that it is possible for some

linguistic features to be transferred from one language to another (i.e. horizontal transfer).

Thus, features which were not directly inherited from PR could easily be transmitted across

the area, given that speakers ofthese languages also share a more or less similar socio-cultural

heritage, and since mutual intelligibility is relatively high. For instance, the NF marker {-ri-a

...-a} found in some dialects of Runyambo, especially in the northern ones, could have been

transferred from Runyankore which lies just north of Runyambo. The same could have

happened with other features, for instance, between Runyoro and Rutooro (which are

sometimes regarded as one language), Runyoro/Rutooro and Luganda, Runyambo and
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Ruhaya, Rukerebe and Suguti, or Ruzinza and south eastern WlHighlands languages (e.g.

Kishubi and Kihangaza), and so on (see §6.6).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

7.1. Overview

In this study, we have presented a synchronic description ofthe TIA systems for eight

languages ofthe Rutara group: Runyoro (Rl), Rutooro (R2), Runyankore (R3), Rukiga (R4),

Runyambo (R5), Ruhaya (R6), Ruzinza (R7), and Rukerebe (R8). This has enabled us to

analyse the basic meanings ofvarious formatives from simple forms to compound VUs which

contain the various TIA markers in these languages. We have also surveyed what we called

the extended functions of these formatives from morphosemantic, morphosyntactic, and

cognitive points ofview. We were thus able to establish the relationships between one marker

and another, first in the same VU, and then across the system in different categories, and also

between formatives of the same shape found in different markers, categories, or paradigms.

We were also able to distinguish tense from aspect markers, based on their morphosyntactic

composition and behaviour, as well as their temporal reference frameworks with regard to

Event Time (ET) vis-a-vis Universe Time (VT). Consequently, our analysis compared and

contrasted these formatives across the group, which in turn helped us to reconstruct the Proto

Rutara TIA forms. We applied the comparative method and analysis to three domains:

individual categories, whole language systems, and groups of languages. In some cases, we

also went beyond the Rutara group in order to get either extra clues for the puzzle, or to get
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supporting evidence for an argument. Lastly, we showed the historical development and

changes of various markers from Proto-Rutara to the contemporary languages.

7.2. Answering the questions we posed

This study raised several questions, some ofwhich were answered instantly and some

of which were deferred for later discussion. Of the latter, seven were relatively more

important in the analysis ofT/A. We will now, briefly, recapitulate how those questions were

dealt with.

One, why should a language have the same form, for instance, {-0-...-ire} for both the

Near Past Performative and Present Perfect or Resultative? The answer to this question was

found in the mechanism we called T/A recycling. Formatives are reassigned new or extended

T/A functions, provided the new role of the formative is in agreement with its own basic

meaning and/or the semantic parameters of its category vis-a-vis its cognitive representation

in the speaker's mind.

Two, what is the relationship between the formative {-a(a)-} found in {tu-a(a)-gur-a},

{tu-ki-aa-gur-a} and {tu-aa-guz-ire}, the {-a-} found in forms like {tu-a-gur-aga} and {ti-tu

a-guz-ire}, and the {-ire} found in {tu-guz-ire} and {tu-aa-guz-ire}? The answer to this

question is virtually the same as the one given for the first question. It was established in this

study that the first type of {-a(a)-}, with its length and tonal variants, derive from what we

described as the marker for both Memorial Present and Perfective aspect. Wherever it occurs,

it represents either a past related event, or the completed part of an incomplete event. The
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second type of {-a(a)-} derives from the old formative that marked Remote Past (not only in

Rutara, but also in other Lacustrine languages and even beyond). This means there have been

at least two kinds of *{-a(a)-} which have been changing their roles through history.

However, the morphological problem we face is that both types of {-a(a)-} are related to

complete events (and, therefore, carry reference to a past time). In this case, they were easily

recycled in the system to the extent that it is now very difficult to draw a clear cut distinction

between them in the Rutara languages. We saw that even recourse to tone could not easily

solve the puzzle. The whole issue calls for a more intensive tonological comparative study

of the phenomenon in the entire group.

Three, why should elements performing the same macro-function of either tense or

aspect occupy different slots in the verbal unit? The answer to this question lies in the

historical origin of the marker itself. For instance, we saw that the Progressive marker {ni-}

and the negative marker {ti-} occupy slot (1) because of their original morphosyntactic

position as copulas {ni, ti}, hence they are pre-verbal. The same applies for {-ri-} and {-ku-}

which derive from an auxiliary and an infinitive/nominaliser, respectively, and therefore

appear between the SM and verb. Similarly, markers like {-ire} and {-aga} occupy the fmal

slot because they derive from post-main verb forms. It should be pointed out, however, that

the recycling mechanism ofT/A formatives and their reassignment to new functions and/or

categories does not affect their morphosyntactic position in a VD. Thus, {-ire} and {-aga}

have remained in post-radical position (slot 3) and the rest of the markers in pre-radical

positions (slots 1-2).
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The next two questions are interrelated and will, therefore, be considered together.

Can one class ofVU syntagmas like T/A formatives have a double allocation of slots within

the same VU? What are the basic slots for tense and aspectual markers? We found the

answer to these questions in the chronogenesis and recycling of T/A. That is, aspectual

markers (Level I) develop before tense markers (Level II), progressing from simple to

compound and complex forms at each level. This helps to analyse the primary formatives in

terms ofET and UT, which in tum helps to further distinguish tenses from aspects. Thus, slot

(2) was described as a typical slot for tense, and slot (3) for aspect, with additional

morphosyntactic constraints. Furthermore, temporal adverbials can also be used to test for

and distinguish tenses from aspects; but care is needed in using such temporal adverbials to

define tense. The recycling mechanism allows a formative to perform some additional T/A

functions withip the same semantic or cognitive parameters. Consequently, elements like

{-a(a)-} and {-ire} which are introduced at Level I as aspectual markers, are readily available

for Level II, to be reused as tense markers. On the other hand, we have noted that, although

these T/A markers have undergone various changes, there still exist some forms which are

very similar across the group, as summarised below.
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Table 7.1: Markers currently shared by all languages in the group

MarkerlFramework & Function I Examples

...~ L ~\~.~~;~~~;~i;~~ + ~:~;~;;?. : ,J~i~~-;:~~y,
ii ~ {-ka-...-a} "{~~'k~'~g~~~~f"""""""""""""""""""

.......1 ~!.~~~~~.Y.~..~~.~~~~ ..~~~~ 1 :~~_~.~~~~~.: .
iii j {(ti-)...-0-...-ire} i{ba-fi-ire}/{ba-fu-ire} i{ti-ba-fi-ire}/{ti-ba-fu-ire}

.......l ~~~~~~.~~.~~.~ l '.~~~y..~~..?~~~:. . :.~~~y...~~..~?~..~~.~?: ..
iv i {-a(a)-oo.-a} . {tu-a(a)-gur-a} {ti-tu-a(a)-gur-a}

.........................~~~~~~~~.~~~~~.~~ l.~.~~.~~.Y.~.).~.~.~.?~.~~~~~ l ~.~~.~~.Y.~.?~.~.?~.~~~~: .

..~..l. ~!.~i;~~~~~~.~;,?·~~~;.~~.Y.~ ~ ~~~~;~~~~~.~~;~~~~~.~~ ..
vi i {ti-oo.-ri-oo.-a}· {ti-tu-ri-gur-a}

.......l.. ~~~~~.~.Y.~.~~~?~.~X~~.~ l.. .'.~~..~~~~..~~~.~.~t ..
vii i {ti-oo.-ka-oo.-ire}: {ti-tu-ka-guz-ire}

.......l...~~~~~.~~.~.~~~~~.~~.~~~~.~p.~?~.~~.~ ...l 'we have not yet bo~.~~~: ..
viii~ {ti- -ka- -aga} ; · · ·{·ti~·t;~k~·~g~~~ga}

~ Negative Experiential Retrospective! 'we have never bought'

The last question, central to the study, was what the Proto-Rutara T/A system looked

like in terms ofits basic categories and formatives. The answer to this question was provided

in Chapter Six, in which the Proto-Rutara T/A system was presented.

7.3. A summary of the findings and achievements of this study

We will now summarise the major findings and achievements of this study. First of

all, this study covered eight languages of the Rutara group, rather than drawing conclusions

from a single language, as other studies have done (ef Mould 1981). We have provided

strong evidence to support the claim that Rutara constitutes a coherent genetic group. Our
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conclusions accommodate easily and necessarily any other small languages/dialects that

belong to this group, but were left out for various reasons.

Second, the study surveyed the verbal systems of the Rutara languages, rather than

presenting isolated linguistic elements. We have thus set up the basic components and

categories ofthe T/A systems for the eight languages. It is from these basic components that

the entire verbal systems of the languages are built.

Third, we were able to use and demonstrate the connection between the languages'

synchronic properties and their diachronic developments in order to establish the mutual

relationship between the two. We used the present to learn about the past.

Fourth, we were able to bring together and apply some principles of lexicostatistics,

phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, historical and comparative linguistics, as well as

language acquisition to support the cognitive approach, for better and more reliable results

and conclusions. This was necessary for two reasons: (a) dealing with T/A is dealing with

various subsystems oflanguage, and (b) both language development and change involve and

affect the phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic, and semantic systems of the

language. Therefore, a serious and reliable reconstruction of a system should consider these

components.

Fifth, we were able to analyse the various forms in a systematic way: from simple to

compound/complex forms, from basic to extended forms, from aspect to tense, and from

single formatives to complex T/A systems.
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As a result ofall the above, the following were also attained. We were able to present

the role of the verbal unit (VU) and its slots in the T/A system. This helped us to posit

predictions for tense versus aspect and the morphosyntactic behaviour of T/A markers.

Consequently, we were able to explain the meanings or functions of the T/A markers,

including those which posed apparent morphological problems. For instance, we were able

to explain the relationship between {-a(a)-} and {-ire}, on the one hand, and between the two

formatives within {-a(a)-...-ire}, on the other. This again led us to propose the T/Arecycling

mechanism, which allows a formative to perform other functions in the system,

morphosemantically or pragmatically.

Furthermore, we were able to use a cognitive point of view to explain the

mechanism(s) behind some ofthe polar asymmetry in different Rutara languages, such as the

Near Future markers {-raa-...-a} versus {-raa- -e}, the Persistive markers {-ki-aa-...-a} versus

{-ki-...-a}, and the Progressive markers {ni- -0-...-a} versus {ti-...-ri-ku-...-a}. Not only that,

but we also presented cognitive motivations for the innovation of the tense markers {-0-...

ire-ge} in RI-R2, as well as the justification for combining the formatives {-ka-, -ra-} with

{-ire} or {-aga} to form the three complex markers {tu-ra-guz-ire}, {ti-tu-ka-guz-ire}, and

{ti-tu-ka-gur-aga}. Then, we were able to identify typical tense/aspect markers versus quasi

tense/quasi-aspect markers.

Another problem that was solved was to clarify the place of the marker {-0-...-a} (as

in the form {tu-gur-a} 'we buy') in the system. Zero forms like this in Rutara languages are
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often erroneously called the Present Simple, an analysis which wrongly classifies such forms

under the Performative instead of its proper category, Habitual, as suggested in this thesis.

The other major task that was performed was to establish the relationships between

the different aspects, such as Perfect..Resultative, Perfect..Perfective"Retrospective,

Perfect..Retrospective"Remote Retrospective, Progressive..Persistive, Resultative..Persistive

Resultative, and a few others, as well as between aspects and tenses, such as Perfect..Near

Past, Perfective"Memorial Present, RemotelExperiential Retrospective"Remote Past,

Progressive..Near Future, and so on. It is these interrelationships between markers and also

between categories which create the complex system(s) ofT/A in the contemporary languages

and also throughout their linguistic history.

We were also able to redefine tense and aspect from a cognitive, semantic-temporal,

syntactic, and morphosyntactic perspective.

Finally, we set up the Proto-Rutara T/A system. The reliability ofthe proposed system

lies in the methodology that was applied to reach our conclusions in reconstructing the

markers. Although our approach was primarily cognitive, we did employ a multidimensional

approach, as mentioned above, which is essential in the reconstruction of older forms. Our

reconstruction was thus supported by both internal and external evidence through internal

reconstruction and comparative method.
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7.4. Suggestions and recommendations

Although we have examined extensively the T/A systems in the Rutara group, we do

not want to claim to have provided all the answers, nor solved all of the puzzles pertaining

to the study of tense and aspect. There are issues which we did not deal with because they

were either beyond the scope of this study, or just because we could not provide definite

answers given the time and data available.

Among issues that might merit further analysis are: (i) the various types and diverse

roles ofthe markers {-ka-}, {-ra-}, and {-a(a)-} across the group and beyond, (ii) an extension

of the present analysis to other Lacustrine languages, (iii) further studies on the variants of

{-a(a)-}, {-ire}, and other T/A markers in other Bantu languages, and (iv) further studies on

Rutara tonology. These, and others, would help to shed more light on yet unanswered

questions.

7.5. Concluding remarks

We know that language is not static; it changes over time. Therefore, the state of

affairs presented in this thesis for these languages might not be entirely valid after some years.

We have seen, for instance, how Progressive constructions are still undergoing various

phonological changes, as well as the impact of the Progressive aspect on the Near Future

tense. Thus, current phonological processes and horizontal transfer of linguistic features,

either from the neighbouring contiguous languages or from Kiswahili (which has a
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comparatively simplified T/A system), are likely to lead to further changes over time. Such

changes might alter the current T/A system slightly or drastically.

These changes affect not only the linguistic properties of these languages, but also

their names. Rukerebe, for instance, is now commonly referred to as Kikerebe, after the

original name Rukerebe succumbed to the geographical influence of the Suguti group.

Similarly, the name Ruzinza appears to be dying out gradually, in favour of Kizinza among

the new generation(s). Likewise, the other southern Rutara languages have also acquired the

initial {Ki-}, used interchangeably with {Ru-}, hence the names Ruhaya ~ Kihaya, and

Runyambo ~ Kinyambo. Besides, the recent introduction of Runyakitara, as the common

variety/language for the northern languages (Runyoro, Rutooro, Runyankore, Rukiga, and

others ), might also contribute significantly to further changes among these languages.

Nevertheless, we hope that this thesis will remain a reference study for a part ofthe

history of these languages, in its analysis of a set of linguistic changes, which have been and

still are taking place. Therefore, this thesis is meant to be just one of the stepping stones in

our endeavour to document, analyse, and reconstruct Bantu languages and their history.
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APPENDIX I: TENSE/ASPECT

Introductory notes and comments

1. Formatives are presented in their underlying forms (except for tone) rather than being purely phonetic. Therefore, different
phonological rules will apply in order to produce phonetic forms depending on the language.

e.g.
ii.
iii.

{tu-ki-aa-gur-a}
{tu-a-gur-a}
{tu-ria-gur-a}

[tukyaagura] / [tucyaagura] / [tucaagura].
[twaagura] / [twaagula].
[turyaagura] / [turyagura] / [tulyaagura] / [tulyagura]..

2. None ofthese languages is purely homogeneous. Each has dialectal and even interdialectal differences, as well as interpersonal
differences. Therefore, the differences pointed out at the foot ofevery page are either the major ones or just a representative
sample.

3. The T/A labels used in these tables are all defined in their respective section, mainly Chapters Four-Five (see Table of Contents).

4. The T/A tables are organised in terms of completive versus incompletive aspects for each language. However, these tables do not
include all the aspects available in the languages. They only summarise the most common aspects, particularly those which
have been discussed in the thesis.

5. All notes and comments are placed after the last table.
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A. PROTO-RUTARA
(i) Completives

REMOTE
FUTURE
A: *{-ria-...-a}
N: *{ti-...-ria-...-a}

ASPECT-IP~r!ormative IP~r!ect. IP~r!ective IR~t:OSpecti:e
TENSEll A. {-0- -a} A. {-0- -lre} A. {-aa-...-a} A. {-aa-...-Ire}

N: *{ti- -0-...-a} ~: *{ti- -0-...-ire} ~: *{ti-...-aa-...-a} ~: *{ti-...-ka-...-ire}
REMOTE PAST. ;A: tu-ka-pa tu-guz-ire !A: tu-ka-pa tu-aa-gur-a !A: tu-ka-pa tu-aa-guz-ire
A: *{-ka-...-a} A: t~-ka-gur-a . ~lli: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-guz-ire !lli: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire !lli: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire
~: *{ti-...-ra-...-ire} ~. ~;ub~2a~;uz-lre i~2. ti-tu-(r)a-pa-ire tu-guz-ire1~2: ti-tu-(r)a-pa-ire tu-aa-gur-a1~2: ti-tu-(r)a-pa-ire tu-aa-guz-ir

~:..~i~~~.:::~~~:::.:~.~~},... g 1. ~~..~94..~.?'!~~~ 1 ~~.~q,c!:.!.'!~~.~q.1!.~~~ l ~~..~c:!.eJ..c:!.{:.~911...~.?!!lJ.~!. .
. . !A: tu-pa-ire tu-guz-ire !A: tu-pa-ire tu-aa-gur-a !A: tu-pa-ire tu-aa-guz-ire

~~~0PA~T } ~: ~~uz-Ir~ !lli: tu-pa-ire tu-ta-guz-ire !~l: ti-tu-pa-ire tu-aa-gur-a !lli: tu-pa-ire tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

~~..~.~~.~::~~~~.~~-ire} . =:..~~.~~~~~~~ ..........J.~~.:..~~~~1.~~~~~~r.~~.~:~ .........1=:..~:;~~;'!~~~;.;~r.~~.~:~ ....1~~:.~~~~~~~?;'~~1;;:'~;~~~~ ......
MEMORIAL A: tu-aa-gur-a iA: tu-aa-pa tu-guz-ir~ iA: t~-aa-pa tu-aa-gur-a iA: tu-aa-pa tu-aa-guz-ir~
PRESENT -. . ,lli: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-guz-Ire ,~l: tJ-tu-aa-pa tu-aa-gur-a ,lli: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-Ire

~;..;1~~~:~~·;;;:.:~.~!.. ... ~:..?~~~.~~~~~~.~~ ........J.~~.~.~~~~;4.~k.;;;~r~~.~:~ ..........1=:..~~~;~~j~~~~;~~~~.~.~~.~:~ .....l~~.:.~~~~;~~:'~;~;~~.~~;~;~ .........
~~jF;~:,~}~~~~~;g:tj~if~~r~;~;:Ug~j~~::~~~:~f~~~~o~:~t
NEAR FUTURE A' tu-raa- ur-a 1A: tu-raa-pa tu-guz-ire jA: tu-raa-pa tu-aa-gur-a 1A: tu-raa-pa tu-aa-guz-ire
A- *{ } N: f g ill: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-guz-ire 1~1: ti-tu-raa-pe tu-aa-gur-a illi: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire
N; *{;~-~~~~:: ...-e} -' ;;u;7zabgur-e i~2: ti-tu-~aa-petu-guz-ire 1m: tu-ra~-pa tu-t~-ka-guz-ire i~2: ti-tu-~aa-pe tu-aa-guz-ire
- uy : We Will have bought , We Will have;ust bought , We Will have already bought

ft ~::;,;E;:~-al~F:~~~~;~;:~~~~:~~;l~~:~~~~!~:~ff~~;'~~I~f: ~~~~~;:;~~:~E:'~~;
Y . We Will have bought We Will have;ust bought We Will have already bought
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TENSE U

A. PROTO-RUTARA
(ii) Incompletives

ASPECT-I Habitual
A: *{-0- -a(-ga)}
N: *{ti- -0-...-a(-ga)} I

Progressive
A: *{-ri-ku-...-a}
~: *{ti-...-ri-ku-...-a} I

Persistive
A: *{-kiaa-...-a}
~: *{ti-...-kiaa-...-a}

EXPERIENTIAL PRESENT I81: tu-gur-a-ga
A: *{-0-...-a} m: ti-tu-gur-a-ga

..~.:.. ~J~!~:::.~~~:::~~...................... We buy regularly

Ai: tu-gur-a
Nl: ti-tu-gur-a
- We (do) buy

REMOTE PAST
A: *{-ka-...-a}
~: *{ti-...-(r)a-...-ire}

NEAR PAST
A: *{-0-...-ire}
~: *{ti...-0-...-ire}

MEMORIAL PRESENT
A: *{-aa-...-a}
~: *{ti-...-aa-...-a}

NEAR FUTURE
A: *{-raa-...-a}
~: *{ti-...-raa-...-e}

REMOTE FUTURE
A: *{-ria-...-a}
~: *{ti-...-ria-...-a}

[HRT-Muzale]

Ai: tu-ka-pa tu-gur-a
lli: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-gur-a i 11: tu-ka-pa tu-ri-ku-gur-a i 11: tu-ka-pa tu-kiaa-gur-a
~2: ti-tu-(r)a-pa-ire tu-gur-a jlli: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i lli: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-kiaa-gur-a
81: tu-a-gur-a-ga 1 ~2: ti-tu-(r)a-pa-ire tu-ri-ku-gur-a 1m: ti-tu-(r)a-pa-ire tu-kiaa-gur-a
~3: ti-tu-a-gur-a-ga j We were buying ~ We were still buying

..........~~.~~.::!.~?.~.7:'!. L.......................................................... . L .
i 11: tu-pa-ire tu-ri-ku-gur-a i 11: tu-pe-ire tu-kiaa-gur-a
1~l: tu-pa-ire tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a 1lli: tu-pe-ire tu-ta-kiaa-gur-a
im: ti-tu-pa-ire tu-ri-ku-gur-a im: ti-tu-pa-ire tu-kiaa-gur-a

i ~:..~~:.~ ..~1!r..~'!~.................... . 1. ~~.~~:.~.~.~~!.~.~.12:!.'!.~ .
i 11: tu-aa-pa tu-ri-ku-gur-a j 11: tu-aa-pa tu-kiaa-gur-a
1lli: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a 1lli: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-kiaa-gur-a
im: ti-tu-aa-pa tu-ri-ku-gur-a im: ti-tu-aa-pa tu-kiaa-gur-a

i ~:..~~:.~..~1!r..~'!~ < ~~.~~:.~..~.~~!.~.~.~~!.'!.~ .
1 11: tu-ri-ku-gur-a 111: tu-kiaa-gur-a
j~: ti-tu-ri-ku-gur-a i~: ti-tu-kiaa-gur-a

i ~:..c:.:.~.~~~!.'!.~............................. ...1. ~~.~:.~ ..~.~~!.~.!?12:!.'!.~ .
: 11: tu-raa-pa tu-ri-ku-gur-a i 11: tu-raa-pa tu-kiaa-gur-a
1lli: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a 1lli: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-kiaa-gur-a
im: ti-tu-raa-pe tu-ri-ku-gur-a im: ti-tu-raa-pe tu-kiaa-gur-a

.•........................................... . 1. ~:..~~!.~.~~.!?12:!!!.~.......... . 1. ~~.~!.~?~.~~!.~.~.:..~!!!.:~~K .

~ E&~~:1;~~~~;~'~~-a I~ ~~-~!;~~::FE::~-: I~ ~~-~!;~~:~E::~:
- We will b~ ~Rula;ly 1 We WIll be buymg We wIll stdl be buymg
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Bl. RUNYORO (Rt)
(i) Completives

ASPECT=I Performative Perfective Perfect & Retrospective
TENSE II {-0-} {-a-} {-ire}

NEAR FUTURE
{-ra-}

REMOTE FUTURE
{-ri-}

REMOTE PAST 11: tU-ka-~lir-a 111: tu-ka-ba tu-a-gfu-a, 111: tu-ka-ba tu-gUz-ir~
ka ~: tu-ta-gur-e i ~: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre i ~: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-guz-lre

{- -} ~~..?~~!!~~ .l ~~.~~.~!~~.~.~?.~~~.~ l ~~..~~~.?~~!!~~ .
NEAR PAST 11: t~-guz-ir~-~e 1 11: tU-ba-~re tu-a-gur-a, 1 11: tu-ba-~re tu-guz-ir~

{-0- -ire(- e)} ~: tI-tu-guz-lre-ge : ~: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-ka-guz-lre : ~: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-guz-lre

...........:: ~...................... . !!:~..~~1!fJ.~~ l... TY.:..~~1.j~~!..~~.1!.~~!. L. ~~ ..~~4..~~ ~¥.~~ .
MEMORIAL PRESENT 11: t~-a-gur-~a 1 11: tu-a-ba tu-a-gfu-a, 1 11: tu-a-ba tu-gUz-ire,

N: tI-tu-a-gur-a : N: tu-a-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre : N: tu-a-ba tu-ta-guz-lre

.~~~.~!..................... .= !!:~..~.c:.~~.!.L!.~~.~.?1!fJ..~~ L~ TY.:..~~.~j~~L~~.1!.~~t................. ..L~ ~~. ~~d ~~~¥.~:. .

i~. ~::~~-a . I~. ~~;l::ght
im. tl-tu-(ka)~guz-lre i 112.: tu-a-ba tu-guz-ire

.................................. . l ~~..~~~.~.~.~~~. bought 1.. . TY.:..~~1...~~.1!.~~t .
11: tu-ra-glir-a i 11: tu-ra-ba tu-a-gfu-a i 11: tu-ra-ba tu-guz-ire
~: ti-tu-glir-e i ~: tu-ra-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire i ~: tu-ra-ba tu-ta-guz-ire

We will buy i We will have just bought 1 We will have bought
·A;··t~~~i~gfu~~·························TA·:··t~~~i~·b~··~~~·~gfi~~~······················TA~·t~~~i~b·~··tt;"~g~~~'i~~"""'"

~: ti-tu-ri-glir-a i ~: tu-ri-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire i ~: tu-ri-ba tu-ta-guz-ire
We will buy i We will have just bought i We will have bought

EXPERIENTIAL PRESENT
{-0-}
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Bl. RUNYORO (Rl)
(ii) Incompletives

ASPECT- Habitual 1 Progressive Persistive
TENSE t {-0-} / {-a-gal {n(i)-} {(ni-)...-ki-(aa)-}

NEAR PAST
{-0-...-ire(-ge)}

MEMORIAL PRESENT
{-0-...-ire(-ge)}

EXPERIENTIAL PRESENT
{-o-}

REMOTE PAST jA: t~-a-gur-a-~a 1A: tu-ka-ba ni-~-glir-a 1 A: tu-ka-ba ni-tu-k!aa,-glir-a
ka N: tI-tu-a-gur-a-ga i N: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gur-a i N: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a

I ~~ ~!. ~~.~~~~.~?..~~r j ~~.~~:.:..~.~1..~~~ 1... ~:..~::..~.~!.~!.?~~?.:~.~~ .
~ A: tu-ba-ire ni-tu-glir-a ~ A: tu-ba-ire ni-tu-kiaa-glir-a
1N: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gur-a 1N: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-ki-gur-a
: We were buying : We were still buying

1 A: tu-a-ba ni-tu-glir-a 1 A: tu-a-ba ni-tu-kiaa-glir-a
1 N: tu-a-ba tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gur-a 1 N: tu-a-ba tu-ta-ki-glir-a

! ~~.~~:.:..~.~1..~~~ .l. ~:..~::..~.~!.~!.?~~?.:~.~~
1 A: ni-tu-gur-a 1 A: ni-tu-kiaa-glir-a
1N: ti-m-(r)u-ku-gur-a l N: ti-tu-ki-glir-a

l ~~.~~:..?~?.:!.ng l. ~:..~:.:..?~~!.?~~?:~!:.~ .
NEAR FUTURE !A: tu-ra-ba ni-~u-gur-a !A: tu-ra-ba ni-tu-k!aa,-gur-a

: N: tu-ra-ba tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gur-a : N: tu-ra-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a

f······· REMO:~a:UTUREA;;;:~~:g~:~:g~·············ji,=:~::ib:i~:r~-a ··········rA:~:~:~i~;!i!:~Ay:it:~······
. N: tl-tuu-gur-e-ge : N: tu-n-ba tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gur-a ; N: tu-n-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a

{-n-} We will buy (regularly/ We will be buying 1 We will still be buying

A: tu-glir-a
I·· ~ N: ti-tu-glir-a

We buy
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NEAR FUTURE
{-raa-}

B2. RUTOORO (R2)
(i) Completives

ASPECT-I Performative Perfective Perfect & Retrospective
TENSE a {-O-} {-a-} {-O-...-ire} / {-ka-oo.-ire}

REMOTE PAST A: tU-ka-~ur-a !A: tu-ka-ba tu-a-gfu-a A !A: tu-ka-ba tu-guz-ire A

ka tl: tu-ta-gur-e i tl: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre i tl: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

.~~ ~!. ~~..??~~~~ 1. ~~.~~4.!~~~ ..??~~~~ j TY.~.~~4..c::!.~~~~r.~.?~~~~ .
NEAR PAST A: ~-guz-ir~-~e 1 A: tU-ba-~re tu-a-gfu-a A 1 A: tU-ba-~re tu-guz-ire A

{-O- -ire(- en tl: tl-tu-guz-lre-ge 1 tl: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-ka-guz-lre ; tl: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

........................~:~ ~ ~~..??~~~~ ..1 ~~..~~4.!~~~..??~~~~ 1 TY.~.~~4..c::!:..~~~r.~.?~~~~ .
MEMORIAL PRESENT A: t~-a-gfu-Aa !A: tu-a-ba tu-a-gfu-a A !A: tu-a-ba tu-guz-ire A

N: tl-tu-a-gur-a : N: tu-a-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre : N: tu-a-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

..........................~~.~~~....................... ..= ~~..~~~:.!.~~~.~.?~?~~ L~ TY.~ ..~~4.!~~~ ..??~~~~ L= TY.~.~~4..c::!.~~~~r.~.?~~~~ .
1 A: tu-a-gur-a i. A

EXPERIENTIAL 1lli: ti-tu-a-gfu-a i A: t~-guz-lre A

PRESENT ; N2: ti-tu-ka-guz-ire ; tl. tl-tu-ka-guz-lre

{-O-} j..=~~.~c::~~/~~.~.~?.z!.~~!. j ~~.~~~~ .~~~~~~~.~.~~~~~ .
A: tu-raa-gfu-a iA: tu-ra-ba tu-a-gfu-a i A: tu-raa-ba tu-guz-ire
tl: ti-tu-aa-gfu-e i tl: tu-ra-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire i tl: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

We will buy i We will have just bought i We will have already bought
······~~~;~·;~;~·~·····I··A;··t~~·~i~~fu~~·······················TA;·~~·~~~b·~··~~~~gfu~~·····~···············TA;·~~~~~b~··t~~g~~~i~;·····~·..···············.....

. tl: tl-tu-n-gur-a : tl: tu-n-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre ; tl: tu-n-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre
{-n-} We will buy . We will have just bought 1 We will have already bought
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B2. RUTOORO (R2)
(ii) Incompletives

ASPECT- Habitual Progressive Persistive
TENSE H {-0-} / {-a-gal {n(i)-} / {-ri-ku-} {n(i)-...-ki-aa-}

A: tu-gur-a
tl: ti-tu-gfu-a

We buy

NEAR PAST
{-0-...-ire(-ge)}

NEAR FUTURE
{-raa-}

EXPERIENTIAL
PRESENT

{-0-}

REMOTE FUTURE
{-ri-}

MEMORIAL PRESENT
{-a-}

A: tu-a-gur-a-ga ~ A: tu-ka-ba n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-ka-ba n(i)-tu-kiaa-gfu-a

f~:1~:{:~J=~~".~:~~!;~:;J=:;~~~:~:;~~iU):~".-g~-aJ=:;~~~;~;l~ab~~;~~-:
~ A: tu-ba-ire n(i)-tu-gur-a ~ A: tu-ba-ire n(i)-tu-kiaa-gfu-a
~ tl: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gfu-a ~ tl: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-kiaa-gfu-a

l ~~..~~.~~.~~!:.~.~~.. . j ~~..~~:.~..~~~!.{.~~!:.~:!.~ ..
~ A: tu-a-ba n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-a-ba- n(i)-tu-kiaa-gfu-a
~ tl: tu-a-ba tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gfu-a ~ tl: tu-a-ba tu-ta-kiaa-gfu-a

l ~~..~~.~~.~~!:.~:!.~... ...j ~~.~~:..~..~~~!!..~~!:.~:!.~ ..
~ A: n(i)-tu-gur-a ~ A: n(i)-tu-kiaa-gfu-a
~ tl: ti-tu-(ri)-ku-gur-a ~ tl: ti-tu-kiaa-gfu-a

l ~~..~:..~.~t:':!:.~:!.~........ .. j ~~.~:.~..~~!.!!..~.t:':r~:!.? .
~ A: tu-raa-ba n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-raa-ba n(i)-tu-kiaa-gfu-a
~ tl: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-(ru)-ku-gur-a ~ tl: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-kiaa-gfu-a
~ We will be buying ~ We will still be buying

~~ ~~~~~:~~~~~i;~" ····!·~;··i~~~~~~:·~~~:~~~~~~~:~~·:~~·······..I..~;·:~~::~·:·fu~E~~~a~;~~:~~········
We will buy (regularly) ~ We will be buying ~ We will still be buying
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B3. RUNYANKORE (R3)
(i) Completives

ASPECT=I Performative Perfect & Resultative Retrospective
TENSE H {-0-} {-0-...-ire} {-aa-...-ire}

REMOTE PAST A: tu-ka-gur-a !A: tu-ka-ba tu-guz-ire !A: tu-ka-ba tu-aa-guz-ire
ka N: ti-tu-ra-guz-ire i N: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-guz-ire i N: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

~~ ~!................ . ~:..~.?~¥..~~............... . 1 TY~.~C!.~..~~.~~~.: ; ~~..~~4..C!!.:.~~~~.~.?.~~ ~~ .
NEAR PAST A: ~-guz-ir~ ~ A: tU-ba-~re ru-guz-ire, !A: tu-ba-~re tu-a,a-guz-ire.

{-0- -ire} N: tl-tu-guz-lre 1N: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-guz-lre 1N: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

•••.............................~:..~.?~~~~ 1 TY~.~C!.~..~~~~~.: 1. ~~ ..~~4..C!!.:.~~~~.~?.~~~~ .
MEMORIAL A: tu-aa-gur-a i A: tu-aa-ba tu-guz-ire 1 A: tu-aa-ba tu-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT N: ti-tu-aa-gur-a i N: ti-aa-ba tu-ta-guz-ire i N: tu-aa-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

...{~~J~)~} !!:..??~?..~~ l ~~.~~.~..??~~~.~........ . ~ ~~..~~~.~!.~~~~?:..??~?..~~ .
EXPERIENTIAL i A: tu-guz-ire i A: tu-aa-guz-ire

p.~~~r~ ..l..~.:..~;~~~.~;.~~~~~~.~ .l.~: ..~;~~;~~~!.~;~~?:..??.~?..~~ .
NEAR FUTURE A: ni-tu-iza ku-gur-a i A: ni-tu-iza ku-ba tu-guz-ire 1 A: ni-tu-iza ku-ba tu-aa-guz-ire
{ni-...-iza ku-} / N: ti-ru-ri-ku-iza ku-gur-a i N: ni-tu-iza ku-ba tu-ta-guz-ire i N: ni-tu-iza ku-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

....{~.~~.~~}............ ..~:..~.~!!..~~~ l TY~.~~!.!..~~~~..~~~!f.~:. . l ~~..~!.~!..~~~~..~~:.~~~t.~~.1!:~~.: .
REMOTE A: tu-ria-gur-a 1 A: tu-ri-ba ru-guz-ire i A: tu-ri-ba tu-aa-guz-ire
FUTURE N: ti-tu-ri-gur-a i N: tu-ri-ba tu-ta-guz-ire i N: tu-ri-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire
{-ri(a)-} We will buy i We will have bought ; We will have already bought
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B3. RUNYANKORE(R3)
(ii) Incompletives

Progressive Persistive
{ni-} {-ki-(aa)-}I

Habitual
{-0-}/ {-a-gal

REMOTE PAST IA: tu-ka-ba tu-gur-a
{-ka-} We used to buy

ASPECT=>
TENSE a

i A: tu-ka-ba ni-tu-gfu-a 1 A: tu-ka-ba tu-ki-(aa)-gur-a
i tl: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-(r)i-ku-gur-a i tl: ru-ka-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a

~ ry:..~.~:'~ ..?~!.:!~~.. . l ry~.~~:.:..~~!.!!..~.~r~:!¥ .
i A: tu-ba-ire ni-tu-gfu-a i A: tu-ba-ire tu-ki-(aa)-gur-a

NEAR ~AST i tl: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-(r)i-ku-gur-a 1 tl: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-ki-gur-a

{-0- -lre} l ry~.~.~:.~..?~!.:!.~~............................ . l ry~.~~:.:..~~!.!!..~.~r~':!.lf. .
MEMORIAL i A: tu-aa-ba ni-tu-gfu-a i A: tu-aa-ba tu-ki(-aa)-gur-a

PRESENT i tl: tu-aa-ba tu-ta-(r)i-ku-gur-a i tl: tu-aa-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a

.............{~~.<~9=!.......... ~~ ~~~~:-a l r:..~..~.~:.~ ..?~!.!.~~.......... . l r:..~.~~~~..~~!.~!..~.~ying
EXPERIENTIAL - We buy !A: ~i-:u-~fu-a !A: ~-~-(~a)-gur-a

PRESENT ! tl: tt-tu-n-ku-gur-a ! tl: tt-tu-ki-gur-a
{-0-} : We are buying : We are still buying

NEAR FUTURE [ A·:··~i·~t~~ii~·"k~~bi·~i~~~gur-a ················TA;·~i~t~~ii~"k~~bi·t~~id~(~~)·~·g~~~~··

......~.~~~.~i;;~;~~~~~ ..~ ..l.=.:..~~~~;~~~~\~;!.;:. ..~~~~~~~.~~.~~.~~:~~J..~:.~;~;;~~.;~~;:.;~;~~~.~:.~~ .
REMOTE Al.: tu-ria-gur-a-ga 1 A: tu-ri-ba ni-tu-gfu-a i A: tu-ri-ba tu-ki-(aa)-gur-a
FUTURE 82.: tu-ri-ba ni-tu-gfu-a 1 tl: tu-ri-ba tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i tl: tu-ri-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a
{-ri(a)-} We will buy (regularly) i We will be buying i We will still be buying
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B4. RUKIGA (R4)
(i) Completives

TENSE t
ASPECT= Performative Perfect & Resultative Retrospective

{-f:J-} {-0-...-ire} {-aa-I-ka-...-ire}

REMOTE PAST 11: ~-ka-~ur-a . i11: n-ka-b~.n-g?z-ire, i11: n-ka-b~n-a,a-guz-ire.
ka N: tl-n-da-guz-lre ! N: n-ka-ba n-ta-guz-lre ! N: n-ka-ba n-ta-ka-guz-lre

{- -} !.~?.~$.~!............. . l !.~c::.~..?t?~~~.~ 1 !..~9.~.c::.~:.~9.4r...~?.~$.~.~ .
NEAR PAST 11: ~-guz-ir~ i11: n-ba-~re n-g?z-ire, i11: m-b-~re n-a,a-guz-ire.

. N: tl-n-guz-lre : N: n-ba-lre n-ta-guz-lre : N: m-b-lre n-ta-ka-guz-lre

{-0- -1re} . .=!.~?.~$.~!. l..~ !.~c::.~..?t?~~~t J..= !..~9.~.c::.~:.~.~4r...~?.~$.~.~ .
MEMORIAL 11: n-aa-gur-a i 11: n-a-ba n-gliz-ire i 11: n-a(a)-ba n-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT N: ti-n-aa-gur-a i N: n-a-ba n-ta-guz-ire i N: n-a(a)-ba n-ta-ka-guz-ire

.......~~.~~}. !.~.?.~$.~!. l !.~c::.~..?t?~~~.~ J. !..~9.~.c::.~:.~~4r...~?.~$.~!. .
EXPERIENTIAL 1 11: n-guz-ire i 11: n-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT 1 N: n-tu-guz-ire i N: ti-n-ka-guz-ire

.~~~~~ . l !.~c::.~~ ..??.~~~.~ J. !..~9.~~..c::.~:.~9.4r...~?.~$.~.~ .
NEAR FUTURE 11: ni-fi-iza ku-gur-a 1 11: n-daa-ba n-guz-ire i 11: ni-fi-iza ku-ba n-aa-guz-ire

{ni-...-iza} I N: ti-n-daa-gUr-e 1 N: n-daa-ba n-ta-guz-ire i N: ni-fi-iza ku-ba n-ta-ka-guz-ire
{-raa-} 1 will buy i 1 will have bought i 1will have already bought

RE~~;·~··;~;~~···A·:··~~·di~·~,g~~~····················l··A;·~~·d·~~b~··~~g~~~i·~~~·································r·A~··;~d~·~b~·~~;i~~g~~·i;~:·············

. N: tl-n-dl(a)-gur-a : N: n-dl-ba n-ta-guz-lre : N: n-dl-ba n-ta-ka-guz-lre
{-n-(a)-} 1 will buy i 1 will have bought . 1 will have already bought
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B4. RUKIGA (R4)
(ii) Incompletives

ASPECT= Habitual Progressive Persistive
TENSE II {-0-} I {-a-gal {ni-} {-ci-aa-}

A: n-gfu-a
~: ti-n-gfu-a

I buy

REMOTE FUTURE IA: n-daa-gur-a-ga
{-ri-(a)-} I will buy (regularly)

NEAR PAST
{-0-...-ire}

MEMORIAL
PRESENT

{-a-}

EXPERIENTIAL
PRESENT

.....................J~~~L .
NEAR FUTURE

{ni-...-iza} I

....................(:.~~.~~L .

REMOTE PAST jA: n-ka-b~ ngur-a, 1 A: n-ka-b~ ni-?-g,fu-a !A: n-ka-b~ n-c~a:.gur-a
ka ~: n-ka-ba n-ta-gur-a j ~: n-ka-ba n-ta-n-ku-gur-a j ~: n-ka-ba n-ta-cl-gur-a

I... . ~~ ~~ !..~~~4..~?.?.!!t................ ...1 I.~.~~..?!!~!.'!:~ j !.~::.~..~~~!.~.~~~~'!~ .
~ A: m-be-ire ni-n-gfu-a ~ A: m-b-ire n-caa-gur-a
i ~: m-be-ire n-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i ~: m-b-ire n-ta-Ci-gur-a

l !..~.~~..?!!~!.'!:~ l !.~::.~.~~~!!..~~~~'!¥ .
. A: n-a(a)-ba ni-n-gfu-a i A: n-a(a)-ba n-caa-gur-a
~: n-a(a)-ba n-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i ~: n-a(a)-ba n-ta-ci-gur-a

l !..~.~~..?!!~!.'!:~............................... ...l !.~::.~..~~~!.~.~~~~'!~ .
i A: ni-n-gfu-a i A: n-caa-gur-a
i ~: ti-n-di-ku-gur-a i ~: ti-n-ci-(aa)-gur-a

~ !..::.'!!..?.~~.~'!:~ l !..~'!!..~~~!.~ ..?!!~~.'!:~ .
i A: ni-fi-iza ku-ba ni-n-gfu-a i A: ni-fi-iza ku-ba n-caa-gur-a
i ~: ni-fi-iza ku-ba n-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i~: ni-fi-iza ku-ba n-ta-ci-gur-a

......l !..~.~!.~.~~..?!!~!.'!:~..................... ............ ...l !.~~!.!..~~!.~!..?.~.~~~~'!~ .
~ A: n-di-ba ni-n-gu.r-a ~ A: n-di-ba n-caa-gur-a
i ~: n-di-ba n-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i ~: n-di-ba n-ta-ci-gur-a
: I will be buying i I will still be buying
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B5. RUNYAMBO (R5)
(i) Completives

ASPECT=>I Performative I Perfect & Resultative Retrospective
TENSE II {-0-} {-O-oo.-ire} {-aa-oo.-ire} / {-ka-oo.ire}

REMOTE PAST 11: t~-ka-~ur-a . 1 11: n-ka-pa n-guz-ire. !11: tU-ka-p~ tu-~a-guz-ir~
ka N: tI-tu-ra-guz-Ire i N: n-ka-pa n-ta-guz-Ire i N: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-Ire

{- -} TY.~.~?u.~~!. l.. !..~.c:.~.~?.z:.~~!. l ~: ..~c:4.c:.!.':.:c:4r.~.?1!.~~!. .
NEAR PAST 11: t~-guz-ir~ 1 11: n-pe-~re n-guz-ire. !11: tu-pe-~re tu-~a-guz-ir~

-0- -ire N: tl-tu-guz-Ire 1N: n-pe-Ire n-ta-guz-Ire 1N: tu-pe-Ire tu-ta-ka-guz-Ire

~ :: !. ~~.~?.z:.~ht l !..~.c:.~.~.?.z:.~ht 1 ~: ..~c:4.c:.!.':.:c:4r.~.?1!.~~!. .
MEMORIAL 11: tu-aa-gur-a i 11: n-a(a)-pa n-guz-ire 1 11: tu-a(a)-pa tu-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT N: ti-tu-aa-gur-a i N: n-a(a)-pa n-ta-guz-ire 1 N: tu-a(a)-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

..................J~~.~~H................... We boug~!. l !..~.c:.~.~?.z:.~~!. 1 ~: ..~c:4.c:.!.':.:c:4r.~.?1!.~~!.
EXPERIENTIAL i 11: n-guz-ire i 11: tu-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT i N: ti-n-guz-ire i N: ti-tu-ka-guz-ire

.......................J~~~}................... . l !..~.c:.~.~.~.?.z:.~~!. 1 ~:.~c:~~..c:.!.':.:c:4r.~. ?1!.~~!. .
11: n(i)-tu-za ku-gur-a i i

NEAR FUTURE IN: ti-tu-ku-~a ku-gur-a !11: n-daa-pa n-guz-ire. !11: n(~)-tu-~~ kU-P~ tu-~a-guz-ir~
. . 11: tu-raa-gur-a i N: n-daa-pa n-ta-guz-Ire i N: n(l)-tu-Ja ku-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-Ire

{m-oo.-Ja ku-} / {-raa-} N: ti-tu-raa-gUr-e i I will have bought . We will have already bought
We will buy i 1

REMOTE FUTURE IA·:··t~~~i~·~fu~~······· ··················l·A;··~~d~~·p~·~~g~~~·i~·~~······· ···········l··A;·t~~;~~p·~···t~~·~~~g~~~·i~~·········· .
. tl: tI-tu-n-gur-a i N: n-dl-pa n-ta-guz-Ire i N: tu-n-pa tu-ta-ka-gura-ga

{-n-} We will buy I will have bought 1 We will have already bought
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B5. RUNYAMBO (R5)
(ii) Incompletives

TENSE II
ASPECT= Habitual Progressive Persistive

{-fl-} {n(i)-} / {-ri-ku-} {-ci-/-caa)-}

REMOTE PAST
{-ka-}

REMOTE FUTURE
{-ri-}

NEAR FUTURE
{ni-oo.-ja ku-} / {-raa-}

MEMORIAL PRESENT
{-a(a)-}

............. /1: tu-gill-a
E~~S~~~Ai··· ·····1 N: ~~ub~:-a

{-fl-}

/1: tu-ka-pa tu-gill-a i /1: tu.,ka-pa n(i)-tu-gur-a i /1: tu-ka-pa tu-caa-gur-a
N: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-gill-a i N: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i N: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ci-gur-a

We used to buy i We were buying i We were still buying

'~ti.~~~;rt~:W};~;;;;~;::~=~~-~l~:~~;~;:~~~~~a
i /1: tu-a(a)-pa n(i)-tu-gur-a ~ /1: tu-a(a)-pa tu-caa-gur-a
i N: tu-a-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a ~ N: tu-a-pa tu-ta-Ci-gur-a

L. 1Y~..~::.e.~~?!.~:!.~ l... T!.~.:!!.~:.:..~~~!!..~~?!.~:!.~
~ /1: n(i)-tu-gill-a i /1: tu-caa-gur-a
~ N: ti-tu-ku-gur-a i N: ti-tu-ci-gur-a

t ~~..'!:..~.~.~?!.~:!.~ 1 T!.~.~:.~..~~.~!!..~.~r..~':.? .
~ /1: n(i)-tu-ja ku-pa n(i)-tu-gill-a i /1: n(i)-tu-ja ku-pa tu-caa-gur-a
i N: n(i)-tu-ja ku-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gur-a i N: n(i)-tu-ja ku-pa tu-ta-ci-gur-a
i We will be buying i We will still be buying

r~;··i~~~:·~~:·~~~~i~:~1~;ur-a ··············T~;·:~~~~~:·~~~~~~~~~:~:··················
. We will be buying . We will still be buying
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B6. RUHAYA (R6)
(i) Completives

ASPECT-I Performative Perfective I Perfect & R~sultative ~~trospect~ve
TENSE H {-0-} A: {-aa-...-a} {-0-...-1re} {-aa-I-ka-...-lre}

REMOTE PAST A: t~-ka:gur-a. [A: t~-ka-b~ tu-~a-gur~a. !A: t~-ka-b~ tu-guz-ir~ [A: t~-ka-b~ tu-~a-guz-ir~
ka ti: tI-tu-a-guz-lre !ti: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre !ti: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-guz-lre !ti: tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

{- -} ~~..~.?1!.ff.~~ 1 ~~ .~9.~!.~?~.~.?z:.ff..~~ 1 ~~..~9.~.~?1!¥.~~ L ~~ ..~9.~.C!:!.':.~9.~1...~.?z:.ff..~~ .
NEAR PAST A: ~-guz-ir~ [A: tU-ba-~re tu-~a-gur-a. 1A: tU-ba-~re tu-guz-ir~ !A: tU-ba-~re tu-~a-guz-ir~

-0- -ire ti: tI-tu-guz-lre iti: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-ka-guz-lre iti: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-guz-lre 1ti: tu-ba-lre tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

~ :~.~ ? ~~..~.?z:.~~~ ..1 ~~..~9.~!.~?~.~.?z:.~~~ L ~~ ..~9.~.~?1!¥.~~ 1. ~~.~9.~.C!:!.':.~9.~1...~.?z:.ff..~~ .
MEMORIAL A: tu-aa-gur-a iA: tu-aa-ba tu-aa-gur-a iA: tu-aa-ba tu-guz-ire iA: tu-a-ba tu-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT ti: ti-tu-a-gur-a iti: tu-aa-ba tu-ti-ka-guz-ire iti: tu-aa-ba tu-ta-guz-ire iti: tu-a-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

~~~:~~~ ~~.b.?~[h.t...I~~f;rf~:~[ht !~.~:~:::~~~h.t I~ =:~:::::~::d~b.?~[ht .
PRESENT !N2. ti-tu-ka- uz-ire !ti. tI-tu-guz-lre !ti. tI-tu-ka-guz-lre

{-0-} l=-· .~~.~9.~~j1!.~~ ..??l!¥.~~ L ~~ ..~~~~ ..~~~~~~ J. ~e ~~~~ ..~~~~~~~.~.~~~~~ .
NEAR FUTURE A: t~-raa-~Ur-a [A: tu-raa-ba tu-~a-gur-a. [A: tu-raa-ba tu-guz-ire, [A: tu-raa-ba tu-~a-guz-ir~

ti: tI-tuu-gur-e !ti: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre !ti: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-guz-lre !ti: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-ka-guz-lre
{-raa-} We will buy i We will have just bought i We will have bought i We will have already bought.........:~g:: ~;..~i~ii~~~~~:~·~····l~;··~~~·~~~~:·~~::a~~:~~~~~:~ ..····!·~;·~~:~:~~:·f~~~~~~~~~~;~····1"~;·~~:~f~:·~~~;:~~~~:~~f;~·········
{-ri-} We will buy i We will have just bought i We will have bought i We will have already bought
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B6. RUHAYA (R6)
(ii) Incompletives

ASPECT=>I Habitual Progressive Persistive
TENSE II {-0-} / {-a-gal {n(i)-} {-ki-aa-}

A: tu-gur-a
~: ti-tu-gfu-a

We buy

REM?-~rAST l.~: *~~;~I~~ .. . J.~: ;;~;; ~:;;~~;f~~~g~-a j~:;~~;~~;;~~;~~ .
~ A: tu-ba-ire n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-ba-ire tu-khhi-gur-a
~ ~: tu-ba-ir-e tu-ta-(r)i-ku-gur-a ~ ~: tu-ba-ire tu-ta-ki-gur-a

l ~~.~~:.~..~.~!.!.~¥....................... . j ~~.~~:.:..~~~!!..~~r..~'!~ .
~ A: tu-a-ba n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-a-ba tu-kiaa-gur-a
~ ~: tu-a-ba tu-ta-(r)i-ku-gur-a ~ ~: tu-a-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a

l ~~.~~:.~..~.~!.!.~¥.... . j ~~.~~:.:..~~.~!!..~~r..~'!~ .
~ A: n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-kiaa-gur-a
~ ~: ti-tu-(r)i-ku-gur-a ~ ~: ti-tu-ki-gur-a

l ~~.~:.~..?!!?!.!.'!:¥. .l ~~.~:.~ ..~~!.!!..~.~!:.~'!? .
~ A: tu-raa-ba n(i)-tu-gfu-a ~ A: tu-raa-ba tu-kiaa-gur-a
i ~: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-(r)i-ku-gur-a i ~: tu-raa-ba tu-ta-ki-gur-a
~ We will be buying ~ We will still be buying

~~ ~~:~~:~~~~~; ].~~·~~~~::t:·~:~:l~~~;f±~~gur-a ··]··~;·:~~~~~:·~~~;~t::::
We will buy regularly ~ We will be buying ~ We will still be buying

REMOTE FUTURE
{-ri-}

NEAR PAST
{-0-...-ire}

MEMORIAL
PRESENT

.......J~~.(~H ....
EXPERIENTIAL

PRESENT

.......................(~~.~J. ....
NEAR FUTURE

{-raa-}
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B7. RUZINZA (R7)
(i) Completives

TENSE ~

ASPECT=> Performative Perfect & Resultative Retrospective
{-0-} {-0-...-ire} {-aa-...-ire} I {-ka-...-ire}

REMOTE PAST
{-ka-}

A: m-ka-gur-a i A: n-ka-pa n-guz-ire i A: tu-ka-pa tu-aa-guz-ire
N: ti-tu-ra-guz-ire i N: n-ka-pa n-ta-guz-ire i N: tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire

I· TY.:..~.?~~~!. 1 !..~C!:~.~?.1!.~~.~ j. ~~ ..~~~.C!:.~:.~~~1...~?.1!.~~!. .
NEAR PAST A: t~-guz-ir~ 1 A: n-pe-ere n-guz-ire. ~ A: tu-pe-ere tu-~a-guz-ir~

-0- -ire N: tl-tu-guz-lre 1N: n-pe-ere n-ta-guz-lre 1N: tu-pe-ere tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

)..... { ~:: !.................... ~~.~?.~~~t ..~ !..~.C!:~.~?.1!.~~.~................... . ~ ~~..~~~.C!:.~:.~~~1...~?.~~~!. .
. . . ~.,. ~ A: tu-aa-pa tu-aa-guz-ire

MEMORIAL PRESENT A: t~-aa:~ur-a i A: n-aa-pa n-guz-lre. i ill: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire
{-aa-} N. tl-tu-aa-gur-a iN. n-aa-pa n-ta-guz-lre i tl2:: ti-tu-aa-pa ni-tu-gur-a

............................ . ~~.~.~.~~~~ l ~ ~~~.~~.~~~.~ l TY.~.~C!:.~.9.!~~C!:.~~..??.1!lf.~~ .
EXPERIENTIAL i A: n-guz-ire i A: tu-aa-guz-ire

PRESENT i N: ti-n-guz-ire i N: ti-tu-ka-guz-ire

,... . J~.~.~!...................... .. ..1 !..~.C!:::.~.~?.1!.~~!.. L. ~~ ..~~~:..C!:!.:.:~~t~?.1!.~~!. .
NEAR FUTURE A: t~-~aa-gUr-a 1 A: n-daa-pa n-guz-ire. 1 A: tu-raa-pa tu-~a-guz-ir~

N: tl-tu-ku-gur-a : N: n-daa-pa n-ta-guz-lre : N: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-lre

{-raa-} - We w~!.~ ..?~1.. 1.= !..~.~!.~.~~~~ ..??.~¥.~~ 1..=~~..~!.~!..~.C!:~.~.~{:.:.C!:~l.??.1!.¥.~.~ .
iAt n-di-pa n-guz-ire .

REMOTE FUTURE A: t~-~aa~gur-a !ill: n-di-pa ~-ta-guz:ire : A: tu-r~a-pa tu-~a-guz-ir~. IN: tl-tu-n-ku-gur-a i A2,: n-daa-pa n-guz-lre i N: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-lre
{-raa-}/{-n-} We will buy i tl2:: n-daa-pa n-ta-guz-ire : We will have already bought

. I will have bought
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B7. RUZINZA (R7)
(ii) Incompletives

TENSE II
ASPECT= Habitual Progressive Persistive

({-0-}) {n(i)-} {-ci-(aa)-}

A: tu-gfu-a
tl: ti-tu-gfu-a

We buy

NEAR PAST
{-0-...-ire}

NEAR FUTURE
{-raa-}

MEMORIAL
PRESENT

...............~~~.~~~.
EXPERIENTIAL

PRESENT

f~~.~L .

REM~~_tAS~J~~:~:;tl~;;~~:~J~:~:~~;~~;;=~~::J~:;~~;~~~~~~~~a
1A: tu-pe-ere ni-tu-gfu-a ! A: tu-pe-ere tu-ci-aa-gur-a
1 tl: tu-pe-ere tu-ta-ku-gur-a i tl: tu-pe-ere tu-ta-ci-gur-a

L. ~:..~.~:.~ ..~1!Y..~.~~ L TY.~.~~:.~..~~~!!..~z::Y..~'!$.. .
i A: tu-aa-pa ni-tu-gur-a 1 A: tu-aa-pa tu-ci-aa-gur-a
i tl: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-ku-gur-a i tl: tu-aa-pa tu-ta-ci-gur-a

l.... ...~:..~.~:.~ ..~1!Y..~~~ 1 TY.~.~~:.~..~~.~!!..~z::Y..~'!$.. .
1 A: ni-tu-gfu-a i A: tu-ci-aa-gur-a
1 tl: ti-tu-ku-gur-a i tl: ti-tu-ci-gur-a

L. ~:..c::..~.~1!Y..~'!~ 1 TY.~.9.:.~..~~~!!..?.~Y..~:!¥. .
i A: tu-raa-pa ni-tu-gfu-a 1 A: tu-raa-pa tu-ci-aa-gur-a
i tl: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ku-gur-a 1 tl: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ci-gur-a

l... ~:..~.~!!..~~ ..~1!Y..~.~~ L TY.~.~~!.!..~~~!!..?.~.~z::Y..~'!$.. .
REMOTE FUTURE IA: tu-r~a-pa ni-t~-gfu-a iA: tu-r~a-pa ni-~-gfu-a iA: tu-r~a-pa tu-~i:~a-gur-a

. tl: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ku-gur-a i tl: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ku-gur-a i tl: tu-raa-pa tu-ta-cI-gur-a
{-raa-}/{-n-} We will buy (regularly) i We will be buying . We will still be buying
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B8. RUKEREBE (R8)
(i) Completives

ASPECT- Performative Perfect & Resultative Retrospective
TENSE H {-0-} {-0-...-ile} {-a-...-ile} / {-ka-...-ile}

REMOTE FUTURE
{-li-}

MEMORIAL PRESENT
{-a-}

EXPERIENTIAL
PRESENT

{-0-}

REMOTE PAST A: tu-ka-gul-a ~ A: n-ka-pa n-guz-ile iA: tu-a-li-ga tu-a-guz-ile
{-ka-} / tl: ti-tu-a-guz-ile ~ tl: n-ka-pa n-ta-guz-ile i tl: tu-a-li-ga tu-ta-ka-guz-ile

{~~~.~~.~:~.~~~.L TY~.bought l !...~~c!...??z::¥.~~ L ~~..~~c:!..c:.{:.~~4t~?.~~~!. .
NEAR PAST A: t~-guz-ile, , !A: n-pe-ele n-g~z-ile. , !A: tu-pe-ele tu-a-g~-ile .

-0- -ile tl: tl-tu-guz-Ile i tl: n-pe-ele n-ta-guz-Ile i tl: tu-pe-ele tu-ta-ka-guz-Ile
{ } We bought i I had bought i We had already bought

I··········· . ~...................................... ..~ .
A: tu-a-gul-a i A: n-a-pa n-guz-ile i A: tu-a-li tu-a-guz-ile
tl: ti-tu-a-gul-a i tl: n-a-pa n-ta-guz-ile i tl: tu-a-li tu-ta-ka-guz-ile

.........TY~.~.?.~~~!. l .!..~~c!...??z::¥.~~........ ..1 ~~..~~c:!..c:.{:.~~4t~?.~~~!. .
~ A: n-guz-ile i A: tu-a-guz-ile
~ tl: ti-n-guz-ile i tl: ti-tu-ka-guz-ile

..................L. ..!..~~~~ ..??z::¥.~~................... ...... . 1 ~~..~~~:..c:.{:.~~4t~?.~~~!. .
NEAR FUTURE jA: t~-Iaa-gul-a !A: n-daa-~a n-guz-i1e. • iA: tu-laa-~a tu-a-g":,-ile .

I {-Iaa-} i;~~~~;;~~~rii~1!~f;~1~~~::eii;f~~I!~E~i~:~~~~t
We will buy i I will have bought . We will have already bought
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B8. RUKEREBE (R8)
(ii) Incompletives

ASPECT=> 1 Habitual
TENSE II {-0-} / {-a-gal I

Progressive Persistive
{n(i)-} / {-ku-} {-ki-(aa)-}

11: tu-Iaa-gul-a-ga
N: ti-tuu-gul-e-ga

We will buy (regularly)

:~~f:~:·::~l~:~f~;~~~~;:;
NEAR PAST

{-0-...-i1e}

MEMORIAL AI: tu-gul-a-ga
PRESENT NT: ti-m-gul-a-ga

·········EXPE"~ikTIAi······· ~~ ~~~~~~~-a
PRESENT We buy

....... {~.~3. .
NEAR FUTURE

{-Iaa-}

REMOTE FUTURE
{-Ii-}

[HRT-Muzale]

i 11: tu-a-Ii-ga n(i)-tu-gul-a i 11: tu-a-Ii-ga tu-ki-gul-a
i N: tu-a-Ii-ga tu-ta-ku-gul-a i N: tu-a-Ii-ga tu-ta-ki-gul-a

...............1 TY.7..~~:.~..~!!.r.!.'!~.............. ...... . J. ~~..~~:..7..~~~!.~ ..?1!~~.~~
i 11: tu-pe-ele n(i)-tu-gul-a i 11: tu-pe-ele tu-ki-gul-a
1 N: tu-pe-ele tu-ta-ku-gul-a i N: tu-pe-ele tu-ta-ki-gul-a

l TY.7..~~:.~..~.~l...~'!~................. . ~ ~~..~~:..7..~~~!.~ ..?1!~~.~~ .
i 11: tu-a-Ii n(i)-tu-gul-a 1 11: tu-a-Ii tu-ki-gul-a
. N: tu-a-Ii tu-ta-ku-gul-a 1 N: tu-a-Ii tu-ta-ki-gul-a

..........TY.7..~~:.~ ..~.~!.!.'!~ 1 ~~..~~:..7..~~~!.~ ..?1!~~.~~ ..
i 11: tu-ku-gul-a i 11: tu-caa-gul-a
i N: ti-tu-ku-gul-a i N: ti-tu-ki-gul-a

l TY.7..~C~..?1!~~.~~ J. ~~..~:.:..?~~!.~.~~~~'!¥.. .
i 11: tu-Iaa-pa ni-tu-gul-a i 11: tu-Iaa-pa tu-ki-gul-a
iN: tu-Iaa-pa tu-ta-ku-gul-a iN: tu-Iaa-pa tu-ta-ki-gul-a

1 TY.~.~~!.~..?~..~.~!.!.'!~ ~ ~~..~!.~!..?~~!!..~~ ..?1!~~.~~

I~~ ~~~::~~: ~~:~~~~~~:l-a I~~ :~::~~: :;~~~~~~-a
. We will be buying . We will still be buying
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NOTES TO THE T/A TABLES

RUNYORO (R1)

Temporal references: Remote Past = 'before yesterday'; Near Past = 'earlier

today-yesterday'; Memorial Present ='a short moment ago'; Experiential Present

= 'currently'; Near Future = 'today-tomorrow'; Remote Future = 'after tomorrow'.

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Morohosyntactic:

(i) The occurrence of {-ire-ge} vs {-ire} depends on the verb and other morphosyntactic

constraints; e.g. {-ge} is not attached to AVs, thus {a-a-genz-ire} .... [ayagenzire] 'he who

went'; {a-ta-ra-fi-ireijo} 'he who did not die yesterday'; {a-fi-ire-genyenkya} 'he died this

morning'; {nyikaire nyenkya ...} 'I stayed ... yesterday'; {tu-ba-ire n(i)-tugura} 'we were

buying'. (ii) Locative {-yo-} precedes {-gal: {ti-n-ka-genda-yo-ga} 'I have never been

there'. (iii) {tu-a-gur-aga} vs {tu-ka-ba tu-ta-gura} 'we used to buy'. (iv) There is the form

{tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-gur-aga} 'we had never bought' , but its affirmative counterpart could not

be found!

Morohonological:

(i) {tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ru-ku-gura} vs {tu-ka-ba tu-taa-kugura} 'we were not buying'; (ii) {ni-ri

na} .... {nyina} vs {ndina} 'I have'; (iii) {(ti-) tu-ri-na} .... [(ti)tuyina] vs [(ti)tunyina] 'we

(don't) have' (ef Maddox 1902).

Tone:

There is primary penultimate stress, mainly realised with a high [H] pitch, but also with a

falling [F] pitch in some of the compound forms. There are also tone-like features in this

dialect; thus it appears to be between a tone language and a pitch-accent language; e.g. [ni-n

gura] 'I am buying', [mu-ta-glira] 'do not buy', [n-guz-ire] 'I have bought', [tu-kw-endaku

gura] 'we want to buy', [n-a-ba n-a-gfira] 'I had just bought' / 'I was just about to buy'; [ni

tu-kyaa-glira] 'we are still buying'.
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RUTOORO au)

Temporal references: Remote Past == 'before today'; Near Past == 'earlier today';

Memorial Present == 'a short moment ago'; Experiential Present == 'currently'; Near

Future == 'today-tomorrow'; Remote Future == 'after tomorrow'.

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Morphosyntactic:

(i) The occurrence of {-ire-ge} vs {-ire} depends on the verb and other morphosyntactic

constraints; e.g. {-ge} is not attached to AVs, thus {mbaire ningfua} 'I was buying'; nor to

aspectual forms, as in {kuba nguzire} 'If! had bought', {ba-kyaa-gwijagi-ire} 'They are still

sleeping/asleep'. (ii) {tu-a-gur-aga} vs {tu-ka-ba tu-gura} 'we used to buy'. (iii) {ndaaba

ntarikukoma} vs {timbe ninkoma} 'I will not be picking up'; {naba ntarikukoma} vs {tinaba

ninkoma} 'I was not picking up'. (iv) There is the form {tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ka-gur-aga} 'we

had never bought', but its affirmative counterpart could not be found!

Morphonological:

(i) {tu-ka-ba tu-ta-ru-ku-gfua} vs {tu-ka-ba tu-taa-kugfua} 'we were not buying'. (ii) {ki

aa-} - [kyaa] / [kya] / [cyaa] / [cya], thus, {-aa-} ranges phonetically between [a:], [a'] and

[a].

Tone:

There is primary penultimate stress, mainly realised with a falling [F] pitch. This is a stess

language (rather than tone), but there are also a few phonetic features which look like tone

relics.

RUNYANKORE fR3)

Temporal references: Remote Past == 'before yesterday'; Near Past == 'yesterday';

Memorial Present == 'earlier today'; Experiential Present == 'currently'; Near Future

== 'today-tomorrow'; Remote Future == 'after tomorrow' .
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Dialectal variations and other alternations

Phonological:

(i) {a-ki-aa-rwa-ire} .... {a-ki-rwa-ire} vs {a-caa-rwa-ire} 'she is still ill'; (ii) {n-daa-ba

ni-n-gura} vs {n-daa-ba ni-n-glira} '1 will be buying'; (iii) {tu-gura} vs {tu-glira} 'we buy'.

Morphosyntactic:

(i) {n-ki-glira} vs {ni-n-ki-glira} '1 am still buying' (see Taylor 1959:xvii, 1985:156); (ii)

Near Future Relative: {tu-raa-kora} vs {tu-raa-kor-e} 'that we will work' (el Taylor,

1985:162, 168). (iii) Experiential Retrospective: {a-ra-rwaire-(ho)} vs {ti-a-ka-rwaara

(ho)-ga} 'she once fell ill' vs 'she has never been ill' .

Morphosemantic:

(Near Past Progressive), {m-baire ni-n-shoma} also means '1 have been reading' (Taylor,

1985:161).

RUKIGAfR4)

Temporal references: Remote Past == 'before yesterday'; Near Past == 'yesterday';

Memorial Present == 'earlier today'; Experiential Present == 'currently'; Near Future

== 'today-tomorrow'; Remote Future == 'after tomorrow'.

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Morphonological:

(i) {ti-n-caa-gura} vs {ti-n-Ci-gura} vs {ti-n-caa-gura} '1 will not buy any more'; (ii) {ti-n

di-aa-gura} .... [tindyaagura] / [tindigura].

Morphosyntactic:

(i) Experiential Retrospective: {a-ra-rwaire-(ho)} vs {ti-a-ka-rwaara-(ho)-ga} 'she once fell

ill' vs 'she has never been ill' .
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RUNYAMBO (RS)

Temporal references: Remote Past = 'before yesterday'; Near Past = 'yesterday';

Memorial Present ='earlier today'; Experiential Present ='currently'; Near Future

='today-tomorrow'; Remote Future ='after tomorrow' .

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Morphosyntactic:

(i) {tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ri-ku-gura} -+ {tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ku-gura} 'We were not buying'. (ii) No

form was found for the Remote Future Performative.

Phonological:

(i) {ni-tu-gfua} -+ [ntugura] 'We are buying'; (ii) [titurikugura] vs [titurukugura] vs

[titukugura] 'We are not buying'; (iii) {n(i)-tu-ja ku-gura} vs {n(i)-tu-za ku-gura} 'We will

buy' (form ku-ija 'to come'); (iv) The length of {-aa-} in the AV varies interpersonally

between [a], [a'] and [a:].

Semantic:

{tu-ri-pa n(i)-tu-gfua} could also mean 'We are likely to buy'.

RUHAYA(R6)

Temporal references: Remote Past = 'before yesterday'; Near Past = 'yesterday';

Memorial Present = 'earlier today'; Experiential Present = 'currently'; Near Future

='today-tomorrow'; Remote Future ='after tomorrow' .

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Morphological:

{... tu-ta-ki-gura} vs {... tu-ta-ki-aa-gura} ' ...not still buying', ' ... not buying any more'.

Morphosyntactic:

(i) {tu-a-ba tu-ta-ri-ku-gura} vs {ti-tu-a-bani-tu-gura} 'we were not buying'. (ii) {ti-tuu

gur-ega} vs {ti-tuu-gur-age} 'we will not keep buying/buyregularly/habitually/etc'. (iii) {tu

raa-gura} is also used for the Remote Future in some dialects.
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Phonological:

(i) [twaakomire] vs [twMlkomire], but the [H] on [0] is less high in HI than in other dialects;

probably, "mid" tone would be a more appropriate description, thus [twMlk6mire]. This

difference applies only to high toned stems especially when preceded by a long vowel, as in

{n-a-gya o-muka} .... [nagyoomUka] / [nagy60mUka] / [nagy60miika] '1 have gone home' (ii)

{ni-tu-gilla} .... [ntugilla]; (iii) {ti-tu-ri-ku-gura} .... [titulikugura] / [titwiikugura] /

[titwiikugura] / [tituukugura] / [timukugura] 'we are not buying'.

RUZINZA (R7)

Temporal references: Remote Past = 'before yesterday'; Near Past = 'yesterday';

Memorial Present ='earlier today'; Experiential Present ='currently'; Near Future

='today-tomorrow'; Remote Future ='after tomorrow'.

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Mornhosyntactic:

(i) {tu-raa-pa ti-tu-ci-gura} (Mainland) vs {tu-raa-pa tu-ta-ci-gura} (Insular) 'we will not

be buying any more'. (ii) {tu-ka-pa tu-eYlhi-gura} vs {tu-ka-pa tu-cyaali tu-cyaa-gura} 'we

were still buying'. RP: {tu-aa-kaa-guz-ire} 'we could have bought', NP: {tu-ku-guz-ire} 'we

could have bought', Non-Past: {tu-aa-ka-gura} 'we could/can buy'. (iii) {tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ku

gura} vs {ti-tu-ni-pe-ere ni-tu-gura} 'we were not buying; {tu-pe-ere tu-ta-ku-gura} vs {ti

tu-pe-ere tu-a-guz-ire} 'we had not yet bought'. (iv) There is a trio ofRetrospectives: {tu

ka-pa tu-aa-guz-ire} 'we had already bought' vs {tu-ka-pa tu-ra-guz-ire} 'we had already

bought long before' vs {tu-ka-pa tu-a-ra-guz-ire} 'we had already bought long long time

before'; cf negative: {tu-ka-pa tu-ta-ka-guz-ire} 'we had not bought' vs {tu-ka-patu-ta-ka

gur-aga} 'we had never bought' .

Phonological:

(i) {-ki-aa-} .... [cyaa] / [caa]; (i) the phonetic value of {-aa-} in the AV varies relatively

(dialectal or interpersonal) between [a], [aT] and [a:], while the halflong variant appears to

be the most dominant.
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RUKEREBE (8)

Temporal references: Remote Past == 'before yesterday'; Near Past == 'yesterday';

Memorial Present == 'earlier today'; Experiential Present == 'currently'; Near Future

== 'today-tomorrow'; Remote Future == 'after tomorrow'.

Dialectal variations and other alternations

Mornhosyntactic:

(i) cf {tu-~e-eleni-tu-gula} vs {tu-a-li(-ga) ni-tu-gula} 'we were buying'. (ii) {tu-a-li} vs

{sanga} [saalJga] 'we were' (sanga 'find'}. (iii) {tu-Iaa-~a tu-a-guz-ile} vs {tu-ku-~a tu-a

guz-ile} 'we will have already bought'. (iv) {tu-Iaa-~atu-ta-ka-guz-ile} vs {tii-tU-ku-~atu-a

guz-ile} 'we will not have bought yet'. (v) {tu-Iaa-gula} vs {tu-ku-gula} 'we will buy'. (vi)

{ti-tu-ku-gula} vs {tu-Iaa-~ulaku-gula} 'we will not buy'. (vii) {tu-ku-gul-aga} vs {tu-gula}

'we buy'. (viii) {ti-tuu-gul-ega} vs {ti-tu-li-gul-aga} 'we will not buy (regularly/habitually)'.

(xi) {tu-~e-e1e tu-ta-ku-gula} vs {ti-tu-~e-ele n(i)-tu-gula} 'we were not buying'. (x) {tu-Iaa

~a tu-ta-ku-gula} vs {ti-tuu-~e n(i)-tu-gula} 'we will not be buying'.

Mornhosemantic:

{tu-ku-gula} 'we are buying' vs 'we will buy' vs 'we buy' vs 'we will buy if...'. cf (ii) {tu

ku-gula} vs {ni-tu-gula} 'we will buy if...' as in {a-ka-Ieetaa-mata tu-ku-gulalni-tu-gula} 'if

she brings milk we will buy (it)' (iii) {tu-a-gul-aga} vs {tu-a-li-ga ni-tu-gula} both could

mean 'we were buying' and/or 'we used to buy'.

Phonological:

{-tu-} in {ti-tu-gula}, {ti-tu-gula}, and {ti-tu-gul-aga} varies relatively between

[tu]/[tu']/[tu:] .
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APPENDIX II: LEXICAL LIST

RUTARA LANGUAGES
PART A: Rutooro, Runyankore, Rukiga, Ruzinza, and Rukerebe
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~~:~~::~~:~!~;:i~::L::~~~~:~~~~:::::r::::~~:~~:?!~~~:::T::::~~+:~~:~:::::L:~~~:(~~~~::::r::::~~~:(~~~~::::E:~:~:

~:::f.~::~::::~::::::::::t::::~~;~~:~~~CJ:::::~~~;~~::C:J::~:~~~1J.;:';~y.!::J::::~~:~;';~ic:t:::::~~~~~r::::j~:~;':
~.i.~~ ..~~>. l ~~~.~~~.~ l ~~.:~~.~~ j ~.~~.~~.~.~ l ~~~!~.~.~ l ~~~~~.~.~ j~.~.~.
bitter 1 ku-saarira 1 ku-shaarira 1 ku-shaarira 1 ku-saalila 1 ku-saalila 1029

~*:t~~~t~~I~+~f(I~~~r~t:I~~J.:~~:t~~;~~jIli
~~~~ l... ..i.~~.~~ l... ~~!~~~~ L ~.:.i.~~.~~ l... i.~.~.~~ l.....~~.~~~~~ .J~.~~.
~~~ i ~.:!?~~.~ l ?~~~.~~ 1. ~.:!?~~~ 1 ~.:!?~~.~ i ?~.~~.~~.~~ j~.~.~.

~;~:~~::::::::::::::L::::::~!~;'::C:::::L:::~~~J!i:':'t::::J:::::~~~~~;~~::::::L~~[:';~~f~::::L:::~JJ:~f:~~:j~:U:
break (v) 1 ku-henda 1 ku-henda 1 ku-henda 1 ku-henda 1 ku-henda 1242
b~~~~t""""""""r""""'i'b~~'~~""""'r"""'~~ib~~~~"""'r"""~'~'i'b~~~~"""'r""""ib'~'~i~""""r""""ib~'~i~""""14'i"5'

b~~~th~""""""'1""""k~~i'ky~"""'r"""'k~~i't~y~"""r"""'k~~i'~y~"""'r""k~~("i)~'6~""r·······k~~·ii~·······12"o2"

~;:[:.~I~~~~lfE~t~~~~I}:~~~~fI~~;;:;t:I;~~::ti.~~!~~~
~~.~! l ~~~.i.~.i l ~~.~!~! 1. ~.:~.~!!.1.! 1 ~~~~~.~~.?~ l ~~.~!!.1.! j~.~.?.
~~.~~.9~~~:..~:J...l... ~~.:~:Y.~ l... ~~.:~r.~ L ~~.:~~.~ l... ~.~~.~.~~ l... ~~.:~:Y.~ j~?~.
burn (tr. v) l' kw-okya 1 kw-otsya 1 kw"osya 1 kw-oca 1 kw-oca 11 11

~~:~::::::::::::::::::r:::::::~~~~~:(~~:::::::r:::::::~:~~:~!~:~~::::::T:::::~~~~!:(~~:::::::L:::~~~~~:!~~:::::r::::::~~:~~~:(~~:::::1~~~:
but 1 kyonka 1 kwonka 1 conka 1 naho 1 nawe 1252

~~~~:~~~::::::::::r::~~~:(~~:!~~!~~::r:~~~!~~~:~~~i.~:T~~~!~~i.~!~:~i.~::r::~~~i.~!~~~~:::r:J~~~~~~~:~:::]~:¥.~:
~~x. l... ~~:~~~~ l... ~~~~.~~.~ L ~~.:~~~~ l... ~.~~.~~.1.~ l... ~.~~.~~.I.~ .L~.??.
calf 1 e-nyana 1 e-nyana 1 e-nyena 1 e-nyana 1 e-nana 1347

~~~~~~:~::::::::::::I:::::::~~~~:i.?:::::::r::::~+:~~:!~~~:::::L::~~~:(~:(!~:~~:::::r:::~~:~!!:(~~~~::::L:::::!!:(~~i~:::::::}~:~~:
~~~ l ~~.~J.~~.~ l ~~~~.~~~.~ j ~.:~.?~~~~ l ~~~:Y.~~.~ 1 ~:~~~~.~~ P.~~.
catch (v) 1 ku-baka 1 ku-baka 1 ku-baka 1 ku-kwata 1 ku-kwata )16

~ii:~~~f;~~i:~re:k~i!f:l~::~i~i;f;J,~f~~~f~-I,~tt~~EJm
~~~:~~::::::::::::::::I:""""it~~'~"""":::::::'"~~:!!~~~::::::::I:::::::~~!~:~~:~"'::::I::::::::!~~!i.~::::::::I::::::::!~~~:~::::::::}~?~:
~~.~.~~ l ~.:~.~!.~~.~ l ~~.~.i.~~.?~ L :.:~.i.~l!.?~ l ~.:~.~!.~~~ l ~.:~.~!.~~~ j~.~~.

~~:r~:~:~::::::::::::L:::~;~~~~:::::::L::\~1;~~~:::::::L:::~~;:;~~~:::::::i::::~~~J.~i.~~~::::i:::~;~~;;i~jN:~:
child 1 o-mwana 1 o-mwana i o-mwana 1 o-mwana 1 o-mwana 1326
~h'i~"""""""""'r"""'~~'ki;~j'~"""'~"""'~~k'i'~~"i~ "'~'~6'i'~~"i~"""'~"""~~'iii'~~~"""~"""~~'kii'~~~"""1o'80'
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~~.~~.~~~ l... ~~!.?~.~.? l..~.~~!.~~~~.~~ ..L. ~~~~~ l... ..~.~~~~~.~ l...~~.~~.~.~.~~ l~~~
~~~~~?~.~? l... ::.~~! l... :.~~.~.i L. ~.:!:.~.! l... ::.~~! l..::.~~.!~ ..~~~.~~?.l~?!.
~~~~.:~.p.?~ L :.~~>.:~~~~ l... ..::.~~.~.~~.~~ L...~~.~~.~~.~~? •••••l....:.~~>.:~.~~~ l... ::~~~.~~ .l~.~~.
eat ~ ku-Iya ; ku-rya : ku-rya ~ ku-Iya ~ ku-Iya ~159

~~i:::::::::::::::::::r::::::::::i~:~~i::::::::::I:::::::::~~:(~~:~~::::::::T:::::::~~:i~~~L::::::I:::::::::~~~~L:::::::r:::::::::i~:~~L:::::::J~~?:
~!~~~ l... ~.~~~.~.~~ l... ~~~~~!:.~ L. ~~.~~~.~~ l... ~.~~~.~~ l... ..~.~~~.~~~ 2.~~.
~!.'??~ .l ~:.~~?~:.~~ l... ..:~~.~?~? :.~ L. ~.:!:.~?~?!.~ l....::.~~?~?~~ l....~:.~~?~ ?~~ l~.??.
~!:p.~~.~~ L :.:!:j?J.? l :.~~.~.?~? l. ::~~?~.?. l ~~.~~?.~? l ~:.~~?~~ l~.!.~.

~~::1k!":~~~1:r!":~B;~r~?j"::~~;i~~":!5Sf:~F:!:.~;:~Pj[I~
~~~~~?i.:~~?:::::r:::::::~+~~:~~:::::::I:::::::~~~~~:~~::::::T:::::~~~~~~~:::::::L:::~~~~~~~::::::r::~+:~:(~~~~:~~::J~:?~:
~~.~.~~~~.~.~ l... ~.:.~.~?~~ l... ?:!.~.~?~.: L. ?:.~~.~?~~ l... ::.~~?~: l... ::.~~?~~ l~?~.
~~?~~~?!.~~.:~?l ?~~~.~.? l ?:.'?.~~? L ?.~.~~.~.?. l ?~~~~.? l. ?~.?~.~>.:? l~.~.!.
~~~! l ~~~.~~.~ l... ~~.~~~~ L. ~.~:.~~.~ l... ~~~.~~~ l... ~~~.~~.~ }.~~.
~~~! ..~.~?~ l ~~.~~~~ l ~~~.~~:.~ l. ~~~:.~~!.~ l ~.~:.~~~}.~ l ~.~~}.~~}.~ l~?~.
~~.~ l ~.~~~ l ~~!.~ l. ~.~~: l ~~!~ l ~.~!~ l~.?~.
~~~~:.~ l ~~~~~ l ~~~~ l. ~~~~ l ~~~.~~ i !~~~~ l~.~!.
~~~:.~.~p. l... ..~~.:~~::~~ l....~.~:.~?~?~~ L...~~~~?~.?~~ l...~~.~~.?~.?~.~ ..l..~.~:.~~!:.~~.~~.}.?~.
~~.~!~.:~~~J l... ::.'?~?Y.~ l... ::ry.?~~ L. ~:.~.??~.~ l... ..~~~.??>.:~ l... :~!>.:?>.:~ 2~?.
~~.~~: l... ?~:.~~.? l... ?.~E~.~? L. ?~~.~~? l... ?.~~.~~? l... ?~!.~~? l~.~~.
~~.y.~:. L..?~~~.~~!J~ l...?:~~.~~.~.i.~~ L..?:.~~.~.~~.~~~ l...?~~.~~~.~~~ l...?~~.~~~.~~~ l~.~?.
~.~~.~.~~J. l... ..~~~.~~~.~ l... ~~:~.~~~ L. ~.~~.~~~~ l... ..~~~!~~~.~ l..~.~:.~~~~~~~.).~.~.
~~~:~ l :~~>.:~:.~ l ?:.~~.~~~~ l. :.~~~~.~~ l ?~!.~~~~.~ l :~~.~.~!~ l~.~~.
~~~:~..~~.i.~ l :~.~?!:.? l ~~.~r~.~a ~ l ::~.~~!~ l ?:.~~~.~~~ l.~.~?.
~.~.i.~.~.\~~·..~~..l ~~.~~.~~~.? l ~~~~~~!~? 1 ~.~:.I~~.~9~.?.J l ~~~.~~~ l ~.~~.~~.~ l.~?!.
finish (tr. v) ~ ku-mara ~ ku-heza ~ku-heza, -mara1 ku-mala ~ ku-malaho )68
fi;~·~~~d········r·········~~·~k~·········r··········~~;;k~··········r·········~~·~k·~·········r·······~~·~k~i·······r·······~~·~k~i·······ri·77·

~~~::::::::::::::::::::r:::::::?~:~~~i?:::::::I::::::~~:~~:~!:~~:::::T:::::?~:~:~~~~?::::::I:::::?:~0~:~~~:?:::::r:::::?:~0~:~i~~:::::JF~:
fish (v) ; ku-tega ! ku-zuba 1 ku-shoha ~ ku-tega ; ku-tega ~238

~~~~:~~>.:::::::::::::r:::~~~~~~y.~~J.~:::L~~:~~:~~~:~~~~::T::~:~~~:~~~:~~~::::I:::::::::~~:~~:::::::::r::::::~~0~C::::]~?~:
~.~: l... ..i.~~~.~? l... ~~~!:.? L. ~~.~~? l... ..!~.~~~~!~.? l... ..i.!~~.~~ .l~.!.~.
~?~.~y.J l. ~~.~J~~ l ~~.:~.~~ l. ~.~~.~~~ l ~~~~~~.~ 1~~.~~.:!~.1.:~~ 1~~~.
~~..~~t l.~~~~.~.~:.~!.~~~~ ..l... ..~.~~.~~!.~.~~ L. ~~~~~.:.~.~~ l....~~.~~.~!~~~ l....~~.~~.~!~~ ~ l~.~?.
food ! e-byokurya i e-byokurya 1 e-byokurya 1 e-cokulya i e-bilyo 1021

f.??(::::::::::::::::::r::::::?~~:~~i~~::::::I:::::::~:~~if.~~~~::::::L::::~~:~if.~~~~::::::I::::?~~:~f.~~j~::::r::::::?:~0~i~:~::::::J~:~~:
force (v) 1 ku-hambiriza 1 ku-gyema ~ ku-zema 1 ku-hatika 1 ku-sinilizya )63

f.?~~~L::::::::::::::r:::::::~~~~:~i~~:::::::L::::~~~i~:(~~:::::::~::::::::~~:~~~F~:::::::L:::::(~~:~~~:::::::r:::::~~:~i~~~~~:::::)3.~:
forget ~ kw-ebwa ~ kw-ebwa 1 kw-ebwa 1 kw-ebwa . kw-ebwa 1208
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~~.~~.~~~ l: ~~.!.?~.~? l: ~.~~I~.~.~~.~~ .. j:... Rukiga 1 ~.~.~~.~~.~ l ~~.~~E.~.~~ j~.~~
~?~!. ~ l.~~ + !.~.~ :::::::::(~~::::::::::::1 ~~~ l P.~~.
friend 1 o-munywani 1o-munywanyi 1o-munywanyi 10-munywanyi1 o-munwani 1388

f.~~:~~?~~::::::::::L::::~~~~~:~~~::::::T:::::~~~~Er.~:~~:::::T::::::~~~:(~~~~:::::::L:::::~~~:~~~::::::::r:::::::::~~~!.<::::::J~:~:~:
fur ! e-byoya ! e-byoya 1 e-byoya 1 a-mooya ! e-Iyoya 1268

i~~:~:~~:~~:::::::::r::::~~~!~:~~:(~:~:::T::::~~~~~~:~~~~::::T:::E~~~!~~~~~:::::L:~~~~~:(~~:~::T:::~~~~~~:(~~~:::E:~~:
~:~.~.i.~:.~ l... ..~~~j~~~~ l... ~~~~~~.~ L ~~.:!.~~.~ l....~~.:.I.~~.~~ l....~~.:.I.~~.~~ L~.~.~.
get lost 1 ku-bura 1 ku-bura 1 ku-bura 1 ku-bula 1 ku-bula 1201

i:(~!:::::::::::::::::::::r:::::?~:~~~~~:~~:::::L:~~~i.:(~:~!~CT::::~:~~~~~~~:::::I~:~~~:~~~~~~~(I?~~~:~~~:~~~~n~:~~:
~.i.~~ ..?!~~ l. ~.~~.~~~~~ l ~~.:~~.~.~~ L ~~.~~.~~:.~ l ~~~~~~.I.~ 1 ~.~~.~~~.I.~ j~.~~.
~.i.~~ l ~.~.:~~ l ~~~~.~ j ~~.:~.~ l ~.~~.I~~ l ~.~~.~~ L~.?~.

:;~~:::::::::::::::::::L:::~~~~:~~r:::::i:::::~;;.~~:~t::::J::::::~~0.~~~f::::::i:::::i~:0.;~~J:::::t::::::;~~~:~~f::j~:j~:
~~.?~ l :~~~.~! l ~.~~.~~~ L :!.~~.~~ l ~.~~~~ l ~.~!~~ j~.??.
grandfather 1 isenkuru 1 ishenkuru 1 ishenkuru 1 guku 1 guuku 1009

i~~~#.~:?~:~~~::r:::~r.~:~~~E~!.~:::T:::~i.~~:~~~~~~::::L:~:r.~~~~:~~~~:::T:::::::~~:~~~::::::::r::::::::~~~E~::::::::J~j:~:
grass 1 o-bunyaansi 1 o-bunyaatsi 1 o-bunyaasi 1 -inyaasi 1 a-manansi 1363

i~~~~~?P.P.:~~::::r::::~~~~~~~~~<T::::~+:(~~~~~~:::::L:::~~~:(~~!.~~~::::T:::~~~:~~~:~~~::::r:::::::!~~~~:~~:::::::J~:~~:
~!.~~~~~~.~ 1 ?~.~~~~ 1 ?~.~~~.~ ;' ?~:~~!.~ i !.~~~.~ l ~.~~.~~.~~ j~.??
w~r.~~.i.~ j ~~j~ i ~~.~~~ j ~~.~~~ l ~~.~~~~ l ~~.~~~~ j??~.
W~~~ l., ~:~~!.~.~~ l ~~~.~!.~!.~ j ~.:~?~!.~.:~ l ~.:~~~~~.? l ?~.~.~!~.!~ j~3.~.
W~~.~ ~ ~.~~.~.~ ~ ~~.:~~ L ~.~~.~.~ l ~~~.~.~ ~ ~.~~.~~~ j~.~?
groom ! o-muswezi 1 kishwera 1 cishwera 1 o-mwenga 10-mukwelima1020

i~?:~~~:~~~:::::::r::~~E!:~r.??~~~:T::~:~~~~i.??~~~:T:~~:~~~i.??~~~:T:~:~~:~~~:~~~:~~::r:::~~:~~:~~~~:~~:::J~:?~:
~!.~~ j ~~:.~~!.~ l ~~~~.~~.~ L ~~.:~~!.~ l ~.~~.~~.1.~ 1 ~.~~.~~.1.~ ).?~.
gum 1 e-ngunu ! e-ngino 1 e-niino 1 e-nzino 1 e-mbuno 1425
h~·i~· T i·~·~k~..· T ~~·i~h~·ky·~· T ~~;·~h~6~ ··T· ~~·i~·~k~ ..·..T ~~i·~·~k~ ·..13"75·

~~:~i::~~~;:~i.::::I::::~~:~~~~~E~::::T::::~~~~~~!~~::::T::::~~:~~:~~!:~~::::T:::~~~~~:(~~::::r::::~~:+~~:(~~::::J~3.!:
~~PP.!.~~~~ l?~.~~.~:.~:!.~~~l~.~~~.~~~~.~.~~~~L?~~.~.~.~.~.~~:~~~l..~.:~~~~.~!.i.!~.~.l~~.?~~~.~~~~:.~~j~~~.
~~~.~.~~.~~!. l ~~:~~~~ l ~.~~.W.~.~.~~ L ~~.:~:.~~~~ l ~.~~.~~~~ l ~.~~~~~~ j~.~~.
!~:!.~.~~ 1. ~~ 1 ~.~ L ~~ l ~~~~X!.~~ l ~.~.~~~~.~ j~~~.
~~:.~~ 1. ?~~.~~~ 1 ?~.~~.~.~ j ?~.~.~~~~ l ~~~.~~~ l ?~~.~~~ j~.??.
~:.~.~~!. l ~.:~~.~.~~ l ~~~.~~~~~ L ~.:~~!~.~~ l ~.~.~~.~.~.~ l ~.:~~.~~.~.~ j~.??
~:.~.: l.. ~.~~.~~.:!.~ l.. ~.~~.~~!.!!.~ L ~~~.~~.:!.:~ 1.. ~~.:~~.~!.i.!~ 1.. ~~.:~.~!.i.!~ 2~.?.
~:.~.~ l... ..~.:~.~~~~.~ l... ?~.~.~~!.~.~ L ~~~.~~.i.~.~ l....~.:~~.?~.? l.. ~:~~.~~.~ ).~?
~::.~ L..~~.~.i.~.i.~~.~~? l..:.:~.~~~!.~~.~!.~~? ..L.~~.~!.~.i.~~!.i.~~ l.. ~~.~~~.~.~~ l....~.i.~!~.~.i.~~.? j~.?.~.
here 1 hanu 1 aha, hanu 1 aha, hanu 1 aha 1 hanu 1045
h·i·d~·(t;:·~) ......T..i~~·~~·~~k~ ....T....k~~~h~~~k~ ....r..k~·~~h·~~~·k~· ..r ..k~~·~·~i~k~ ....r·k~~·~·~i~k~· .. ·1"i'i·9·
h·i·pp·~·········· ..····r·····..~~~j"~b~·· ..···T·······~~;~i~b·~·······~········~·~~·i~b~·······1······~~·~~~·b~······i······~~·~~~b~·· ..··1o·77"
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~~~~.~~~ t ~~!.?~.~.? l..~.~~r.~~.~~.~~ ..l. ~~~~~ l ~.~~.~~~.~ l ~~.~~.~.~~~ l~.~.~
~~.~ l ~~.~~~~~ l ~~.~~.~~ l. ~~~~~~ l ~~~~~.~~ l ~~~~~~~ l~.??.
hold 1 ku-kwata 1 ku-kwata 1 ku-kwata 1 ku-kwata 1 ku-kwata 1209
i~~i~···················T········~~·kii·~~········i········~~k·ii~·~········r········~~~·ii~~········i·········ii~~·i~·········r·it~·~d·~:·~·~i·i~~·142o·

~~~~i.:::::::::::::::L::::~~:~~~~~:::::::I:::::::?~~i.?~!::::::T:::::~~~~~~!:::::::I::::::?~:~~:?~~::::::r:::::~~:~~~~C:::1~:~~:
~~~~ l ~.~~~~~ l. ~~.!~.~~.?~ l. ~~~.~~~.~~ l i.~~~~.~ l i.~~~~~ }.~~.
~~.~~~ l ~.~~).~ l ~~.f!:~~ l. ~~.~~~~ l ~~~~.~ l ~~~~~ P.?~.
housefly 1 e-nsohera 1 e-shihera 1 e-shohera 1 o-Iusohela 1 e-nsohera 1051

~~:~~:~~1:::::::::::L::::::~!~~~C::::T:::::::~!~~~L:::::::::::::::#.!~:~~:C:::::::::::::::(~~~:~::::::::I:::::::I~~~:~::::::::]~?~:

~~~~~:~··············t·"··~~~~~~~fgi·····t······~~;:~r-~·i·····l·····~~~l~i&·i"····t····~~:::-:~i····t···~~·::~~i···1j1i·
~titl:j~~~:::::r~~1i:~!f~~~J~~:::~tt~i::;~~h~:t~t:r::;~~r::::~~tii.~::::::f~~:I:~~~:!t~~~1~:tt:
i"·························~········~y~~~········r·········~y~;.~·········r········~y~;.·~········:··:::::::!:~~:~:::::::::I:::::::::::(~~:::::::::::]~?~:

!!:~~~:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::~:~~:~~:~~~:::::r::::~~~~:~~~~ ~..::::~:~~:~~i.~~::::::I ~~~~~~~~ l... .~~.~~.~~.~.~~ l~?~.
!~!.!~~!~.~ l. ~~~.~~.?~ l ?~.~~.~~.~ L ~~.~.~~~~ l ?~~.~~.~~! 1 ~.~~.?~ P.~~.
!~.~~~!~ l. ~~.~~.~~~~ l ~~.~~~~~.~~.~~ l ~.~~.~~~~.~.~::. l ~~~~~.':.~~~!.~ ..l ~~~~~.~~.~!~ l~.~~.
!~.~~~!.i.~~~~! l ~~.~~!~ l ~.~~.~~~ l ~~.~~!~ l ~~.~.~~~ l ~.~~.~!.~ l~?~.
!~?~ l ~~~>.'.~~~ l ~~.~!:~.~.~ l. ~~.~?~.~.~ l ~~~~.~~.~ l ~.~~~.~.~ l~.~~.
:~.?~.~..(~:!. l ~~~.~::.~.':.~::. l ~~~!~~~.~~ l. ~~~.~~.~~.~~ l ~~.~~.~~.~!~ l. ~~.~!.~~~!~ l.~.~.~.
~~.~p.(~!. l.....~~~~~~~~~ l... ..~.~~.~~.~~.~~ L...~~~~~.~~.~~ l....~~.~~.~!.':.~~ l.....~.':.~~.~~~ 2~~.
~.i.~! L ~.~~.!!.~ l... ~~~.i.~~ L. ~.~~.!!~ l... ~~~~ !.~ l... ~.~~.!!.~ l~??.
~.i.~W~~.i.~~ l....~.~~~.~~~.~ l... ..?~.~.~~.~.~~ L...?~~.~~~~.~ l...~.~~~.~~.~ l...~.~~~.~~~.~ l~.~?
~~~.~~ l... ?~~.~~~ l... ~~~~~.~ L. ~~.~~~.~ l... ..i.~~.i l... ~~~.i.~~.~ l~.~~.
~~!~~ l. ~~.~.~~y? l ~~.~.':.~!:~ l. ?~~.~~~? l ?.~~~.~~.~ l ?~~.~~~.~ l~.~~.
~~~.~~ l... ..~~.~~~~X~ l... ~~~~.~~>.'.~ L. ~~.~~~~X~ l....~~.~.~~.~X~ l....~~.~~~~X~ l.~.~~.
~~.~~ l. ~~.~Y..~~J.~ l ~.~~X~~.~.~ l. ~~~X~~.~~ l ~~.~~.~.~~~ l ~~.~~~.~~ l~.?~.

1;;t:::::::::::::::::L::::~I~;;f::::::::::i::::::~r!~~\f.:::::::J::::::~;;:i~~0::::::::i::::::~I~~;'f:::::::::i::::::~!~~~~~::::::::i~:~;:
~~.~ l... ~.~~~~? l... ~~.~9.~.~? L. ~~.~~?.~~.~ l...~~.~~.~?.~.~? l...~.~~ ~.~~.~.~ l~.!}.
!~~ l... ?~.~~.~~~~ l... ~.~~~!?.~~.~ L. ?~.~~~~~~ l... ..?~.~~.~~.~~ l... ..?~~~.~~}.~ l~.?~.
!~?P.~.~~ l ~~.~~.? l ~~.~!?~~ l. ~~~~~~ l. ..~.~~.~~~.~.I.~ l ~~~.?~!.~ l~??.
~.i.?~ l ~.~~.~~~.~ l ~~~.~.i.~~~~.~ l ~~~.~.i.~~~~ l ~~~~~.~~.~ l ~~~!~~~.~ l.~.~~.
~~.~.~?~~ l ~~~.~~.~~.~ l ~~.~?iama 1. ~.~~.?~.~~.~ 1 ~~~~y~~.~ l ~~.~~~X~~~~ j.~.~~.
lie on one's i : : . 1 i

~~~.~ l. ~.~~.~~~~~.~ l ~~.~~.~~.~.~~ J. ~.~~.~~~~~.~ ~ ~.~~.~~.I.~.~ 1 ~.~.~~.I.~~.~ e~~
lie(s) 1 e-kisuba 1 e-kishuba i e-cishuba i e-bisuba i o-Iubehi 1439

!~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::L::?~:~~?~~~CT:::::~~~:~i.~i~:::::T::::i.~~~~:~~i.:::::L:~~:~~~~!!:~~::::L::~~:~~!:~~<::>~~:
lift (v) 1 kw-imukya 1 kw-imutsya 1 kw-imusya 1 ku-sutula 1 kw-imuca )82
i·i·~~····················r········~~·~t~"i~········r········~~~t~~~········r········~~~t~~~········~·····~~·~g·~~~~·····r·······~~·~t~"i~·······14·o5·
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~~.~~.~~~..... . 1 ~~~.?~.~.? 1..~.~~r.~~.~~.~~ ..L ~~~~~ + ~.~~~.~~.~ l ~~.~~.~.~.~~ j~~~
lip 1 o-munwa 1 o-munwa 1 o-munwa i o-munwa 1 o-munwa 1286

~:(~~<::::::::::::::r::::::~~:~~~~:::::::r:::::::~~~~:~~::::::::T::::::~~~~~(~:~::::::T:::::::::!!~L::::::::T:::::::::!i.C::::::::}~}~:
lizard ! o-munya 1 o-munya !sher~b~nu~anYi I ihangala i ihangala l302

:~t~~~iI~-~~'~~I~~~ff;~~I~-~~~I=~~~Fi~!f:~wfi~~;'~
~~.?~..~! l... ~.~~.I.~~~.~ l... ~~~~~~~.~ L ~~.::'~~~.~ l.....~.~~.~~~~.~ l....~~.:.I.~~~;y'~ }.~.~.
~~.?~f?~ l... ~~~~~~.~~ l.....~~.:~~.~.~~.~~ L..~~.~.~~.~~.~~~ l...~.~~.~?!:!.?~}.~ l... ~~~~.i.~~.~ ?~.?
~~.~~~ l... ~~.~~.~ l... ~~.~?~ L ~~.~~.~ l... ~~~~.~ ~ ~~~~.~ .J~.?~.
~~.~~ L ~~~!.~~~.~ l ~~.~!~.~~~ L ~~~!~~~~~ l !.~~~.~ l !.~~~.~ P.?~.
mad 1 o-muraru 1 o-mushazi 1 o-mushazi 1 o-musazi 1 o-musazi 1337
~·~;~~················T······~~·ki~·~~li······r······~·~k·i6~·~~·i······;·······~~ii6~·~~i······;···········ip~···········;······i·ii~·g;;~······12·94·

~·~i~~·"i~·~~·····T······~·~~~·~·i~·i·······r·······~~~·~~i;i·······r······~·~~~~·i·~i·······r··~·~~~·~~·b~/~~·r····~~~~~~;b·~····h·94·

~:~~:::::::::::::::::::L::?~~:~~~!J:~:::::I::::?~~:~~~:~(~~:::T::~:~0~:~~~~~~:::L:?~~~~~~~~::r::::i.~0~:~~i.~::::J~:~:~:
marry 1 ku-swera 1 ku-shwera ! ku-shwera 1 ku-swela 1 ku-swela )86

~:~~~:~!~:~:::::::::r:::::i.~0~:~~~:C:::I::::::?~~~~~~!:::::T::::~:~0~:~~~~::::::I::::i.~:0.i.~~~L::r:::::::~~0~~C::::J~:~:~:
~.~~~ l... ~~.~~.~~ l... ~:~~~.~ L ~~.~~~~ l... ~~.~.~~~ l... ~~.~.~.~~ 2?.1..
moon 1 o-kwezi 1 o-kwezi 1 o-kwezi 1 o-kwezi 1 o-kwezi 1338

~:?~!:~~:::::::::::L::~~~~:~~:~~:~:::::L:~:~~:~~:~~~~~~:::L:~~E~~~~i.~:~~:::I:::::~~:~:~~~~~:::::r::::~~:~~~~~~::::J~:~~:
~.?!:!~:' l ~~.~~~~.~~.? l ~.:~~~.~~~.~~ L 1~~.~~~~~:'? 1 i.~.~~~.i.~~ l !.~.~.~~.~~~ j~.~?
~.?~g~.!~.? l.: ?~~.~~.~ l ?.~.~.~.~~ L o-mu~.~ l ?:!!.1.~~.~ l ?~!!.1.~~.~ j~.??
~.?~.~~~ l... ~~!:.~!: l... ~~~~~ L ~~.~.~~ l... ~~!~.~ l... ~~~~ j~.??
mould in clay 1 ku-bumba ! ku-bumba 1 ku-bumba 1 ku-bumba 1 ku-bumba )23

::~~:~~(.~!:~c:::::F::~~:i~::f~c::::F:::t~ttihfjr::T::::~~tti~?il::::::F2fi::~t~::::F:::l~t~~f~::::::~~:r~:
~~~~················r········ib~·~~·········r······~~·i~i·i~~·······T······~~i~·i·i~·~······r·······i~·i·~~········r······i;:ii~~········1o·5i

;~~~~i·················r····~~~·~k·~~di····r······~·~~·k~·~di······r···~~~·~k·~~~ii····r···~~;~·~k~~di···r···~~~·~k·~~di···1o·93·

~~·~~··················r·······h~i·hi·········r········h·~ihT········T···h~·i·i~Chi·ii~·i···r·······i~~h·i··········;·········i~·~hi··········1o·71·

~~~·k·················r·····~~b·i"ky·~······r·····~·~b·it~y~······T······~·~b·i~y~·······r······~~bi~~·······r·····~·~bi6~········h"99·

~~·igh·b~~~·······T·····~~·~·~t~~l~i·····r·····~~~~t~~h·i·····r·····~~·~~·t~~i~i·····r····~~·~·~t~·~~i····r·~~~·~t~i~~·~~·1o·6·i·

~·i·ght·················r········~~i~i~~·········r·········~~k·i~~·········r·········~~~·i~~·········r········~~6il~········r······~·~~·ki·i~······k36·

~·i~~···················r······~~·~·~d~······r·······~·~~~·d~·······r······~~~·~d~······r·····~~·~~~i"~·····r·····~~·~~d·~·····14·i·4·

~f':~~i~~~~j~~r;!illf~FI,t~~~I::t:1j:~I~::;~~;~lt~i
~ti5~i~~To~~~~r~~i~~~ili~~~tII~~~tt~f~;[;~~~~~;]n
.........................~ ~ ···············~······························r···························r···························h·i·4·
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English 1 Rutooro 1 Runyankore! Rukiga 1 Ruzinza 1 Rukerebe !Ref

?~~§?i~~~~::r:::::::i~E~~~::::::::r::::::::~~~:~~:C::::T::::::~~E~~~::::::::r::::~~:~~~:~~:~~::::r:::::E[E~~:~L::::]~:~:~:
~~.~.?~~.~.~?~ L. ~~~~.~.~~ l... ~~.~::~~ L. ~~~~~.~~ l... ~.~~.~.~~~ l... ~.~~~.~ l~.~~.

~~;~~:::::::::::::::i:::::;~;:~~t~~:::::i:::::;~~~:~~~::::J:::::;~:lli~~~;:::::i:::;;:~~~;~:::i:::;;:~i~~;!~:::1~;~:
p.~~~~~y. L..?~.~~.~~?~ l....~.~~~.~~~.~~ L..?~.~~.~~.~~ l...?~.~.~~~~~?~ l...?~.~.~~~ ..~?~ l~.~.l..
p.~.~.~.~?~~.~:?L. ~~~.~:-:':'~ l....~.~.~.~r.~.?.~.~~ L...~~.~~.?~~?~~ l...~.~~.~?~.?~.~~ l....~.~~.~.?~?~.~ .E.?~.
P.~~.~JP.~.~~~?! L. ~.~~.~~~~~ l... ~~.~~.~~!~ L. ~~~.~~~~ 1..~.~~.~~~.1.~~~~~ ..l....~.~~.~.?~?I.~ P.?.~.
P.~.~~~.~ L. ~.:~~.~!~ l... ?~~.~~~ L. ~.~~~~.!~ l... ..?:.~~.~~ L...~.:~~.~~ P.??
P..i.~ l ~~.~p.~~.~ l ~.:~p..~~~ l. ~~.~p.~~.~ l :~.~p.~~.~ l ~~.~p.~~.~ P.?~.

~m;~~i:::::::::::i:::::::~~:~1r;::::::::i::::::~;~;:~1~;~::::::L::::::;';.~~;~~::::::i::::::\~!}[~:t:::::i::::::~;!}01:::::::1~~~:
p'.I.~~~..(~! L. ~~.:~r.~~~ l... ~~~~!.:~~.~ L. ~~.~?X~~~ l.....~.~~.?~~}.~ L...~.~~.?r.~.~~ .E.~?.
P'.I.~r..~~>. l ~~.:~~.~.~~ l ~~~.~~~~.~ l. ~~.~~~~~ l ~~.:~~~~~ l ~~.:~.~.~~~ j.~.~~.
P.~:~.~~~.~X l. :~.~~.~ l ~~.~?~ l. :~.~~.~ l :~~~.~ l :~~~.~ j~.??
p.~.~~ l ~.~~.~~.~~~ l ~.~~.~y..~:.~:.~ l. ~~~~!.:~~~~~ l ~~~.~~~~.~ 1 ~.~~.~~.~~.I.~ j~.~~.
P.~.~~p.~.i.~ L. :~~.i.~:~~ l... :~.~~.?~! L. ~.:ry~.~! l...~.~~:-:':'?~~.? ..L.~~~.:-:':'?.~ ~.~ ...l~.~.~.
pus 1 a-masira 1 a-mahira ! a-mahira . a-mahila 1 a-mahila 1434

p.i~:~::::::::::::::::::r::::~~~:~:~~#.~~~::::I:::E~~:~~!~¥~~::::L::~:~~:~:~~~:~~.~ l ..:~~~~:~~#.!~~:::r:::~~~~~~:~[~~:::1~I~:
p.~.!.~.~.~:~~ L. ~~.:J.~~~ l... ~.~~~~~~~ L. ~~~.~:-:':'~~ l... ..~~.~~~~~~ l... ..~~~~~~~ j~.~.?.
~.~.??~! L. ~.~~.~.~ l... ~.~~.~~.~ L. ~~~.~.~~ l...~.~~X~.~~.i L. ~.~:-:':'~~~~.: l~.~~.
rain 1 e-njura 1 e-zura 1 e-nZura ! e-zula 1· e-nzula 1332

~~~~~!.~[~:ip.:::::r:::E~~~:~~Ey.~:::r::::~~~!:~i~~y.:~:::L::~~:~~:~~:~~~::::r::::~~~:~~:~~~::::r::::~~~:~~:~~~::::I~j~:
~~~ L. :~~.?:?~ l... :~.~?.:~~ L. :~.~.?:?~ l... ..:~~.?:~~ l... ..:~~.?:?~ .P.~~.
red 1 ku-tukura 1 ku-tukura 1 ku-tukura 1 ku-tukula 1 mutuku 1365

~~~:~~[~~[:~:~~::I:::::::~~:~r.~~L::::::::::::~~~p.~~c:::::~::::::::~~~p.:~~[::::::::::::::~~:~r.~~~::::::r::::::~~:~r.~~~::::::F~~:
~.~.~~.~.~ l... ~.~~.~~~~ l... ~~:~.~~ L. ~~~.~~~.~ l.....~.~~.~~~~ l... ..~.~~.~~~~ .E.~?.
~.~.~.~.~~:~ l ~~:.i),~.~~ l ~.~~.~~~.~~ l. ~:-:':'~~~.~.~~ l. ~:-:':'.~!~.~~~ l ~:-:':'~!.~.~~~ j.~.?~.
~.~.~~.~~..~~.!. l ~~.~~.~~.~.~~ l ~~~.~~.~~.~~ l. ~~~~.~~.~~ l ~~.:~~.?~ l ~~.:~~.?~ j~.~~.
~.~.~:~.I L~.~~.~~.~~.~~.~:.~..l..~.~~.~.~~~.~~~~~ ..L~~~~~~.~:.~~.~~ ..l...~~~.~.~~}.~.I.~ l....~~.:.~~.~~.~~ .E.?~.
right 1 o-bulyo ! o-buryo 1 o-buryo 1 o-bulyo 1 o-bulyo 1166

~:~~~L::::::::::::::::I?~~:~~i.~~~i.~~C:::?~:~:~~i.~~~:::: L:::i.~~~:~:~~~:::::I::::?~~:~~i.~~::::r::::i.~:~~:~~~:~::::1?:?~:
roof (v) 1 ku-sakaara 1 ku-shakaara 1 ku-shakaara 1 ku-sakaala 1 ku-sakaala 1117

~~?~:::::::::::::::::::r::::?:~~~~~~:~::::I::::::::i.~~~:~~:::::::T:::::::?~:~i~L:::::r:::::::?~~:~~L::::r:::::::?~:~:~~~:::::::1?~~:
rope 1 o-muguha 1 o-muguha 1 o-muguha 1 o-muguha 1 o-Iugohe 1069

~?~::::::::::::::::::::::r::::::~~:~J~~#.~::::::r::::::~:~~:¥.~~:~~:::".~"::::~~~¥.~~~~::::::r:::::~~~~~:~~:~::::r:::::~~~~~:~~:~::::E?~:
rub 1 ku-siimura 1 ku-shushura i ku-shushura 1 ku-kubula 1 ku-kubula !I 96

~~~::~iL:::::::::::r::::::~~~!:~~E~::::::I::::::~~~!~~~~:::::T~~+~:~~(~~~i:r:::::~~~:~!~:~~:::::I:::::~~~:~~i~~:::::E~?:
salt 1 o-munyo 1 o-mwonyo 1 o-mwonyo 1 o-mwonyo 1 o-mwonu 1027
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~~~~.~~~ l... ~~!.?~.~.? l..~~~r.~~.~~.~~ .. l... ~~~~~ l.....~.~~~.~~.~ l...~~.~~.~.~.~~ .J~.~~
sand i o-musenyi 1 o-musheenye 1 o-musheenye i o-mushenyi 1 o-museni 1281

~~~~:::::::::::::::::::r:::::::~~~~?'j9.:::::::L::::~~~:~~~:?:::::::L:::::~~~~~:¥.?::::::T::::~~:~~9.~~::::::I::::::~~:~~9.~~::::::l~:~?:
~~~.~~~~..(~! l... ..~~~~~~.~.~ l... ~~~.~.~~.~~ ..J. ~.~~.~~~E~ l.....~~.~~~.~!~ l... ~~.~~.~~~ ).?.!.
~~~.I.p.~.~~.~.(~! l ~.~~.~~~~ l. ~~.~~.~!~~ l ~~~?j.!~~ l ~~.~!?.~~~~ l ~~.~~.~~~~ ).!.~.
~.~~~~.~ l... ..~~.~~~~~ l... ~.~~~.~.~~ l... ~.~~~~~~ l.....~~.?~~.i.!~ l....~~.~~~.~~.~~ 1~.?~.
see : ku-bona i ku-reeba 1 ku-reeba 1 ku-bona i ku-Iola 1189

~~~~:::::::::::::::::::r::::::~~0.~:~~~:::::::L::::~~~:~~:~~::::::T:::::~~0.~~:~~:::::::L:~~~~~~:~~::::r:::::~:~~~:~~9.:::::J~j~:
sell i ku-guza i ku-tunda 1 ku-tunda 1 ku-guza i ku-guzya 1234
~~~~·~···············r····~~~~~j~······T···~~~h~~i;:;····T···~~·~·h~~·i~····T····~~~~;:~·····r···~·~~~~~~·····13·91·

~~~~~:~~~;:~i::::I:~~~~i!i.~~y.:!~~I:~:~~:~~:~~~~~~:i.~:I~~~~i!~:~~y.:!~~L~~:~~~i.~:~~::r:::~~~~~:~~:~~::l~:?~:
~~~~~ l... ~.~~.~~~! l... ~~~~.~~.~! l... ~~.~~~.?~.i l... ~.~~.~.?~.i l... ~.~~.~~~! 1~.~~.
~~~P~.~ l... ~~.~~~~.~~ l... ~~.~o/.~~~ l... ~~.~~Y..~~~ l..... ~.~~.~.I~~.I.~ l.....~~.~~x~.~~ /?~.
~!~~:P l... ~~~~~~~~ l... ~~~~~~~.~ l... ~.~~.~~~~~ l.....~~~~~~.~~ l...~~.~~!?~!~.~~ 1~?~.
~~~.~ l. ~.~~.~~ l ~~~~~ l. ~.~~.~~ l ~~.~.~ 1 ~.~~.~~ 1~~.~.
~~~.~!~~~ l... !.?~~.~ l... ~~.!~.~.~~ ~ ~~!~.~~~ l... ..i.?~~.~ l... J?~~.~ l~.!}.
~!~~.~~.~~~: l ~~.~~!~.~~ l ~~~~.i.~~.~ l ~~.~~.i.~~.~ l. ~.~~.~!~.~~ l ~~.~.~~~.~~ l.~.~~.
~~~.~ l... ~.~~~~.~J~ l... ~~.~~.?~~~ 1 ?~.~.~.?~~.~ l.....~.~!.~?~~.~ l.....~~!~?~~.~ 1~.~..~.
sister, (elder) 1 -munyaanya 1 -munyaanya i -munyaanya 1-mnyanyeenye 1o-muhala wetu 1031

~~~:::::::::::::::::::::I:::~~~~~:~~0.~::::T::~~:~~E~~~:~~:::T::~~~:~~~~~~:~::T:::~~~:!~~:~~:::::r:::::~~~:!~~:~~:::::E~~:

;'~1:~:::::::::::::::::::L::::i~tJ;~~::::::i::::::1~:t~;~:::::::::L::::~~~t;;~~::::::i:::::~~~r;;~~:::::L:::~~~rJ;~~:::::J;:~;:
~!~~.~~~~~ l ~~~?~~~~ l ~.~~.?.~~.~~ l. ~~~?~.~~~ l ~~.~~.~~~~ l ~~.~~.~.~~~ 1.~.~?.

~i:;~·················t·t~~!~:it~:!~~··t~:~~::z:~;~l·~~~~::1:~~~··h~~~~~i~2·:k~t·~~t~~:~!i:k~·gi}
~i~:~W~@:~::::::L:::~:~<~~9.!~?::::T:::::::::~~~~::::::::::T::::::::::~#~:::::::::::T:::::::::~~~:::::::::::r::::::::~:(~~:~?::::::::1~:~:~:
~~~.~.!!..~!~.~: ~~.l... ..~~~.~~.~~.~ l... ~~.~~~~.~~ l... ~.~~.~~.~~~ l....~~~.~~.~~.~ l....~~~~~.~~.~ /~~.

;';':~~;:::~:~::~::::L::::;~4;~:~~::::::i::::::~~g~!~L:::L::::~;'4;~~~::::::i:~:'~~;~~~~:j:::::;~~~~~~:::::J~i~:
snail/slug j e-kitindinda! e-kinya- ! e-cinya- : : :

i i ngondokyera i ngondoceera, ~ e-nyonga ! linawatelela ~097

~~~~~::::::::::::::::r:::::::~~~J:~~:~::::::T:::::~:~~:¥.~~~:::::::L:::::~~:~¥~~~:::::::I::::::~~:~~9.~~::::::r::::::~~:~~9.~~::::::l~:~?:
~~~~.~~.~~! 1.~~~~.~~y.!.~~~.~~1.~~~~~.~~.~~.~~~.1..~~~~~y.~.~~.':~ ..1~~~~~~.~.~~~.~.~1~~.~!.~~~~.~~1.~??.

;'~~:~:::::::::::::::::L::::::1~~;;~:::::::i:::::::~~f;;t::::::L::::::~~!f.~7~::::::::L:::::1~~;;~::::::i::::::::1~~;;~::::::J~:~~:
son i (o)-mutabani i (o)-mutabani 1 (o)-mutabani 1 (o)-mtabani ~ o-mwende 1016

~~~i::::::::::::::::r:::::::~~F!~~:~~:::::::I:~~:~~~:~~~~~?:~~:L~~#~~~:?~:i.~!.~::L:::?~:~~i.{~~:::::r::::?~:~~~~:~<:F~~:

;'~~~i:::~::::::::::L:::~~;:'~~~~:::::i::::~~~~~;:;::::::L::::~~:{~~i~:::::::::~~(7;.~~~~::::t::::~~;:'~~~~::::i~:~~:
spider 1e-nyamubumbira 1 o-rutangura . o-rutangura 1 o-Iububi 1 nalububi i019
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~~.~~.~~~. . l ~~!.?~.~.? l..~.~~r.~~.~~.~~ ..L ~~~~~ l ~.~~.~~~.~ l...~~.~~.~.~~~ 1~.~.~
tomorrow ~ nyenkya kara ~ nyencakare ~ nyencakare ~ nyenca ~ nenca ~074

:©tr~i.$:~'I~~Ji:~tEf~J{;~;'I~i)~:~~E~i.!~i~;'1~1~
tread ~ ku-rubata ~ ku-ribata ~ ku-ribata ~ ku-libata ~ ku-libatilila 11 43

!~~~::::::::::::::::::::r::::::::?~~~~C:::::I:::::::::?~:~~!L:::::::L. ~~~.~~.~ ::T. ~.~~~~~:::::::r::::::::::::(!C:::::::::J~~~:
turn (intr. v) ~ ku-hinduka ~ ku-hinduka ~ ku-hinduka : ku-hinduka ~ ku-hinduka 1129

~~~I~:§i[;~~~I~~~tfi~h~]~:=~ti~~I~';1fl~I~~~t~~~lm
~!~.~~~ ..~~.~~~.~:~..l ~.~~~.~~.! l ~~~.~~.~.i 1. ~~~.~~.~~ l ~.~~.! l ~.~~~.~.! P.~.~.
~~.~~~..(p.~~~.~)l... ~.~:~.~~~ l... ~~~:~~~~ L ~~~::~.~~ l...~~~~:~~.~~~ l...~~~~~~~.~~~.~ 1~.~~.

~;~::::::::::::::::::::L:::~~t.;;i::::::i::::::;.;,;~~~~~::::::L:::;~;;(~~~;::::::i:::::~~I~;;~~~:::::i:::::~~I~;;~~~:::::J~:~;:
~P..~~~~ l....~.~~.~.i.~~.~~~ l....~.~~~~.!~.?~.~~ L..~~.~.~.i.~~.~~.~ l... ..~~~.~~~.~~ l... ..~~.~~~~.~~ 1.~.??.
~~!~.~~~ l ~~.~~.:t.~~~~ l ~~~~1.:~~~~ 1. ~~.~~.~~~~~ 1 ~~.~.~!:~.~.~~ 1 ~.~~.~~~.1.~ 1.~.~?.
~~!~.~ l... ~~.~~~.~~ l... ~~~~~:.! 1. ~.~~.~~~! l... ~~.~~.~.~~ l... ~~.~~.~! .P.~~.
vomit ~ ku-tanaka : ku-tanaka ~ ku-tanaka : ku-tanaka : ku-tanaka ~221

~~:(!:~f.?'~j:::::::::r::::::~~~~):?~:~::::::L~~~!~~:~:~~~~:T:~:~~:~~~~~:~~~~::I:::~~:+~~~~:(~~:::r:::~~:~~:(~~:~~:(~~:::1~X~:
want ~ kw-enda ~ kw-enda, -tenga ~ kw-enda, -tenga ~ kw-enda ~ kw-enda ~220

~~:~:~:::::::::::::::::r:::::::::~~~~~:::::::::I::::::::~~:?¥~:~~:::::::T~~~~:?§~~::~:?~~::L:::::~~~~i:::::::D:~~:~~~~?~9.}~?:
~~.~:~ l... ~~~.~!~L l... ~~.~.~.~~~ L ~~~.~!~.i l... ~~.~~.~~~ l... ~~.~~.~~~ 1~.?~.
~~ + J~~ t !~: 1 itwe i icwe, itwe ~ itwe 1406
what : -kiki : -ki : '~~T"""""'~""""'iii'h~""""r';;i~"kCk'i'ihT''13"5"8"

~h~~~"""""""r""'(~k'~jh'~"""r"""(~'~jhT····:T······(·~k~jh·~······r·····(~·k~)hi······r·········I~~i···········1443"

~~~~!:~~:~?).::::::r:::::~~:~):~~~):~?:::::I:::::~~~:(§~!~~?: 1 ::~~~:~§~:~):~?:::::I::9.~):~~~H~~~9.::r::9.~:~~~~:~~~9.:)D:
~~.!~.~ l... ~~.~~~~ l... ~~~~~~ L ~~.~~~~ l... ~~~.~.~~ l... ~.~~.l.~ ).?~.
wife : o-mukazi : o-mukazi ~ o-mukazi ~ mukazi : o-mukazi ~304

~:(?::::::::::::::::::::r:::~~~~~~:~~~~ji::I:::::::~~:~~~:?~i::::::L::::~~~:~:(?~~::::::I::::F~~:~:~~i.~:::::r:::::~:~~:~:(~i.~:::::l~:i§
~.i.~~ l ~~!~.~!:.~~~ l ?~.~~.:t.~~~ l ?~.~.~!:~.~~ l ~~~.~?:'.~~~ l ~~!~.~?:'.~~~ 1~.~.~.
~! ~~ l ~P.~P.~ l ~~.!p'.~.p.~ 1. ~~~P..~P.~ 1 !P.~P..~ l ~~.~~.?~ j~.~.~.
winnow : ku-heheeza: kw-era ~ kw-era ~ kw-elula ~ ku-hehya 1197

~:(~~~~::::::::::::::r:::::?~~~~?i.?:::::L:::?:~~~~~?i.C:::L:::9.~:~~~9.¥.C:::L::?~~:~!:?~C::r:::::?~:~:~~9.~C::J~:~~:
woman : o-mukazi ~ o-mukazi ~ o-mukazi ~ o-mukazi ~ o-mukazi :335

~9.~~:~?L::::::::r:::::?~~~~:~~:?:::::I:::::9.~:~~:~:(~:?:::::L:::?~~:~~~~:?:::::L:?~~~:~~~?::::r:::::~~:~):~~~?:::::l~:?~:
!:~.~~ 1..~~~:?:'.~.~.~.~ ..1..~~~.:~.~~.~:'~ ..1.~~~.~~~?:'.~~.~~~l.~~~.~~.~.~~~.I.~l~~.~.iX~?:'.~~.~~~j~.?}.
yes ~ eego, ee ~ eego, ee ~ (y)eego, (y)ee ~ eego ~ nikwo, yee ~351

tit~~~~:r····:::::F::::::;~~:~::::::::l~i.?7fi~~?I~:~?7fti~?T:::~:f.i~r:?:::::F::::i~~;':::::::i~:~~:
y~~·(~g·.)··········~···········i~~···········!············i~~····· ··········i~~···········r··· ····i~~··········!····· ···i~~··········14·44·
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PART B: Ruhaya (Ruziba, Ruhyoza, Ruhamba, Runyaihangiro), and Runyambo
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~~.~~.~~~ 1 ~~.~~~.~ 1. ~~.~r.~~.~ l ~~.~~~~.~ l..~:~.~~.~~.~~~ l..~.~~r.~.~.~?.l~.~.~
cock/roaster i e-nkookoromi i e-nkookoromi i e-nshaaki i e-nshaaki i e-nsaaci i063

~?:~:~?~~~:::::::I::::::~~~i.~~J:~:::::T:::::~~~i.~~J:~::::::L::::~~~i.~~J:~::::::I::::::~~:~~~:~j~::::::I~~:~!~~i.~~V~J:~~]~:~~:
cold (n) i e-mbeho i e-mbeho i e-mbeho i e-mbeho i e-mbeho iOl0

~?:~~:::::::::::::::::r::::::::~~~:D~:::::::T::::::E~~:D:~::::::::L::::::~~~D~:::::::::::::::::~~~!j~::::::::L::~~~)J.~~~~::::I~~:~:
~?~~:.~~~~.~?~ ...l....:~!.~~.??~?.l .....:~!.~~.??.~?1. ....:~~~.??~? ....1....~~.~~.~.?.?~? ....1...:~~~.??~9. ...1~.?~.
cook (v) 1 ku-cumba 1 ku-cumba i ku-cumba 1 ku-cumba 1 ku-teeka 1200

~??~:~~~::~:~?:~~r::::::::~~:~~:~~~::::::::L::::::~~:~~):~~:::::::T:::::::~~:~~!:~~::::::::I:::::::::!:~ii.~:::::::::E~~:0:~~~~~~~~]~~~:
~?~P..~: L ?~~~.~ l... ?:~~.~~ l ?:~~.~~ l... ?~~Y~ l... 9.:~~t~ 2~~.
~?~~~.\~! L ..~~.:~?~?~~ l... ~~.:~?~?~~ 1 ~~.:.~?~?~~ l.....~~~~9.~.?~.~ L.~~.:~?~?~~ }.~~.
~?~~~ L ~~~.?~~~ l... ~.~~.?~~~ l ~~~.?~~~ l... ~~.:~.~~~ l... ~.~~.?~~~ }~J.
~?~~~.~.~.I.~ l ~:~.~: l ~.:~.~: l ~.:~.~: l :~~~~ l ~:.~~: l~.?~.
~~?:?~!.I.~ l ~.:~~~.?! l :.:~.~.~~~.?! l ~~.~~~~~~X~ l....~~.~~~~.~~.?~ l... ..~:.~~~~.?! l~.~?.
~~?~..~~! L ..~~.~!~??~~ l ~~.~!~??.~~ 1 ~~.~!~??1~~ l....:.:~.~~9.?~.~ l....~~.~!~??~~ }.?~.
~ry.~~J. l ~~.~.I.~~~ l ~~.:.1.~~~ 1. ~~.~.1.~~~ 1 ~~.:!.i.~!:1. 1 ~~.:~!!.~ 1.~.~?.
~~.~~.~~) L..~~~.~~~~.~ l ~~~.~~~~.~ l... ~~~.~~~~.~ l.....~~.:~~~.?~ l....~~~~~~~.~ l~~?.
cut (v) 1 ku-tema 1 ku-tema i ku-tema 1 ku-tema 1 ku-tema )44

~~!~:~~~~::::::::::I::::?~~:~!:~i~~::::L::?~~~i!i:~~:::T:::?~0.:~i!i~~::::L:?~~~i~i~~:::I:::?~~:~i!):~~:::J~~~:
daughter i (o)-muhara i (o)-muhala i (o)-muhara i (o)-muhara i (o)-muhala i017
d~y""""""""""i""""'~~i~i~~""""'T""·····~~ki~~·········r·········~~ki~~·········:········~~6·i·~~········i········~~·b·i~~········14·o4·

~~~:~~~:::~~~~~~::r:::~i.~~:!~~~~~:::J:::::?~~:~~!~~~~::::L::?~~:~~~~:~~::::I:::?~:~~:~:~~~:~:::n~)~~~:~~i.~~::]~:~~:
~:~~~ 1 9.~!.~.~~ 1. ?~!.~.~~ ; 9.:.~~.~~ ~ ?~~~!.~ 1 9.~!.~.~~ 1~.~~.

~~:t;~~~~:::::::::::L::::::~~;~~::::::::J:::::::::'~~;~~:::::::J······~~~~:~~::::::::L::::~~~~~t;:::::::i:~::::~~~~1:r::::::l~~~:
~:~ L ?~.~~.~: l 9.~.~~.~: l... ?~.~~.~: i ?:~~~~ l ?~.~~.~: l~.~.~.
die 1 ku-f(w)a 1 ku-f(w)a i ku-f(w)a 1 ku-f(w)a 1 ku-fa )18

~):~~j~~:::::::::::r::::::::~~~:~i!?:::::::T:::::::~~~~~~?::::::::L::::::~~~~i~?::::::::I:::::::~~~~F?:::::::r:::::?:+~~?t.~:::::J~3.~:
~.i.Y.!.~~.~.P. L ~~.:~.~?~ l... ~~.:~.~?~ l ~~.:~.~?~ l... ~~~.~~~~ l... ~~.:~.~?~ }.~~.
dog i e-mbwa i e-mbwa i e-mbwa i e-mbwa i e-mbwa i279

~??~::::::::::::::::::r:::::::?~!~iC:::::L:::::?~~i~::::::T::::::?~:~~:~~C::::I::::::?~~~~i~L::::r::?~0.:~ji.~~:~?::]~§'~:
~!.~~..~:') l ~~.:~~!.~!.~ l ~~.:~~!.~!.~ l ~~.:.~~~!.~ l ~~~~.~.~.~~.~ l ~.~.:~~!.~~~ l~.?~.
~!.~~..~~~~:.~J. ..l ~.~~.~~~.~ ; ~.~~.~~~.~ ; ~.~~.~~~.~ i ~~.:~~~~ l ~.~~.~~~.~ l~~.~.
dream (v) 1 ku-roota ! ku-roota i ku-roota ! ku-roota ! ku-roota )92

~~i~~:~~?::::::::::r::::::~~~:~~~~::::::L::::~:~~:~~~~::::::L::::~:~~:~~~~::::::I::::::~~:~~i.~~:::::r:::::~~~:~~~~:::::E:~~:
dry (v) i kw-oma i kw-oma i kw-oma i kw-oma/-um- i kw-oma )46
~~~""""""""""r""'~~k~t;i"""T"""~~k~t;i······T······~~k~t;i······r····~~·k~~i······r·····~·~k~t~·······14·o3"

~~~~!.~?~~~:::::r::::::::::~~~~L::::::T:::::::::~~:~~L:::::::L::::::::~~:~~L:::::::I:::::::::~~~:~:C:::::::L:::::::~~~~L::::::]~:~:?:
~~~~.~~.P.?~ l :.:~X~~.~~ l... :~~?:~~~~ l... :~~.~~.~ l.....~~.~~.~~~~ l....:.:~X~~~~ l~~~.
eat . ku-Iya : ku-Iya . ku-Iya ~ ku-Iya 1 ku-rya )59
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~~.~~.~~~ J. ~~.~~~~ l. ~~~r.~~.~ ~ ~~.~~~~.~. ..l..~:~.~~.~~.~~!? l..~.~~r.~.~.~.?. ..l~.~.~
~~~ L. :~.~~.~~.i L :~.~~.~~L L :~~~.~~.i .l ~~!"!.~! l...J:J.~.i.~~.~! l~~?.
~!~~~ ..J. ~.~~~.~.~~ l. ~.~~~::.~~ l. ~.~.~~.~.~~ l ~~.~~~~.~ l. ~.~~::.~~~ P~?
elbow 1 e-nkokora 1 e-nkokora 1 e-nkokora 1 e-nkokora 1 e-nkokora 1095

~~~:~~~~:::::::::::r:::::::~~~]~]~::::::::L::::::~~~]~]~::::::::L:::::~:~~]~F:::::::I:::::::~~~I?'j9.:::::::r:~~~J.~]~!.~~:?~~:FtX

~;;~ni.L::::::J::::~;~~f.~:~~::::::1::::::~;;~f.;;'L:::l::::::~;;~f.;;';::::::i:::::~i~~r;iL:::i::::~;~f.;;';::j~j~:
~~~ L :~~.i.~~~~ l. :~~!.~~~~ l. :~~!.~~~~ l ~~.~~.i.~.~? l ~.~!.~~~? l~.?.?..
~~~.?~?~.~~! l ~~.?~~!.~: l. ~~.?! ~!.~: l. ~~.?~~!.~: l ~.~?~~~!?~ l ~~.r:.!:?~.~: ).?~.
~t~.~~~~~.~ J. ~~~!:?~.~: l. ?~.~~?~~ l. :~.~!??~.~ l ~~~~?~.~ l.:~~~?~.~!~.~~.~.l~?~.
~~~~~~?:.:~.~~?J. ?~?!"!.~.? L ?~?.!"!.~.? l. ?~?.!"!.~.?. l ?.~.?.~.~~ l ?~?!"!.~.? l~.~.?..
~~~~ l... ~.~~.~~.~ L ~.~~.~~.~ L ~.~~.~~.~ l.. ~~.~~~~ l.. ~.~~.~~.~ l.~.~~.
fall sick 1 ku-rwara 1 ku-rwara 1 ku-rwara 1 ku-rwara 1 ku-rwara 1230

¥.~~::::::::::::::::::::::r::::::::~+:~~i.:::::::T:::::::~~~~~~C:::::L::::::~~:~~~~C:::::I::::::::::~~:~~::::::::::I:::: :::::E~~~:::::::::>i.~:
~~~~~.~ l.. ~~~~ L ~~::~~ L ~~~~~ l.. ~~~~.~ l.. ~~~~~ l~.~?.
~~~~.~.~p L ~~~~?~.?~.~ L..~~~!:??~.?~~ L ~~~~?~.?~.~ l...~.~~.~?~~.~~ l...~~~~?~.?~.~ ..l.~.?~.
~~.~~~.~.~~~! l ~~.?!.~~~~~~ l. ~~.?!.~~.~~~.~ l. :~.~!.~!~~~~.~ l ~.~?~~~.~.~?:: l ~~.~>.'.?~x~ l~.??.
~~.~~~ l ?~~~~.? L ?~~~~.? j ?~~~~.?. i ?.~.~!"!.~~ l ?~~~!?? l~~~.
~~.~::. J. ..?~~.~~~.~~!??l. ..?~~.~~~~.~~!? ?J. ..?~~!.1.~~~.~~!?? ..l..?.~.~.~~~~.~!:?~ ..l..~.~~~~.~~~~.?.l~~?..
~!:?!~.~.~~J... L ~~~.~~~.~ L ~~~.~~~~.~ L ~~~.~~~~~.~ l.. ~!"!.~:.~.~~~ l.. ..~~~.~~~.~ l.~.~.~.
~.~~~~ l.. :~~?'.~~~~ L :~~>.'.~~~~ L :~~>.'.~~:.~ l.. ~~.~~~:.~ l.. ..?~!.~~!"!.~.~ l~.~~..
~.~~~~~..~~.i.~ l.. ~~~?~.? L :~~.p.~~?.?. L..:~~P~~?? l....~~.~p.~~.?.~ l... ~~.~?~?. l~.~?..
~.~.i.~.~.~!~.~:. ~!.l. ~.~~.~~.~ j ~.~~.~~.~ j ~.~~.~~.~ l ~~.~~.~~ l ~.~~.~~.~ l.~.~.?.
~~!.~.~.~~:.:.:~'!.. ..L. ~~~~.~~.~ L ~~~~.~~.~ L ~~~~.~~.~ l... ~.~~.~~:.~ l.. ~~~~.~~.~ }.?~.
fire wood 1 e-nkwi 1 e-nkwi 1 e-nkwi 1 e-nkwi 1 e-nku 1177
fi;~ ......·......·......r..·..~~~~i·;;~ ......r....~~~~i·;;~ ......r....~~~~i·;;~ ....·T..·..~~·I~·~ii·~~ ......r..·~~~·~~;~~ ....·13'i'6·

~~~:~~L::::::::::L:::::~~~):~~~::::::T::::::~~~]~~~::::::T::::::~~~):~~~:::::::I:::::::~~~j~~~::::::T:~~~J:~~~~i.~~::]~~:~:
~.~.~.~~!. l ~~~~~.~~ l. ~~~~~.~~ j ~.~~~~:.~ l ~~.~~~~:.~ l ~~~~.~~.~!"! P?~.
~~~ j i.~~~~~ i i.~~~.~~ l. ..i.~~~.~~ l. i.~~~~?!.~!"! l i.~~~~? l~.!.~.
~?~.(~! l.. ~.~~.~~:.~ L ~.~~.~~:.~ j ~.~~.~::.~ i ~~.~~.~.~~ 1..~.~~.~~:.~~~~~.2~.?
~X.~~!. l.. ~.~~.~~:.~~.~ L...~.~~.~~:.~:.~ L ~.~~.~~:.~~.~ l.. ~~.~~.~~.~.~~ l.. ..~.~~.~~:.~:.~ l~.~?.
food : e-kyakulya : e-kyakulya 1 e-kyakulya 1 e-cyakulya 1 e-cakulya 1021
f~~'j ..·......·........r ..~~·~~·f~·~·~~ ....T..·~~·~~f~·~~~ .... ·~......~~·~~'i~·~~~· ..·1~~·~~i~~·~~:·~~·ii:1~·~~~'i(~)~~~~13·oo·
f~;~~·(~)··· ..·····r·······k~·~k·~k~·······r ..···..k~~k·~ka 1 ···k~~·~·;~~·~ ..····1······k~~k~k~······1····'k~·~j';~·b~·····1'i·63·

¥.?~~~:~::::::::::::::::L::::~~:~~:~~~~:::::::L:::::~~E~:~~~~:::::::L:::::~~:~~:~i~~:::::::I:::::::~~~+(~i.::::::I:: ::::~~~~~i~~::::::1~~~:
forget 1 kw-ebwa 1 kw-ebwa 1 kw-ebwa 1 kw-ebwa : kw-ebwa 1208

¥.?~~:::::::::::::::::::L:::::::::(~~:::::::::::T:::::::::::(~~::::::::::::L::::::::::(~~::::::::::::L::::::::~:~~:::::::::::r:::::::::::(~~::::::::::):~~:
friend 1o-munywanyi 1o-munywanyi 1o-munywanyi 1o-munywanyi 1omunywan(y)i 1388
f~~·git~~d··········~······~~k;k~~~·······~········~~k;k~~~ ..·····~········~·~k;k~~~·· ..···~······~~6i~~~······~······~~·~i~~·i~······lo3·o·
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~~~~.~~~ l ~~~~~~ l ~~~;r.~~.~ l. ~~.~~~~.~ l..~:~.~~.~~.~~~.. 1..~.~~r.~~.~~ ..1~.~.~
fur j o-mwoya j o-mwoya i o-mwoya j e-byoya j o-mwoya j268

i~~:~:~~:~~:::::::::r::::~~~!~:0.~:~~~::::r::::~~~!~:0.~:~~~:::T:::~~~!~~i:~~~::::I::::~:~~~~~ii:~~:::T::::~~~:~:~~~:~:::::E:~~:
~~~.~.i.~~.~ 1. ~~.:.1.~~.~~ 1 ~~.:.1.~~.~~ 1. ~~.:.1.~~.~~ 1 ~~~~~.~~~ 1 ~~.:.1.~~.~~ 1.~.~.~.
~~~.~9.~.~ ~ ~~.:~~~~ 1 ~~.:.t:.~~~ l. ~~.:~~~~ ~ ~~~~.~~~ 1 ~.~.:.t:.~~~ 1~.~~..
~.i.~.I l... ..?~.~~~~.i.~~ l... ..?~.~~~~!.~! ..l. ?~.~~~~!.~~ l....9.:~~.i.~~~.~ l....?~.~.~!.~.i.~! .P.~~.
~.i.~~..t:.!~~ l... ~.~~.~~~~ L ~.~~.~~~~~ L ~.~~.~~~~ l... ~~.:~~.~~~ l... ..~.~~.~~~~~ 1~~~.
~.i.~: l... ~~.:.~~ l... ~~.:~~ l... ~.~.:.~~ l... ~~~~~ l... ~~.:.~~ }.~~.

:;~!:::::::::::::::::::L::::~~~~:~~f::::::t:::::~~~~~:~~f::::::L::::~~~~:~~f::::::L::~~~;~:~f:::::i:::~~~~;~/~j~:j~:
~9.?~ l... :~~.~! 1 :~~~.~! L :~~~.~! l... ~.~~~~.~ l... :~~~.~! 1~.?~.
w~~.~~~~~.~.~ l. ~~~:~.~~~~.~~ l ~~~'.~.~~.~~~ l. !~~'.~~~.~~~ l ~~~'.~~~.~~.~ 1 ~~~.~~.~~~ 1~.~?.
grandmother j maawenkuru jmaa(w)enkuru i maawenkuru : mawenkuru j mukaaka j014

:;~:~;~~;T~:~;£~;;T~~;t~flt~;~~~I~~~i:~~'l~~;f~~'l~f
~~~~~~~~~ l... ?~.~.~~~ 1 ?~.~~~~ l... ?~.~.~~~ l... 9.:~~~;r.~ l....9.~.~~.~~~~ 1~.??.
W~~..~~.i.~ l... :~~j.~! l... :~~J.~.i l... :~~j.~! l... :~.~~~! l....:~~~.~(~~~.: .P~}.
W::~ l... ..9.:~~E~.~~ L 9.:~~.~~.~~ L 9.:~~.~~.~~ l... ..~~~.~~~~~ l....9.:.~~.~.~~ 1~.~~.

~i~~;~~;t~;~i:.:.;it~~li~::.:.~t;~t~:~::.:.~t~d~~~i~~~~t~;~r~;:~~~j~~i
~~~~ l ~~:.~~~~ l. ~~.:~~~~ l. ~~.:~~~~ l ~~~~.~.~.~ 1 ~.~~.~~~~ 1.~.?~.

~;:i.:::::::::::::::::::L::::;~f.:.~~~i::::::L::::;~f.;t~~i::::::L::::;~f.:.~~~i::::::i::::::~~~~~;;::::::h~i.~:~~~~~!.~:~~:i;'j~:
~~~~..~~.~: ..~? l.....~~.:~.~~.i.~~ L ~~.:~.~~.i.~~ L ~~.:~.~~.i.~~ l.....~~~~~~~!~.~ l....~~.:~.~~.i.~~ l~3.?.
~~p.p..i.~:~~ l... :~~;r.:~~ L :~~;r.:~.~ L :~~;r.~~~ l... :~.?~~.~~ l... :~~;r.:~.~ 1~~~.
~~.~.~.~.~~~ l... ~~.:~~~.~~ L ~~.:~.~~.~~ l... ~~.:~.~~.~~ l... ..~~~~~.~~.~ l..~.~:.~.~~~~~~~ ..1~~~.
~~!.~.~: l... ~.~.?:~.~ L ~~.~:~.~ l... ~~.~:~.~ l... ~:~.~~~ l... ~.~.?:~.~ 1~.~~.
head i o-mutwe i o-mutwe j o-mutwe i o-mutwe i o-mutwe i079
~~:~(~~:::::::::::::::r::::?~~:~~~~:~~:::I::?~~:~~:~~~L::r::::~:~~~f.~:~~::::I:::~~:0.~:!~~~L:L:?~~:~!.~~:F::>~:?:
~~~.~ l ~~~~.~~!.~~ l. ~~~~.~.~!.~~ j ~~~~~~~!.~~ l ~.~~.~~.1.~~~ 1 ~~~~~.~.i.~~ 1~.~.~.

~;;f::::::::::::::::::L:~~~~;';~;?:::i::::~~~~;;';~;:?::J~};.~~;;~J?~:iJ:::;~~0~~~::::L~~~~r;~G~:::i~~~:
~~.~: l ~.~~.~.~~~ l ~~.~~.~.~~~ .l. ~~~.~....... . ~~~?~~~.~•••••1 ~~.~ 1~~?..
~.i.~:.~~.~:.~? l....~~.:~~.~~~.~~ l....~~.:~~.~~~.~~ L..~~.:~~.~~~.~~ l....~~~~~::':~.~ l....~.~:.~~.~~.~~ .1.~.~?
~.iP.P..? l... :~.?.J.~~~ L :~.?.J.~~.~ L :~.?~.~~~ l... ~:.~~~.?~ 1..~.:~j~.?~!.:~.~~ ..1~.??.
~9.: l... :~.~~~.~ L :~.~~~~.~ L :~.~~~~~ l... ~:.~~~~~ l... :~~~~~ 1~.??.
~9.~~ l... ~~~~~~~~ L ~~~~~~~~ L ~~~~~~~~ l... ..~.~~.~~~.~~ l... ..~~~~~~~~ 1~.~?.
hole j e-kihuru . e-kihuru i e-kihuru j e-cihuru . e-cihuru j420
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~~.~~.~~~ J. ~~.~~~~ l ~~~;r~~.~ ~ ~~.~~~~.~ ~ R'ihangiro ..l..~.~~r.~.~.~.? ..l~.~.~
P.~!.~~.~ J. ?~.~~~~!.~~ 1 ?~.~~~~!.~~ l. ?~.~.~.~~!.~~ ..··:l::::i.~~?~:~~~~~ ..1 ?~.~.~~~!.~~ P~~.
P.~~~(.~~~ J. ?~.~~.~~.~~ 1 ?~.~.~~~!.1.~~ 1 ?~.~.~.~~!1:~~ 1. ..~.~~~.~~~.?~ 1?~.~.~~~!1:~~ P.?~..
P.~.~.~.~?:.~~.~~L ~~.~~.?~~?:.~ l ~~.~~.?~.??:.~ l ~~.~~.?~~~?:.~ l....~~~!~.~??~.~ l...~~.~~?~.??:'~ l.~.?~..
P.~.~.~.~P.~.~~~.?! l... ~.~~.~~~~~ 1 ~.~~.~~~~~ l... ~.~~.~~~~~ l... ~~.~~.~~!~ l.....~.~~.~~~~~ l.~.?~.
P.~.~~~.~ l... ~.~~~.~~ l... ~.~~~.~!~ l ~.~~~.~~~ l... ?~~.~~~~ l... ..~.~~~!1:!~ P3.?.
p'.i.~ l... ~~.~P.~~.~ l... ~~.~P.~~.~ 1 ~~.~P.~~.~ l... ~.~~P..~~~ l.....~~.~P.~~~ l~.?~.
P'.i.~~~J~2 l... ~~~~~~.~~ 1 ~~~~~~.~~ l ~~~~~.~.~~ l... ..~.~~.~.~~.~~ l... ~~.~~~.~~ }3.~.
P..i.~(~?.1.7. l... 7.:~!!.~~ 1 7.:~!!.~~ l... 7.:.~!!.~~ l... ~.~~.i.! ~.~ l... ~:.?!!.~~ l~?~.
P.~.~~~..~~! l... ~~.~~~~:'~ l ~~.:~~~:'~ l... ~~.~~~~:'~ l... ~~~~~~~.~ l.....~~.:~~~!.~ l~??.
p.~.~r.~~) l.. ~~.~~~.~.~~ J. ~~.~~~.~~~ 1 ~~.~~~.~~~ 1 ~~~.~~~!.1.~ l ~~.~~~.~~~ l.~.~~.
P.:.~~.~~~.~x l... ~~~?~ l ~~~?~ l... ~~.~?~ l... 7.:.~~~ l... ~~~~.~ l~??.
P.~.~~ l ~~.~~~~.~~!.~ l ~~.~~.~~:.~.~~ J. ~~.~~~~.~~.~~ l ~~~.~t~:.~:.~ l ~~.~~x~.~~!.~ l~~~.

:~.:P.~.i·~··········t····~~::~r~:~····t····?~::~r~:~····j·····?~::~r~:?····t····?~::~r~~····t···?~::~r~:?···j~j'1'
p.~:~)i::::::::::::::::::r::::~~~:~:~~~~~~:::T::E~~:~:~~~~~:~:::T::E~~:~:~~~~~~::::I::::~~:~~!:~~:~~~::::I:::~~~~:~~~~~~:::J~X~:
P.~.!.~.~~~~:. 1.. ~~)~~:.~ J. ~~.~J.~~:.~ 1 ~~.:J.~~:.~ 1 ~~~~~~~.~ 1~~)~~:.~~~~~l~??.
~.~?~.i.! 1 ~:.~~~.! J. ~:.~~~.! l ~:.~~~! l ~.~~.~~.~ l ~:.~~! l~.~~.
~.~!~ l ~.:!.1J~.~~ l ~.~~J~.~~ J. ~:J.~:.~ l ~~~J.~:.~ l..~~~J.~:.~~~~~ ..l~~.~.
~.~.!~~(1.!~.~P. J. ~~~!~~.~!.'.~ 1 ~~~!~~.~!.'.~ l. ~.~~.!~.~~~.~.~ l ~~~.!~~~x~ l..~~.~~~~!.~~~.. l.~.~.~.
rat 1 e-mbeba 1 e-mbeba 1 e-mbeba 1 e-mbeba 1 e-mbeba 1382

~~~::::::::::::::::::::T::::~~~~~~~~~:::::L:::~:~~:~~:~~~~:::::L:::~:~~~~~~~~:::::I::::F~~:~~~~~~~::::r::::~:~~~~~~~~:::):~~:
~~.~.~~~~:'!.~.~U ?~~.~~~~.~ l... ?~.?~.~~! l... 7.:..~P..~~! l... ~.~~P.~~~ l... 7.:.~P..~ ~! l~.~~.

[:~i::~:t;;~~~t~i~~~t~fi~~;~l~~~[~~~l~t~~~r~r~~:li~i
~.~.~~~.I l....~.~:.~.~.~:.~:.~ .l ~~:.~~~:.~:.~ l.....~~:.~~~:.~:.~ l....~~.~~~.~.~~.~~ l....~~~.~.7.~~~.~ }.?~.

~:~~~L::::::::::::::J:::::;~;:1.r;~::::::L::::;~ir;~::::::L::::;~ir;~::::::i:::::;~;'~f.;~:::::h~~~~:~~~~~1~~~:
~.??~.~~!. l...~~.~~~.~.~~~!.~ l....~~.~~~.~~~~.~ ~ l ~~.~~~.~.~~~!.~ l..~~~.~.~~~~.~~:'~ ..l...~.~:.~~.~~~:'~ l.~.~.?.
~.??~ l ?:.~~~! l ?~.~.~~! l ?~.~~~! l ~.:~~~! l ?~.~.~~! P~~.
~.?P.~ l. ?~.~~~~.~~ l ?~.~.~~~.~~~ J. ?~.~~~~.~~ l ~.:~~.~~~~ l ?~.~.~~~~~ l~.?~.
~.?! l... ~~~J.~~~~ l... ~~.~J.~~.?~ .l ~~.~J.~~~~ l.....~~)~.~?~ l~~~J~.~?~:.~~~E.~~.

~;~::~~L:::::::::::i:::::~~~r:~:;r:::+::::~~~r:~~;::::+::::~~~r:~;;:::::i:::::~i~f~~;::::i::::~;r:~(;:::J~;.j:
~.~~~ l....?~~.~~.~!.'.~ l... ..?~~.~~.~t~ l... ..?~~.~~.~~~ l....?~.~~?!.1X~ l...?~~~~~~.?l~3.?..

~L;~;1":-rl~~~r:j"::rl~Er'+o~2:~lK:j":~?:~f~ijJ~~~£7A~i~
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English 1 Ruziba 1 Ruhyoza 1 Ruhamba 1 R'ihangiro 1 Runyambo 1Ref

~~i,~Ift~~f~~~·r~:~~~~f~~·I~:t~f.:f~~~'I~:t~i;fl~'I~~~;:f.;:'J~~~
~~~~.1 L. ~~.:~.?~ ..l. ~~.:~.?~ L. ~~.:~.?~ l... ~~~!~.~ l... ~~.:.i.?~ )~}.
~.~~.~~ l ~:.i.~~~~~ j ~:.~~~~~~ L ~:.~~~~~~ l ~.?~~.l.~ l !~~.~~~ j~.~~.
~.~~P.~~!. l....~~.:!.~.~\~~)~ L...~~.:!.~.~\~~)~ L...~~.:!.~.~\~~)~ l.....~~.:.l.~~:.~~ l.~~~.~~~~~~~~.:~~.j.~.~~.
~~:.~!~~~.~.~.?~~.l... ..~~.:~?:.?:.~ L. ~~.:~?:.?:.~ L. ~~.:~?:.?:.~ l.....~~~~?~.?~~ l....~~.:~?:.?:.~ 1.~.~~.
~.~:.~~~~~ l ~:~~~~! j ~:~~~.~! l ~:~~~.~! l ~~~~~~.~ l ~:.~~~.~! ).??.
~.~~~~~ l... ~~:.?~~~ L. ~~:.?!~~~ L. ~~:.?~~~ l... ~~.:~.~~~ l.....~~:.?~~~ 1.~.~.~.
~~~.~~..~.~~: l... ..:.:~.!~:.~~: L. ~~.~.i.~~.~~.~ L. ~~.~.i.~~.~~~ l~~~!.~~~~.~:.~~H :.:~.i.~~.~.~ ).~.~.
sun 1 e-izooba 1 e-izooba ! e-izooba 1 izooba 1 (e)-izooba 1065

~~~):~~:~:~~?::::L::::~~:~~~!~::::::T::::::~~:~~~!~:::::::L:::::~~:~~~!~:::::::L:::~~~~~:~~~::::::r::::::~~:~~~ !~::::::]U~:
~.~~~.~.\~!. l... :.:~p'.i.!~~ L. :.:~p..i.!~.'.l: L. :.:!?p'.i.~~~ l... ~~.~p!.i.~~ l..... :.:~p..i.!~.'.l: }.?~.
~.~::~.P..?~~~? l ~~~.i.~~~~!.~ l :.:~.~.~.~ l ~:.~!~.~~ l ~.::.~~~~~ l ~~~!~~~~~.i j~.??
~.~::~ l... ~~.:!:1.~:'~ .J ~~.:!:1.~:'~ L. ~~.:~~:.~ l... ~~~~~.~~ l... ~~:~~:.~ j~.~?.
~~:.l.~ l ~~~.~!~~.'.l: l ~~~~!~~.'.l: l ~~~~!~~.~ l ~~.:!:.!~.~~ l ~~~.~!~~.'.l: j~.~.?
swim 1 ku-ziha 1 ku-ziha 1 ku-ziha 1 ku-ziha 1 ku-ziha 11 87

~~:~L::::::::::::::::::L:::?~:~~~!:~~:::::T:::::?~:~~~!:~~:::::T:::::?~:~~~!:~~::::::I:i.~~~~~~~~~Er:::::?~~:~#~:~~:::::]~:~~:
!~.l.~(}.?!:1.~ l ::.~ l ::.~ l :.~~ 1..~~.~.~~~~?::.~ ..1 :.~~~.~~~~ P.~.?..
~~~~~.\~! l ~.'!.:.~~.~.~ l ~.'!.:.~~.::~ l ~~:.~~.::~ l ~~.::.?!:~ l ~.'!.:.~~.::~ l.~?~.

i~:~p:>..············1·····~;~::~;r~····l···~·~~:~f~:·'.l:···1·····~;~::~~l~····t···~·~~~:~~:~··+·~~~%:;;;r~···K~~·
t~·~·····················r·········ik~~i·········r·········ik·~~·i·········1"·········ik~~i·········r········"ik~·~·i········r········ik~~i········1"i"73·

~~:~~~~~:::::::::::::r:::::~~~:~~)~~~:::::L:::~~~:~~Ei.:~:::::L:::~~~:~~:~i.~:::::r:::::~~:~~~!~:~~:::::r:::::::~~~~~~:::::::E:~?:
!~.~~ l... ~.?~~~~: L. ~.?~!:1.~~: L. ~.?~~~~: l... ?~.?~.~.~~ l... ..~~.~~.~~:) .J~~~.
thief 1 o-mushuma 1 o-mushuma 1 o-mushuma 1 o-mushuma 1 o-musuma 1342

~~:~~E:::::::::::::::::r::::::~:~~~~~:~~::::::T:::::~~~~~~:~~:::::::::::::::~+:~~~:~~:::::::I:~~~:~~~!?~::~:~E:r:::::: ~:~~:~~~!?::::::>:i?:
!!~.!~.~ L.~.'!.:~~~~.~~.~.::~ ..L.~.'!.:~~~~.~~:.::~ ..L~.'!.:~~~~.~~.~.~~ ..l..~~.:~.~.~~:.~~!:~.l.~~~.~~:.~.~~~!:.'.l:)3.} ..
~!~.?:.~ L ~:.!~~~ L. ~:.~~~~ L ~:.!~~~ l... ..i.~~.'.l: l.....~~!.:.i.~~.'.l: l~.~.?.
~~.~:: L. ~~~~~ L !~~~~~ j !~~~~~~ i ~.~.~~~ l... !~~~~ .J~.~.~.
~~~~.~.~.~~Y.. l ~~.:~.'.l:~~ l ~~.:~.~~~ l ~~.:~.'.l:~~ l ~.~~.~~~~ 1 ~~.:~.~~~ j~3.~.
thunderbolt ! e-nkuba 1 e-nkuba 1 e-nkuba ! e-nkuba ! e-nkuba )87

~!~:~~~:~::::::::::::::::r::::::~~~!~~~i.:::::T:::::~~~!~~~~::::::T:::::::~~:~~~~:?:::::::T:::::::~!:~!:~~::::::::T:::~~?~:~!!)~~::::::J~:~~:
!.i.~.\~! l ~~.:~?~~ l ~~.:~?~.~ l ~~.:~?~~ l ~~~~?~.'.l: 1 ~.~.:~?~~ j.~3.?
~~.?~~~.? l... :.:~.'.l:~~~ L :.:~.'.l:~~~ L :.:~.'.l:~~~ l... ~~!~~.?~ l... :.:~.'.l:~~: j~.~.?.
!~.?~!.' l... ~~~~~~ L ~.~~~~~ L ~.~~~~~ l... ~.?~:.~~ l... ..~~~~~.'!. .J~.?~.
tomorrow 1 nyenkya 1 nyenkya 1 nyenkya 1nyencya/ -kya 1nyencya/sya 1074
t;;~g~~··············r······~~·~~·ii~i··:::::::······;;~·~~·ii~i·······1"·······~~·~~·ii~i·······r······~·~~~i·i~i······r·····~~·~~·ii~i······14·29·

t;;~ti~·················~·········~~ii·i~;;· ······~~i·i·i~;;········~·········~~ii·i~;;········~········~~·iii·~~········~·······~~ii·i~;;·······1o·5·9·
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~~.~~.~~~ l... ~~.~~~~ L. ~~~;r.~~.~ L..~~~~~~.~ 1..~:~.~~.~~.~~~ 1..~.~~r.~.~.~.? ..J~.~.~
!~~~~ l.. ~~.:!.~~~.~~ L ~~.:!.~~~.~~ L. ~~.:!.~~~~~ l.~~:.~~.?~!.~:.~.i.:.l.. ~~.:~~~.~~~ .E~~.
!~~~ l.. ~~~~!.~ L ~~~.~~~ L ~.:~~~~ 1.. ?:.~.~!! 1.. ~~~.~~~ 1~.~~.
~E~.9~~~: ..~!. 1...~~~~.i.~~.~~~ 1. ~~~~.i.~~.~~~ 1 ~~~~.i.~~.~~~ 1 ~.~:.~~~.~~.~~ l ~~~~.i.~~.~~~ l.~3.?.
twin 1 o-murongo 1 o-murongo 1 o-murongo 1 o-murongo 1 (e)-irongo 1377

~?::::::::::::::::::::L::::::::(~~!.C:::::::T::::::::::(F~~:::::::::::L:::::::::(~~:~C::::::::L:::::::~~!~C:::::::r::::::::::~~~:~~::::::::::l~:i.~:
~?~!~ ..~.~.~~~.~:~..l ~.~~~~.~ l ~.~~.~.~.~ l. !~.~~.~~.~ l ~~!~.~! l ~~.1.!~! P.~~.
uncle (pater.) 1 tat'ento 1 taat'ento 1 tat'ento 1 tat'ento 1 tat'ento 1008
~~d~~~~············1··· ..··k·~~j~·~;~··· .. ·1····..·k~~j~·~;~······T······k~~j~·~;~······l······k~·~j'~~·~~··· ..·l·k~·~j'~~·~;J~~~~·12'3·7·

~p.::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::i.~~:~~!.~:::::::::::::::::~:~~:~~!.~:::::::T::::::~:~~:~~!.~::::::::I:~~~~;:~~~i.~~~:r::::i~~~:~i:~!~::::J~:~~:
~P..~~.~! 1. ~~~.~!.'.~~.~~.~ 1. ~.~~.~y..~~.~~.~ l ~~~.~!.'.~~.~~.~ l ~~:~!:~.~~.~~ l. ~~.:~~~.~~ 1.~.??.
urinate 1 ku-nyaara 1 ku-nyaara 1 ku-kojora 1 ku-kojora 1 ku-nyaara )49

~!.~~~:::::::::::::::::L::::::~~~~~:~C:::::L::::::~~~~:~C:::::L:::?~~~~?I?:::::L::?~~:~~~j?:::::r:::::::~~~~~!.C::::>:~~:
~?~.~! l.. ~~.:~~~~.~~ L ~~.:~~~~.~~ L. ~~~.!~~.~~.~ l.....~~~!~.~~~.~ 1....~~.:~~~~~ 1~3.~.
~~.~!.~~?~~ 1. ~~~.~!.~~~ 1 ~~~~!.~~.~ 1. ~~~.~!.~~~ 1 ~.~:.1.!~.~~ 1 ~.~~.~.i.~~.~ 1~.~.?.
~~~! 1. ~.~:.~~~.~ 1 ~.~:.~~~.~ 1. ~~:.~~~.~ 1 ~~.:~.~~~ 1 ~.~~.~~~.~ 1~3.~.
~~.~P.. + ~.:~.~~.: ; ~.:~.~~ ; ~.:~.~~.. : e-nwa : e-nwa :367

~~~~:. L ~~~.~~~.~ 1 ~~~.~!~.I 1 ~~!~.~!~.~.::::::L:::::~~:~~:!~C::::t:::::~~~~~~L::::1~:~~:
~~ L i.~~ L ~~~~ L ~~~~ l.. J~~~ l.. !.~~ l~.~~.
what 1 -ki 1 -ki ! -ki 1 -ki 1 e-nci 1358
~i~~;~ r ·(~k·~jh·~ T (·~k·~jh·~ ..· ; (~k~jh·~ ·~ ·(·~k·~jhi· ·T (~k~)hi ·..1443·

~~~~~):~:~~L:::I::::?~~:~~~!:(~~::::L::?~~:~~~!:(~~::::L::?~~:~~~!):~~::::I~:~~i.~~!~~~~~~:~r::::~~:~!~~!~:~?::::>D:
white : kw-era : kw-era : kw-era : kw-era : kw-era :364

~:(~~:::::::::::::::::::L:::::~~E~~C:::::~::::::::~~E~~c:::::L:::::~~:~~~:(:::::::~:::::?~~~~~~C::L::~~:~~:~~~:C::l~:~~:
~.i.~ l ~.~:.~.i.~~~ 1. ~.~:.~.i.~!?~ 1. ~.~:.~.~~!?~ 1 ~~.:~!.~~~ l ~.~~.~.i.~~~ l~.~.~.

;m:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~:;~;~~::::+::::~~~;.~;r:::::J::::::~~~:;~;~~::::t::~~:;~~~~::::::i::::~~;:r::;:,~::j~J}
~.i.~~.?~ l ~~.:~.~~ l ~~.:~!~ 1. ~~.:~!~!~ l ~~~.~:'~:'~ l ~~.:~.~~.~~ l.~??
~.i.~~:.~ l.. ~~~.~:.?!?? L ?.:.~~.~?.~! L ?.:.~~.~?~! 1.. ~.:~~!~~~ 1..?~~.~:.?!??~~! ..1~.~~.
woman 1 o-mukazi i o-mukazi 1 o-mukazi 1 o-mukazi 1 o-mukazi 1335

~~~~:(~i.::::::::::L::?~~~!:~~:?::::T::::?~~:~!:~~:?::::T::::?~~~!:~~:?:::::r:::::?~:~~!):~~::::r::::?~~:~~~~?::::l~j~:
!:~.wn 1kw-ehaamura 1kw-ehaamura 1kw-ehaamura 1kw-eyayamura1 kw-eyeyamura :251

!:~.~..:::::::::::::::::::I::::!~:~Y.~!::~~i.?:::T:::!~:~Y.~;:~~i.?::::L::~~i:?;::(!~~~::::r::~~:~?~::~~:~~:?::r:::3~i.~~i~::::::l~:~(
!:~.~~~~.~~Y. l ~Y..~~!??~.? l ~Y..~.~!??:'? 1. !~!.'.~~!?.?.~.?. l ~Y..~!.~?.~~ l ~Y..~!!??:.? l~.?.~.
!:~.~.~p.}.) l i.~Y..~~.... ... ~...... ..i.~y..~~..... ..1.... ....i.~Y..~~ l !!~!:~~ l !.~~~ P.~~.
you (sg.) : iwe iwe' iwe . iwe . iwe 1444
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APPENDIX III: SOUND CORRESPONDENCES

o (empty cells) = lack of sufficient data; G = semi vowel; L = liquid; ? = not certain; *i, *u= *L *1,1

..... :;:31 :· :;:31 : :;:31 :· .... :;:31 : :;:3

......... 1 i ......... 1 i Ii ......... ' i· .... li I i......,li......,1 i li ......... 1
*0-.: P"'i*o-' fl f 1f ;""l?1? :;'1~1~ *(.)1 *(.) 1*(.)

: ..... : ;:3

*,,1~1~
1 1;:31 1 1 ;:31 Q)
i -:- ,Ii -:--,1 i li ......... 1 ~

~1;:-1;:- *01)1*01)1*01) ~
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:::L~:::I:::<:: :¥i.~:I:::~::::I:::{:: :::L:L~:
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·..... ';:It '· ..... ';:ll :__ I i __ I i __ I i __ I i ·..... 1
*0.. !*o.. f! f!f r!?

;:lll i :li~11 i:1 ~I
? :;P!~!~ *U! *u *u ?I~I~I~I?II?I

, ...... , ;:ltvi __ Ii __ I ~

O/},O/},O/} 0
* : * : * >

s i f lIlt 1 s ! f k ! f 1 f 110
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.. ZI
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. h
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.nata h
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iikizu h
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s

s
s
s
s
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APPENDIX IV: INFORMANTS

RUHAYA

Ruziba (HI): Constantine Christian (m), 24yrs, Undergraduate (BA Statistics) at UDSM;

Kikukwe village, Kanyigo, Kiziba, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera Region,

Tanzania. [1996/7].

Peter Deo (m), 25-32yrs, Bwanjai, Kiziba, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera,

Tanzania. [1994].

Ruhyoza (H2): Sospeter Rwabyo (m), 68-76yrs; Method Ngirwa Cornel (m), 58-65yrs;

Mukaruganyirwa Barongo Karumuna (t), 65-72yrs; Justina Francis (t), 45-48yrs;

Paschal Trazias Kashandura (m), 45-55yrs; Theresa Aloys (t), 65-70yrs; Nestor

Tigwera Nkaranga (m), 45-50yrs; Stanislaus John (m), 50-66yrs; all from: Itahwa

village, Karabagaine, Kyamutwara, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera Region,

Tanzania. [1994]; Henry RT. Muzale (m), 38yrs, Itahwa village, Karabagaine,

Kyamutwara, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1994-8].

Ruhamba (H3): A. R. Badru (m), 25-32yrs; Undergraduate at UDSM; Kihanja, Bukoba

(Rural) District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1994].

Runyaihangiro (H4): Philbert N. Kawemama (m), 30yrs, Graduate (MA Sociology) at

UDSM; Kagondo village, Mubunda, Kimwani, Muleba District, Kagera Region,

Tanzania. [1996/7].

Others consulted at different times for various (specific) issues (bye-mail 1996-98):

Sweetbert R Kamazima, Charles Bwenge, Theophil R. Rwehumbiza, Alphonce

Ndibalema, Leonce Rushubirwa, Dr. Frederick Mwanuzi, Consolatha P. Muzale.

RUNYAMBO

Lazaro Ponsian (m), 27yrs, Undergraduate (BCom.) at UDSM; Mabira village, Kituntu

Mabira, Karagwe District, Kagera, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Dr. Josephat M. Rugemalira (m), 42yrs, Senior Lecturer in Linguistics at UDSM; Karagwe

District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1997/98].

Emmanuel Eustadi (m), 24-28yrs; Undergraduate at UDSM; Karagwe District, Kagera

Region, Tanzania. [1994].
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RUNYORO

Mugenyi Richard (m), 22yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Masindi village, Bunyoro, Mid

Western Region, Uganda. [1997].

RUTOORO

Rwakijuma Fredrick (m), 23yrs, Undergraduate (BSc Computer) at UDSM; Kihooka village,

Kihura, Mwenge, Kabaro1e District, Toro, Western Region, Uganda. [1996-98].

RUNYANKORE

Patience Kabiije (m), 20yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Ntungamo, Western Uganda, Uganda.

[1997].

Katusiime Lelia (t), Undergraduate at UDSM; Uganda. [1997].

RUKlGA

Tushabe Florence (t), 19yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Kampala, Uganda. [1997].

RUZINZA

Kamwesigire .Boniphace (m), 23yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Bukondo village,

Nyachilu1uma, Butundwe Division, Geita District, Mwanza Region, Tanzania.

[1996/7].

Makoye Luswaga (m), 26yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Nyakarilo, Sengerema District,

Mwanza Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Magwanya C. Mathias (m), Undergraduate at UDSM; Tanzania. [1996/7].

Kamalamo (m), 22-26yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Tanzania. [1994].

Kazagata (m), 22-26yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Tanzania. [1994].

KlKEREBE CRUKEREBE)

Majula W. K. Juma (m), 24yrs, Undergraduate (BA Sociology) at UDSM; Mibungo village,

Ilangara, Ukerewe District, Mwanza Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Simon Mtobesya Mabagala (m), 30yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Bukindo village,

Mumulambo Division, Ukerewe District, Tanzania. [1997].

Sahau Sullusi (m), 14-18yrs, Student at Bwiru Girls Secondary School, Mwanza Region,

Tanzania. [1994].
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L. Mtalai (m), 24-30yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Mara Region, Tanzania. [1994].

LUGANDA

Ssebitosi Jude (m), 22yrs, Undergraduate (BSc Engineering) at UDSM; Namasuba village,

Makindye, Kyadondo County, Mpigi District, Central Buganda Region, Uganda.

[1996/7].

Muyodi (m), Graduate student (Microbiology) at UDSM; Uganda. [1994]

Celestina Kirungo Tirengerwa (t), 56-65yrs; Ferejio Kanazi (m), 60-68yrs; both (couple) had

lived in Buganda for a long time (the latter is native); Kangoma-Igombe village,

Nyakato, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1994].

RUBUMBIRO

Gabriel Birungi Kiiza, 29yrs, Undergraduate (BA General) at UDSM; Kasambya village,

Misenye, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

KIJITA

Lenny S. Mang'ara (m), 25yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Bulinga village, Majita, Musoma

District, Mara Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

R. E. M. Lwikolela (m), 30-35yrs, Teacher; Athmani Omari (m), 25-30yrs; Grayson Mbogo

(m), 25-32yrs; All working/living at Bwiru Girls Secondary School, MwanzaRegion,

Tanzania. [1994].

Burilo D. Musombwa (m), 25yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Rusoli, Majita, Musoma

District, Mara Region, Tanzania. [1997].

Mtiro Chahya (m), 25-33yrs, Undergraduate student at UDSM; Mara Region, Tanzania.

[1994].

KIKWAYA

J. A. Sagini (m), 23-26yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Mara Region, Tanzania. [1994].

CHIRURI

Pendo 1. Amas (t), 22-25yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Bwai Kwitururu village, Kiriba,

Nyanja, Musoma (Rural) District, Mara Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].
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KIRUNDI

Denis Bukuru (m), 31yrs, Visiting Undergraduate student at UDSM; Higiro, Ruganga, Ndava

District, Muramvya Region, Burundi. [1994].

Bategereza (m), 36-40yrs, Undergraduate student at UDSM; Ngara District, Kagera Region,

Tanzania. [1994].

Freddy Ngenze (m), 30-35yrs, Immigrant/Refugee from Burundi; Itahwa village,

Karabagaine, Kyamutwara, Bukoba (Rural) District, Kagera Region, Tanzania.

[1994].

1. M. Mtwale (m), 25-33yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Burundi. [1994].

KINYARWANDA

Richard Petro (m), 25-30yrs, Undergraduate (LL B) at UDSM; Kachwamba village,

Nyamilenge, Biharamulo District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Denis Bukuru (m), 34yrs, Graduate (MA Linguistics) at UDSM; Higiro, Ruganga, Ndava

District, Muramvya Region, Burundi. [1996/7].

KIHANGAZA

Alexander A. Nkundabandi (m), 30yrs, Graduate at UDSM; Murutabo village, Kirushya,

Kanazi, Ngara District, Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Joseph Gwasa (m), 27-35yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Kumbogara village, Ngara District,

Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

J. R. Bashaka (m), 43-46yrs, Teacher at Bwiru Girls Secondary School, Mwanza Tanzania;

Ngara District, Tanzania. [1994].

KIHA

January M. Basela (m), 28yrs, Undegraduate (BA Education) at UDSM; Kinyinya village,

Nyamtukuza, Kakondo, Kibondo District, KigomaRegion, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Ferdinand Ishimana (m), 26yrs, Undergraduate (BA Economics) at UDSM; Ilagala village,

Ilagala, Kigoma (Rural) District, Kigoma Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Anthony Ntilema (m), 38-42yrs; Undergraduate (BA Education) at UDSM; Kigoma Region,

Tanzania. [1994].
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KlSHUBI

Sperancia Godwin (m), 14-18yrs, Jenina Darlington (m), 14-18yrs; both students at Bwiru

Girls Secondary school, Mwanza Region, Tanzania. [1994].

M. Kilama (m), 23-28yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Kagera Region, Tanzania. [1994].

KlKURIA

Donald Antony (m), 25-32yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Matare village, Mugumu, Serengeti

District, Mara Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Sabai Daniel (m), 23-28yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM; Mogabiri village, Inchage, Tarime

District, Mara Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Nchagwa Mbulyani (f); Boke Samwel (f); Juliana Chacha (f); all Form One students (14

16yrs) at Bwiru Girls Secondary School, Mwanza Region, Tanzania. [1994].

Msabi Chacha (m), 25-30yrs, Undergraduate at UDSM. [1994].

SISUMBWA CKlSUMBWA)

Simon Migangara (m), 23-30yrs, Undergraduate (B Com.) at UDSM; Masumve village,

Masumve, Kahama District, Shinyanga Region, Tanzania. [1996/7].

Benjamin Magazi (m), 32-36yrs, Teacher at Bwiru Girls Secondary School, Mwanza;

Kahama District, Shinyanga Region, Tanzania. [1994].

Anthon Kasase (m), 30-35yrs, living at Bwiru Girls Secondary School, Mwanza; Kahama

District, Shinyanga Region, Tanzania. [1994].
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INDEX OF FORMATIVES

-a, 90, 91, 94, 96, 98,104-108, 129, 130, 190, 197
200, 224-228, 232, 249

a-, 64, 70, 84, 88, 100, 101, 103
-a(a)-, 18,21,22,26,29, 30, 33-35, 37-41, 83, 85,

90,92, 100, 110, 104-106, 109, 125, 126,
134, 135, 137-139, 144, 145, 147, 148,
150, 158, 160, 161, 162, 165-168, 170,
172,173,179,180,192-194,197-200,204,
217,218,224,225,227,228,235,239,
244-247,249,251

-aa-, 19,21,37,38,40,85,90,92,97,110, III,
113, 128, 135, 136, 140, 157, 158, 167,
179, 183, 191, 198,205,210,213,214,
218,221,223,226-228,241,244

-a(a)-...-ire, 30,110,114,138,145,148,150,158,
166, 172, 173, 197, 199,200,205,219,
221,222,226,240,249

-aa-...-ire, 21, 29,30,35,37,38,114,128,137,192,
213,214,226,228,229,241

-a-...-e,199
-aga, 21, 29, 33, 40, 99, 104-106, 110, 111, 126,

137,150,160-162,173,200,214,216-218,
224,225,227,244,245,247,249

-age, 98,104,161, 162
a+i, 43,64,65, 108
-a-ka-, 191, 192
-a-ku-, 40, 97,191,198
-a-li-,235
-a-li-ga, 40, 92, 235
-a-ra-,221
-a-ri, 85-ara-...-ire, 200
-ba, 84-86, 152, 209
-ba-, 1,43,88,92,100,102-104, 130
-bi-, 53, 88,100
-bu-,100
-caa-, 29, 38, 85, 97,128,155,156,166
-caa-...-ire, 156, 166
-ci-, 100, 104, 105, 128, 155, 156
-ciaa-, 104-106, 128, 156
-cyaa-, 85, 97,128
-di,89
-dia-,212
eo, 53, 63, 64, 80, 88, 89,100,101
-e, 29, 30, 90, 91, 94, 96, 99, 104-106, Ill, 126,

127, 136, 161, 162, 172, 174, 176,
183-185,188-190,199,209-211,216,218,
220,226,232,233,235,236,239,249

-eo, 161, 162
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-ega, 98,161,162
-ege, 98,161,162
-ek-, 143
-ene, 107
-ere, 43, 74, 96,107,108,143,178,198
-ga, 40, 92,104,137,161, 162,224
-ga-, 100
gaa-,102
-ge, 89,108,138,167,177,181,190,201-204
-gi-,92,100
-guo, 100, 104
-gye, 89,108,202
-ha-, 100, 101
-ho,89
-ho-,162
-i, 59, 105, Ill, 156, 157,200,236,237
-i-, 43, 47, 63,100,101,147
-i-ku-,152
-ide, 67
-ie, 126
-ija, 105, 176, 184, 185, 199,209,238
-ik-,143
-il-,126
-ile, 127,218
-ine,107
-ing,151
-ir-, 68, 97, 126, 127, 147
-ire, 18,21,22,26,29, 30, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43,

67, 74, 83, 90, 92-94, 96-98, 104-110,
112-114, 122, 123, 126, 127, 137-139,
142-145,147-150,156-158,162-166,168,
170, 172, 173, 176-179, 181, 190-194,
197-203,205,213,214,217-221,226-229,
236,239,244-247,249,251

-ire-ge, 29, 35, 39, 104-106, 108, 138, 139, 170,
176, 180, 181, 193, 199,201,202,204,
228,229,249

-iza, 105, 162, 184, 185,199,209,210,239
-ita, 105, 183-185, 199,209,239
-ize,108
-ja-, 111,239
-je,202
-ji-, 100
-ka-, 18,21,22,29,30,35,39,40,70,83,85,87,

92-95, 100, 104-106, 110, Ill, 122, 123,
131, 135, 138, 145, 147-150, 160, 161,
163, 164, 170, 172, 173, 176, 177, 179,
191-194, 199-201, 214-219, 221, 222,
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226-229,239-241,247,249,251
ka-, 88, 94, 95,100
-ka- ...-aga, 40, 128, 173,200,214,215,217,247,

249
-ka-oo.-ire, 30, 128, 163, 164, 173,200,214,215,

217,249
-ki,89
-ki-, 30, 34, 37, 38, 41, 86, 88, 89,93,97, 100,

104-106, 128, 155, 156, 158, 159, 166,
200,223,249,252

-kiaa-, 21, 29, 35, 37, 38,85,93,99, 104-106, 123,
128, 137, 155-159, 166, 168, 200, 222,
223,226,241,244,249

-kiaa-.oo-i,200
-kiaa-oo.-ire, 29, 30, 123, 128, 137, 156-158, 166,

200
-ku-, 19,36,37,40,44,45,47,100,101,103,147,

151, 152, 182-184, 189, 192, 200, 205,
206, 230, 231, 245

ku-, 36, 37, 75, 77, 101, 199,205-209,226
-kya-, 128
-kyaa-,97,128
-ko-,179
-Ii, 43,86
-li-, 34, 40, 63, 64, 92, 100, 102, 234
lii-, 102
-li-ku-,47,182
-Iu-, 100
lu-, 79
-m-,IOO
-ma-, 43, 64, 100
-me-, 34, 43-45, 64, 209
-mi-, 88, 100
-mu-, 1,37,92,100-104
-no, 103,238
-na,43
-na-, 34,102
-naa-, 184
ne, 135ni,94, 151,208
-ng-, 126
-ngali-, III
-nge-, 111
-ngeli-, III
ni-, 18,21,22,29-32,40,44,87,88,93-96,99,105,

106, 114, 126, 137, 151-156, 162, 166,
168,181-185,199,200,206-210,222,223,
229,230,232,238,245,247,249

ni-..-ki-, 166,200
ni-.oo-kiaa-, 128, 137, 156, 166,200,222,223
nI,114
0-,36,37,44,79, 100, 101, 103,206

[HRT-Mu=a/e]

-0-, 18,29,35,37,38,71,126, 137, 138, 152, 156,
157,159,166,176-178,180-182,190,197,
199-205,213,222-229,236,244,249

-po-,44
-ra(a)-, 29, 30, 104-106, 110, Ill, 116, 148-150,

165, 172, 173, 186, 188-191, 193, 194,
199, 218-220, 222, 232, 233, 235, 236,
241,249,251

-raa-, 22, 29, 35, 39, 83, 104, 106, 136, 138, 152,
153, 162, 170, 183-188, 190, 193, 199,
209-211,226,233,234,249

-raa-oo.-e, 199,211,226,233,234,249
-ra-oo.-ire, 29, 110, 114, 128, 137, 148-150, 166,

172, 191, 199, 200, 205, 214, 215,
219-222, 226, 240, 249

-raV-, 184
-re,147
-ri, 37, 46, 84-86, 89,205-208,226
-rio, 29, 30, 64, 95, 100, 104-106, 138, 152, 153,

187-190, 193, 199, 205, 206, 212, 224,
230,231,234,238,245,247

-ria-, 29, 30, 35, 39, 104-106, 138, 153, 170,
187-190,193,212,224,226,241

-rIa-, 212
-ri-ku-, 46, 92, 95, 97,152,154,182,200,205-208,

229,230,232,249
-roo-, 212
-ru-, 79, 95,100,152,205,252
-ru-ku-, 40, 97,152, 154, 182,205,232
-rya(a)-, 187, 188, 190
-tao, 30, 31, 34, 40, 43, 92, 93, 95, 96, Ill, 136,

152, 164, 188, 189, 199,209,220
-taa-, 188, 189
-ta-oo.-e, 220
-taka-,44
ti-, 21, 30, 31, 87, 88, 92-97,110, Ill, 139, 150,

152, 154, 155, 158, 168, 191, 192, 199,
200, 205, 206, 211-215, 217, 220, 222,
223, 226, 230, 233, 234, 238, 240, 244,
245,247,249

-tu-, 100, 103, 104, 129, 130
-tuu-, 183, 184
-tu-u- (see -tuu-)
-tuV-, 184
-U-, 127, 162
-u-ku-, 152
V-en, 119
-W-, 127
-ya,43
-yo, 162
-yo-, 162
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-za,43
-za-,239
-fa-,239
-zaa-,212
-ze, 108

[HRT-Muza/e]

-zi-, 100, 104
-zia-,212
-zoo-,212
-[V]-,210
-u-,135
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GENERAL INDEX

Abaganda-Kyaka,218
Abanyaisanga, 61, 113
Abanyaizinga,61
Abarongo, 61,112
about to, 19, 109,135,185, -295
accusative, 98, 142, 143
active voice, 97
actualise(r), 94-96, 99, 152,207,208,222
Admonitive, 31
adverbial, 21,88,89,94,95,101,147,149,171,

174, 180, 192, 193,204,246
c1itic, 88, 89, 108,203

affix, 114
affricate, 69
agent, 144
agent-oriented modality, 45
Aktionsart,34
allocation of slots, 83, 95, 246
allomorph, 107,233
allomorphic variation, 107
already, 125, 145, 147, 148, 158, 168, 173, 191,

197,198,205,217,221
alveolar frictionless continuant, 60
alveolar lateral flap, 60
Anderson, 22, 45,146
Angogo, 175
answer, 16,22,80,96,168,170,195,206,

244-247
Anttila, 238, 240
Aorist, 133
applicative, 60, 68, 91, 97, 126
argument, 144
aspect(cjT/A)

definition of, 28, 33, 115
development of, 2, 42
marked for, 34,160
unmarked for, 133

aspecto-temporal,133
aspectual

categorisation, 133, 140
contrast, 138, 145
flexibility, 134
function, 41,108,114,165,194,197,

228,229
slot, 96, 217

assimilation, 62, 63, 65, 108, 154
asymmetry (asymmetrical), 12, Ill, 150, 169, 188,

196,213,214,234,237,238,249

[HRT-Muzale]

attributive, 84,159,227,237
auxiliary (AV), 20, 29, 30, 32, 33, 39, 42, 43, 46,

86,92,122,162-164,171,178,179,181,
184,185,190, 193,209,230,245
focus, 205
function of,43
governed by, 43
grammaticalisation,44
reduction, 43

axis of orientation, 117
back hopping rule, 75
back vowel, 60, 61, 101
Baganda-Kyaka (see Abaganda-Kyaka)
Bakiga, 224
Bakker, 239
Bantu languages, 1,2,7,20,23,33,43,53,64,67,

85,111,116,127,131,132,142,153,
175,184,211,220,233,251,252

Banyaisanga (see Abanyaisanga)
Barongo (see Abarongo)
basic

aspectual markers, 200
meaning, 106, 197,243,244
unmarked construction, 153
unmarked form, 129

Bastin,49,126
Batibo,7
Beekes,238
before the moment of speech, 145
before today, 174,229
BeforeYester-X,33
before yesterday, 33, 134, 172, 175
benefactive, 61, 68, 97
beneficiary, 97
Berkeley, 14
Besha, 116, 117
bilingualism, 13
binarity,26
binary (binarity), 17,25,26
Binnick,132
B1eek,1
Blois,de,218
Bona-Baisi,14
Boolean, 119
Botne, 21,85,90,115-117,119,120,123,130,

174,177,212
boundary, 88,118
boundedness,125
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brief
ET,201-203
moment, 202, 203

Bronckart, 42
Bubenik, 23, 27,114,124, 125, 132, 133, 138,

144-146
Buganda,86
Bukerebe,2
Bukoba,18
Bull, 116
Burundi, 3
Byarushengo, 14,20,86,98, III, 112, 129, 130,

149,184,186,189,195
Bybee, 9, 45, 47, 114, 132, 140, 155,238
Bynon,238
California, 14
causative, 97
chance resemblance, 48
change, 9-13,25,42,43,47,48, 71,108,118,171,

229,233,238,246,251,252
mechanism of, 47

characteristic
of Perfect, 146
of Retrospective, 150
ofslot(s), 93, 99
spatial, 27

Chatterjee, 28, 194
chess, 18
Chesswas,136
Chibemba, 130
Chiruri, 3, 5, 6, 54, 78, 102, 161,212,218,221,

225,235, -327-
chronogenesis, 23, 25, 27, 166
chronogenetic

level, 24, 168
Model, 123
staging (stage), 25, 34, 35, 42,123,193

chronothesis, 25, 132, 193,246
class(es), 36, 55, 64, 70, 80-83, 100-103,246
classification, I, 6, 8, 17, 26
Claudi,45
clause union, 230
clitic, 88, 89, 108,202,203
coalescence of the vowels, 43
cognate, 15, 142,239
cognation, 51
cognition, 16,22,23, 121
Cognitive, 9, 16, 19,23,27,33,34,41,42,112,

115,119,121,124,139,168,179,180,
204,221,223,243,244,246,248-250

[HRT-Muzale]

abilities, 22
approach, 7, 8,10, 16, 19,22,23
development, 22, 24
model, 22, 25
process, 16,22
skills, 22
verb, 151

coherence, 17
Cole, 237
collocation, 21, 54
commitment, 210, 211
communicative function, 16
comparative

analysis, 124
evidence, 220
linguistics, 23, 248
method, 250, 237, 243
study, 9, 11, 12,23,245

compatibility, 106, 107
compensatory lengthening, 231, 234
complement, 86, 153
complementary distribution, 152
completion, 41,125,133,134,141,147,192,214,

217,220,221
completive, 45, 97, 125, 126, 132-134, 137, 140,

141,145,158,160,164,178,180,192,
214, 220, 228, 241

complex, 11,24,39,40,54,86,89,91,97,117,
118,120,121,137,163,168,191,198,
220, 222, 240, 246, 248, 250
aspect, 123
marker, 163, 164,221,249
tense, 191
VU,197

complexity, 24, 201, 232, 240
compound, 12,29,30,32,122,163,168,181,

191,248
aspect, 123, 156, 173
aspectual marker, 168,219
marker, 41,125,128,148,156,164,198,

241
tense, 173
verbal unit (VU), 29-31,38,39,46,92,

93,122,164,178,181,190,197,
198,243

VU, 29, 92, 164, 181, 190, 197,243
Comrie, 21, 28, 45, 109, 116, 117, 175
conceptual development, 45
condition, 50, 193, 194
conditional, 105, 152, 154,207,208,230
confusion, 2, 20, 133, 144
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Congo, 3
consciousness, 16,22,23,118,121

elements of, 22, 118, 121
Consecutive, 105, 136, 137
conservative, 205, 215, 238
Consolatha, 36
consonant clusters, 69, 80
constraint, 9,80,96,106,107,141,201,202,231,

246, -295-, -296-

of situation, 25,103,122,125,147
of utterance, 103

contiguity, 15,240,241
contiguous, 10,218,251
Contini-Morava, III
continuant, 60-62
continuation, 158, 160, 161
Continuative, 155
continuous, 45, 105, 126, 135, 140, 159,207,230
continuum, 26, 39, 123
contrastive, 34, 112, 130, 145
copula, 84, 94, 114, 152,208,222,238,245
correspondences, 13,65, 110,237
Dahl, 28, 45,117,119,120,174
Dahl's Law, 80, 81
Dalgish, 126, 127
Dar es Salaam, 14
Dave, 14
Davy, 81
de Blois, 218
Deane, 22
definite, 108, 153,207,210
definition, 28,51,115,121,127,137,140,142,

165,169,174,193,194
deictic,194

attribute, 161
categories, 28
centre, 28
element, 192

deletion, 44,87,232-234
determinateness, 185
development, 240

of {-ku-} in Rukerebe, 230
of {-me-},44
of {-ri-ku-} and {ni-}, 207
of language, 240, 248
of new formatives, 18
of Progressive in Ruhaya, 232
ofT/A, 2,18,24,42,43,45,46,115,

159,194

[HRT-Muzale}

of the Remote Future (RF), 212
deverbal noun, 37
devocalisation, 23 I
diachronic, 12, 126,228,248

change, 10, 12, 13,25,48,67,227,232
development, 42, 43, 230

dialect, 14, 15,59,61,77,93,104,167,187,210,
218,221,231,232,236,238,239,241,
248

dialectal
differences, 166, 167
variations, 156

dialectalisation, 208, 216, 222
Diedrich, I
Dik,45
diminutive, 70,103
direct object, 97
direction of grammaticalisation, 45
discontinuous morpheme, 127
Distant Future, 20
Distant Past, 20
distribution, 11,28-31,59,89,105, 106, 128, 129,

152,156,166,170,171,191,197,199,
200,206,216,222,224,225,228,238

distributional limitation, 202
diurnal,175
double

allocation of slots, 83, 95, 246
markers, 97

dual, 17
Dunbar, 22
duration, 202, 203
Durative,105
dynamic verb, 157
E/Nyanza, 3-6, 54
earlier today, 19, 134, 135, 168, 175,204
East Africa, 2
East Nyanza (see E/Nyanza), 2
Eastern Bantu, 64
Ehret, 4,49
Ekihamba,15
Ekimwani, 15
elements of consciousness, 22, 118
Embleton, 48
empty category, 141
English, 13, 18,21,36,37,101,117,122,132,

142,144,147,151,153,163,175,180,
186

epistemic modality, 45
Event Time (ET), 27, 36, 94,117,120,124,154,
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168,202,203,223,243,246
ever, 92, 149, 162,217
evidential, 207, 208
expectation, 119
experience (experiential), 23, 26, 27, 41,118, 150,

181
Experiential Present, 25,140,141,163,170,171,

175,180-182,191,203,204,230, 
277-294-

Experiential Retrospective, 150, 162, 173, 200,
214,215,220,226,247,250

extended
aspect, 165, 166, 179
ET,202
event, 201
function, 146, 153,229,241,243,244
in time, 203
marker, 108
Near Future, 182
Present, 132, 159
process, 64
Progressive, 151, 223
recording moment, 202
rule, 60
semantically, 165
working memory, 202, 203

extension, 37,86,97,102, 108, 157, 166,203,251
external

forces, 240
influence, 235
similarities, 212
view, 27, 203

Factual,227
false cognates, 239
Far Future, 20, 25
Far Past, 20, 25, 172, 174, 175
Far Remote Retrospective, 200, 221
Fehderau, 44
final vowel (FV), 37, 74, 86, 87, 89-91, 98, 105,

127,130,161,162,186,210,
211,236,239

flap, 60
Fleischman, 45
flexibility, 134
floating mora ([vD, 199,233
focus, 208
Forest, 6
Fox,238
frame, 33, 82, 117, 124, 179
French, 17
Frequentative, 159, 217, 225

[HRT-Muzale]

fricative, 69
frictionless continuant, 60
front vowel, 59, 60, 101
functional

approach,19-21
definition, 127
difference, 36
label, 12
limitation, 202
load, 210
model,20

Future, 18,20,25,26,31,33,34,38,45, 118, 119,
133,134,136,146,153,155,160,178,
182-184,186,188-190,195,209,220,
230,239

Future Consecutive, 136
Future Habitual, 162
FV (see final vowel)
Ganda Law, 79-82
Geita, 113
genesis, 36
genetic

affiliation, 8
classification, I
group, 4, 48, 49, 247
history, 10
linguistics, 9
relationship, 4, 7
subgroup, 2, 48

German, 46
gerund,IOI
Gikiga,236
Givon, 43, 116, 130, 238
gliding (glide), 87, 88, 108, 189,232
glottochronology, 82
goal,97
grammatical

aspect, 36
meaning, 9,47
tone, 78, 82, 112, 130

grammaticalisation, 43-45, 47, 88,209,230,238
grammaticalise(d), 28, 43, 46, 185
Great Lakes Bantu, 2
Greek, 125, 133, 137
Greenberg, I
group average, 55
group-internal resemblance, 212
Guillaume, 17,23,27
Gustave, 17
Guthrie, I, 13, 14,43,71,80, 114
HI (Ruziba), 15,60,64,71,112,161,167
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H2 (Ruhyoza), 15,60,64,71,112,148,157,161,
162,167

H3 (Ruhamba), 15,60,64,71,112,148, 157, 161
H4 (Runyaihangiro), 15,60, 112, 167, 187
Habitual, 61, 90, 91,105,125,126,132,137,140,

152,153,159,161-163,183,207,217,
224,225,227,247,250, -294

Hagege,44
half long, 167
Harris, 45, 151
Harry, 94, 180
Heine, 4, 42, 43, 45, 49
here-and-now, 23, 27, 28,121, 133, 151
hesternal,174
Hewson, 17, 19,22,23,27,34,36,39,96,114,

118,124,125,132,133,138,144-146
High Speakers, 112
high tone, 61, 75, 77,130,167,186,231, -299
high vowel, 59, 65,101,212
Hinnebusch, 7, 71, 81
Hirtle, 23, 27, 36
historical

change, 43, 126,227
development, 233

Hock, 159,238,240
hodie,174
hodiernal,174
Hopper, 43, 238
horizontal transfer, 235, 239, 241, 251
Hornstein, 116
Hortative, 31, 94,188,190
http://bantu.berkeley..., 14
http://www...,3
Hubbard, 14
Huddleston, 20
Hyman, 14,20,67,86,98, Ill, 112, 126, 129,

130,149,184,186,189,195,205,208,
220,238

Hypotactic,185
hypothesis, 12,219,225
hypothetical, 40, 119, 191-193
ideogenesis,36
Ihangiro (cf Runyaihangiro), 15
Ikinyalhangiro [sic] (see Runyaihangiro), 15
Ikinyakisasa,15
imagination, 22, 118, 119, 121, 133
imbrication, 126
Immediate, 175

Future, 43,182
memory, 30, 42,118,180,204,220,222

[HRT-Muzale]

Past, 174, 179
Imperative, 36, 43, 61, 93,131,186,190
Imperfective, 45, 125, 132, 133, 140
inception, 121,203
Inceptive, 125, 149
incompletive, 125, 132, 133, 137, 140, 141, 150,

158,160,161
indefmite future, 26, 187
indefinite past, 26
indicative, 39, 185, 192,201,215
Indo-European languages, 1,23,24,39, 125, 133
infmitive, 36, 37, 59, 61, 75, 90, 91, 107,245
infmity,16
infix, 126
inflectional morpheme, 86
influence, 102
innovation, 10-12,68,71,78,81,114,154,181,

202-204,208,212,215,216,227,
237-240,249

instrumental, 97
Insular, 93,113
intelligibility, 50, 54-56, 81,241
intercomprehension,56
Inter1acustrine, 2, 5, 6, 64
Interlake, 2, 4
interlocutor, 122
internal

group average, 55
innovations, 240
reconstruction, 237, 250
resemblance, 212
temporal constituency, 28
temporal features, 28
view, 203
word boundary, 86

Internet, 14
interval, 117, 118
intra-paradigmatic relationship, 21
inventory, 11,58,69
Irrealis,45
Iterative, 140, 159,217,225
Jakobson, 28
Jespersen, 116
Johnson, 97,116,117,174,179
Joseph, 1
just, 19, 109, 132, 147, 153, 157, 158, 180
just about to, 109
Kabwari,6
Kahigi, 43, 67, 108
Kamazima,36
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Kampala, 84, 85, 201
Kant, 23
Kegusii, 3, 5, 6,154
Kemper, 41
Kenstowicz,80
Kenya,3
Kifuliiru,6
Kigezi,236
Kiha, 3, 5, 6, 54,212, -328
Kihaavu,6
Kihangaza, 3, 5, 6,54,154,212,242, -328
Kihanja (cf Ruhamba), 15
Kihaya (see Ruhaya), 252
Kihuunde,6
Kiikizu, 5, 6
Kijita, 3, 5, 6, 54, 78, 102,212,225, -327
Kikerebe (see also Rukerebe), 4, 252, -326
Kikongo,44
Kikuria, 3, 5, 6, 54,154,212, -329
Kikuyu, 179
Kikwaya, 3, 5, 6, 78, -327
Kimenyi, 80,115
Kimunasukuma, 218
Kinata, 5, 6
Kingoreme, 6
Kinyambo (see Runyambo), 252
Kinyarwanda, 3, 5, 6, 21, 54,115,212,218,225,

235,236, -328
Kiregi, 5, 6, 78,154
Kirundi, 3, 5, 6, 54, 212, -328
Kirwan, 14,224,236
Kishashi, 5, 6
Kishubi, 3, 5, 6, 54, 154,242, -329
Kisseberth,80
Kisukuma, 135, 136,218,219,221
Kisumbwa (see Sisumbwa)
Kiswahili, 13,43,59, Ill, 135, 136,209,251
kitchen knife, 20, 124
Kitembo,6
Kituba,44
Kiviira,6
Kivinza, 5, 6
Kivu, 6
Kizanaki, 5, 6
Kiziba (cf Ruziba), 15
Kizinza, 252
Koelle, 1
Kyaka (cf Rubumbiro), 218
Kyamutwara (cf Ruhyoza), 15
Kyoga,2

[HRT-Muza/e}

Lacustrine, 2-6, 8, 18, 48, 49, 53, 80, 82, 10 1,
154,208,219,225,236,240,245,251

Ladefoged,4, 15,56,57,60
Ladusaw,60
Lake Albert, 2
Lake Edward, 2, 3
Lake George, 3
Lake Kyoga, 2, 3
Lake Victoria, 2, 3, 78, 218
Lakoff,16
language acquisition, 41, 42, 248
Larry, 14
Lass,238
last month, 33, 171
last night, 171, 176
last season, 33
last Sunday, 149
last week, 149
last year, 149, 171,175
lateral, 60, 61
Latin, 174
Law of Coherence, 17
Law of Simple Sufficiency, 17
leftmost, 32, 123, 168, 190, 193
lengthening of vowel, 63, 189, 231
lenition, 71, 72,82
Level I, 34, 35, 37, 40, 41, 198,246
Level 11, 34, 35, 39, 40,123,168,192,197,198,

246
Level III, 198
levels, 22, 24, 34, 40, 42, 54, 55, 164, 196-198,

221,231
Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 238
lexeme, 13,51,53-56,59,70,71,74-76,78-80,

88,89,100,102,105
lexical

aspect, 34
boundary, 80, 88
change, 48
cognation, 51
collocation, 54
condition, 50
copula, 94
definition, 51
influence, 102
innovation, 6
intelligibility, 55, 56, 81
List, 11, 15,56,58,81
meaning, 36
properties, 209
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relationship, 50, 57
retention, 50
similarity, 49, 50,53
specialization, 54
tone, 73, 78, 82, 112
transfer, 54
verb, 42, 45, 46, 77, 84, 184, 185, 209

lexicon, 48,81
lexicostatistical

data, 50
figures, 48
findings, 48
scores, 55

lexicostatistics, 7, 8,248
Lightfoot, 240
linear model, 146
linguistic

change, 9, 171,252
communities, 15, 16,239
complexity, 240
map, 238
mental processes, 16

liquid, 43, 47, 61, 62
list, 6,11-15,19,51,53-56,58,59,81,82,105
List I, 13
List II, 13
location, 16,31,41,89,102,121

in time, 28
locative, 37, 46, 68, 84, 88, 97, 101, 162,205,206,

238
long ago, 86, 90, 171, 173
long before, 148, 173,221
long established fact, 159
long H, 167
longHL,167
long vowel, 63, 73, 74, 76, 82,183,188-190, -299
loss

of a liquid sound, 43
of syntactic properties, 44
of {-ri-}, 230
of [I], 44

Low Speakers, 112
low tone, 130, 167
low vowel, 101
Lubukusu, 218
Ludadiri,6
Luganda, 3, 5, 6, 54, 59,79,80, 126, 131, 136,

183,184,212,213,218,225,235-237,
241, -327-

Lugwere, 3, 5, 6
Luhya, 2-6,8,175,218

[HRT-Muzale]

Luhyia (see Luhya), 2
Lu1ogooli, 5, 6
Lumasaaba, 5, 6
Lunande,6
Lunyole,6
Lusaamia,5,6,154
Lusaamya (see Lusaamia)
Lusoga, 3, 5, 6, 212, 218, 225
Lusuba, 5, 6
Lutsotso, 126
Lwisuxa,5,6
Lwitakho,6
macro-tense, 38
Maddox, 14, 108, 150
Maganga,136
Main Verb, 29, 31, 32, 38, 39, 86, 92, 93, 96,122,

163,164,168,171,178,179,184,230
mainland, 93
Mainlanders, 113
majority rule principle, 238
Malcolm, I
malefactive,97
manner, 202, 203

adverb of, 89,202
Mara, 2, 5, 6, 101
Marchese, 45
marked, 145,224

aspectually,122
by complex tense, 191
cognitively,28
doubly, 220
for aspect, 34,160
for tense, 34,139,160,170,181
morphologically, 28, 97,135,181
situation, 122
use of tense, 122

Mase1e,36
Mashi,6
materially complete, 146
McCawley, 116, 117
McGilvray, 120
McKaughan, 48
McMahon, 43, 238, 240
mechanism of change, 47
Meeussen,I,81
Meinhofs Law, 79
Memorial Present, 25, 30, 41, 105, 131, 134,

137-140,170,175,176,179-181,190,
195,197,198,201,204,218,223,227,
228, 236, 244, 250, -277-294-
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Memorial University, 13
memory, 22,42, 118, 119, 121, 148, 179,202,

203,208,211,217,220,222,
223

mental
operations, 22, 23
process, 22
representation, 121
structures, 22

Mid Future, 20
Mid Past, 20, 33
mid tone, -299
Middle Past, 33, 218
middle voice, 144
mind, 17,22,23,26-28,42,121,133,135,138,

140, 181, 184, 192,207,220,222,244
mismatch, 12, 178
Mkhatshwa, 43
modal, 104
modality, 28, 43, 45
model, 25, 34, 82, 89, 93,116,117,119-121,123,

124,165
modified base, 90
monosyllabic stem, 44
Montreal, 20
mood, 31, 89, 90, 97,117,185
Moore, 22
mora, 76, 78, 184, 189,231,233
morpheme, 8, 86-88,97,98,126,127,129-131,

183, 186, 188, 189,202,222,227
boundary, 80, 87, 88

morphogenesis, 36
morphological

ambiguity, 103
change, 9, 48
contrast, 204
evidence, 20
flexibility, 109
influence, 102
levelling, 233
problem, 245, 249
syncretism, 18, 103, 109, 138

morphologically marked, 97
morphologically unmarked, 122
morphonological change, 227
morphosemantic

behaviour, 30, 34
clash, 140
composition, 213
correlation, 217
defmition, 127

[HRT-Muzale]

difference, 134
flexibility, 196
function, 12,26, 115, 171, 189, 190, 196,

197,239
implication, 204
interpretation, 191
reason, 95, 96
relationship, 166
shade, 137
status of {-ire}, 98

morphosyntactic
analysis of {-ire}, 98
behaviour, 38,185,193,238,243,249
composition, 243
constraint, 246, -295-, -296
distribution, 28, 29
flexibility, 196
function, 83,110
properties, 43
role, 93
shift, 42

Morris, 14,224,236
Moshi,120
motivated changes, 240
Mould, 4,8,14,43,49,51,57,65,68,71,73,90,

219,247
Mous,239
Mreta,116
Mukala, 98, 127
multiple aspects, 122, 123
Musa, 37, 84, 85, 207, 208
mutual intelligibility, 241
Muzale, 4, 23, 36, 154
Myers, 81
Narrative, 136
nasal, 102
nasal harmony, 79
Near Future, 20,25,46, 105, 131, 138, 162, 170,

182-186,188-190,195,199,209-211,
226,232, 234, 239,241,249-251,
277-294-, -297-

Near Past, 18,20,21,25,33,91,105,109,131,
138,139,170,174-177,180,181,195,
197,199,201,203-205,218,221,228,
244,250, -277-294-, -297-

Near Past Perfect, 197
negate (negation), 86, 89, 96,158,191,208,217,

220,221
Nerlich,240
neutral, 91

FV, 105, 162, 199
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never, 110,150,162,173,214,216,217,220,226
next week, 171, 183
next year, 183
Niger-Congo, I
N/Nyanza, 2, 3-6, 54, 218
nocturnal, 175
nomenclature, 2
nominal

c1itic,88,89
verb, 90, 101
class (marker), 55, 63, 100, 102, 103

nominalise(r), 36, 43, 88,206,245
Non-Past, 20, 25,109,133,134,154,171,178,

184,189,211,223
North Nyanza, 2, 3
North Nyanza (see NINyanza), 2
not yet, 87,163,173,191,214,216,217,220,

226,235,247
now, 85, 171
nowadays, 163
Nurse, 2, 4-7, 13, 14,20,23,34,39,49-51,57,

65,68,71,78,81,102,154,239,240
object, 97, 100, 103, 144
Occam's Razor, 159
Odden, 14
Optative, 31
orientation

axis of, 117
framework, 220
point of, 117

Overlap Model, 42
Pagliuca, 45, 114
Paradigmatic

levelling, 70, 223
relationship, 21, 33,123, 169, 193

Participial, 185, 187
participle, 36
passive (passive),43, 97,98,126,127,142,162
past, 18,20,25,26,30,33,34,38,45,67,92,95,

96,98,108,109, 112,114,118,119,132,
133,135-138,145,146,150,154,160,
162,171-178,180-182,187,191,195,
217,219,221-223,227,228,230,233,
236

Past Consecutive, 136
Past Habitual, 163
past participle, 36
Past Perfect, 147
patient, 97, 143
perception, 17,22,23,121
Perfect, 18,21,43-45,67,91,105,107,114,125,

[HRT-MlIzale]

132,138,144-147,149,164,166,178,
179,184,197,198,200,212,213,217,
219, 220, 226, 228, 229,236,244,250,
-277-, -279-, -281-, -283-, -285-, -287-,
-289-, -291-, -293-

Perfective, 41, 45, 67, 105, 125, 126, 132-134,
137,138,140,144-147,149,158,160,
178,179, 184, 198, 213, 236,239,244,
250, -277-, -279-, -281-, -289-

Performative, 21, 108, 132, 134, 138-141, 163,
171,181,182,185,190,200,211,213,
233,244,250, -277-, -279-, -281-, -283-,
-285-, -287-, -289-, -291-, -293-, -298-

Perkins, 45, 114
perlocutionary,211
Permissive, 31
Persistive, 105, 125, 128, 137, 155-158, 166,200,

222,223,226,239,241,249,250, -294
Persistive Resultative, 128, 137, 156-158, 166,

200,250
personal commitment, 210
Perstitive,155
PF (see post-final)
Philippson, 2, 4-6, 49, 51, 78, 102
phonetic

change, 63, 65, 70, 71
erosion, 43, 44
reduction, 44, 54

phonological
change, 11,43,48, 127,205,229,238,

251
development, II, 232
erosion, 239
fading, 126
innovation, 10, 11, 65
inventory, 11,58,69
tone, 130
transfer, 51

phonostatistical results, 48
PI (see pre-initial)
pitch-accent, 76,112
plural, 17, 102, 103, 112
point

of orientation, 117
of reference, 116, 117
of speech, 116
of the event, 116,117

Polakow,26
polarity, 173
polysyllabic stem, 44
post-final (PF), 86-89
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post-hodiemal, 174
post-radical, 83, 86, 245
potentiality, 21 1
pragmatics, 16,25
pre-chronogenetic (level), 34-37, 46
pre-hodiemal,174
pre-initial (PI), 31, 81, 82, 84, 86-89,100,101
pre-Proto-Rutara,219
pre-radical, 83, 86,245
predicate, 144,210
predication, 28
predicative,237
prediction, 210
prefix, 22, 90, 94, 100, 101
Present, 18,20,21,25,30,38,41,45,84,118,

122,125,131,132,146,151,155,159,
175,176,180,185,188,189,214,244,
247

present participle, 36
Present Perfect, 180, 236
Present Performative, 140, 141
Present Progressive, 235
Present Retrospective, 235, 236
Present Simple, 250
prestige, 222
primary

aspect, 165, 166
auxiliary, 209
tense marker, 106

principle, 121, 123, 188, 193,237,238,240
of reconstruction, 196, 237

pro-c1itic,94
Progressive, 18,37,45,46,84,87,88,93, 105,

125,126,137,140,142,151-154,159,
162,163,166,168,181,182,184-186,
195, 199,200,206-211,222,223,
229-232,234,235, 237, 238, 241, 245,
247,249-251, -294-

Prohibitive, 31
prolonged, 108
pronominal marker, 102, 103
Prospective, 45,105,125,135,146,178,220,221
Proto-Bantu, 11, 13,48,49,58,65,67,70-73,81,

82
Proto-Lacustrine, 49, 82,241
Proto-Rutara, 7,10,11,24,49,51,65,67-73,77,

79-82, 124, 169, 195, 196,202,203,
205-208,211-213,215,216,219,
221-228,230, 233, 240, 241, 243,244,
247,250, -277-, -278-

pseudo-copula, 84

[HRT-MlIzale]

Pullum, 43, 60
quasi-aspect (marker), 156, 249
quasi-nominal, 36, 37, 42
quasi-tense (marker), 106, 220, 249
question, 14,22,49,89,96, 109, 129, 150, 154,

195,206,208,225,244,245,247,251
radical, 83, 86, 97,130
real

event, 119, 120, 132, 135, 174, 192,207,
208

tense, 39, 106, 113, 192-194,219
time, 17,26, 119, 120, 135, 192,208,211
world category, 19

recent realisation, 159
recent past, 179,241
recent realisation, 153
recipient, 102
reciprocal, 97
reconstruction, 8,10,11,65,112,115,170,173,

195,205,212,214,216,219,225,237,
238,248,250
principles of, 196,237
tools for, 196

recorded memories, 26
recycling (recycled), 35,169,194,196,236,239,

244-246, 249
reduplicated, 97
reference, 118

frame, 117
framework, 118
point, 117, 120
time, 27, 119, 120, 151,193

reflex, 69, 70, 72, 200, 202
reflexive, 97
Reichenbach, 116-118, 120

model, 116, 117, 120, 121
relative, 13,88,112,144,147,151,154,156,181,

185,191,192,199,201,205,206,
209-211,213,215,216,219,220,222,
229,234,238

Remote Future, 20, 25, 43, 105, 138, 170, 183,
187-189,212,223,226,241,247, -277
294-, -298-

Remote Past, 20, 25, 33, 85, 95, 105, 110, 114,
128,138,149,150,160,163,164,170,
172,173,175,177,180,191,199,201,
203,205,214-222,224-226,228,229,
235,238-240,245,247,250, -277-279-, 
283-294-

Remote Retrospective, 105, 125, 128, 137, 149,
150,166,173,200,214,215,219-221,
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226,250
Remote-X, 33
remoteness, 219, 221, 222, 241
repetition, 160, 161
resemblance, 198
Resultative, 45, 67,105,125, 126, 137, 138,

141-144, 156, 157, 166, 178, 198,213,
226,244,247,250

retained features, 238, 239
retention, 11,81,82,217,227,233
retentive memory, 203, 220, 222
Retrospective, 21, 43, 105, 110, 114, 125, 126,

128,133,137,138,144-150,158,
162-164,166,172,173,178,180,191,
192,195,197,198,200,204,213-215,
217,220,221,226,236,239,241,247,
250, -277-, -279-, -281-, -283-, -285-, 
287-, -289-, -291-, -293-, -297-

reversive,97
rhotic, 60, 61
Rice, 41
Robertson, 28, 114
root, 83, 97,130
Rubumbiro, 54,218, -327
Ruenzori,6
Rugemalira.3.11. 14,98
Rugero,98, 127
Rugungu, 4, 6
Ruhamba (H3), 15,60, -325-
Ruhaya(R6), 3-6, 8, II, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19,29,

35,37-40,43,47,50,51,53-56,58-61,
64,65,67,70,71,75,77-79,81,84,86,
88,89,91,92,94,95,98-101, 104, 108,
112, 113, 122, 123, 128-130, 134-136,
139,140,142,143,148,152,155-157,
160-162,167,172,173,176-179,
182-184,186-189,195,198,207-211,
218,230,231,233,234,236,239, 242,
243, 252, -289-, -290-, -298-, -325
dialects of, 15, 104, 167, 187

Ruhororo, 15,56,57
Ruhyoza (H2), 15,60, -325-
Rukerebe (R8), 3-6, 8,13,15,16,21,38-40,43,

50,51,53,58,62,64,71,72,75-78,81,
84-86,89,92,96, 102, 103, 112, 113,
129,139,140,151,152,155,156,160,
163,172,173,176,178,180,182-184,
187,191,192,205-207,210,223,224,
230, 233-235, 242, 243, 252, -293-, -294
,-300-, -326-

[HRT-Muzale]

Rukiga(R4),3,5,6, II, 15, 16,38-40,51,53,56,
58-60,67,71,78,79,84,88,89,92,99,
112,113,128,129,140,143,152,
155-157,162,167,170,172,176,178,
179,182,183,185,187-189,191,209,
210, 212, 224, 232, 234-237, 239,243,
-285-, -286-, -297-, -326-
dialects of, 210

Rukoonzo,6
rule, 75, 80, 112,232
Runyaihangiro (H4), 15,60,65, -325
Runyambo (R5), 3-6, 8, II, 13, 15, 16,29,38-40,

46,47,50,51,53-56,58-60,64,72,73,
75,84,88,89,92,99,108, 112, 129, 139,
140,143,152,155,156,160,162,172,
176-179,182,183,187-189,191,
209-212,234,239,241,243,252, -287-, 
288-, -298-, -325-
dialects of, 241

Runyankore (R3), 3, II, 15, 16,38-40,50,51,
53, 54, 56, 58-60, 64, 66-68, 71, 72, 78,
79,81,84,88,89,108, 112, 113, 129,
139,140,143,152,155-157,162,166,
170,172,176,179,182,183,185,
187-189,191,209,210,212,222,223,
232,234,236,237,241,243, -283-, -284
, -296-
dialects of, 210

Runyoro (RI), 3, 5, 6, 8, II, 15, 16,35,38-41,
50,51,53,54,57,58,60,63,64,68,72,
75,76,89,90,97,98,108,112,129,134,
135,139,143-145,147,150,152, 155,
156,160-162,164,166-168,170,
172-174,176-178,180-183,187,190,
201,203-205,215,220-222,227-229,
232-236, 241, 243, -279-, -280-, -295-, 
326-

Russian, 34, 109
Rusyan,6
Rutagwenda, 56, 57
Rutara,2-8, 10, 15, 18,20,21,25,28,29,33,37,

46-51,53-59,61,65,67-69,72,73,
77-85,88,90,91,93, 100, 102, 104, 105,
109, Ill, 112, 114, 116,123,125,126,
129,131-134,136-138,140,142-146,
148,151,153,154,165,167-170,172,
175,176,185-187,190,194,196, 199,
200,208,212,213,218,219,225,227,
233,235,236,238-240,243,245,
247-249,251,252

Rutooro (Rl), 3, 5, 6, II, 15, 16,29,35,38-41,
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50, 53, 54, 56, 58, 60, 64, 67, 68, 72, 75,
76, 84, 85, 89,90,93,95,97,99, 104,
108,112,129,134,135,139,144,145,
147,150,152,155,156,160,166-168,
170,172-174,176-178,180-183,187,
190,201,203,204,210,215,220-222,
227-229,232,234-236, 241, 243, -281-,
-282-, -296-, -326-

Ruziba (HI), 15,60, -325-
Ruzinza (R7), 4,13,15,16,29,38-40,43,50,51,

53, 58-60,64, 72, 75, 84, 88, 89, 93, 108,
112,113,129,139,140,143,152,155,
156,160,162,172,176,178,179,
182-184,187-189,191,221,230,234,
242,243,252, -291-, -292-, -299-, -326
dialects of, 221

R-view,120
Rwanda (el Kinyarwanda), 3, 236
Saussaure,17
Schadeberg, 71, 73, 136
Schoenbrun, 2, 4, 6, 7, 14, 15,49,50,55,56,82
screwdriver, 20, 124
semantic

change, 9, 47, 158
composition, 125, 138, 161
constraint, 141,201
contrast, 181
dependence, 28
difference, 85,185,210
domains, 28
erosion, 185,239
fading, 209
function, 11,31,83,90,115,139,164,

169
parameters, 244, 246
relationship, 135, 158
role, 93, 202

semantically
ill-formed, 96
motivated changes, 240

Sengerema, 113
sensory experience, 118
serial (seriality), 121, 161
shape resemblance, 127
shortH,167
shortL,167
short vowel, 82, 173, 188, 233
Sigismund,1
simple, 92, 122, 138, 139, 141,250

aspect, 138
clause, 119, 122

[HRT-Muzale]

marker, 125, 126, 198
morphosyntactically, 139
Sufficiency, 17
tense,117
unmarked form, 159
verbal construction, 120
verbal unit (YU), 12,93, 122, 164

Simple Past, 117
simultaneous(ly), 121, 151
Sinclair, 42
singular, 17, 84, 102, 103, 112
Sisumbwa, -329-
situation

context of, 25, 103, 122, 125, 147
frames, 117
of speech, 28
surrounding the speaker, 204
temporal constituency of, 28
time of, 120

situational context, 117
Slavic, 194
slot, 22, 24, 33, 83, 89, 90, 92-99, 104, 106,107,

113,114,125,128,129,139,150-152,
160,168,179,190,192,193,198,199,
217,218,231,241,245,246,249

Snyder, 22
socio-cultural factors, 240
socio-economic factors, 240
socio-political factors, 240
sociolinguistic factors, 222
sometime later, 171
spatial characteristics, 27
spatialisation,27, 121, 123
speaker-oriented modality, 45
speech

event (time), 20, 27, 28, 94, 120, 121,
122,131,141,155

momentof,28, 85,133,141,145,146,
182

situation, 28
time, 120
time of, 120

spirantisation, 67-69, 72, 82
spirantisation,81
split, 67, 68, 70, 71,126,127,162
spread, 232
stabiliser,114
stage, 25, 34, 36, 39, 44, 68, 201, 230, 234

of developing, 105
stative, 34, 84
Sterelny, 240
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still, 29, 113, 132, 155
stress, 44
stress-accent, 76
structure preservation, 62
subject, 36, 100, 103, 144, 159
subjunctive, 31, 90, 91,104,105,127,161,174,

188,211,220,239
sufficiency, 17
suffix, 22, 90, 108, 126,224
Suguti, 2, 6, 54, 77, 78, 102,218,235,242,252
suppletive,84, 152,238
Swahili (see also Kiswahili), 34
symmetry (symmetrical), 170, 188, 195, 196, 199,

240
synchronic, 126,248

description, 243
process, 232

syncretism, 18, 103, 197
syntactic subject, 143
syntagma, 83,246
T/A(seetense/aspect)
Tanzania, 2, 3, 16,218
Taylor, II, 14,20,51,54,59,60,112,113,131,

185,187,237
TBU,129
temporal

adverbial, 122, 149, 171, 174, 192, 193,
246

divisions, 21
flexibility, 134, 135
focus, 185
frame(work),33,118
interval, 120, 131, 183
reference, 33,121,122,179,192,193,

222,223,243
relations, 118
relationship, 125
representation, 146,202
structure, 36,116,119

ten days ago, 171
ten minutes ago, 180
tendency, 85
tense

basic slots for, 89
defmition of, 28, 33
development of, 2, 42
function, 108, 114, 134, 145, 170, 192,

194, 204, 215, 229
marked for, 34,139,160,161,170
property of, 28

tense/aspect (T/A)

[HRT-Muzale]

change of, 42
development of, 42, 45, 159

Tentative, 31
Thelin, 42
thematic

role, 144
structure, 143

theme, 97, 143, 144
then, 85
then-and-there,27
this evening, 171
this year, 175
Thomason, 239
time

consciousness of, 121
in the mind, 23
location in, 28
of speech, 120
of event, 27
of situation, 120
representation of, 23
frame, 82
image, 37

today, 19, 174, 175, 180
Today's Past, 109
Tomaszczyk, 238, 240
tomorrow, 18, 171, 175, 182, 184, 186, 187,209
tonal

conjugation, 130
melodies, 73, 82

tone (el TBU), 12,53,61,73,75-78,81,82,112,
129-131, 166, 167,186,231,251,-295-,
-296-, -299-

tonight, 171
total meaning, 164, 178, 192, 194, 197
transfer(red), 51,102,240
transitive (transitivity), 142, 143
transparency, 240
Transprogressive, 223
Traugott, 43, 238
trichotomy, 23
trill, 60
trio of Retrospectives, 221
typical tense (marker), 32, 106, 113
Uganda, 2, 3,16,56,57,86,218
Ukerewe (el Rukerebe), 2
unaccusative,98, 142, 143
unbounded, 140
Universal Tense, 131
universe, 16, 17,23,26
Universe Time, 20, 27, 33, 36-39,119-121,123,
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145,149,171,182,193,203,220,243,
246

University of California, 14
University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM), 14
unlimited present, 34
unmarked, 37, 97, 122, 131, 133, 134, 140, 153,

184,190
unmotivated changes, 240
unstressed,44
upstream approach, 227
utterance, 118

context of, 103
Valin, 27
Vassiliev, 23, 27, 34
velar, 59
verb

radical, 86, 97
root, 83,130,142,161,162
stem, 12,22,98, 129, 162

verbal
extension, 97
lexical tone, 112
noun, 101
predication, 28

verbal unit (VU), 12,22,28-31,38,39,41,46,83,
86-96,99,106,107,113,115,120-122,
125,128,129,139,151,155,161,164,
168,178,179,190-194,197,198,230,
241, 243, 245, 246, 249

verbing,46
vertical transfer, 239
vocabulary, 55
Voeltz, 43, 98

[HRT-Muzale]

vowel
coalescence, 43, 44
harmony, 63, 64, 81, 82,101, 162,205,

232
lengthening of, 189
quality of, 188
reduction, 44
shortening, 44

VU (see verbal unit)
Watters, 149,205,208,220,238
Westermann, I
Western Highlands (see W/Highlands)
Western Lakes, 4, 6
Western Tanzania, 218
West Nyanza (see WfNyanza)
W/Highlands, 3-6, 54, 68, 81,101,126,212,218,

235,242
Wilhelm, I
Wilson,43
W/Nyanza, 4, 6
word boundary, 86
word list, 6, 82
working memory, 203
year before last, 175
Yester-X,33
yesterday, 18,20,33,149,168,171,174,175,

177, 180, 192,204,229
yet, 87,110,145,163,164,173,191,214,220
Zulu,43
Zwicky, 43
Zwischenseen-Gruppe,4
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